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Preface
Mottos:
„New York City is New York City – Cortland is America.”
Momcillo Stojkovich,
Professor at the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Niš, Serbia.
„«90% of the Europeans confuse the Unites States with New York,
more precisely with Manhattan: a totally fake image.», Americans
and New Yorkers complain…”
Romulus Rusan
„I know that for pure Americans [New York] does not equal
America just because, as a window open towards all European and
Eastern winds, New York is cosmopolitan and multi-ethnic.”
Petru Comarnescu

I travelled to the Unites States of America three times: in 2000, 2002
and 2018. Each visit left strong impressions and was subsequently
materialized in travel notes, reflections, reports, interviews etc.
The journalistic outcomes of the first two visits were included in
the volume From Moscow to New York. Travel notes from the Russian
Federation and excerpts from an American journal. Preface by Mircea
Popa, Limes Publishing House, Cluj-Napoca, 2005. I gathered them in
this volume (except for one particular text that no longer suits the
American environment) together with the materials I had written after
my third visit. This approach allows the book to have a unitary structure
9
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(travel notes and interviews from the Russian Federation will be included
in a separate book).
I added two more interviews in the book, both made at two
conferences of the Alliance of Universities for Democracy (AUDEM), a
purely American creation: with professor John Ryder, whom I met in
Prague, in 1997, and with Svetlana Broz, granddaughter of Iosip Broz
Tito, whom I met in Sarajevo, in 2013, at the annual AUDEM conference.
At the end of the book, I added an abundance of illustrations, lots
of coloured images which come to support the text in the book (you can
also find black and white images).
As I usually do, after each text I mentioned the place of the first
release. All texts were published in România literară, Tribuna, Apostrof,
Pro Saeculum, most of them being published in the form of series in
Adevărul de Cluj or Flacăra lui Adrian Păunescu (FlAP).
*
In 1981, the renowned writer, journalist and diplomat Ioan
Grigorescu, author of a few books about America, wrote: “By the time
this book was written, no less than… 126.810 books about the Unites
States «a nation consisting of 50 countries» had already been published
worldwide. A dozen – not all of them «of poor quality» – were published
in our country too.”
It has been 40 years since 1981 and by now I have no doubt that the
number of books about the Unites States has definitely exceeded 150.000
titles!
It makes sense that people should ask themselves: What’s the use of
yet another book about a place described in 150.000 other books?
The answer is a very simple one: authors express their own
perspective, experiences and emotions after visiting the American world.
I quote Ioan Grigorescu once again: “Travel books have the apparent
advantage to reflect for a while – when they can – the immediate present
10
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of a world, however they fall victims to the continuous transformation of
life and their only merit is that they offer us a brief image captured in the
never-ending movement, contested or supported by the developing
process of that particular world. This literary genre lasts only as evidence
and can only exist due to the sharpness of the author’s keen eye / sense of
observation and objectivity. When it successfully offers unbiased
opinions, when it is loyal to the truth and the details it expresses are
general, when the author holds back from being snobbish and arrogant
and does not show off his cultural knowledge on the subject, and most of
all when they have a way to stir the interest, curiosity and even
amazement of their readership – by not showing their own amazement –
this genre is likely to last at least as a reference book.” (Ioan Grigorescu,
Dilema americană. Spectacolul lumii – The American dilemma. World’s
Show, II, Cartea Românească Publishing House, Bucharest, 1981, p. 6)
Cluj-Napoca, June 2020

Ilie Rad
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Preface to the English Edition
As I wrote in the Romanian edition of this book, I dedicated America
from Cortland to the four American professors who facilitated my three
visits to the US: John Ryder and Henry Steck (the visit in 2000), Devereaux
Kennedy (the visit in 2002), and Alexandru Balaș (the visit in 2018).
Without their assistance, I don’t think I would have ever visited the New
World, especially not three times. I forged beautiful friendships with the
four professors, so much that I consider them my American “brothers”.
How could I ever thank them for their generosity? Except for
Devereaux Kennedy, the other three visited Romanian and “Babeș-Bolyai”
University in Cluj-Napoca where they held lectures and seminaries. Henry
Steck even visited Nandra, my native village, two or three times.
I forged friendships with other professors from the State University
of New York College at Cortland, and with members of the university
community of Cortland who also visited Cluj-Napoca and Nandra:
Coralee Burch, Thomas Mwanika, Sharon and Bill Pesesky, etc. John
Hartsock has yet to visit Romania, but I made him known in the country
through the translation of his book: O istorie a jurnalismului american.
Naşterea formelor de naraţiune modernă (A History of American Literary
Journalism: The Emergence of a Modern Narrative Form), translated by
Andra Andrei, Ioana Laura Bida, Oana Sîrbu, Dan Stoica. Foreword by
Ilie Rad, The European Institute, Iași, 2015.
I took interviews with four of the professors (John Ryder, Henry
Steck, Thomas Mwanika, Alexandru Balaș). They were published in wellknown newspapers and republished in this volume.
However, I felt as I had not done enough for these people that
visibly had an impact on my destiny. They even gave my family the
13
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opportunity to visit America. In 2000 I traveled there with Mihai, in 2022
with Tudor, and in 2018 with Doina. The idea of translating the book for
them simmered in my mind for a long time. I wanted this to be the way
in which I could show my gratitude for their generosity.
In 2018, when the State University of New York College at
Cortland hosted my book launch for From Moscow to New York, I
solemnly and publicly promised before many members of the academic
community from SUNY Cortland (including before President Professor
Erik J. Bitterbaum and former President Professor James M. Clark) that I
would publish this book in English as well. This is the moment when I get
to keep my promise.
I am terribly saddened because a part of the “heroes” of this book
had left for the valley of shadows: Janet Steck, Henry Steck’s wife and
wonderful host in 2002 who had been like a mother to me and Tudor;
professors Coralee Burch, Joseph Brownell, Thomas Mwanika, Șerban C.
Andronescu, poet Nina Cassian. But that’s how life is.
I want to give a special “thank you” to Professor James M. Clark for
proofreading a couple of chapters, and for making minimal but useful
corrections, which were very helpful to my distinguished translators,
Ramona Curt and Diana Livesay.
Professor Alexandru Balaș invited me to launch my first international
book at SUNY Cortland with the occasion of the 150-year jubilee since the
founding of the University. As a token of our friendship, he helped me in
2021 to find the contact information of Nicolae Perry’s grandchildren. He
was a Nadra native who had emigrated to the US, and the information was
very helpful when compiling the monograph of my native village.
Codruța and Charles Temple had given us unforgettable moments
in their home in Geneva (New York State).
My friend Grant Harris from the Library of Congress made sure
that every book I sent him was registered in the catalog of the famous
institution. A copy of this book will also find its home there.
Sincere thanks to the two translators of this book, Mrs. Ramona Curt
and Mrs. Diana Livesay, who thus became “beloved accomplices to this
14
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book” (as critic G. Călinescu wrote to editor Al. Rosetti after publishing his
book, Istoria literaturii române de la origini până în prezent). Sam Livesay,
the husband of Diana Livesay and a native English speaker offered to read
the pages translated by Diana to ensure their accuracy.
I am indebted to the renowned publishing house Casa Cărții de
Știință (The House of the Book of Science) from Cluj-Napoca, to Director
Mircea Trifu, to Dr. Marius Mureșan, the editor of this book, and a
young historian and university professor with beautiful perspectives, for
agreeing to publish the English version of the book.
I am terribly sorry I couldn’t get in touch with my former students
from the State University of New York College at Cortland, whom I sent
postcards, but I only received one reply.
Compared to the Romanian version, this English version contains
an interview with Professor Thomas Mwanika that was published in the
newspaper Adevărul de Cluj, in May 2002.
*
Through the Word, the events and the names of the ones I encountered
during my travels to America will last eternally, because, as I said during my
book launch, even the Egyptian pyramids will be lost someday, eroded by
winds and rain, but the Word can never be silenced or broken.
„Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass
away,” says the Bible. (Matthew, 24, 35).
The poet of Ancient Greece, Pindar also said: „Unsung, the noblest
deed will die.”
I don’t know how others think, but for me, gratitude is a burden.
By publishing this book dedicated to my American friends I am given the
chance to at least partially ease this burden.
Cluj-Napoca, October 16th, 2021
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My First Visit to the New World
(2000)

I. America! America! 1
(Wednesday, August the 23, 2000)
When did I first hear about America? I was probably still going to
school, when Mother was teaching me the first things about history and
geography. She told me something amazing about America which she
claimed she had known from her teacher who had said that this continent
would be… underneath us. „Underneath us”? I could not understand
how you could have people living underneath. „It is possible because the
Earth is round”, she would say. Well then, it means those people stay
upside down! There was no way I could understand how those people
could stay in such a position, however the idea of digging a tunnel to take
me to those extraordinary Americans had already popped in my head! At
the time, Jules Verne and his famous book, Journey to the Centre of the
Earth, were still uncharted territory for me. Growing up I heard all sorts
of things about America, but I never imagined I would one day have the
chance to visit it.
It was in the fall of 1998, taking a walk with John, Henry and
Mihaela in „Iuliu Haţieganu” Park, in Cluj-Napoca. We stopped in front
of the statue of George Coşbuc, and John asked me an unexpected
question: „What would you say if you and Mihaela came for two months
to Cortland?” Slightly shocked, I said yes, I wasn’t excited though because
the „American dream” seemed far-fetched. Anyways, we decided to stay
in touch and sort out the details. The first person to hear about John’s
proposal was Tudor Vlad, who at the time was in the USA with a
Fulbright grant, and he immediately replied: „Ilie, when Americans make
It is just a coincidence that this title is exactly the same as the title of the movie
America, America!, directed by Elia Kazan in 1963, based on the novel written by the
director, a movie I heard about and watched in 2020!

1
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promises, they keep them. They aren’t like Romanians, who often say one
thing but do another one!”
And indeed, it only took a few months until I was delivered a letter
from John saying Cortland. / State University of New York College at
Cortland. Office of the Dean / School of Arts and Sciences. It was a formal
invitation to the Unites States, and I must admit the letter was a bit
amusing considering the way in which my good friend, John Ryder, the
Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences at Cortland gave our friendship
an „official” version. Please find below some excerpts from that letter:
“Mr. Ilie Rad / Str. Grigore Alexandrescu 24, Bloc E9, / sc. IV, ap. 65
/ 3400 Cluj-Napoca / Romania / March 24, 2000 / Dear Mr. Rad: / It is my
pleasure to invite you to teach at the State University of New York at
Cortland for the first quarter of our 2000-2001 academic year. Your course
will begin on August 29, 2000 and end on Thursday, October 12, and its
topic will be on Journalism in Contemporary Eastern Europe. I
recommend that you arrive several days, perhaps a week, before the
beginning of classes to leave enough time to acclimate yourself and to
prepare your class. I would also recommend that if possible you plan to stay
a week or more after the class ends, to allow time to submit your final
grades, prepare to move out of your apartment, and perhaps have more
time to visit New York or other places. […]. / I would also like to invite
your son Mihai Ionuţ-Rad to accompany you as a tourist. It will be a good
experience for him, and at his age he will be able to take advantage of some
of the activities that occur at the college. / We look forward to your visit,
and to your course. It will be a wonderful opportunity for our students.
[…]. Sincerely, / John Ryder / Dean of Arts and Sciences”.
„You will definitely start your American journal before your
departure!”, declared Mihaela. And yes, my American adventure had
started as soon as I went to apply for a visa, in an unbearably hot
Bucharest (I was really lucky to have the support of Mrs. Rodica Radu,
from the American Cultural Institute, Bucharest). The rest followed after:
purchasing the tickets, the scandal with Consus Travel – an unreliable
20
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company, which became the headline of the article I was going to write
after my return, to show my frustration and perfectly justified irritation
for having been delivered the flight tickets just hours before our
departure from Cluj. Secondly, whilst we were busy purchasing the flight
tickets, headlines were warning against plane crashes. To make things
worse, on the 25th of July, the British Airways Concorde 203 aircraft, FBTSC, scheduled to fly from Paris to New York, crashed just 60 seconds
after takeoff, killing all 100 people on board, 9 members of the crew and
four more people in the hotel nearby. My family received the news with
mixed feelings: they were worried but held back from showing us the
confusion and freight caused by such horrible catastrophes.
As it happens, our departure was planned on the 23rd of August, a
former „really important” national holiday (as Caragiale would have
called it), that had ruined so many holidays and vacations for all of us, as
if the Romanians couldn’t have chosen a better time to turn against Nazi
Germany! The numbness overwhelming me before such an amazing
adventure stopped me from putting down my thoughts onto paper.
Basically, just days before my journey I could hardly do a thing. I was
unable to reply to letters just like I was unable to finish my articles for
Dicţionarul scriitorilor români – Dictionary of Romanian Writers
(although I had promised Aurel Sasu I would finish it in due time); it
would be useless to say how many chores I left unfinished at home. Last
but not least, my least favorite and stressful thing to do, packing my
suitcases: what to take, what to leave behind. Eventually I let Doina sort
this out for us, so then I would have someone to put the blame on in case
something was missing or unnecessary.
Like any other fellow from Transylvania travelling to the Occident,
we chose (only me and Mihai are going, as Mihaela had to cancel) to fly
from Budapest, where we arrived in due time and in great comfort. The
trip to Ferihegy II airport was extremely pleasant and I might say
refreshing. The minibus provided by Amasis agency – a Diesel Mercedes –
was very modern. There was no sense in worrying. We left at 5 am, early
21
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enough to get to Budapest in time. The road was clear and we travelled at
a constant speed. After crossing the Hungarian border, we only listened
to radio shows in Hungarian and the only thing that made sense to me
was „Jó reggelt!” (= Good morning!). Just like in Romania, their morning
shows are packed with music, especially British and American. Mihai
noticed that one of the songs was about Los Angeles and another one was
about New York. It felt like they prepared us for the great adventure!
Border officers, both Hungarian and Romanian, were utterly affable and
polite. They didn’t rummage through our suitcases the way they had
done before during our first trips abroad after 1989. The driver of the
minibus, a rather friendly guy, asked me if by any chance I had travelled
with him before, returning from... Russia! And he was indeed right. In
December 1999, coming back from Moscow, where I had participated as
an international observer in the local elections, I had travelled with him.
The situation in itself is funny as it shows „how many” people travel to
Moscow nowadays, since that driver still remembered me!
Whilst waiting at the boarding gate, they asked us a few times:
„Tirana?”, are you flying to Tirana! Well, wait a minute, do we look like
Albanians? After all, we were both wearing jeans and coats, and not
carrying cardboard suitcases or raffia bags! God knows why Malev
personnel mistook us for Albanians!
The flight to London lasted a little bit over two hours. However, we
didn’t fly in a British Airways aircraft as written on the tickets, but in a
Malev aircraft. There was an unmistakable inscription on the planes and
on the cover of the Hungarian magazines they offered on board: 1000
years since Millenary Hungary! (Anyways, I will make no comments on
the millenary “thing”!) Flying above Germany and Belgium. Along the
Rhine, one could see green patches of land alternating with brown or
black patches, all of them nicely lined up in a straight line. It made me
think of a chessboard. Hundreds of white boats on the Rhine. The waves
left behind make me think of jet planes. In no time here we are flying
above the clouds. We are crossing the North Sea. The landscape looks
22
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lunar. The remarkable poem Couds by the late Petru Creţia suddenly
pops in my head. I grab at a copy of Newsweek magazine, presenting on
the cover a photo of the Russian submarine Kursk, sunken 100 m down
at the bottom of the Barents Sea. In London, we encounter a little
problem. After all, no journey is completely free from smaller or bigger
problems and adventures. Landing at Gatwick Airport, the same one
Ceauşescu had landed at in June 1978, when he paid his famous visit to
England and was pampered by Queen Elizabeth II, who declared about
the former tyrant of Romania: „Mr. President, your personality, in your
capacity of well-known experienced and influential state leader, is widely
recognized!”, and then gave him a ride in the six-horse-drawn carriage.
The difference was there was no royal carriage taking us to our hotel. On
the contrary, our documents were thoroughly checked when the customs
officer, who was actually a lady officer, noticed we had Romanian
passports (no doubt the gipsy travelers who came to London and made
the headlines of the Romanian newspapers, had a say in that!). Needless
to say that EU citizens had to walk down a different lane, formally
showing their passports. Once they’d seen we had US visas and flight
tickets (properly checked!), they offered us a 24-hour transit visa, as a
kind gesture! Once past the customs control, we had our first adventure.
We were trying to find the bus that was supposed to take us to the hotel.
The clerk sent us to the British Airways Agency, located somewhere not
far. A lady with mixed white and black ancestry informed Mihai that our
airport transfer tickets were not valid and that we had to pay GBP 17
each. I felt an urge to say what one of Caragiale’s characters would have
said: „Dar n-am plătitără odată?” - „Had we not already paid?”. My first
impulse was to curse that troublemaker company Consus Travel again.
But then I decided to go to the British Airways desk myself (in the
meantime, the lady was replaced by a very nice and friendly young
woman) and I explained the whole situation. She offered me two coupons
in exchange of which we got our bus tickets (Spiedluck). And again, the
bus did not take us to our hotel, Forte Crest, but all the way to Terminal
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4. Well, he who might think that terminals are located one next to the
other one, is totally wrong. You keep wandering inside the airport until
your head spins (anyways, on the bright side, we had the chance to see a
large-scale model of a Concorde plane, the type we were afraid to fly with
because of the recent air disasters it had been involved in).
At Terminal 4, we got into a Hoffa Hotel shuttle „blue” bus, taking
us to Heathrow Airport. The trip lasted almost 2 hours, an out-of-town
trip, obviously (we were hoping to visit London!), due to the traffic jam
outside the airport. Left-hand traffic was a big shock, we had noticed that
whilst still on the plane. The steering wheel is placed on the right side of
the car. The driver, just like the one who drove the bus to Terminal 4, was
a bearded Indian man, wearing a head covering (turban). That was very
common actually, I saw many Indians in England, easy to spot after their
traditional clothing. After all, we should not forget that India was a
British colony (1763-1947) for almost two centuries. On the bus (fully
equipped with toilet and air con) there was a trip attendant, I might say,
her name was Jesy and she offered us tea, coffee or cocoa (Jesy was a very
nice lady of mixed black and white ancestry. Unfortunately, she had three
coffee stains on her white top, just where her left breast was). The bus
took us to Heathrow Airport, which has a network of several hotels,
amongst which... Excelsior! 2
At Heathrow Airport, we took the blue bus and then got off just
outside the Forte Crest Hotel. We were accommodated in room 1072,
level 10. I am not aware of the hotel’s star ratings, but I admire the
eagerness of the management staff to satisfy the needs of all their
customers: for instance, a brochure reading Shoe Shire Service (some sort
of shoe cleaning services), available 24 hours a day, the price being as
little as three dollars a pair, VAT included. Clean and shiny shoes clearly
validate the famous elegance of London. Another brochure informs us on
Excelsior is the name of a magazine I founded in 1992, it lasted until 2003, 16 issues in
total.

2
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the food we can order straight in our room, at our chosen time (guests
hang on the outside door handle their choice of food), the price of the
food is topped with 12,5%. Obviously, we are not going to use any of the
hotel’s services, especially that we still have to eat up all the goodies we
brought from home. Friends have already warned us not to take any
foods to America. Tired and overwhelmed, we did not go to visit the little
town near the airport, instead we went to bed in need of rest.
(Tribuna, year XIII, no. 21-32, June-August 2001, p. 18-19)
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II. An American of... European Caliber: John Ryder
(Thursday, August 24, 2000)
We slept really well in the comfortable Forte Crest Hotel, it was
worth paying 60 dollars for the accommodation. In the morning, we went
downstairs to have our breakfast in the restaurant, where we were
welcomed by one of the waiters (he used the form of address „sir”!), who
showed us the way to a table. The breakfast was included in the price of the
hotel so we enjoyed a big meal choosing from a wide range of foods –
satisfying all tastes, diets and religions. After breakfast, we took a walk
through the small and fancy town Simpson, near Heathrow. We took a
photo of a double-decker bus (the famous London bus we all know from so
many movies), we visited a couple of shops too. The houses do not have
fences around; they have lawns and flowers at the front. At windows,
bright geranium plants; I’ve seen them before in Germany, and this makes
the experience even more occidental. Back at Excelsior, I took a photo of
Mihai standing outside. It is quite chilly, but the sky is blue, there is no sign
of the famous London fog. Mihai is pleased to see the cars parked outside
the hotel. He would like to take photos of all of them. I give in, even if I am
a bit taken aback at his exclusive interest in cars. The park outside the hotel
is full of four-leaf clovers which is said to bring good luck.
Even if our plane is supposed to take off at 15.00, we decide to leave
early for the airport. However, hotel checkout is at 12.00. The same blue
bus takes us to Terminal 3. Another bus then takes us to Terminal 2. Our
flight is displayed on the departure board. We are among the first people
at visa control desks, so we can request two seats next to each other, one
window seat. We will fulfill this wish again on our next flights.
We board a huge British Airways Boeing 74. Boarding is not
delayed, the Capitan informs passengers there are four other planes
ahead of us so we cannot take off as yet. That gives me plenty of time to
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look though the technical details of the plane: capacity: 375 people, plus
members of the crew; top speed: 917 km/h; altitude: 10600 m; fuselage
length: 70 m; wing width: 60 de m. I haven’t got the slightest knowledge
in terms of aerodynamics and I can hardly understand how such a
gigantic machine can take off the ground, carrying tons of fuel and
luggage. We are presented a pre-flight safety demonstration video (for
those hard of hearing too), thus sparing the poor flight attendants the
pathetic and dull presentation of those instructions (seat belt fastening,
life vests, oxygen masks etc.). We also watch the news on the screens, the
tragedy of the Russian submarine Kursk being the point of interest. To
my surprise, the crew does not provide us with plane coordinates, so we
try to rely on the company magazine, Highlife, published by British
Airways, where there is a map of all the flight corridors of the company,
to get an idea of our whereabouts. (By the way, the same magazine
consists of a list of foreign currencies, but Romania and the Republic of
Moldova are not on the list. On that note, the Republic of Moldova is not
even on the map of Europe presented in the magazine, and a not very wellinformed reader could understand it is part of Ukraine and that for good
reason. I am surprised that a serious company like British Airways allows
itself such misinformation, that could possibly create political upset.)
We are flying above Ireland which from so high up looks like a coat
made of green and brown leather pieces, as a contrast to the perfect
geometry of the German land we saw a day before. In no time we are
above the clouds, above the Atlantic Ocean. In the absence of a reference
point, one can hardly be aware of the dizzying speed of the aircraft. We
willingly fill in some British Airways quizzes on the quality of the services
provided and we receive thank you pens. There is a specific column for
making suggestions and I suggest more efficiency in terms of the
transfers between terminals while Mihai, while listening to the radio with
his headphones on, suggests more variety in the choice of music.
As this is a daytime flight, time flies quickly and, after eight hours,
we arrive at Newark. We waste no time, trying to be among the first
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people at the US Immigration desk, especially that our plane to Syracuse
is scheduled to leave within an hour and we have no idea how much time
we’ll need to spend at this particular desk. We were right not to waste any
time because there is a long winding queue behind us. One can hear all
European languages plus hard to identify idioms. Fortunately, formalities
are a piece of cake (our IAP-66 form is all we need). Next step „Customs” - as simple as the previous one. Luggage is scanned, no need
to open them. I am a bit concerned about the cake Ina baked and the two
cans we could not eat in London. Rodica warned me against bringing
food into the US (based on the book of Stelian Tănase – L.A. vs. N.Y.
Jurnal american, Polirom, 1998/ American journal – I knew what a
tremendous experience an American customs officer had when he
discovered in the suitcase of a passenger... an apple!). I am also worried
about the ţuica (traditional Romanian spirit) from the Coca-Cola bottles.
Fortunately, we were lucky again.
Following John’s instructions, which he emailed, we are supposed
to take the monorail at Terminal B, which is sort of an elevated rail, all
the way to Terminal C and then board for Syracuse. Once there, we
realize we still have a couple of hours to kill until our departure and we
just relax. We take a seat, our luggage with us, in the waiting zone.
Everywhere I look, I see bilingual inscriptions, both in English and
Spanish. English is the official language though, so if you don’t know it,
you are lost. The poor flight information system surprises me a little: all
passengers wait in the „waiting area” until their flights are announced
through megaphones. It is true though that somewhere behind there are
also big screen displaying all departures and arrivals, still it is beyond me
why everyone has to go through the same „gate”. As the voice heard
through megaphones is difficult to understand, as it usually is at all
stations, I just lay back and wait for the word „Syracuse”, announcing our
flight. However, Mihai relies on the information they offered at the desk
and his confidence (including his confidence in his linguistic knowledge)
calms me down.
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Our first unpleasant surprise: our plane cannot take off because of a
technical problem. We all need to wait for about an hour until another
plane comes to take us to Syracuse. We wait, what else could we do. I look
around. The place is packed with students returning from their holidays.
To the left, there is a group of French people, which makes sense as Air
France desk is nearby. Some have young children, most of them babies.
Starting young, I might say. An airport worker shows an old lady the way
to the „gate”. After a while, our flight is announced. A bus takes us to the
airstair. Night has fallen. I’m thinking of John who has been waiting for
us in Syracuse. The delay must have been announced there too. We carry
our luggage to the plane. The airport taxes seems pointless, since we have
to carry our heavy luggage ourselves. However, two porters are there to
help us load our suitcases in the cargo hold.
The plane to Syracuse is a local flight, it lacks the comfort offered
by big travel companies. The only flight attendant on board offers us
coffee and soft drinks. Passengers look tired and unshaved. Most likely,
they are commuters. As we fly at low altitude, we feel all „turbulences”,
air gaps, wind resistance and other meteorological perturbances.
Through the window, we can see the
lights down on the ground. Every little bit
of land is brightly lit, as if every meter of
America was inhabited. It takes an hour to
arrive in Syracuse. We are the first to get
off the plane. I can see John through the
glass wall of the airport and I wave.
John welcomes us by saying „Bună
seara – Good evening”, uttered in an
almost flawless Romanian. We get in his
car and off to Cortland. It is a starlit night.
I have the feeling that this is not real and
all is just a dream. It takes less than an
John Ryder, seen by
hour to get to Cortland, to the house John
Virgil Tomuleţ.
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had already arranged for us to stay in. It is located at 17 1/2 Elm Street
and it belongs to Mrs. Glenna Hainnes. Like all American houses, this is a
wooden house, “the typical colonial house which probably represents
America more than skyscrapers” (Romulus Rusan, America ogarului
cenuşiu (America of the grey hound). 3rd edition, Univers Publishing
House, Bucharest, 2000, p. 39)
Outside the house, I spot another car, and Henry comes out of it. It
is an extraordinary gesture. He really wanted to be there and welcome us.
The house is beyond all expectations. We thought we would be
accommodated in a little room somewhere in a little house. Fact is we are
offered the entire first floor of a gorgeous typical American villa:
bathroom, kitchen, living-room etc. John says I am entitled to enjoy the
comfort of any American professor. The house has two balconies, one at
the front and one at the back. I have a strange feeling I don’t deserve this.
Truth be told, the price matches the comfort: 425 dollars a month. But it
is worthwhile. Swiftly I open up a bottle of ţuică, and then we say good
bye. We feel a bit tired. John was going to come back on the following
day, at noon, to give us a tour of the campus.
John, John, John...
In Romania, if you say about someone / something (person or
institution) that they are of European caliber3, you mean that person or
institution has the highest level of quality. This is exactly how I feel about John
Ryder, the Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences at the State University of
New York College at Cortland, whom I had the fortune to meet.

In his book, America ogarului cenuşiu (America of the grey hound), Romulus Rusan
spotted the following detail in San Francisco: “A very visible billboard reads: «In the
European tradition», and that is an absolute distinction for business owners. Out of
2.600 restaurants, half offer their clients the pleasures of «European cuisine» (this is a
lot; the top-rated exotic attraction in America is the Asian cuisine!). High-class epithets
are «European», «French», «Parisian»…” (Romulus Rusan, cited works, p. 187).
3
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In the fall of 1996, professor Dan C. Stegăroiu asked me if I wanted
to go to Prague to participate in AUDEM (Alliance of Universities for
Democracy). At the time I didn’t know what AUDEM was (to me it
sounded like LTD, as setting one up was very fashionable at the time!),
however as my wish to visit „the golden city” was tremendous, I instantly
said yes. John Ryder, one of the participants in the same conference,
delivered a speech about The Communist Manifesto by Marx, a speech I
really enjoyed. It was my first time at an international scientific reunion
and I enjoyed lots of other presentations, but as it is, it was fate to go and
congratulate John Ryder himself for his presentation, asking him the big
favor to accept having his paper translated and published in the future
magazine Reporter. This is how my friendship with this wonderful man
started, a person who knows how to blend erudition with modesty,
management with friendship and wisdom with critic. I met him again
during the following AUDEM conferences, in Warsaw (1997), Nitra
(1998) and Budapest (1999). Whilst in Europe to take part in the last two
conferences, John briefly stopped in Cluj, to visit our school, deliver
speeches, talk to students and fellow colleagues and also give interviews
for local and central Romanian newspapers (in the Annual report for the
academic year 1999-2000, Judson H. Taylor, President of the college – id
est rector of the college – a highly respected personality among students
and in the academic community – and President of Cortland College
Foundation, mentions (on page 7) John’s visit at „Baes-Bolyai” (sic!)
University in Romania, together with his visits at Ostrava University in
the Czech Republic or at Moscow State University. This meant the world
to me (especially that I was there at the time). During his visits, I
understood how profoundly he grasps the European and Romanian
realities. An instance would be his disappointment in the nationalism
occurred in Central, Eastern and south of Europe, after the fall of the
Communism, praising Romania for its approach in sorting the problems
with the Hungarian minority. He was amazed at the fever (hysteria at
times) of the Romanian politicians who wanted desperately to see
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Romania joining NATO, his personal opinion being that such an event
would have exposed our already frail economy to unimaginable financial
costs, declaring that our priority should have been our entry into the
European Union. I asked him – why do think Romania stayed historically
behind other Western European countries – and he came up with some
facts: our geographical position („facing all wicked things”, as the
chronicler once said), the fact that it is a small country at the discretion of
super powers (countries that do not rely on principles, but mere
interests), poor political management, corruption, our tough luck having
lived in a totalitarian regime for 50 years (historically, 50 years is not
much, but the timing was just not right; being set in a period of unique
technical and scientific progress, Romania stagnated and was isolated),
failure to acknowledge or even ignore economic, political and social
priorities etc.
All these ideas originate in the deep-thinking system of the
American professor who studied philosophy at the State University of
New York College at Cortland. After receiving his master’s degree and
PhD in philosophy, he moved up the academic ladder, now being a
professor and the Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences at the State
University of New York. He chaired the university’s philosophy
department and he was the Director of the Project for Eastern Europe
and has in time held various conferences both at many American
universities (approaching a wide variety of subjects: Marxism and
democracy or Ideology and power, all the way to... Baseball in American
life) and also at universities from Canada, Russia, Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, Poland, Hungary, Slovakia and Romania. He was awarded lots
of grants, scholarships and internships (two of them at the Moscow State
University). He is a board member of the magazine Metaphilosophy and
secretary of the Association for the Philosophical Study of Marxism, an
active member of the American Philosophical Society etc. He has
published essential works for the American philosophy: Naturalismul
filosofic american în secolul XX – American Philosophic Naturalism in the
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Twentieth Century (1994); Filosofia contemporană în Europa de Est –
Contemporary Philosophy in Eastern Europe (1994); Perspective ruseşti
asupra istoriei filosofiei americane – Russian Studies of the History of
American Philosophy (1997). Last year he published his volume
Interpreting America. Russian and Soviet Studies of the History of
American Thought. (Interpretând America. Studii ruseşti şi sovietice
asupra istoriei gândirii americane) in the prestigious philosophy
collection of the Vanderblit University Press, Nashville and London. He
also published various studies, articles and essays in collective volumes or
specialized magazines from Germany, Russia, Poland, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia. Being a specialist in American philosophy, systematic
metaphysics, Eastern Europe philosophy and social philosophy and
having qualifications in the history of philosophy, philosophy of
education, philosophy of religion and Marxism, professor John Ryder
teaches courses that really astonish due to the vastness of the thematic
approach: philosophy of education, American systematic metaphysics,
American naturalism and pragmatism, metaphysics and epistemology,
American philosophy, philosophy of religion, contemporary moral
problems, introduction to philosophy, modern Western thought etc.
What is also worth mentioning about John Ryder is the fact that he is a
polyglot, which is quite unusual for an American (I read a funny joke in a
newspaper I got on the Continental Express plane taking us from New
York to Syracuse: „What do we call someone who can speak three
different languages?” „Trilingual!”. „What about someone who can speak
two?” „Bilingual!”. „And someone who can speak just one?”
„American!”). Professor Ryder speaks German (his great-grandparents
emigrated from Germany), French, Spanish, Russian and is quite fluent
in Czech (which he got to learn just because he was really interested in
the realities of Eastern Europe). He also owns an English-Romanian
conversation guide and he impressed us at the Syracuse airport where he
was waiting for us on that August night by welcoming us with an almost
flawless „Bună seara!” (During my 2-month stay at Cortland, John
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welcomed guests from the Czech Republic, Hungary, Russia, Ukraine. All
of them had to be welcomed at the airport, taken to the hotel, helped to
adapt to the schedule, and this is not something easy to do, as it is, first of
all, time-consuming. However, John Ryder is full of unexpected resources
and energy when it comes to his planned ahead projects.)
I spent several evenings at his gorgeous house situated on 15
Bellrose Av. and I met his distinguished wife, Colleen, a lady of Polish
descent, who is teaching English at the University at Cortland. Colleen’s
refinement, culture and elegance instantly made me think of the beautiful
Polish countess Maria Walewska, whose son, Alexandre Walewski (18101868), Minister of Foreign Affairs in France, supported the Unification of
the Romanian Principalities.
John Ryder invited me at his University, giving me the chance to
get to know the New World and meet exceptional people and professors:
Henry Steck, John Hartsock, David Hollenback, Samuel Kelley,
Devereaux Kennedy, Kathleen Lawrence, Thomas Mwanika, Deborah
Williams, Sharon Pesesky, Karen Hampson, Coralee Burch, Craig Little
etc., as well as my admirable students: Brian Funk, Erica Hayes, Jennifer
Newman, Kathleen O'Rourke, Kimberly Richmond, Megan Shutka (I was
going to meet them at a later time). Above all, he taught me an amazing
thing, and we should all reflect on this - when we feel like we arrived too
late where we should have arrived earlier: It is never too late to be what
you wanted to be!
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III. Prof. John Ryder, PhD – „To Americans, Transylvania means
Dracula, a terrifying area, kind of an obscure space!”
– Dear John, we have lots of Americans
coming to Romania and writing about various
matters such as the culture and history of the
Romanians. Works related to history are quite
interesting as they can offer a more objective
point of view upon some more delicate issues of
our history. How would you explain this
interest? Is it also directed towards other
European countries?
– There are some very interesting places in Eastern Europe. One of
the reasons why some Americans travel and show an interest in these
places might be their attempt to try and find their origins, “roots”.
America brings together many different communities: Polish, Czech,
Slovakian, Romanian. Consequently, there are a lot of Americans who
originate from those places and travel to Poland, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia and Romania.
As far as I’m concerned and other people from my generation,
Eastern Europe is uncharted territory, but we visit it because it is now
more accessible. The Cold War was a moment of crisis and it had tragical
consequences, including in America, because our country was not up to
date with the political, social and economic matters from Eastern Europe.
These days, some Americans try to find out more information about this
part of Europe, thus traveling there.
On the other hand, there are cultural interests too. A friend of mine
has an interest in the culture and folk traditions of Eastern Europe. She
travels all over that part of Europe to study their traditions. The area she
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is interested in is way more accessible now after the fall of the communist
regimes. As you can see, if before ’89 she could not visit a Romanian
village, she will probably be doing it in the future.
– There are many large ethnic groups in the US: Spanish, Italians,
Romanians, Polish, Hungarians etc. How do they keep their identity? What
do members of these groups value most: being American citizens or being
who they are Spanish, Italians etc.?
– Most of these groups completely fit in and adapted to the
American life style. I think they’ve become Americans, especially if we
talk about the 2nd or 3rd generation. We might say they are Americans
because they stopped talking their mother tongue. For example, my
grandmother spoke German whereas my dad did not speak German
correctly. We stopped speaking German in our house, and I learnt this
language at school. As you can imagine, my family’s mother tongue has
gradually been forgotten.
Many immigrants lose their identity. They tend to forget in time
their language, culture and traditions. My wife’s family is such an
example. Even though her family is originally Polish, she has no
connection to the Polish identity. Nobody speaks Polish in her family and
they know no relatives in Poland, as it’s been two to three generations
since immigration.
There are certainly other ethnic groups, such as the Greek and
Italian communities, which tend to keep their old traditions and customs
and pass them on to the next generations. They stay united because they
live together. Church plays a major role in the process. Due to social
factors, some ethnic groups do not stay united and they fall apart. Their
members go different places, and the Church stops being a cohesion hub.
This is the case of Polish communities.
– Do you think that declaring themselves Americans has something
to do with the pride of belonging to the most powerful nation of the world?
– I wouldn’t call it pride. Immigrants have no other alternatives but
adapt to the quick “Americanization” process. They are involved into the
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process through various methods. School is one and it speeds up the
integration into the American society.
– Knowing your interest in the history of religions, I would like to ask
you if you are familiar with Mircea Eliade’s religious ideas.
– I’ve been interested in the history of religions and different
aspects of religion since I was in high school. I studied several books
written by Mircea Eliade. You can barely find his works in America.
However, he is known here and his religious work is key.
– Do you think that religious values could be an alternative to the
more and more manifest solitude of modern individuals?
– There is no doubt that some people find in religion the answer to
their personal problems. Religion welcomes solitude and alienation. It is
cure for some. My personal opinion though is that religion is “deceptive”.
For example, in Poland the Church has got a too big and destructive
influence.
– In your capacity as Secretary of the Society for the Philosophical
Study of Marxism, what else is still valid from Marx’s theory after the fall
of Communism in Europe?
– After my graduation from high school, when I was accepted as a
higher education student, the Vietnam War was ongoing. The war had a
huge impact on my generation. I was really young 25, 30 years ago and I
was really interested in Marx and Marxism. To me, Marxism was an
alternative to the surrounding world and the capitalist society. Marx’s
work also influenced my way of thinking later on in life. The socialist
systems from Eastern Europe proved to be an absolute fiasco. It does not
mean that socialism does not have a good side. The way I see things is we
need to use Marxism to understand how to make a better world.
– We participate in AUDEM conferences. Do you think that
universities today can contribute to the Democratization of society? How
can that be done?
– They do play a role, of course, firstly because they prepare new
generations of students. At my University, we have a Pedagogical College.
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We teach future teachers how to teach future generations of young
people. This is how our University contributes to the development of a
democratic society.
– You are a professor at The School of Arts and Sciences in Cortland.
What chances do students have to find a job after graduation?
– We cannot secure jobs for our students, but we do our best to
help them find a job even if many of them cannot find one immediately
after they finish their studies. Many of them work in a different field or
do a temporary job. Some need to move from place to place, sometimes 5
to 6 times. Some might even do something else professionally. Life is a
constant challenge for students. Sometimes, during out graduations, I see
them so happy and I ask myself: “Why? My dear students, time’s up…
you’re on your own now and life’s a struggle!”
– Considering I work at the School of Journalism, it would be
interesting if you could briefly show us the positive impact and the negative
effects the press (as a whole) has on masses.
– Americans do not read papers too much, they mostly watch the
TV. I would say television has a large and not a good influence. There are
multiple reasons. For example, a friend of mine, who is a film critic,
watched with his students a foreign film. He came to the conclusion that
his students were not capable to watch and understand foreign or old
films. He concluded that they were not able to watch it because they were
too used to watching American television films. Old and foreign films –
especially Japanese films – are packed with symbols and are more static.
In a Japanese film, a shot can stay onscreen for as long as 5 minutes, a
timeframe when there is no action happening, it is pure conversation.
Comparatively, in contemporary American films, shot changes occur
every other 5 seconds. This is only one negative effect of television. On
the other hand, television sends out a subliminal message and this is
applicable especially during political campaigns. Interviews with political
personalities last a really short time so that the viewers haven’t got
enough time to focus on the discussion. This type of mass-media works
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to our detriment. Again, television brings down the level of culture. A lot
of people watch the news on television and on the radio, and this is
extremely shallow. It is odd though that despite the enormous amount of
knowledge available, we know less and less things and we understand less
than we know. That’s ironic! What we actually do is we put advanced
technology – television and internet – first and we ignore culture. This is
why I cannot be pleased with the new technology, because it has a
negative impact on the population: it destroys social life. I am a fan of
baseball; I also wrote a study about that. Television changed a lot the way
we perceive this sport, so the impact is negative.
– Do you think that the American press can still manipulate
American public opinion the way it does in young democracies?
– There is a constant manipulation of the press. There are multiple
reasons and I find it hard to pick one. The problem is that the American
audience does not know too much. We are as intelligent as other people,
we do have knowledge, but we cannot understand much. As a
consequence, we take for granted any silly thing we hear. This is absolutely
incredible! We are prone to vote against our own interests if the press
manipulates us. The most serious manipulation factor is ideological in
nature. We are so easily fooled by the concept of market economy! Under
such circumstances, we cannot talk about a democratic society, because the
opinions of the population are constantly manipulated by the mass-media.
We also invented a manipulation art: marketing is the science of
manipulation! In our society, marketing is extremely important.
– You have been Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences since 1996.
In your opinion, is journalism closer to art or science?
– Excellent question! We have a Department of Communication
including a class of journalism. If mass-media has such a huge impact on
society – as I mentioned above – then journalism is a subject of study and
also a social phenomenon, thus consisting of a scientific component. At our
school, we prepare students to become teachers, engineers etc. Beside these
departments, we also have a School of Arts, where students are required to
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be natively talented. Reality shows that there are good journalists who have
not studied at a specialized school, and this means that being a journalist
requires an artistic side too. This being said, those who choose journalism
must be aware of the power and influence of mass-media.
– Does your position as a Dean get in the way of your scientific
activity? In Romania, people think that management positions harm the
scientific activity of the person…
– I currently do research too. It is indeed true that people holding
management positions are having a hard time doing scientific work. To
me, it is important to carry on my research and scientific activity,
otherwise I might fall behind on the new things in my field. I must say it
is not an easy thing to make time for research when you have other
responsibilities too. I, for one, am married but we have no children, so
that allows me to make time for research. I do not know how I would
organize my time if I had children!
– You speak German, Spanish, French and Russian, and you have
recently taken up Czech. How would you explain your interest in European
languages?
– It is a hobby – I must admit, it is a bit unusual for an American. To
me, learning foreign languages is interesting. I’ve been quite curious lately
about Gaelic. On the other hand, my wife and I travel a lot. We visited
Germany, Spain, the Czech Republic, because we have friends in these
countries, and I spent a month in France last year. Young people have
started to learn foreign languages in America. I think that if you speak at
least a foreign language, whatever it may be, the way you see the world
expands, because by learning a new language, you fit in the basic structures
of that country. My students do not enroll for German or French classes,
but they take up Spanish, because they say Cervantes’s language is easier to
learn. Nothing is simple – not even the Spanish tenses.
– Would you like to visit Romania?
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– I would love to visit Romania. Maybe next year. I will have to do
my best to learn a bit of Romanian, which I don’t think could be harder
than any other language.
– What would you like to tell the readership of Transilvania Jurnal,
and Romanians, in general?
– It is hard to send a message as I am not familiar with the readership
and I know nothing about their interests. But it would be great to create a
connection through this interview. I look forward to finding out more
about you, Romanians, about your culture and education system.
Readers, you are part of a captivating culture!
P.S. Thank you to my colleague Mircea Maniu and student Mihaela
Costea for their support to make this interview possible. (Ilie Rad)
(Transilvania Journal, November 1998)
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IV. On the University Campus
(Friday, August 25, 2000)
Our first night on American land. I cannot believe that I slept in our
„vast apartments”. I make our first meal and take a photograph of each of
us. At noon, John picks us up and take us to visit the campus. Driving on
Elm Street, we turn left on Church Street (there really are lots of churches
on this street), we make a turn on West Court Street and go up a little
slope. We drive past the City Hall, on the left side, a humble building, not
bigger that a kindergarten in Romania. Here, the City Hall is not a major
institution (actually, it looks like a lifeless institution, with no people
around); the Court of Justice is the most impressive building in town, and
four streets are named after it. This does say a lot about the American
mentality, doesn’t it! To the right, John points at no. 36, Henry’s house, a
wonderful villa, just like most of the houses around here. A quick stop at
John’s, to see where he lives. Cody welcomes us, he is a very smart little
dog, John says (all owners praise their dogs! This is what Mihail Friedman
did with Laika in Moscow or Ion Druţă with Charly). Colleen, John’s wife,
is away on a trip. John’s house is not locked, he’s not going to lock it on our
way out either and this puzzles me a little bit. This is a different America
than the one I was warned I would find. He leaves his car unlocked too and
I’m not willing to leave my camera on the back seat for fear someone might
steal it. Used to things at home!
Back on campus. A little surprise awaits me, because my idea of a
campus is related to an open field. Well, this campus sprawls across
several hills. It consists of over 20 buildings, each bearing the name of its
donor, following the American tradition: Cheney Hall, Brockway Hall,
Dawd Hall, DeGroat Hall, Cornish Hall, Hendrick Hall etc. Some do not
have proper names (Neubig, Old Main), still awaiting their donors! The
place looks almost deserted, lacking the liveliness I was expecting. That is
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not surprising at all as school only starts in a few days. However,
something else is missing and that is the hustle specific to the beginning
of a new academic year (different from how things are back at home,
where everything gets done at the last minute – painting the walls,
polishing the floors, cleaning the windows etc.). The campus seems
lifeless and this feeling is probably also due to the fact that there is a
cemetery nearby (it is the first American cemetery I see and I’m planning
to wander along tombstones one day).
First building to visit is Old Main, this is where the dean’s office is
located. Outside this office there is a cabinet displaying the professors’
scientific works. I should do this at my school. Students need to know
what their professors write. It is an imposing office; all walls are packed
with American and European philosophy books. I can see a lot of books
by Marx. Stelian Tănase was right to say that, after the fall of the
Communism, Marxism moved into American universities. However, I
have a feeling that John had a deep interest in Marxism long before the
fall of the Iron Curtain. One shelf is dedicated to John’s books and the
foreign magazines he published in. I am pleasantly surprised to notice
two issues of the magazine Reporter, where I published his translated
study Reanalizând „Manifestul Comunist”/ Reanalyzing the Communist
Manifesto – year I, no. 1, 1999, pages 9-12). I also notice his new book,
Interpreting America. Russian and Soviet Studies of the History of
American Thought, Vanderblit University Press, Nashville and London,
2000, an autographed copy of which he offers me: „For Ilie, colleague and
friend, John. 8/24/2000”. I email Doina to let her know we arrived safely.
We then enter Dowd Building, to see the Department of Communication
Studies, where my office is. My office is equipped with a computer,
printer, phone, armchairs etc. Before I forget, at my University I do not
even have a desk to keep my papers on. The first colleague I was
introduced to was Thomas Mwanika, an Afro-American from Uganda.
Next, I meet Deborah Williams, our nice secretary, who hands us over
the keys for both our offices and her office, where I am allowed to go at
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any time to get my messages or things I might need (paper, notebooks,
pencils, markers, paperclips etc.). I have a first little dilemma: Deborah
says that I should leave my office open at all times, so that students can
approach me without a problem, whereas firefighters recommend to
close them and stop a potential fire from spreading. Who should I listen
to? There are six professors at the department, but, as John already
emailed me, I was not going to meet Syed Pasha because he was on „
sabbatical” leave (this happens every seven years and it is kind of a paid
leave for professors to allow them time to sort out their scientific matters.
I hope this tradition will one day be implemented in Romania too.) Next,
we visit the exposition hall at Dowd Hall and Dowd Fine Arts Center,
which is where Janet, Henry’s wife works, and whom I met a couple of
years back at the Budapest University of Economic Sciences. However,
she is not around. Somebody tells us she is away at the moment. I am
introduced to the new manager of the art gallery, a very nice young lady
(I cannot recall her name) who finished a specialization in art history in
Rome. On her desk there is a photo of her and Pope John Paul II. We are
offered invitations for the contemporary art exposition happening
September the 15th. We have lunch with John in the bar at Old Main.
At 4:00 p.m., we are heading towards the house of the President of
the College at Cortland, Judson H. Taylor, who gives a reception for all
academic staff members. He lives just across Down Building. Guests
arrive in time, standing in a queue outside. The President and his wife,
Elise Taylor, personally welcome their guests and have a little chat with
each of them. This is the second official reception I go to (my first one
was a year back at the Embassy of Romania in Chişinău/ Kishinev). The
grounds are surrounded by a wooden fence. It is actually the only house
at Cortland surrounded by a fence. (I was about to understand why a
little bit later: they have a swimming pool in the back garden, and people
who have a swim need their privacy and do not want to be seen by
passers-be.) The minute we go in, we are given name tags to wear on our
coats. There are a lot of new professors, lots of guests too, and name tags
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are a way to help everyone get to know each other. Next, we head for the
food and drink tables placed just behind the swimming pool. John
introduces me to a large number of his acquaintances. One of them is a
very smart Russian lady, Vera, married to an American who specializes in
South-Eastern European matters (I have the feeling that everyone here is
a specialist!). We speak Russian.
We can only stay for a little while because we have to go to Syracuse
for the baseball game John already emailed me about. He booked tickets,
and this is going to be „a proper introduction to the American culture”.
Under the circumstances, culture obviously means something more, being
a synonym for life, society. We regretfully leave the reception. All I can hear
in my ears is Nice to meet you! Nice to meet you! Nice to meet you!
It takes us less than an hour to get to Syracuse. Before going to the
grandstand, we meet Henry and Janet, who have arrived before us. We
stop at the food stand and have plenty of food and drink Coke with lots
of ice (all drinks here come with ice cubes!). Somebody hands us over
personalized name tags. The stands are packed with people of all ages. If
on European football stadiums there is an abundance of young men,
things are different here as there are plenty of children and women too.
Everyone has Coca-Cola bottles and plastic trays with cold meals. The
seat before each spectator is equipped with cup or bottle holders and tray
holders. Be it a conference, exposition, workshop or seminar and
obviously a game of any sort, the American citizen must have something
to eat and drink. Baseball is a national sport. I tell John I would like to
read his essay, Baseball in American life, and even translate it for the
magazine Reporter. It is undisputable that this sport has a philosophy
typical of the American life. The teams playing on the field are Syracuse
Skychiefs versus Scanton Red Barons, for the International League (it is
beyond my understanding why it is called international league when both
teams are American!). The game lasts nearly five hours, in a general state
of boredom (this is how I feel and probably Mihai, too, as we do not
understand the rules of the game and we do not know why people in the
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stands stir and stand up every time something happens on the field). I try
to calm down saying to myself others have been through this before me:
“Wrapped up like hockey players, jostling like rugby players and allowing
themselves to go wild on both sides like football players, baseball players
dressed in bright colors looked like mere figures involved in a disorderly
movement.” (Romulus Rusan, cited works, p. 84)
High above the stadium there flies an enormous balloon saying
Hood – a new dairy product. It is pitch-black when the game comes to an
end. We hop in John’s car and head back home. I can only recall a few
things from what John is telling us (details about an Indian reservation
we are about to drive through). I almost drift off to sleep. Jet lag is already
causing effects.
(Tribuna, edition XIII, no. 21-32, June-August 2001, p. 19-20)
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V. About Sexual Harassment
(Saturday, August 26, 2000)
Brief walk in town. We visit the park just a stone’s throw away.
Nearby, the imposing building of the Court. A monument in memory of the
Civil War. On copper plates, the names of the soldiers from Cortland who
died in various wars: civil war, the two world wars, the Korean and Vietnam
wars. At noon, John picks us up and takes us to P&C for our first shopping:
sugar, oil, salt, potatoes, soup, drinks – it all makes 23 dollars, which is half a
million Romanian money. This is the average weekly income in Romania!
Anyways, this is America, we need to live the American way and stop
converting currencies, which is going to be a struggle.
Walk through the campus, which is now livelier. Many of the
buildings have signs saying Student Haus, and the phone number. Some
of them are already occupied. Students have taken out chairs and tables
and hang out listening to music and drinking Coca Cola and beer. In one
of the yards, some of them laugh at an inflatable woman.
At 6:00 p.m. (people here do not say 16, 18, 20, but 4, 6, 8 p.m.),
John picks us up again. On the way to the scheduled picnic, we make a
stop at his house on 15 Bellrose Av. We meet his pleasant wife, Colleen,
to whom (I saw yesterday) John brings sincere thanks in the foreword of
his latest book, Interpreting America: „Apart from that, the highest
appreciation goes to my wife, Colleen, who was there to support me while
I wrote the book. Without her constant support, this book would not be
here today.”
Colleen appreciates every little thing we’ve brought. She teaches
English at Cortland and she has Polish origins. We must be on our way as
we are invited for a picnic at Kathleen Lawrence’s house, my colleague
(says John) from the Department of Communication Studies. She lives in
Homer, not far off. The house has a huge garden, it looks like a botanical
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garden, all trees and roses being properly labelled in Latin and English.
John tells me a specialized landscaping company set up the garden. It is
nearly evening by the time we get there. Here and there, lit candles give
the place a special look. I can’t say why, but they remind me of the dance
balls organized in Viennese gardens.
Kathleen is a single mother of three. As this is a housewarming
party, she is keen on us visiting it. It probably has ten rooms. The party is
probably just a casual get together as people do not arrive at the same
time, but get there at different times. Every family brings a 6-pack beer
box or food. Symbolically. With a bottle of beer in hand, people mingle
and talk. We join them. John introduces us to other people he knows.
Mihai is praised for his English. „Incredible!”, says John, noticing Mihai’s
linguistic skills. A high school teacher invites him to participate in her
classes, another one asks him if he is interested in design. The child I’ve
known up to that moment behaves extremely mature, engaging in politics
too. When the conversation comes to the Yugoslav war, he comes to me
for some details. I, on the other hand, engage in conversations with Craig
Little, from the Department of Anthropology, and two other gentlemen
whose names and professions I cannot remember. None has ever been to
Romania but they know things about the recent situation. It is my first
longer-lasting contact with American people. They are extremely nice
and polite. Very outgoing. I honestly can’t say what reasons they could
possibly have to be stressed out. As usual, everywhere I turn: „Sorry!”,
„Thank you!”, „Nice to meet you!”.
That evening I sat down to write Doina my first letter, telling her
we travelled well, except for some little unexpected adventures which
always happen anytime one takes a journey: we arrived at Budapest
Ferihegy airport around 12.00 p.m., so we had to wait for almost 3 hours
until our plane’s takeoff to London. All this time, Mihai stayed put on his
seat. I suggested he should walk about to see how clean the toilets were,
the shops etc. I was a bit concerned, thinking that should he behave like
that in the „States” (here I am falling victim to the linguistic snobbery of
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those whom I criticized in one of my articles!), that meant trouble.
Luckily, it was not going to be that way. In London, Mihai made me a
huge surprise. If at first, I was the one to lead the way, things took a turn –
now he took matters into his own hands! I was amazed to see that he could
understand everything he was told in British English! Due to the fact that
we had difficulty to enter our room, he did not go to the front desk to let
them know, instead he called a technician to come fix the problem.
Amongst the brochures left behind, I came across interesting things
about sexual harassment. I translated it; I did not ask for Mihai’s help.
Here is the text:
“Sexual harassment is a form of discrimination and contravenes the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972. It also breaks the law of New York State, the regulations of SUNY
Cortland. Sexual harassment includes a range of subtle or direct, public
actions. Some examples of sexual harassment could be:
 Insistent looks or grins about someone’s body;
 Soliciting sexual favors from someone;
 Making sexual remarks about someone’s body, clothing or
bahaviour;
 Touching and gesturing someone against their will;
 Obscene gestures;
 Someone asking someone else out for a repeated number of times;
 Images about the sexuality of someone or related to the name
of that person;
 Sexual letters, notes, phone calls, emails, messages (= voice mail
of a sexual nature)”.
Consequently, he who dares whistle at a girl here would most likely
end up in jail. I do not even know what courting traditions they have
here. This might sound unbelievable, but I did not see on campus couples
kissing or cuddling. Is it just decency? Is it a fear of sexual harassment?
(I’ve always wanted to read Kogălniceanu’s study, Nou chip de-a face
curte (New courtship methods). Now I have the grounds for doing it!)
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For instance, if you look persistently at a woman, she can sue you
for sexual assault! I honestly don’t know what some of our fellow ladies in
Romania would do, who intentionally dress in a provocative way just to
be admired and whistled at. Our sexually offensive jokes would be hard to
understand in America. I will give an example.
One of my colleagues invited me to speak about Romania during
his class. “How many students do you have?”, I ask. “Around… 300!”, he
says. Standing in front of 300 students was not an easy job. In order for
me to capture their goodwill (captatio benevolentie, the Latins used to
say), I started my speech as follows: “My dear audience, I need to
apologize for my imperfect English. Beside me I have a helpful
interpreter. This is what happened. I come from a Communist country
and my generation was forced to learn Russian. Well, as I am not only a
professor, but also a journalist and journalists are supposed to tell the
truth, in the name of truth I must say that I could have learnt English as
early as my high school years. But this is how it was. My high school
English teacher was very young and beautiful. Miniskirts were trendy at
the time and my young teacher was very fashionable. Her very short skirt
showed her „long legs”. Well, we, being teenagers, focused more on our
teacher’s legs instead of concentrating on the tenses of the English
language! One of my colleagues sitting in the first row used to wipe the
blackboard frequently just to make the teacher write as high as possible, if
possible, even standing on her toes!”
As you could expect, my little story was not received in a funny
way. The students looked at each other in a puzzled way. They were
probably wondering how it was possible that I was still walking around
free after having “assaulted” my English teacher so rudely!
The conference was a success after all; I used as resource an English
CD with Nixon’s visit to Romania and the grand way in which Ceauşescu
welcomed him. Nixon said a few words in Romanian: “Să trăiască
prietenia româno-americană!”/ May the Romanian-American friendship
live long!
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VI. The Contemporary East-European Journalism
(Sunday, August 27, 2000)
John comes over at my „residence” to discuss the details of the
course I am about to start teaching on Tuesday: The contemporary EastEuropean journalism. We discuss the 46 topics I have in mind and then
we decide to let some of them go as they are too specifically Romanian
and we do not want anyone to believe I am a Romanian „propagandist”
(John’s words); furthermore the name of the course as it appears in all
official documents is crystal clear: Contemporary East-European
journalism. I am totally on board with the proposal that the list of topics
to be introduced on the syllabus should consider students’ proposals too
even if this might complicate things a little bit for me as they might
propose topics for which I do not have available all the required materials
and resources. I regret that the beautifully recorded tapes I have brought
with me cannot be watched as they use a different technological system
here (just like the use of European electrical appliances). Next, I need to
draw a very accurate syllabus: name of course, times and location, office
hours, exam dates, subjects/topics, goals of the course etc. We have been
asked to do this in Romania too for quite a while but teachers hardly ever
do it. I was given a course hall at Sperry Hall but John thinks this is just a
temporary venue until they can find one closer to our office once the
timetables have been finalized.
In the afternoon I continue reading the book by Ioana Petrescu,
Molestarea fluturilor interzisă/ Butterfly harassment prohibited, a
collection of letters sent by the author from Los Angeles, where she was a
Fulbright visiting professor, in the period of time 1982-1983. I must say I
loved the book and reading it in America might have had an impact too. I
can perceive a profound sense of longing as I read through the first pages.
I wonder when will I start to have this longing?
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Even if this sense of longing was absent in me, it brought back all
sorts of memories from the past. It is unbelievable how relative things can
be and how important it is how you see things. I will give three examples.
I was hardly seven when Mother took me with her to Luduş to sell
bitter cherries at the market, a dollar a pot, cherries we had picked from
the tree at the back of our garden (regretfully, Dad cut it off after a while
for fear I should fall off one day and be crippled for life.) We were having
a ride in a truck full of “construction workers” heading for Iernut Power
Station, so on the way to Luduş, the men in the truck were feasting on the
cherries which I too had struggled to pick. For many years to come, I was
embarrassed about “this kind of trade” Mother had to do even if my
parents were among the most hard-working villagers. When I got into the
Faculty of Letters and found out that Arghezi used to sell cherries outside
his house, in Mărţişor, my Mother’s trade became a highly noble gesture!
I took great pride in this memory!
My second memory also takes me back to Mother, precisely her
name, Iozefa. Whilst attending primary school, students were constantly
asked what the names of their parents were. All of my school colleagues
used to say: Ion, Vasile, Maria, Alexandru, Ana, Gheorghe, Ilie, Aron,
Toader, Petru, Elena, Terezia, all very popular names. Well, when I had
my turn, I had to say: “My dad’s name is Gaftonic, and my Mother’s
name is – Iozefa”. Everyone smiled hearing these strange names. Forty
years later, I went to Vienna where I was fascinated by the image of the
“good emperor”, Joseph II (Josef), a personality I wrote about lots of
pages in my book, Peregrin prin Europa (Pilgrim in Europe). In Vienna,
my Mother’s first name finally made sense to me: Iozefa was a subtle
homage to this king, Josef, a friend to the Romanians! It is needless to say
that Josefina (Joséphine) was wife of general Bonaparte (from 1796), and
then became empress in 1804. And again, my Mother’s name became
very precious and noble to me, something I was not aware of as a child.
Time flew, I was already going to high school, and on Easter and
Christmas, I would go to the village church. After saying our prayers and
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kissing the icon in front of the altar, we would head back to the seats at
the bottom of the church. The walk from the altar to the first row of seats
was o nightmare to me (probably for others too), because everyone in the
church had their eyes on me: what clothes I wore, how I walked (Mother
warned me I had to walk “cătăneţ”, like solger!), how my facial features
changed etc. I knew people would then have something to talk about and
make comments upon; one time, I couldn’t help overhearing Susana
Vadas’s Susana say: “Tu dragă, ăsta a lu’ Iozefa ar şi fişior fain, da’ are
nasu’ cam mare şî este un pic adus de spate! Se vede, săracu’, că tăt şeteşte
câtu-i soarele!” (Dear me, Iozefa’s boy could be a fine lad, too pity though
that his nose is quite big and he has a little bump on his back! Poor him,
you can tell he’s reading all day long!) Such comments leave marks in a
teenager. After graduation, it must have been in 1981, I visited
Constantin Noica in Păltiniş (I talked about this visit in an Excelsior
issue). After my first words, Noica told me: “Mr Nandra (my signature at
the time was Ilie Radu-Nandra), you have an intellectual’s profile, it
should be engraved on a medal!” Then he added: “People like you who
were born in villages, such as Sorescu, Marin Preda and others will take
our culture to new heights!” Well, if only I had known this in high school,
I could have told this to my boarding school colleague, Mihai Răchită
from Iara, who used to say ironically, that us, coming from the villages
had forgotten our peasant sandals at the barrier!
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VII. A Letter from President Judson H. Taylor
(Monday, August 28, 2000)
My course starts tomorrow. I am nervous even if everything is
prepared: syllabus, materials, maps (provided by Deborah Williams, our
affable and nice secretary), CDs, slides, albums.
Coming back home, I notice that the door on the mailbox has been
lifted, and I know I must have received mail. Inside there are two
envelopes from SUNY Cortland, addressed to me and Mihai. Anxiously, I
open them up and I can see there are two invites sent by President (id est
Rector) Judson H. Taylor. The luxury paper, a little bit smaller than
normal paper, the well-known header, says „Office of the President” (=
Cabinetul Preşedintelui): „President and Mrs. Judson H. Taylor / are
pleased to invite to a / reception for / International Students / on /
Thursday, September 7, 2000 / 4:00-5:30 p. m. / President`s Residence / 49
Graham Avenue / Please respond by September 3, 2000 / Weather
permitting, bring your bathing suit and towel if you would like to swim in
the backyard pool. / If there are specially dietary concerns, please contact
Kathy Scheffler at 753-4626”. I regret not being able to attend because the
reception is during my Tuesday classes, but I will definitely go over to his
office to thank him for the invites.
If I were to comment upon the content of this short letter, I would
say it is of relevance as it shows the typical American way, from a series of
points of view. First of all, it is simple and practical: no over the top
formal forms of address, it offers accurately the details one needs. It is
also common sense to confirm your participation, just like we do on our
weddings. In terms of the middle name initial (H.), I wrote a few days
back. I looked through all names mentioned in Cortland Standard,
August 24 issue. Most of them appear as such: Edna B. Bartholomew,
Victor G. Capalo etc. A study on American names would be worth doing.
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We too have authors squeezing in an initial between their first name and
surname: Radu F. Alexandru, Radu G. Ţeposu, Dan C. Mihăilescu ş. a.
However, in Romania, the initial comes from the name of the father:
Feldman, respectively Gheorghe and Constantin (probably), highlighting
a special father-son relationship – this does not apply to American
names. I am surprised that my good friends John Ryder and Henry Steck
do not use this widely spread American tradition!
What’s interesting again here is the fact that the wife is not only
assigned the profession of her husband, but also his name and first name
(it is not „President Judson H. Taylor and Mrs. Elise Taylor, it is
„President and Mrs. Judson H. Taylor). During the brief interwar period
(too brief to build a democratic Romania), we had this habit too, in which
the wife was assigned the profession of her husband. Writer I. A.
Bassarabescu, if I’m not mistaken, wrote a short story titled Vine Doamna
şi Domnul General (Here come Mrs. and Mr. General). A minister’s wife
was addressed as Mrs. Minister. During Communism, for the purposes of
“collectivization”, the government cancelled all things that seemed
democratic or aristocratic. I once asked Mrs. Sanda Golopenţia Eretescu,
our distinguished linguist who now lives in America („despite her
excessively humble nature, she is one of the greatest minds of the time” –
Professor Paul Schveiger, in a personal letter), why is it that the
abbreviation Mrs. has to go through... the husband! She explained that
Mrs. comes from mistress, a word I could not find in my dictionary. Mrs.
Golopenţia also says that it has become habitual in American English to
use the title Ms., symmetrical to Mr. (I was going to receive a letter from
Mrs. Nina Cassian, who used the same title before her name „Ms. Nina
Cassian”. It is the only case I came across in USA.)
I would also mention something regarding the punctuation used
for time telling, which I explained in my book, Stylistics and mass-media:
when giving the time, they use colon instead of comma: 4:30 versus 4,30.
This might be the result of the appearance of electronic watches.
Nonetheless, this trend is fast spreading and reaching Romania, under
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the tyrannical influence of the English language. The use of the
abbreviations a.m. and p.m. comes from English (as well as the great
number of units of measurement).
Also, to be noted that the official invitation was made on behalf of
the president and his wife (the distinguished Mrs. Elise Taylor, whom I
had met at the first reception I went to). I conclude that family is a sacred
institution in America, even if the divorce rate is quite high. Most of the
times, politicians value the unity of their family. Many American
presidents won significant votes from their electors partly due to their
charming wives who stood by their side during the electoral campaign.
As the Presidential Elections are fast approaching, I must say that both
George W. Bush, and Al Gore are constantly accompanied by their wives.
As far as I know, they only had one bachelor American president: James
Buchman. The trend here as opposite to Western Europe, is to have lots
of children. This could be a trait from the colonists who were overly
fertile. Doing well, they also feel secure to have more children as they can
afford to raise them. Even families who live in poverty have more
children but for different reasons.
Last but not least, the dietary food choice mentioned at the end of
the letter is one of the hysterias of modern eating habits. I couldn’t help
but notice that people on the plane were served pre-ordered dietary food.
Companies would resort to anything just to attract customers. Lately, it
has been habitual to inform the organizers on your culinary preferences
before going to an international conference. Where will all this lead to?
In the evening, I look up the name Munteanu in the telephone
directory, a name John vaguely mentioned to me. I call O. M. and she is
utterly pleased she can speak Romanian here, at Cortland. I tell her where I
am and we arrange a get-together. O. comes in the company of her two
children and her mother who instantly says: “I do not suppose you’re going
back to Romania!” (Good Lord, this is not going to happen!) After our
brief get-together, she asks us over at hers. She is originally from Cluj. She
left Romania in 1988. Once a primary school teacher, she worked as a
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travel guide for many years, then she chose freedom. Once married, now
divorced and a single mum of two. She managed to bring her mum here
too. Her children, David and Carolina, know only a little bit of Romanian.
She wants them to easily fit in the American society. Oh, my Goodness,
this makes me think how tricky it is back home and how way over the top
the Hungarian community goes to defend their mother tongue, to have
bilingual inscriptions, to use Hungarian in institutions etc.!
(Tribuna, year XIII, no. 21-32, June-August 2001, p. 20-21)
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VIII. The Start of a New Academic Year
(Tuesday, August 29, 2000)
I feel inherently nervous prior to my first course. My syllabus has
been properly adjusted and consists of 40 topics. At 10:00 o’clock in the
morning, John arranged a meeting with Jennifer R. Wilson from the Office
of Institutional Advancement, who wants to do an interview for the
academic community and the local mass-media. I meet her in a conference
hall not far from the Dean’s office. I get there a few minutes earlier and that
gives me time to collect my thoughts for the first official meeting before
getting to know my students. I like the notice by the door: „Open windows
are an invitation to pigeons, rain etc. Please close windows before you leave.
Thank you!” („Geamurile deschise constituie o invitaţie (de a intra) pentru
porumbei, ploaie etc. Vă rugăm închideţi geamurile la părăsirea sălii.
Mulţumim!”). I’m impressed by the elegant and metaphorical message
which in Romanian would have bluntly said: „It is forbidden to leave open
windows. The fine can go up to…”. Here things are done politely, nicely
and in a decent way. Every step you take, you hear a thank you.
At some point, Jennifer comes in the company of John. She asks me
lots of questions: whether censorship disappeared in Eastern Europe,
whether there are governmental newspapers, whether freedom of the
press is a constitutional right etc. Even if I know a lot of things about the
press from Russia or the Republic of Moldova, I hold back from making
risky statements, and I stick to speaking about Romania: there is no
political censorship, it was replaced by an economic censorship; there was
a governmental newspaper, Vocea României (Voice of Romania), but it
fell victim to the market and no longer exists, most of the publications
now call themselves independent publications; according to Article 30 of
Romania’s Constitution of 1991, the freedom of expression: „(1) The
freedom to express ideas, opinions and beliefs in any form, orally, in
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writing, through images, by means of sound or by any other means of
public communication are inviolable. (2) Censorship of any kind is
prohibited. (3) Freedom of the press also includes the freedom to establish
publications. (4) No publication may be banned” etc.
After saying good bye to Jennifer, I realize that today is actually the
first day of school. Nothing would give this away, except maybe a little bit
of bustle inside the buildings and down the footpaths. No festive opening,
no speeches, no opening lectures held by someone well-known. I’m not
saying this is better, I’m just noticing that this is different, in the spirit of
the American pragmatism. Festive events and ceremonies are more
typical to the Balkans rather than to the European environment. I
remember a particular day, a first day at a high school in Germany; this
happened a few years ago. Similar to the American style, no festive
events, they just went straight into their classrooms. What shocked me in
Germany was that not even a single pupil offered a flower to their
teacher. In Romania, primary school teachers and especially the head
teacher, goes home with their arms full of flowers at the start and end of
the academic year. You can see them walking home, they can’t be missed,
you can instantly say by the amount of flowers they carry about how
loved and respected they are by their students and parents alike. Here,
local nature also makes the start of the academic year feel a bit unusual:
I’ve always been used to associate the start of the school year (or
academic year) with the coming of fall. On the 15th of September or the 1st
of October, when school officially starts, it is autumn. Here, it is midsummer. I’m amazed at how freshly green the plants around are even if I
was told there had been no rain for quite a while. The influence of the
oceanic climate must stop any trace of dryness. Another interesting fact is
that the new academic year starts on Tuesday, and not on Monday, as I
would normally expect. I was about to find out this was not a random
thing; it was related to the fact that August too could be considered in the
salary or something like that.
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Well, the time has come. As agreed, John comes to the office in the
company of David Hollenback, the head of the Department of
Communication Studies, and then we head towards Speery Hall, towards
my classroom. We go into a small room, it has no windows but it is welllit and it is equipped with air con. Six out of the total of eight students are
present. It is not a big number but Sam showed me in the system there
are other courses with fewer students. I should be thankful with eight
students. David is the first to take the floor and he stresses how lucky the
American students are to have a professor who knows first-hand the
realities in Eastern Europe. As Stelian Tănase wrote, it feels quite strange
to hear somebody else speaking about you in a foreign language. The next
one to speak is John, and he delivers quite a speech, talking about our
meeting in Prague, the friendship we have, his visits at my University,
highlighting my scientific and journalistic activity, the relations between
our institutions, an example being the e-magazine Dragon Planet, with
whom two of my students, Carmen Valica and Ciprian Rus, collaborate,
being praised for the quality of their materials, for their good command
of English and the professionalism of the articles. After that, both of them
go, leaving me „in the lion’s den”, as the saying goes. I suggest we should
start in a casual way and thus we can have chance to know each other. I
try to learn my students’s names: Brian Funk, Erica Hayes, Jennifer
Newman, Kathleen O'Rourke, Kimberly Richmond, Megan Shutka. The
other two students, Rebekah G. Carr and Kellea D. Vanderwoude, are not
present. Three of the six study Communication Studies, the other three
study International Relations. I ask them why they chose to do my course
(a 3-credit course), and they each have their reasons, even if they are very
different: Erica wants to become a sports reporter (specialized in hockey),
Kim is interested in music but knows nothing about East-European
music, Jennifer has recently visited Central Europe (Poland and
Hungary) where she discovered an interesting world, which she would
love to know and comprehend more deeply, Megan Shutka wants to learn
Russian (I wonder if she knows that in Pushkin’s language shutka means
joke), Brian, who has a job too, thinks he might have business relations in
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the future in this part of Europe, whereas Kathy was simply drawn by the
potential exotism of this course. Some of them have a little bit of
journalistic experience, publishing in the school paper or the local
newspapers. Not all of them will embrace journalism, and it’s good to
know because this will help me take the right approach on the course. I
briefly present my three books and tell them they each have an English
summary to help them better understand the subject. I have with me the
travel notes from Denmark, superbly translated by Mihaela, and a copy of
the magazines Excelsior and Reporter and Mihai’s Start (fortunately, there
are a few articles in English here too). I also provide them with an
informative flyer about „Babeş-Bolyai” University and a brochure about
our faculty, all graphically good, in English; as “gifts” – I offer them a
Romanian note of RON 2000, recently issued by the National Bank of
Romania, celebrating the total solar eclipse happening in Romania. I tell
them they can have the brochures and browse through my books. They
do show an interest in the brochures, not my books though, which is
unexpected. Mihai says he would have done the same, and this soothes
me a little. I ask if any of them has questions and I can see two hands
raised up in the air: Megan would like to have a bibliography about the
American pilots who bombed Ploieşti in 1945, Jennifer asks me if I was a
journalist during Communism. I wasn’t and I’m glad I was not because I
only would have had two options – writing against the regime or writing
against my own will which would have only made me unhappy. At break
time, we stay in the class, carrying on the conversation. The course starts
at 4:20 p.m. and lasts until 6:50 p.m., with a break of 15 minutes, unlike
the 50-minute traditional lesson. The 60-minute course seems endless in
a way, considering I started it in time.
Even if I am quite tired after the course, I pop in at the office and
I’m pleased to see I have received an email from Doina. Tudor is back
from the football tournament he went to in Hungary, they won the
trophy. I’m so tired I go to bed at 8:00 p.m.
(Tribuna, year XIII, no. 21-32, June-August 2001, p. 21)
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IX. Romania’s Problem is Not a Lack of Brains,
But a Lack of Characters!
(Wednesday, August 30, 2000)
Even if I went to bed early last night, I’ve woken up quite late today,
it must have been past 8:00 a.m. I’m thinking this is the result of the effort
and emotions I had the day before during the course. I take a quick look
at the calendar and I realize it is August the 30th. A bleak day in the
history of Transylvania. Sixty years ago, in Vienna, my beloved Vienna,
they signed the papers of the German-Italian „Arbitration” Award, the
well-known Vienna Diktat. Based on this, Romania was compelled to
cede Northern Transylvania with 43.492 km2 and 2.667.000 inhabitants,
most of them Romanians, to Hungary. I wrote in my book Peregrin prin
Europa (Pilgrim in Europe) about how I felt when I visited the hall where
the document had been signed, I also wrote about the Romanian foreign
minister, Mihail Manoilescu, who had collapsed when shown the map
with divided Romania, I also wrote about the unfair accusation made by
Adrian Păunescu against Manoilescu in his book De la Bârca la Viena şi
înapoi (From Bârca to Vienna and back), about the cynicism of Count
Ciano, who had refused to postpone the signing of the paper by just one
day on the premise that he had a hunting session already planned and I
also wrote about a story going around at the time about this Italian count
(Mussolini’s son-in-law) who apparently had a Hungarian lover in Cluj
and wanted to come visit her without a passport! I feel so far away now
from all those realities!
First, I walk to the office, eager to hear the news. M. emailed to say
that our department had fewer candidates than the Department of
Political Sciences and Public Administration. Nothing unexpected. After
the huge number of students we had in the first academic years, their
number is gradually decreasing. Multiple causes: the offer of faculties is
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on the rise, including journalism, and this is due to the occurrence of a
large number of private universities. Secondly, struggling to get a
diploma is not such a big deal nowadays as it does not necessarily help
students get a job after graduation – a free society is unable to offer jobs
to all students. Last but not least, and this is applicable to our faculty, it is
the uncertainty of the creativity exam and the fact that the department of
journalism still has two exams (creativity and normative grammar), whilst
most of other departments only have one. M. informs me that on my
return I will have my own office. That would make me feel really
pampered. Her gesture gets me all emotional. What’s interesting is that
M. and I started off on the wrong foot, most likely based on mutual
dislike. Our argument started when she refused to type a brochure for the
faculty at a time when she was not yet our employee. Once she had been
employed, we got closer and closer. It was a gradual process, she may
have discovered me through my books and articles published in Excelsior
(she has always said she enjoys reading), whereas I discovered her
through some of the gestures she made when I had difficult times in my
life or I was in need of help (just to name a few, the business cards I
needed on the day I presented my PhD thesis, the medications for Bunu,
topped with her availability to help me make the arrangements before
going to the USA etc.). I’m saying this because I had friends who were
„there for me” at the beginning but then just preferred to give a cold
shoulder. M.C., for instance, got upset because I was not pleased with the
flawed way in which he transcribed Blaga’s letters. A.R. took personally
my remark that one of Aron Cotruş’s texts had been poorly and inexactly
translated from Spanish. In such instances, I always apply the principle I
had learnt from a high school friend: „He who leaves you has not been
looking for you!”. These days, as I grow older, I have become more
cautious when one of my relationships gets too „intense”. I try hard not
to have arguments because I’ve been obsessed lately with the words
Zaharia Stancu used to say over the last years of his life: „Let’s keep away
from arguments, you never know when you just go and it’s too late to
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bury the hatchet and find peace!”. However, the third piece of news I get
from M. is about the battle for the position of teaching assistant at the
department of journalism. I made arrangements for this position and it is
similar to the courses I teach. At some point, we need to consider those
who follow after us. Mrs. Libuše Valentová, at the Charles University in
Prague, would say this was mandatory at their university: you can only
retire once you’ve sorted your successor out! As far as I’m concerned, I’m
far from thinking of retirement, it is more about an opportunity our
school should not miss: having a special person in-house! My choice was
Mihaela, both an intelligent and good-natured person. She confirmed a
truth I once came across in Eminescu’s writings (I do hope I can identify
the fragment when I go back home): Romania’s problem is not a lack of
brains, but a lack of characters! Mihaela is one of those rare species
where intelligence and a fine character join together in the same human
being. Furthermore, she is financially stable so I should not be worried
about her being interested in her hourly payments, on the contrary she
can exclusively focus on her academic career. Well, F.N., one of our very
intelligent graduates, also applied for the position. Then it has been
brought to my attention that B.M., a family friend of F.N., spread the
word that the position of teaching assistant had already been arranged
and apparently, I may have cashed 10.000 DEM from Mihaelas’s family,
using it to buy my Opel Vectra! Intrigant! Ever since I’ve known her, all
she ever did was to pull strings and set up people. A researcher for 25
years, living a life of leisure, spending her days at the institute drinking
coffee and reading newspapers, she was incapable to write a single book.
Anyways, she’s fighting for teaching hours just to show off she works at
the University. That good for nothing! The type of ferociously selfish
woman who curses her own daughter for having married a Romanian
man, when she could have done better finding a foreigner and leaving the
country! A cruel mum, who whenever her daughter pops in and makes a
call, asks her to pay for the phone bill! She is an interesting character and
I am really sorry I do not possess the writing talent of Balzac! In absence
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of any intellectual occupations, she has all the time in the world for petty
activities. What’s more is that M. happens to be good friends with S.D.
(great minds think alike!), a man I instantly disliked the minute I saw
him wearing a ring and a gold necklace. I’ve come to the conclusion that I
dislike all men wearing jewels, which, in my opinion, are meant to be
worn by women. He is the only one who knows how much money he is
to be paid, driving girls from Planning Department and secretaries crazy.
Obviously, had I stayed in Romania, I would have been a member of the
Commission and things would have been clear. Under the circumstances,
with D. and V. in the Commission, things will get really complicated. All
I can do is hope things will go smoothly and according to my plan,
especially that M. reassures me: „We all think like you”. A few years back,
I read incredible documents about the inside wars at the University of
Cluj, when Blaga applied for the position of professor. And here I am,
now, being involved in a tender for an academic position.
Message from E.N.: totally supporting me in the tender. He tells
me he’s going to try and talk to D. whom he previously helped in a
student-related issue. I know he’s not going to do it because N. is the type
of person who makes promises but does not keep them, being a fan of
temporizing. None of the matters you present to him is a current one: it is
either a past one or a future one! Either you approach him too late or too
soon! He also gives me the news that O.B. will run for senator in BistriţaNăsăud County, where he is originally from. I can sense a little irony, if
not envy, in N. as if O.B. did not have the courage to run for this position
in Cluj. Totally untrue. He would have won in Cluj too.
I still have some tiny computer issues and I cannot even check my
emails. Luckily, Deb allows me to use one of the two computers they have
in the secretary’s office until the technician comes along to fix mine.
Mihai and I have a dinner invitation at John’s. The table has been
set on the porch; an American style terrace enclosed with a mosquito net.
We are having chicken grilled outside on a gas barbecue. Everyone here
has one of these. We have interesting conversations about the American
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philosophy, art and society, the gypsies in Romania and other realities in
Eastern Europe. I suggest John’s latest book should be translated in
Romanian. As Colleen is a linguist too, I ask her nicely to confirm if O.K.,
so frequently used in the USA, and more and more in other languages,
comes from „Oke”, which, in the language of native Americans, means
„That is right!”. According to a different source, this is the abbreviation
from All correct (Totul e corect), which one of the American presidents
used to write on particular documents. John rejects the latter on the
premise that correct is written with c, not k! Needs further investigation.
Colleen asks about the level of the Romanian education system. I tell her
it is of high quality. John confirms my words, he’s been there. Why are
things in your country not running smoothly then? – she wants to know.
I try to explain my top ten possible causes that keep Romania backwards.
They both promise to come visit Romania and I manage to convince
John to write an article for the electronic journal of our faculty, East. A
remark John says belonged to Churchill got stuck in my head: England
and USA are two countries separated by a common language. What
about Romania and the Republic of Moldova?
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X. Picnicking
(Thursday, August 31, 2000)
My second course. I briefly talked about the countries in Eastern
Europe, offering more details about Romania. It was pointless to be very
specific because few knew who Soljeniţîn was, why he was awarded the
Nobel prize and who Nobel was.
I have the pleasant surprise to find two letters in my mail box – the first
letters I’ve received here so far. They come from the President of the
University, Taylor, inviting us on another picnic next Tuesday. Unfortunately,
I cannot go because the picnic is going to take place during my courses.
I remember what Romulus Rusan wrote about American picnics:
“The party, however, is different from European parties and is more like a
social obligation, a get-together where people in the same line of work
meet up for a catch up, they study their behavior and get to know each
other outside their offices. People eat and drink just a little (nobody asks
you over for food and drinks, what they do is show you to a table with
whisky and bourbon and another one with easy-made foods –
mayonnaise dip for carrots, asparagus etc.), they talk randomly and
disorganized, nonetheless, the impression one makes here is important,
and there will be sort of a psychological portrait for other people to know
you.” (Romulus Rusan, cited works, p. 42)
Message from Mr. Ştefan Stoenescu, who lives in Ithaca, about 60
km away from Cortland. He cannot come over for a drink „tzuică” (I
made an email invitation): „I can’t drive and I have no friends to give me
a lift. Everyone here is self-centred, as you will see.” It is quite the
opposite. So far people have proven to be very generous and helpful,
ready to make favors. Or could my impression about America be wrong?
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XI. The Cult of Eating in Romania
(Friday, September 1, 2000)
I feel constantly tired. It must be the intellectual (linguistic) effort. I
have a day off so the first thing I do is to go to the office and see if I have
any news. And indeed, I do. Mr. Stoenescu has emailed me the address
and phone number of Mrs. Nina Cassian, New York (at the end, he puts
his surname in brackets: Ştefan (Stoenescu). I took his example: Ilie (Rad).
Next, we will probably drop the formal form of address altogether „using
first names”. It was just yesterday that I asked John if I could use the
phone at the office to make short calls to New York. He said I could use it
to get into contact with people. I will definitely not abuse this favour. I
called Mrs. Nina Cassian. I told her I was originally from Romania but
she instantly picked up my Transylvanian accent. She agrees to see me in
New York and talk about article I am interested in for Excelsior 4.
Soon Mrs. Nina Cassian sent me a gorgeous article, named Un vis (A dream), which was
also published in facsimile, in Excelsior (year X, no. 14, 2001, p. 4-5). Here is the text:
I had a dream: I was in a group of people and I was asked to recite a poem.
I decided to recite the iconic poetry by Ion Barbu, from Joc secund. I began:
„Din ceas, dedus adâncul acestei calme creste,
Intrată prin oglindă în mântuit azur”.
Someone joined in:
„Tăind pe înecarea cirezilor agreste”
Someone else joined in, reciting with me:
„În grupurile apei, un joc secund, mai pur”.
I stopped briefly and a voice whispered:
„Nadir latent!...”.
I know, I know, I said, and I carried on:
„Nadir latent! Poetul ridică însumarea
De harfe resfirate ce-n zbor invers le pierzi”
By now, we were all chanting:
4
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I didn’t tell her about my intention to make an interview with her.
I’ll send her a copy of the Excelsior, so she can assess the quality of the
magazine, and a letter in which I make some hints about the interview.
Tudor Vlad emails me: „Come back in ten minutes!” This fast
method of communication makes me feel like time and space shrink: he
is miles away.
John Hartsock, my colleague and office neighbor (his office is on my
right, and Mrs. Kathleen Lawrence’s office, also from Communication
Studies, on the left), allowed me to use his personal land line. Wonderful
people! I am amazed how kind and friendly they are.
Jennifer R. Willson, with whom I had my first interview, sends me
the article Russian's Press Strikes Back, a Newsweek cut out, the story of
Nadia Tylik, mum of a sailor who died on the Russian submarine Kursk,
who had been victim to the Committee for State Security methods, and
given an injection to keep silent as a result of her protests against the
tragedy on the Russian submarine (it sank in the Barens Sea). Jennifer left
some side notes: „Dr. Rad, this article seems relative to our discussion.
Enjoy!! - Jennifer”. (Dr. Rad, acest articol pare a fi legat de ceea ce discutam.
Sper să vă placă! – Jennifer). She was right, we talked about that. I’m
amused at the form of address ”Dr.”, attached to my name, which is
uncommon in America. I had the same experience yesterday when a
„Şi cântec istoveşte: ascuns, cum numai marea”
(this is when I made an ample gesture)
It was a unison choir, like Preludiul la unison by Enescu, a choir song, a prayer.
It was a beautiful dream, one that was rigorously dictated to me by my subconscious.
It really is upsetting me to see how some poets put down their writing tools and
resort to journalism or politics – professions that requite a qualification and even a
calling (not to mention the potential corruption circling around them...).
I really wanted to let people know about this dream of mine, a real one, not a made
up one. As a matter of fact, it is a hymn to the dignity and necessity of POETRY.
Nina Cassian
[New York, October 2000]
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technician came by to set up my answering machine, and Deb recorded the
following message: „You’ve reached dr. Rad. I cannot take your call at the
moment. Please leave a message after the tone!”. That brings back a memory
from Vienna where I was shocked by the inverted phenomenon: everyone
belonging to a higher walk of life in Vienna was addressed as „doctor”! An
Austrian writer was joking about this, saying that in Austria it is the title
and not the individual that matters the most! You will never see on
anybody’s door „doctor” in America. To me it is another little example of
American style, the care not to make another individual feel less important.
Deb leaves an” important message”: Tuesday, September 5, during
my office hours, Sarah Lifshin, from Cortland Standard, the oldest and
most important local newspaper, will pop in for an interview. During my
classes, a photographer will also come by to take some photos of me “at
work”. This is obviously a tremendous joy to me.
After lunch, John brought us the TV set and the phone (we cannot
use the phone for now because the workers of the phone company are on
strike). We head to a bar on Main Street, it is the same bar I walk by every
day, Jack Denielson’s, whose owner might have been Danish, I presume. It
is a typical American bar, just like those seen in movies: customers sitting
on bar stools face to face with the bartender, music playing, cold snacks
etc. What’s missing in this picture are the cowboys armed with pistols.
On a bench at the front there is a fat lady in shorts. Her legs stretching
out onto the next bench show her fleshy thighs. However, the lady does
not seem to care a bit. Not even a slight sign of embarrassment. I have
seen many fat people around here, men and women alike. And this is
contrary to the commercials promoting how to lose weight diets, gyms
and fitness centers, all equipped with state-of-the-art equipment etc.
Mihai tells me that, on his website, Schwarzenegger ridicules the
Americans, inviting them to lose weight by exercising. Obesity seems to
be a really big issue here. In some of the shops, I saw whole departments
dedicated to „extra-large” sizes, for people extremely fat. What could
possibly be the causes of the obesity? I will ask John this question in the
interview I’m planning to do.
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Later on, we drive through the campus all the way to the football
pitches, where a new stadium is now in the process of being built. We
also visit the sports complex of the campus. It is hectic now around here
as there is a handball championship happening at the moment (if I
understood correctly). The buildings are surrounded by lilac and other
ornamental shrubs. I can see lots of Cornelian cherry trees, with the fruits
fully ripe. I benefit from the fact that Mihai and John are looking away
and pick a handful of Cornelian cherries which I secretly enjoy. They
taste like those at Nandra. I hold back from eating too many for fear I
might get sick and I would have to spend my money on the doctor’s bill
and medication.
When I get back home, a little heart-shaped note is waiting for me
outside: it is from Olga, she asks how we have been, if we have settled,
urging us to call her if she can be of any help. She also suggests preparing
a typical Romanian meal at her house and inviting John and Colleen
over. Mihai himself told me we could invite John and Colleen over for a
Romanian meal. But what could we offer them? This is the first time I feel
sorry for being bad at cooking. After all, we cannot ask them over for
scrambled eggs and fries!
The new TV set in our room changed something: Mihai no longer
joins me for lunch/dinner, he just grabs his plate and sits in front of the
TV. Regretfully, because I hardly have the chance to eat with my family at
home. We have different working hours, we come home at different times,
so it is tough for all of us to be at home and sit at the table at the same time.
Not even in the evenings, when all of us are normally at home, we cannot
do that. Tea time is usually around the same time when some watch the
news, others watch a soap opera or a TV series. What’s left to do is sit on
my own in the kitchen. Once I meant to write an essay The cult of eating in
Romania. As far as I know, there is such a cult described in the Romanian
literature. Plus, eating time is a signature of our people’s hospitality. I think
it is D. Cantemir (or is it another chronicle writer?) who writes that, in
Moldova, at that time, people did not start having lunch until they called a
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passer-by in to join them. Let’s think about the scenes from Moromeţii
(The Morometes): the meal happens according to some rules. The head of
the family sits in a specific chair, he would usually sit at the head of the
table (I witnessed this tradition first hand when Liviu Rusu invited us over
for dinner). This cult can be used as a solid argument to prove the
continuity and permanence of our people / any people, actually, because
only stable / steady people develop this cult. Migrating / travelling people
eat „on-the-go”, in regional talk, meaning always in a rush. This also
explains the ritual of the meal, cooking three dishes, among which the soup
is the star of the meal, I might say. I do not think Americans have
developed this sort of cult. Sandwiches and McDonald's food are typical
examples of the American cuisine, showing pragmatism and rush
preparation. I remember some of Stelian Tănase’s fair remarks, according
to whom an American does not have his/her food peacefully, instead they
swallow constantly looking at the time: „When they have a bite to eat,
Americans prefer to have a useful get-together in the company of someone
else. Meals are the right time to settle things right. Plus, time is a problem,
they do not have too much of it. Lunch and dinner are not something you
can peacefully enjoy. You don’t just interrupt your work; the way people
do in Europe. Here, they do not have their lunch on their own or in the
company of close friends. Instead, they buy time, talk business,
professional matters etc.” Having a bite to eat in the street (street food)
could be seen as an act of impoliteness. Sometimes, when I go to the faculty
and there’s not much time for me to have breakfast at home, I buy some
pastry or a cabbage pie on the go and walk down a back road so I do not
come across someone I know. Here, it is quite the opposite, I often see
respectable gentlemen walking down the street, a sandwich in their left
hand and the never missing cup of Coca-Cola in the other. Lunch / dinners
are not an opportunity for a catch up, but an opportunity for business. I
cannot imagine an American Sadoveanu (Romanian novelist) to say about
one of his characters „dădea mesei ce-i al mesei” (meal time was meal
time). Just think about the characters in Hanu Ancuţei, who used to sit at
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the table and chat for hours. This is how I remember things in my
childhood: all three of us would sit at the table, and we had the same ritual:
once my mother had flipped over the steaming hot polenta (mamaliga) on
the canvas cloth (cenuşar) and I had finished cutting it with a piece of
purposefully made bowstring, all three of us would stand up and say The
Lord’s Prayer (Our Father). Whilst my dad was saying the prayer out loud,
I was amazed at the sound of some words I could not really understand:
cataeste (Thy Kingdom), coming from că a ta este (it is yours). Equally
amused I was by some of the pronunciations we used at home and my
school did not: greşalele, instead of greşelile, carele instead of care, pre
instead of pe etc. Then, after Nicuşor was born, this ritual became a
memory, because our dad went to work for the Romanian state railway and
we hardly had any time to have our meals together. Speaking of our
prayers before meals, something my Mother used to do was: whenever she
said the Lord’s prayer, my grandmother - God rest her soul - could actually
not stay focused on the prayer, and this is the way she did it: Our Father
who art in heaven – hey, Iozefă, stir a little bit in the pot! –, hallowed be thy
name – hear that, Nicule, dog’s barking! –, Thy kingdom come, Thy will be
done – go get a couple of those corncobs to throw in the fire! –, on earth as it
is in heaven – open that door cause I’m too hot etc., etc.
As this is my first day with a TV set in the house, I watch it zestfully,
I especially watch the CNN news. News of the day, the case of the Firestone
company. They produce tires for Ford Motor Company. Firestone tires
have so far caused 88 victims in Venezuela. Ford accuses Firestone and vice
versa. Huge scandal because of the billions of dollars involved.
Before I go to bed, I walk out onto the balcony. It is pretty quiet. I
can hear the song of the crickets, and showing behind the trees on Elm
Street, a gorgeous full moon. It feels like Nandra...
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XII. Meeting Bill Clinton in Skaneateles
(Saturday, September 2, 2002)
As this is our first weekend in America, John promised us (me and
Mihai) he would collect us from home and drive to Skaneateles for the
day. Skaneateles is a little town about 60 kms away from Cortland. John’s
car (a 1995 Subaro) goes at over 100 miles/h on a spotless road. On both
sides we leave behind fields not yet ploughed and most of all extremely
big fields of corn, soya beans and alfalfa (once harvested, it is packed in
bales and the bales are then wrapped in plastic sheets). Farmhouses are
scattered. Here, unlike Europe (where the houses of those working the
land are clustered into small settlements), the farm is also where the
farmer lives. We drive through “the small town” Borodino (the name has
nothing to do with the former village located near Moscow, which I had
the pleasure to visit back in 1999, a place where the armies of Napoleon
and Kutuzov had a confrontation). I’m a bit surprised how much corn
people from here grow (mostly to feed animals) although America is,
after all, the biggest corn producer. Based on a study by Turkologist
Mihai Maxim, the American corn was introduced in the Romanian
Principalities through the Ottoman Empire (it was first called “Turkish
wheat”); the Turks also brought in rice (it was at first cultivated in Banat),
the water buffalo (in Dobrogea), tobacco, cotton, anise, sesame,
watermelon (the Romanian word harbuz derives from the Turkish
karpuz), some flowers (such as tulips, lilac, hyacinths, carnations), not to
mention the coffee (I wrote on a different occasion about the sacks full of
coffee that the Turks had left near the walls of Vienna, in 1683, and how
this became then known in the entire Europe). The Turkish-Ottoman
influence was reflected in linguistics, art, our mentality (on a negative
level this time!), and last but not least, our cuisine. The famous
“sărmăluţe” – meat in cabbage leaves (from the Turkish sarma) have
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become our traditional dish and I would love to cook them here if only I
had the necessary culinary skills! I remember how shocked I was, when
years back, whilst reading the Memoirs of Iorgu Iordan, I found out that
the Phanariot administration also left some positive marks in the
Romanian Principalities. Now, I would say we have to think of the Turks
equally, appreciate them without prejudices, without placing them inside
patterns which have in time been imprinted through a “propaganda”
history (“the Ottoman yoke”, “the Ottoman exploitation” etc.); this is
what freethought is about, free from prejudices, and it is the most
valuable lesson I leant during my short stay in America.
I’m going to leave history aside now. I notice along the road small
billboards with the name of Rick Lazio (Republican candidate for the Senate,
representing New York State) and equally big boards with the name of the
First Lady, Hillary Clinton, the Democratic candidate for the Senate.
John warns us (he heard on a local television channel) we might
come across the presidential family in Skaneateles. They arrived a day
earlier to spend the weekend on the farm of a friend (the president of the
USA does not own holiday villas in all the states, as Ceauşescu had official
residences in all the counties and most resorts).
We arrive in the small town around lunch time. People enjoy their
weekend by taking walks, having some food or drinking a beer in one of
the many restaurants drawing customers in. We visit the little park in the
town centre, with marble plaques dedicated to those who died in the two
world wars, in the Spanish-American war, Korea or Vietnam. Strangely,
one of those plaques has written on it the names of those who did not die,
but “took part in the war”. This is how the community honors them for
their risks. The names are written alphabetically, a comma being put after
each surname. I’m trying to find some Romanian names but instead I
come across some German names, two Italian names, some French names.
I know though that many Romanian emigrants were very brave in the
American army. At lunch time, we head towards the restaurant („tavern”)
Sherwood Inn, founded in 1807, by Isaac Sherwood, where people believe
the American President and his wife are about to have lunch.
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First, we take some photos outside, then we walk to the bar on the
ground floor, where - according to John – prices look affordable. All seats
are taken, so what we do is wait nicely at the entrance until one of the
tables is made available. We are lucky, after just a few minutes, a waitress
comes along and shows our way to one of the tables. She instantly offers us
three menus to choose from („Choose the lowest prices!”, whispered Mihai
at the entrance, something I would definitely have done). As we do not
understand the names of all the dishes, we ask John to choose for us. At
first, John orders for himself a Saranac dark beer, he introduces me to a
blonde (beer!) Guiness, and an iced Pepsi for Mihai. Drinks cost USD 35,
my weekly income in Romania. To my surprise, I find out that Americans
are very pragmatic in terms of tips too: 14% on top of the consumption, so
John, who treats us on the drinks, added 5 dollars more to tip the waitress!
Whilst waiting for our coffees, I notice through the clear walls of
the bar the bustle outside. The Convoy, precisely Bill Clinton and Hillary,
on their way to Syracuse airport, makes a brief stop at Sherwood Inn. I
head for the exit. Clinton was busy shaking hands with those standing on
the steps. I put my hand forward and I said: „I am a professor from
Romania!”. „Good! I remember my visit to Romania!”, said Clinton 5.
Then he continued to shake the hands of those who came in bigger
numbers. It all lasted for about two to three minutes, whilst I was
standing shoulder to shoulder with the President. I was looking at him
with interest: he looked a bit fuller than in his photos, casually dressed in
a T-shirt. Hillary, on the other hand, was really smart (the campaign was
more important than the weekend!). I wasn’t very prompt (us,
Transylvanians…) in asking someone standing at the front to take a
photo of me with Bill. However, the senior citizen who happened to get
When his autobiography Bill Clinton, My Life was released, Translation and notes by
Alin-Victor Matei, RAO International Publishing Company, Bucharest, 2005, I wrote
John to say how disappointed I was to see that the American president said nothing
about… our meeting in Skaneateles! We had a good laugh!
5
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my camera, dropped it down the steps. „Sorry!”, he said and I got pale. I
was sorry for both the camera (a professional Nikon I had received as a
present from my friend Rico Müller-Schmitt, from Germany), and for the
occasion I had just missed. You know, a broken camera and a missed
moment! This is how Nică must have felt in Broşteni: „the fence and
house of the woman knocked down to the ground, a goat broken to bits,
that is serious business”. I went back to our table to tell Mihai and John
about my “tragedy”. We went outside again and Clinton and Hillary were
still saying hello to the crowd and giving autographs to people on
whatever they had handy: baseballs, Coca-Cola cups, wrappers, caps etc.
Nobody was booing them even if I am sure that there were not only
supporters in the crowd (next to our table there was a lady wearing the
badge of the Republican Lazio).
Later that day, back home, we sit in front of the TV, watching the
news, in the hope we would see the moment we experienced earlier on the
steps of the restaurant. I googled and read next day’s local newspapers. I
asked Sarah Lifshin, from Cortland Standard, the most important local daily
paper, to check whether their photographer might have captured the
moment. Useless. Mihai tried to make me feel better: „Daddy, you were
lucky to see Clinton. Be happy for having the opportunity to shake hands
with him and exchanging a couple of words!”. „That’s right, we need to see
the bright side of things”, as they say in America.
On the way home, John suggested I should write the American
president a letter and tell him what happened. My colleague, Samuel
Kelly, from the Department of Communication Studies, found the
address of the White House. I sent the letter, also putting on the envelope
John’s home address, considering I might no longer be in America when
they send a reply.
(Excelsior, year X, no. 14, 2001, p. 70-71)
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XIII. A Letter to President Bill Clinton
(Sunday, September 3, 2000)
I was planning to use this holiday as a workday. However, Dawn
building was closed so I couldn’t enter the office. Goodness me, how hard
it is not to be able to reach out back home! I’m wondering how hard it
must have been for those who were unable to communicate for months
or even years! It must have been horrid!
I read lots of pages from the book by Ioana Em. Petrescu. There is
one obsessive idea in the book: love for your home country. At some
point, she mentions missing the filthy and dark (at the time it was!)
Mănăştur neighborhood! A further interesting thing is the financial crisis
she was forced to live in (at some point, she had to give her husband, the
famous and beloved Liviu Petrescu, a haircut using her nail clipper, as a
visit to the hair shop would have cost 20 dollars!). Being forced to save
was torturing her: „I can’t wait to be able to spend without having to
worry about it two incomes plus the money I normally spend on books”
(p. 151). Further down the page, she says bitterly: „It feels idiotic, when
you do not know what tomorrow brings, not to live in the present day to
your heart’s content.” She also marvels at the advantages of computers,
the „new super technological craze”, available at the time at the Research
Library in Los Angeles, for data storage.
CNN news – they speak about Romania and a Jewish
commemoration of the year 1941 when the Jews crossed by ship to
Palestine. Unfortunately, I missed the beginning of the report so I could
not get all the details.
I write a draft letter to Bill Clinton, and my plan is to post it on the
following day:
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Mr. William Jefferson Clinton,
President of the United States of America
My name is Ilie Rad, I am a journalist and a professor of journalism at
the Babes-Bolyai University from Cluj-Napoca (Romania). Currently I work
as a visiting professor at the State University of New York College at Cortland.
On the 2nd of September 2000 I had the unique chance to meet you
and Mrs. Clinton in Skaneateles.
I wanted to take a photo together with you while you were shaking
the hands of friends and supporters but my camera fell to the ground.
Because of that I was not able to take the photo which would prove
invaluable for my journalism career.
I would appreciate it if you could send me a photo of you with your
signature. The photo and the signature would be published in my next
book about America. I will write in my book about the fantastic chance I
had to meet you and Mrs. Clinton.
The book will be translated into English and I would be honored to
send you a copy.
I hope Mrs. Clinton will be successful in her campaign.
Respectfully yours,
Ilie Rad
C/O John Ryder
15 Bellrose Av
Cortland, New York 13045
E-mail: ilierad@yahoo.com
Mihai and John worked a bit on the letter, so it should meet all
diplomatic requirements.
P.S. Briefly after that (it must have been 10 days after), on popping
in at my office, John told me: „You have a letter at my place «very
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impressive», from the White House”. And indeed, a letter with the
reference The White House/ Washington and a note saying Photograph/
first class/ Do not bend arrived at his house. (Fotografie de valoare. Nu
îndoiţi!). The envelope contained a coloured photograph of Bill Clinton,
and his signature!
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XIV. In Ithaca, with Ştefan Stoenescu
(Monday, September 4, 2000)
On Labor Day, which is a day off
work for people in America, me and my
good and generous friend John headed for
Ithaca, a town located 60 km away from
Cortland, where I was going to visit Mr
Ştefan Stoenescu, a respected Romanian
translator and Anglist, who had lived
there for many years.
As I assumed, Ithaca is a GrecoRoman name, like many others in the area,
(a concentration of Greco-Roman names
Ștefan Stoenescu
which is unique in the USA and even in
the world): Homer, Seneca, Cayuga, Romulus, Ovidiu, Genoa,
Sempronius, Pharsalia, Etna, Marathon, Cincinnatus, Solon, Pompey etc.
My host explained me the reason for that: engineer William DeWitt, the
one who had made the measurements for the new human settlements, had
been trained in the Greco-Roman culture. The region is economically
famous for its vineyards. The area between Seneca Lake and Cayuga Lake
is the largest wine country in America, after Napa Valley in Northern
California. I do not know where the vineyards are located as I didn’t’t see
any but they are definitely there somewhere (that reminds me that one of
my colleagues, Coralee Burch, once mentioned that she had a small
business in this area, a winery. She also offered me once two bottles of
really nice wine. Speaking of wine, the Americans have become consumers
of local and famous European wines (Italy, France, Spain, Portugal,
Germany, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, and also Chile or Australia).
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Following the directions that he emailed, it was not difficult to find
Mr. Stoenescu. A very hospitable person, as I concluded from his message
(„I will make food for you so you do not hang around on an empty
stomach!”), he offered us beer and a snack. Before my visit, he had also
asked me to spend the night („if you don’t mind sleeping on a hard
sofa”). Anyways, before going to visit him, we exchanged lots of emails,
so I might say we knew each other even before seeing each other in
person (he was the one to inform me when I became a member of The
Writers’ Union of Romania).
The room in which he invites us is packed with books of
philosophy, poetry, literary criticism, most of them English books. I spot
some Romanian magazines in which Mr. Stoenescu publishes frequently.
He knows Aurel Sasu quite well and he would like him to mention
Corneliu M. Popescu in the dictionary he coordinates. Then he offers me
the January-February issue of the magazine Origini, with first-class
collaborators: Sanda Golopenţia, Stelian Tănase, my hometown fellow,
Andrei Iustin Hossu, the ardent royalist (after decades of teaching
dialectical and historical materialism!), Svetlana Paleologu etc. The
magazine is full of diverse, if not contradictory opinions. Mr. Stoenescu
has a very unbiased review on the latest novel written by Andrei
Codrescu, Mari@. The review allows me to find out amazing things about
a few innovations made in the American cultural environment.
Ştefan Stoenscu was born on 30 January 1936, in Bucharest. He
studied Anglistics and Romanistics at the University of Bucharest (1962),
where he is proud to have had teachers such as: Ana Cartianu, Leon D.
Leviţchi, Tudor Vianu, Dan Duţescu, Edgar Papu, Shelly Klug. He
followed Master of Arts (comparative literature) at Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York (1990). After graduation, he worked at Bucharest
National Institute of Meteorology (1962-1965) and then he got his welldeserved place at the Department of English Language and Literature at
the University of Bucharest (1964-1987). In 1987, he travels to America
and applies for asylum. He becomes a professor at the Department for
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Comparative Literature and the Department for Anglistics at Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York (1990-1995). After 1989, he worked for a
semester as a visiting professor at the University of Bucharest (19911992). Once retired, he stayed in Ithaca, where he discovered „an oasis of
elevated culture” and where he can peacefully write his books.
For those who are not familiar with his literary and scientific activity,
I shall say that he wrote over 20 volumes of translations and published
about 75 studies, forewords and essays. He was interested in Eminescu,
Brâncuşi, Radu Petrescu, Mircea Ivănescu, Corneliu M. Popescu. Among
the British authors, he took an interest in Dylan Thomas, G. M. Hopkins,
Robert Browning, W. H. Auden, John Milton, James Joyce, W. M.
Thackerey, Lewis Caroll, D. H. Lawrence, Virginia Woolf, Iris Murdoch,
and the American writers Wallace Stewens, Henry James, Ezra Pound,
Flannery O'Connor, W. Faulkner, John Gardner. In terms of comparative
literature, he focused on Joyce, Ezra Pound and Brâncuşi, Shakespeare and
Joyce, Swinburne and Victor Hugo, and also on the influences of Voltaire
and Rousseau on the British and American literature, as well as the
influence of Maiakovski on the American literature! Hugely significant for
the Romanian author who lives in exile, Ştefan Stoenescu is writing a book
on „the impact of the writings of the exiled Latin poet Ovidiu on the
prominent authors for late modernity”. He is a member of the Writers’
Union of Romania, Modern Language Association of America (MLA),
American Comparative Literature Association (ACLA), the Romanian
Cultural Center of New York, American-Romanian Academy of Arts and
Science. He is currently very active in the editorial office of the magazine
Origini (Romanian Roots), being published in Norcross, Georgia, under the
coordination of Gabriel Stănescu.
When I offered him a copy of the latest Excelsior magazine
(13/2000), an issue in memory of Constantin Noica, I was surprised to
learn that his mother-in-law was the philosopher’s cousin whereas his
father-in-law (PhD in Law in Paris) was a diplomat and a close friend of
Nicolae Titulescu and who, while at the Embassy of Romania in Lisbon,
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Portugal, worked with... Mircea Eliade! And family tree surprises do not
stop here. On her mother’s side, Mrs. Stoenescu descends from the same
family as... Mihai Eminescu (a fact analyzed by Aug. Z. N. Pop –
specialized in analyzing Eminescu – in one of his books). However, Mr.
Stoenescu is not very keen to make a big deal out of these famous origins:
„We cannot choose our parents, so we cannot choose our relatives,
descendants and present family members. As I see things, one should not
take this for granted”, he wrote in an email.
After a few hours of „literary and philosophical chitchat” (John is a
philosopher so we also covered philosophical topics, especially the
American pragmatism, which is a philosophical trend inaugurated at the
end of the 19th C by Charles Sannders Pierce and Williams James and
carried on by John Dewey into the 20th C and then later on by Richard
Rorty), we say goodbye in a friendly fashion, however not before
managing to make him promise he will answer the 40 questions I
prepared for an interview. After we leave Mr. Stoenescu’s home, John
drives around the campus of the famous Cornell University where
professor Achim Mihu from Cluj also studied as a Fulbright student.
In the afternoon I go shopping with Olga, we go to some cheap
shops. She makes faint promises of finding a job for Mihai. On the other
hand, she asks me if I would like to hold a conference about the
Communist Romania at the Presbyterian Church she and her mum go to.
Truth be told, I’m fed up with talking about Communist Romania so I
politely decline the proposal claiming time is a bit of an issue. From Cluj,
N. keeps reminding me: Get some rest, don’t work your ass off! But you
can hardly consider rest here.
Back in Cluj, my faculty is organizing admission examinations, they
have had grammar today. I have no doubts everything has run smoothly
as two very serious and valuable people were involved in the process: G.
Gruiţă and G. G. Neamţu. I only feel a bit nervous thinking of the
creativity test.
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Mr. Eugen Giurgiu, from Toronto, reaches out to me to say he
would love to meet me at Niagara Falls saying we can work out the details
at a later time.
It was a rainy night and the temperature dropped. It’s been 10 days
since the last message I got from home. I hope nothing bad happened. I
write a letter to Mrs. Nina Cassian, asking her nicely to write an article
for Excelsior and to offer me an interview for România literară.
(Adevărul de Cluj, an XII, 2000, p. 5)
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XV. A Conference About Cuba and Elian Gonzales
(Tuesday, September 5, 2000)
A few administrative issues to be sorted, I am summoned by the nice
and always smiling Deby Whitney. At 2:00 p.m. – meeting with journalist
Sarah Lifshin, from Cortland Standard. She asks questions about the
communism in Romania, about my experience in journalism, about the
Romanian Revolution, freedom of the press etc. She did not put much
down and I am curious how much she would still remember. During my
classes, the photographer comes along, as I was informed by Deb. The
interview-article will be released in the local newspaper on Saturday. They
promise they will try to find a photo of me and Bill Clinton. Their
photographer might have taken a photo on the steps of Sherwood Inn.
In the first part of my course, I talked about Eastern European
countries under the domination of great empires (the Ottoman, the
Hapsburg and the Tsarist Empires), in the second part – I approached the
Eastern European migration to America and the immigrants’ press in
exile. Aurel Sasu’s work, Cultura română în SUA şi Canada (Romanian
culture in the USA and Canada) comes in very handy. The students are
really nice and we create a bond. They have already handed me their first
assignments; they are honest and interesting. It was a pleasure to read
them even from a linguist point of view. After I finish my course, at 7:30
p.m., John invites me to a conference about Cuba (Cuba Expert Tells
All!), held in Corey Union Exhibition Lounge. The conference is about
the highly publicized case of Elias Gonzales, the Cuban child who was
sent back to his dad. I was the first to arrive in the lounge, other 200
students following after, as the topic in itself is of great interest. A lady
from the Department of Hispanic Studies admirably introduced lecturer
Karen Lee Wald. I’ve learned that Mrs. Wald is a former supporter of
civil rights and an activist against the war in the 60s and that she spent
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eighteen years in Cuba, as a mum (her son was a doctor at a local
hospital), teacher, researcher, educator, consultant, administrator and
journalist in the area of civil and human rights, war and peace, education,
rights for women, health, international and religious relations – all these
make her „the only one who has all the qualifications to inform us on the
myths and reality of Cuba today”. Right after, the many sponsors of the
conference are mentioned: SUNY Cortland Latin American Studies
Committee, Multicultural & Gender Studies Committee, International
Communications & Culture, Campus Arts & Lectures Series, History
Department and Geography Department. Why so many sponsors, it’s
beyond me. Only a few people stayed behind in the lounge after a while.
The reason was the unjustified drag of the conference (after an hour and
a half, John, Colleen and I left).
I have my meal and then I read online that President Emil
Constantinescu is on an official visit in Washington. I don’t know if this
was on the CNN news.
At home I find a letter from the Water Company: works are
scheduled on Thursday and Friday and they will cut off the water supply
between 4:00-9:00 p.m. Not here too!
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XVI. The Weight Loss Hysteria
(Wednesday, September 6, 2000)
Not such a busy day. I do my shopping. Olga was really nice and
took us to Aldi’s. I’d known this shop from Germany and Austria. I
finished an episode from my American journal (how I met Bill Clinton)
and I emailed it to the newspaper Adevărul de Cluj. I would like to write an
article about my American experience for România literară, Et in America
ego. R. keeps me informed that the examinations run smoothly at home. I
also learn that A.V., who is currently on a scholarship in the USA, will
leave us for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. A. was a very good student of
mine. I was the one to discover she was a very talented translator. T. would
say that A. was not only a very good simultaneous translator, but she could
also anticipate what the speaker was about to say! Her studying at the
Department of Applied Modern Languages and Journalism explains that.
Paradoxically, her degree paper was not impressive, it disappointed me in a
way. I assume all her intelligence was channeled in translations. I was one
of those who insisted on her coming to work at the faculty. She worked
with us for a year but she was away on many conferences and she did not
create bonds with our staff. I requested her professional services a couple of
times. She always charged me the highest rate, in one particular case she
even asked more than the standard translation rates, claiming, that the text
was a bit tricky to translate as it also contained poetry lines! I have never
come across such greediness before and I find her nature really interesting.
And now, after taking advantage of the prestige of the institution she
worked for (there is obviously no doubt that she was awarded the R. Brown
scholarship based on her exceptional qualities) she simply leaves. I hope
her case will be a good lesson to learn for those who consider future
candidates for the position of teaching assistant. We must bring on our
team good people by name and by nature.
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A really warm and promising message from Sarah Lifshin, from
Cortland Standard. It says:
Dear Ilie,
For someone who had not been in the United States for very long,
your grammar is very well. It takes time to learn things like in any
language, and you seem to be improving dramatically. I am trying to find
the photo or photographer from the Post Standard and I will have an
answer or phone number for tomorrow. I had a wonderful time speaking
with you and your son, and learning about your culture and country`s
history. I shared some information with my editor and maybe soon you can
come down for a tour of an American newspaper.
Take care. I will write tomorrow.
Sarah”.
My friend and office buddy, John Hartsock, charmingly invited us over
to a picnic on Saturday, September 9: Department of Communication Studies
/ Barbecue at the Hartsocks! / Join us on Saturday, Sept. 9, when we say
farewell to summer and welcome in the new school year! Family and friends
welcome. / 3-7 p.m. / Rain or shine. / S. Main St. / Homer, NY 13077 /
607/749-6756. / Please R.S.V.P. by Sept. 6.
I don’t know what R.S.V.P. stands for, but I assume it requires
confirmation of the invitation.
Tomorrow I might make a proposal for a paid course for Dragon
Planet. I will propose the course Creation and making of newspapers, a
course I once taught at our faculty. The focus now will be on the specifics
of electronic press.
It is Wednesday, bin collection day. The street looks different. I see
general waste plastic bags outside all houses. Recycled materials (plastic and
glass) are collected in special boxes and the guys who make the collection
sort them out in separate compartments of the garbage truck. They use a big
bag to collect Coca-Cola bottles as you get a 5-Cent refund each bottle.
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Mr. Stoenescu does not get in touch. Is it possible that I let him
down so much?
I’ve been meaning to write about a shocking issue I noticed here on
my arrival: the great amount of fat, obese people, especially women. It is
worth mentioning that people here are not embarrassed about their
physical defects, be it their weight, big ears, a big nose, a wonky mouth,
one-armed or one-legged, hard of hearing or blind. This is due to the fact
that physical defects are not being laughed at, as is the case in Romania
(names such as Şchiopu, Surdu, Mutu, Chelu (the One-Legged Guy, the
Deaf One, the Bold One) etc. come from nicknames). Society treats even
the less lucky ones equally. At Jack Denielson’s bar, before my and John’s
eyes there was a young woman probably weighing over 100 kg. She was
wearing shorts and she put her legs up on the bench in front of her, her big
fat flesh folds standing out. But nothing seemed to bother her. What comes
to my attention though is the fact that obesity is a real serious issue in the
American society. Every single piece of grocery (from salt to meat!) has a
label with details on the ingredients and nutritious elements. On TV, most
commercials are related to weight loss. Almost every shop sells fitness
programs’ CDs at an affordable price. There are a lot of fitness gyms and
they are equipped with the most sophisticated equipment. And still, obesity
is thriving. I noticed that many shops have departments dedicated to obese
people. On a post on Elm Street, a poster says they can guarantee your diet.
What could possibly be the cause of obesity? Is it the diet, is it the
GMOs? I sometimes feel like it is in the genes. At the baseball game, I saw
a little girl, she must have been around 10, and she looked so much like
her mum. On the other hand, Mihai showed me that Arnold
Schwarzenegger was mocking the Americans for being obese on his
website, urging them to do more exercise! And they do. Nowhere have I
seen so many people jogging than in America! (In a travel book published
in Secolul 20, no. 7-8-9, 1999, p. 250 , Monica Pillat mentions: „I saw a lot
of obese people. Walking among students, you come across an
overweight figure, which strangely contrasts with the pale and smiling
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faces and with the bouncy walk of slim bodies.” The author assumes „that
food compensates the lack of love”, but that does not make sense to me).
I might approach this in the interview with John.
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XVII. The Nature of Romanians
(Thursday, September 7, 2000)
Doina emails and says that magazine 22, where I had published an
article in the summer, sent me a cheque of RON... 50.000, and she used the
money to buy notebooks for Tudor! Ever since I became a professor, we’ve
never had savings at the arrival of autumn. We spend it all in the summer.
I have a phone conversation with Mr. Şerban C. Andronescu, who
lives in New York. He is really excited to get together when I go to New
York. This is going to be the second most important meeting after
meeting Nina Cassian. I know these two authors do not really see eye to
eye so I will do all I can not to let them know I will meet them both. If I
recall correctly, Şerban C. Andronescu ridiculed in an article some of
Nina Cassian’s poems, in her „gibberish”, seeing it as an attack against
the Romanian language! After all it is a matter of taste. John will have a
hard time understanding how two Romanians, away from their country,
carry on having disputes and polemics.
Mr. Şerban C. Andronescu is a huge admirer of marshal Antonescu
and he dedicated a book in his memory. When I visit him, I’ll take the
article published in Origini, written by an author whose name I cannot
really remember. It is a critical article against the marshal.
After lunch, as I look forward to my meeting, I read the essay
dedicated to Antonescu, the statesman who declared war to the Unites States
(on 12 December 1941, the relations between the two states were interrupted
and only resumed again in 1946, first at a lower level, and then at embassy
level). As the marshal’s reputation is still damaged, my conclusion is that he
is still at war with the USA. I agreed with Dev Kennedy, from Dragon Planet,
to host four seminars for the students: How to make an interview, How
journalists research, Common journalistic trends in the Eastern European
press, Advantages and disadvantages of the electronic press. I’ll have ten to
twelve students, all part of the staff of the publication. This will be a paid job.
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XVIII. American Artistic Experiments
(Friday, September 8, 2000)
I woke up late. I was tired after my courses.
I do my best to read as many studies and articles I can to get
familiar with American English. I struggle to get used to adding a comma
before and. I have an impulse to correct it: „This workshop is geared for
elementary, secondary [,] and college faculty”.
In the afternoon, we went to the Fine Arts Gallery for the 2000
Biennale, in Dawd Hall, to see recent works by members of the faculty.
This was the first invitation I received when we arrived so we could not
miss it, especially that Janet, Henry’s wife, is one of the organizers (I met
Janet the year before at Budapest University of Economics). I was there at
4 p.m. No crowd, nobody in festive outfits, a lot of the ladies had little
children or even babies with them. I knew just a couple of people, one
was Dev Kennedy, the manager of Dragon Planet, the other one was the
nice Jason Contento, editor of the same publication, the one who came to
Cluj. They offer us cold food, refreshment drinks and fruits (I have the
opportunity to eat grapes, which are really expensive to buy here), just
because an American cannot look at a painting without a glass of Coke
and a plate with a sandwich. Jason tells me it was the food he came for to
the exhibition! My students do the same, they go to receptions, press
conferences and cocktail parties to eat as much as they want. He invited
us to another exhibition on October 13, where he himself would display
paintings and graphic exhibits.
Speaking of the exhibition, I must admit I went to see it both out of
interest and out of a slight feeling of puzzlement. I knew a little about
some American artistic experiments and I was afraid this might be a
confirmation. In one interview by Mr. Ştefan Stoensescu, it came to my
knowledge that, a few years ago, they tried to put on a Corpus Cristi play 93
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on Broadway „where Jesus supports promiscuity and joins Judas Iscariot
and the rest of the disciples in orgies, all of them being supporters of a
homoerotic life...” (Cf. Gabriel Pleşea, Romanian writers in New York.
Interviews, fragments, critic, Vestala Publishing House, Bucharest, 1998,
p. 284). This does not appear to be just an isolated case, it is actually
trending, a fact which makes the author stand up and say: „You can’t just
sit around and tolerate with relaxation and indifference, which both
manifest as a consequence of the almost daily contact with the absurdity
and nonsense present in the last decades in a certain area of the American
culture, such an obvious attack against all the values and sacrality of
Christianity” (Ştefan Stoenescu, Apunake şi Karl Mar Nas în nas de
Mardi Gras (D'ale carnavalului sau APOCALIPSA după Andrei Codrescu,
in Origini, vol. IV, no. 31&32, Jan.-Febr. 2000, p. 6). Ştefan Stoenescu
illustrates this sort of blasphemy with two other artistic examples:
dipping the crucifix in a recipient containing the urine of the artist and
the display at the Brooklyn Museum of an exhibit – „a painting of the
Holy Virgin Mary smeared with elephant dung and decorated with
female genitalia, collaged pornographic images taken from pornographic
magazines. A wind of collective dementia blows through the world in the
name of freedom of expression and thought!” (Ibidem, p. 6). A year
before, I had seen something similar at a museum in Copenhagen, but I
thought that was just an isolated case in the Danish culture.
Luckily, that was not the case at Cortland, I would say, one of the
reasons being the fact that the event took place in an academic
environment, calling for sobriety and decency. I should say that an
exhibition is different here than it is in Romania. There are no speeches
or critics taking the floor. Not even the new gallery director, Allison Graff
(on the day I met her, she showed me a photo of her in the company of
Pope John Paul II, taken in Rome, which she was really proud of). The
artists who had works displayed were still present, talking to the visitors. I
will enumerate their names in an alphabetical order: Jeremiah Donovan
(ceramic), Lori Ellis (painting), Charles Heasley (printing and
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photography), Libby Kovalski (design on fabrics and upholstery), Allen
Mooney (sculpture), Minna Resnick (drawing) and Martine BarnabySawyer (should have been written under B, not S, design and computer
graphics). I refrain from making comments in a field I’m not familiar
with. However, I’ve noticed that artists endeavor to find new forms of
expression and new materials (wastes are highly valued here). In terms of
photography, I realize black and white photography becomes trendy
again, as it is in Denmark.
We then go straight to Yaman Park, to attend a picnic offered by
UUP (United University Professions), whose vice president was Henry
Steck. A few days back I got this invitation: „Dear Colleague: / UUP
invites you to come and celebrate the opening of the new academic year at
two special events this Friday, Sept. 8. They are both a great way to end
and to show solidarity and celebration. // End your work day with a visit to
the Fine Arts Gallery for the 2000 Biennale – Recent Works by Art Faculty.
Starting at 4 p.m. you can enjoy the impressive works of art produced by
Cortland faculty members and say hello to Allison Graff, our new Dowd
Fine Arts Gallery Director. It`s a great show by our colleagues and Dowd
openings are always lively and interesting. Don`t miss it! // Following your
visit to the Art Gallery, join your colleagues at the UUP picnic at Yaman
Park. Come anytime after 4 and stay as long as you like. There will be
plenty of food, conversation, and playground fun for young family
members. hey, it may be Friday, but it`s still a great way to celebrate Labor
Day and to enjoy the community of your colleagues and friends. Not to be
missed – bring the family – bring new colleagues! // So come on out. //
Henry Steck, V-P for Academics”.
Together with the invitation, Henry sent me a New York Times
article, dated Sept. 6, 2000, Handyman 101: English a Must, which I was
delighted to read. It is about the fate of a Polish immigrant, Marek
Ponichtera, who, ten years ago, arrived to New York without speaking a
single English word. Working really hard and learning the language of his
new homeland, he became the administrator of a building. He tells how,
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on a Sunday, a lady summoned him in her apartment to adjust her air
conditioning system. Whilst he was doing his job, the lady asked him
about his family and education. On hearing that he was an immigrant,
she openly showed her discontent at his Polish accent and his coming
from a Communist country. The Polish guy said she seemed to ignore the
fact that she herself had come from Romania and had an accent. We have
a saying – talk about the pot calling the kettle black! I feel the urge to
write a letter to the Polish guy and ask for the lady’s name and address.
We quickly arrive at Yaman Park Pavilion, located towards
Kennedy Drive, near a playground and park. About 20 professors from
different departments are present. Two waiters welcome new-comers.
The menu is indeed very rich: hot sausages (with red peppers, onions and
French baguette), fries, hamburgers, pasta salad, baked beans, fruit salad,
shredded salad, ice tea, soft drinks, beer in a pint, coffee etc. We have a
big meal and after a few hours, John takes us home. Henry tells us a
meeting of the Democrat Party (he is a member) will take place on the
following day, followed by a picnic. The admission is USD 10 each so we
decide not to go.
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XIX. A Free Journalist Among Writers
(Saturday, Sept. 9, 2000)
Saturday is usually our shopping day. Olga has taken us today to
Aldi’s, quite far from where we live, on the outskirts of the town. I regret
not having known about this shop earlier as the prices are way lower. At
noon, I collect the photos from the photoshop. Really nice photos,
including those of Bill Clinton. At the shop, where the news stand is, I
cannot not notice my big photo on the cover of Cortland Standard, just
above a photo of Fidel Castro, in New York, in Harlem. I buy two
newspapers. The article written by Sarah is mostly correct, though a few
small inaccuracies are to be spotted. I immediately translated the
interview, thus practicing my English. As a style difference: Rad says, Rad
claims, Rad this, Rad that. In The Times, the British newspaper, the one
that was given to me on the plane, the style is as follows: Mr. Putin, Mr.
Hague, Mr. Trotman, Mr. Portielo, Mr. Virdi, Mr. Griffits. I can sense a
little something from the life of former aristocrats.
Here is the text of the interview:
Journalist Free of Writer’s Bloc
Ilie Rad remembers the days in Romania when expressing opinions
against the government could send someone to jail.
Growing up in the country, Rad did not like the communist
government, but became accustomed to it.
Like anywhere else, kids went to school, and played with their friends.
Instead of watching television for hours at a time, people couldn’t
because there was only one channel and it only broadcasted for two
hours. But what was seen was not entertainment. One and a half hours of
air time was communist propaganda.
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Rad does not miss the days of communism, which ended nearly 10
years ago. What he does is rejoice that they ended because if they didn’t,
he would not be in Cortland today.
Rad, 45, a visiting professor from the Babeș-Bolyai University in
Cluj-Napoca, Romania, is teaching Journalism and Contemporary History
of Eastern Europe this fall at SUNY-Cortland, bringing his experiences
from Romania and its history into his Cortland classroom. […].
A published author of magazines and books in Romania, Rad
teaches journalism classes at the university and reports for local and
central newspapers.
“I began writing in the (Romanian) army”, Rad explained. “I felt
lonely there and I started to publish articles in the military press. I liked
to write and kept doing it.” “I became interested in writing because it put
me in contact with life”, Rad said. “Writing is a continual update of real
life and people. I mostly wrote cultural articles.”
Now in Cortland, Rad is teaching his students about Eastern
Europe, its history, and its journalism there. One of the important things
that Rad brings to the course and his students is his experience growing
up and living in a communist country.
“It was hard for the Romanian people because they didn’t have
elementary rights and freedoms,” Rad said. Romania was under
communist rule until 1989 when the citizens revolted.
But before the country was free, the citizens faced harsh
restrictions. “You could never travel abroad or to hardly any countries,”
Rad said. “No one was allowed to receive westerners as guests.”
Rad explained that the press was worthless in Romania (until 1989)
because the government controlled what was printed. “They were full of
propaganda praising the dictator (Nicolae Ceauşescu). The only news about
the western countries which was printed was the bad news,” Rad said.
Citizens were not even able to walk into a supermarket and shop,
but instead received food rations, such as 10 eggs a week. Electricity was
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also rationed and citizens were only able to have one light in each room.
There were no street lights.
“Ten years after communism ended, things have definitively
changed,” Rad said.
Today, Romania, like many other former Communist countries, is
facing economic problems. But, other than that, life has improved there.
Rad said the press now has freedom guaranteed by the country’s
constitution, which was adopted in 1990. “Visitors can now come from
abroad,” Rad said, and he is thankful for his opportunity to come to the
United States. Rad is ecstatic after being able to meet President Bill
Clinton in Skaneateles last week.
Rad’s visit was possible because SUNY-Cortland is a member of the
Alliance of Universities for Democracy, which facilitates relationships
between universities all over the world.
John Ryder, the Dean of SUNY-Cortland’s School of Arts and
Sciences, represents the college at the alliance’s meetings, where he met
Rad a few years ago. Ryder has travelled to Rad’s university in past years,
and developed a working relationship with him, which led to Rad’s
visiting professorship at Cortland.
“I am delighted to have him here,” Ryder said. “We want to make it
possible for more faculty to come back and forth.”
“That kind of course offering provides a great prospective to the
curriculum and students, and they should take this opportunity and take
the course he’s teaching,” Thom Mwanica, associate professor of
communication studies, noted.
Kim Richmond, 21, a senior majoring in communication studies,
explained that she signed up for Rad’s class because it did not only fit into
her school schedule, but she also needed a culture-related class to graduate.
And today, Richmond says that she hasn’t ever regretted her
decision to register for the class. “He’s fantastic,” Richmond said. “He’s
really a great professor. I wish more students were in his class.”
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After listening to Rad’s stories and lessons about Romania’s
communist history, Richmond said she was amazed about some of the
things that happened there during that time. “It really makes you feel
happy you are an American.”
(Cortland Standard, issue 213, September 9, 2002, p. 1, 2)
Back at the office, Deb installed our answering machine. The
message amuses me: „You have reached dr. Rad, from the Department of
Communication Studies. We are currently not able to take your call.
Please leave your message at the tone”. I am amused at the cute
formulation „Dr. Rad”, which I am not very fond of and is not very
common here. It is different from Austria where everyone is a doctor.
The excessive use of this title could be interpreted as a defiance towards
the others who might not have it.
After lunch, we go to John Hartsock’s picnic. Thom offered to take
us in his car. John lives in Homer, and by the time we manage to get to his
house, we drive across the town two times, which I really enjoy because
Thom has got a really good car and I have a chance to see new landscapes.
At last, we find it. We are almost the first to arrive, but more colleagues will
follow us, including John Ryder, without Colleen who is taking a trip in the
mountains. He brings me an issue of Cortland Standard and we laugh at
the fact that my photo is larger than Fidel Castro’s and it is published
above his! This is something typical for the regional press which takes
more interest in the news with more impact upon the local community
rather than on the country. The same trend struck me in the Danish press
when I visited Denmark (they gave a lot more focus on the visit of the
delegation of Romanian journalists in Velje than the death of Raisa
Gorbaciova, wife of Mihail Gorbaciov). As it appears, I was at the time
more important than Castro for the local community!
John, our host, moved in an old house and he is keen to celebrate
this event (I think I have already talked about the American’s obsession
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for old things). We are introduced to his wife, Linda, and their cute 3year-old Peter. All our department colleagues come (David Hollemback
and his wife), Kathleen and her cute little girl whom I have met at their
picnic, nonetheless other departments join in too. We are served nice
food and drinks. At the end, out of respect for me, John (Hartsock) insists
on everyone having a little Romanian ţuică. I tell him we are used to
having it before food. But people are too cheerful to consider my
recommendation so they all enjoy the famous drink.
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XX. What Names Do We Give Our Companies?
(Sunday, September 10, 2000)
I spend my Sunday reading. I finished the book by Ioana Em.
Petrescu, Molestarea fluturilor interzisă. It was amazing I had a chance to
read the book here. Had I read it at home, I would have perceived it in a
different manner. Although it consists of letters sent from Los Angeles in
the period of time 1980-1982, there is not even the slightest comparison
between the two realities. The author was clearly trying to protect those to
whom she was sending the letters (she was aware they would be opened by
the Security). There was actually one statement about the long queues for
food in Romania but that was in English. She sent letters to her mother,
Georgeta Antonescu, who was my professor at Philology, and to her fellow
student, E.N. I am a bit surprised by the friendship of the Petrescus, Ioana
and Liviu, with E.N., who, after the Revolution, became a supporter of the
Romanian Hearth movement (Vatra Românească), saying during a
meeting with the Romanian language teachers from Cluj County that she
will never teach Ana Blandiana because of the well-known poet’s political
orientation! However, she might have had different political views back in
the 80s...
I’ve remembered today to read the leaflet about Sherwood Inn (this
is where I met Bill Clinton). It was established in 1807 by Isaac Sherwood
and it has been owned by various people since then, each naming it after
themselves: Alford Lamb (1815), then John Packword. In 1922, its name
was changed to Kan-Ya-To-Jun. The Japanese name attracted thousands
of tourists. In 1945, after Pearl Harbor bombing, Japanese-American
relations became very tense and the name had no longer a positive
impact. The new owners changed the name back to the original
Sherwood Inn. However, many famous companies, such as Ford or
Mercedes borrowed the names of the owners or their relatives. Back in
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the day I wanted to write an article about how we name our companies Ce nume dăm firmelor noastre? – in which I was planning to write against
the tendency to give them people’s names (Mircea SRL, Anduţu SRL,
Camy SRL etc.). I’m going to let this go as. It might be a continuation of
the totalitarian system when every trace of individuality was crushed.
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XXI. In Cortland, in the Footsteps of Theodor Dreiser
(Monday, September 11, 2000)
„How strange, how bizarre, what a
coincidence!”
Nina
Cassian
said
somewhere! There are things whose
meaning we only understand much later in
life. At the end of my second year of high
school, I was awarded a book which had
only been recently translated in Romanian:
An American Tragedy by Theodore Dreiser.
The two volumes were translated by Leon
Leviţchi and Pericle Martinescu. Our high
school PCR (Romanian Communist Party)
secretary, D. Olariu, wrote the following
dedication: „To the member of the Union of
Communist Youth, RAD ILIE, secretary of
the Committee of High School No. 1 in
Theodore Dreiser
(1871-1945)
Luduş, for his valuable activity within our
organization in the academic year 19711972. / PCR Secretary, D[umitru] Olariu. Head of school, / A[ugustin]
Micu”. Under his dedication, I made a note: „Luduş, June 18, 1972”. I’m
pretty sure this was the first American book I had in my hands. At the
time, literature was the most convenient refuge for teenagers (television
programs were dull, censored and full of politics, pubs and clubs only had
limited opening hours etc.), and I remember clearly that I immediately
read the novel and I was hugely impressed by the tragedy of Clyde and
Roberta. For a while, Dreiser’s novel was my only American read. I didn’t
know back then, that 30 years later, the topic would become one of the
most fascinating moments during my brief American adventure.
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I was walking with John in Cluj, not long before my departure to
the United States, when he told me there was a house in Cortland where
the prototypes of the lead characters in the novel used to live.
After my arrival in Cortland, I was so caught in the novelty of the
situation and events, that I only had time to look into Dreiser and his
connection with Cortland towards the end of my stay. Henry gave me the
name of a professor of geography at the university, Joseph Brownell, who
seemed to have written a book about Dreiser and Cortland. Mihai helped me
find his address on the Internet, and I wrote him to say I would really like to
meet him. There was no reply. Then I found his phone number in the
Directory, I left a message but again I got nothing. At last, I found a copy of
Brownell’s book at Cortland Public Library (Adirondack Tragedy. The
Gilllette Murder Case of 1906 (Revised Edition), by Joseph W. Brownell and
Patricia Wawrzaszek Enos, Joseph Brownell, Cortland NY 13045, 1998).
I was a bit annoyed that I found nothing to track Dreiser in
Cortland so I decided to write the mayor of Cortland, Mr. Bruce Tytler,
the following letter:
Dear Mr. Mayor,
My name is Ilie Rad and I am a professor at the Babeş-Bolyai in ClujNapoca, Romania. This fall I have spent two months at SUNY Cortland
teaching Journalism in Contemporary Eastern Europe. I must say that it
was a delight to see and live so many things in Cortland and I cannot wait to
go back home and share with my readership my extraordinary impressions
about America in general and about Cortland in particular.
One of the most interesting experiences I have had here is in regard
to the relation of the great American writer, Theodore Dreiser, with your
town, which he made immortal through his well-known novel, An
American Tragedy.
Mr. Mayor, I come from a country, like many other European
countries, that goes back 2000 years. In comparison, the Unites States are
300 years old. I understand perfectly the Americans’ desire to rush the
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present into becoming history. Borges said: „What is the present? It is the
moment when the future becomes the past...”. (This is how I perceived things:
I’ve noticed in the parks in Cortland and other towns that, to pay homage to
the brave men of the country, both the names of the soldiers who died for
their country and the names of the young men who went to arms but stayed
alive are mentioned on the marble memorial plaques. This obsession for old
things also stands out on buildings because many of the houses specify on
them the year when they were built, thus pointing out that the older a house
is, the more valuable it becomes. It is also worth mentioning that one of my
colleagues organized a picnic when he moved into an old… house! (In
Romania, we usually throw a party when we move into a new home.)
The interest in the past and history is in sharp contrast to the lack of
interest in other things. For instance, I visited a building established in
1904 (Miller and Homer), the former property of the Gillette family, where
Grace Brown and Chester Gillette, the prototypes of the main characters in
Dreiser’s novel worked. I took photos of the houses where Grace Brown and
Chester Gillette lived (located on 7 Wheeler Street, and 17 East Main
Street) and I was surprised to see that nothing reminded passers-by of this
fact. Considering all these, I would like to make some suggestions:
1. Signs could be fitted on the above buildings to tell passers-by what
the connection of those buildings to Dreiser’s famous novel is. These
buildings could become important attractions for American and foreign
tourists bringing lots of advantages for Cortland (economical, cultural,
social etc.) Professor Joseph Brownell, from SUNY Cortland, the author of a
book about the 1906 Adirondack tragedy, could suggest what text to use.
2. I suggest a monument (statue, bust) should be erected in memory
of Theodore Dreiser in one of the town’s squares as a thank you from the
local community to the author whose masterpiece made Cortland famous.
3. I suggest that one of Cortland’s streets should be named after
Theodore Dreiser. That would bring some justice to all authors in general.
After studying the names of Cortland’s streets, I couldn’t help but noticing
that most of them are named after political personalities.
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reply.

I would like to thank you for your time and I look forward to your
Sincerely,
Ilie Rad
ortland, October 21, 2000”.

I used John’s address when posting the letter as I was going to leave
America shortly. Not long after, John let me know that the mayor, Mr.
Bruce Tytler, replied to my letter. Here follows his reply:
„January 9, 2001
Dear Mr. Rad:
Thank you for your letter regarding our community and its
connection to the novel, An American Tragedy. Your suggestions are
intriguing but personally I'm not inclined to glorify murder. I also believe
we should be sensitive to the Brown family ― some of whom still live in the
area. However, if it were done right some of your outcomes might be
possible. Therefore, I will pass your suggestions onto the Cortland County
Director of Tourism and get his input.
Once again, I thank you for your interest in our community and I
wish you all the best as you return to your University in Cluj-Napoca,
Romania.
Sincerely,
Bruce Tytler,
Mayor”.
I am curious if any of my suggestions would ever be considered and
put into practice. My dialogue with Cortland mayor might continue…
(Origini, vol. V, issues 11-12 (53&54), November-December 2001, p. 8)
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XXII. An Exciting Read: Adirondack Tragedy.
The Gilllette Murder Case of 1906 (Revised Edition), by Joseph
W. Brownell and Patricia Wawrzaszek Enos, Joseph Brownell,
Cortland NY 13045, 1998).
Fascinated by Dresier, I bought,
after a long hesitation, the book written by
professor Joseph Brownell and Patricia
Wawrzaszek Enos (Adirondack Tragedy.
The Gilllette Murder Case of 1906 (Revised
Edition), by Joseph W. Brownell and
Patricia Wawrzaszek Enos, Joseph
Brownell, Cortland NY 13045, 1998),
which analyses the real events as basis of
Theodore Dreiser’s American Tragedy.
The book consists of 20 chapters and goes
into the background of the Brown family
and the Gillette family, the circumstances
under which some members of these families made their way to
Cortland, with special focus, as it would be expected, on the relationship
between Chester and Grace. The two met at Horatio Gillette’s skirt
factory, Chester’s uncle. Grace had come from South Otselic, where her
mum and dad had a dairy farm, and lived at first with her married sister,
Ada, in a rented home on Fifth Avenue. In the fall of 1905, the Brown
family went through a tragedy: Robert, Ada’s little boy, died after a stupid
incident (he injured his throat with a toy; that got infected and poor little
Robert died). After the unhappy event, Ada and her husband left
Cortland while Grace moved in with Mrs. Carrie Wheeler, on Wheeler
Street, not far from the Gillette Skirt Factory (what’s interesting to spot
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on the list of coincidences is that Dreiser’s first novel is Sister Carrie.).
Chester moved to Cortland in 1905 and lived at first in his uncle’s famous
house, situated on 20 West Court Street, which was going to be
demolished in 1956, then moved on 17 East Main Street, not far from the
factory. Chester liked parties and women, flirting with girls from the
elementary school (currently SUNY Cortland) and from his uncle’s
factory, where he worked. However, he was closest to Grace. In spring
1906, Grace became pregnant with Chester. The author explores the
consequences, even if it is hard to imagine in our days but it was very
realistic back in 1906, of the fact that a single young woman should
become pregnant. He said it was „a monstrous problem”, and Grace
would have been harshly judged by her friends, acquaintances, parents,
work colleagues etc. As a result, the couple kept the pregnancy a secret. In
mid-June 1906, Grace moved back home to South Otselic, at her parents’
farm, while Chester stayed in Cortland. From this point until July 11,
Grace wrote Chester moving love letters which were published during the
trial and had a tremendous impact on the public. The couple met at
DeRyter, stayed for just one night at several hotels (where Chester
checked in under false names: Charles Gordon, Charles George etc.) They
decided to row in a boat on Big Moose Lake. Nobody will ever know what
they talked about during their ride, as the secret was taken to the grave by
both of them. During the trial, Chester declared that Grace had
desperately jumped out of the boat and, as she could not swim, she
drowned. The Court had a different opinion. Considering all facts and
evidence, the trial resulted in a guilty verdict for Chester for the
premeditated murder of Grace, he was sentenced to death and executed
by electrocution performed on the electric chair invented by the famous
inventor Thomas Alva Edison (1847-1931; Edison invented the
automatic telegraph, quadruplex telegraph, carbon telephone transmitter,
phonograph, the light bulb etc.; he coordinated the works of the first
electrical power plant in New York). The trial lasted a while and he was
executed on March 30, 1908, in Auburn Correctional Facility; he was
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buried in the graveyard of the facility, next to prostitutes, suicides and
homeless. His grave has never been named so it leaves room for a lot of
assumptions. Chester’s brain was studied by dr. Edward Anthony Spitzka,
who studied the brains of many other criminals, including Leon
Czolgosz, the murderer of the American President McKinley.
During the trial, Theodor Dreiser moved from Chicago to New
York, so he read in the papers about the murder on Big Moose Lake. As a
matter of fact, for research purposes, in 1920, he took a trip to Cortland
together with Helen, his second wife. He visited Cortland where he talked
to various people who knew Chester, visited the farm of the Brown family
in South Otselic, and then went to Dolgeville to fetch copies of the love
letters of the unhappy couple, kept by the secretary of former attorney
George W. Ward, deceased in 1918. He also hired a boat to row with his
wife on Big Moose Lake, the scene of the tragedy. Dreiser noted many
details from his trip in his journal and they can also be found in his wife’s
book, Helen Dreiser, My Life with Dreiser, World, New York, 1951.
Dreiser kept his narration very close to the real events and some
accused him of plagiarism. After all, Dreiser was a former journalist and
Brownell said he was a „fanatic for detail” (p. 163).
As far as the contents of the book are concerned, some chapters
describe the circumstances of the murder, writing about different days,
the trial and how it was reflected in the newspapers, the verdict and the
time until the execution, the execution itself. An exciting chapter is the
one about the relation between facts and fiction, and about the films and
myths generated by this tragedy, something that Dreiser considers to be
typical for the American society.
n the chapter „Whatever Became of...”, the author is keen on the
destiny of the characters involved in the notorious trial as well as the
relevant places. The former Elementary School is now SUNY Cortland.
The Presbyterian Church where Chester used to go is still one of the most
influential local churches. The house on Fifth Avenue, where Grace lived
with her married sister, is currently the property of a retired fire fighter.
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The house on Wheeler Street, where Grace lived later and where she
talked to Chester for long hours, is currently a veterinary practice. The
house of Noah Horatio Gillette, Chester’s uncle, was demolished in 1956.
A new building was built in its place, and is now in use by the local
academic community. The other house where Chester lived is still as it
was 100 years ago. Not far from it stands the house of Hariett Benedict,
whose role in the development of events is overly exaggerated by Dreiser
(she is described as part of the „love triangle”). The factory in which the
two characters worked is now a furniture warehouse. In terms of the
characters involved in the trial, some just vanished into thin air, others
became well-known personalities. Attorney George Washington Ward
became the judge of Cortland, and died in the little town Dolgeville. His
house is the only reminder of the Gillette murder case: „JUDGE GEORGE
W. WARD / 1971-1918 / 1908 D. A. Herkimer Count! / During famous
trial, basis of Dreiser's American Tragedy! / 1906 Judge of Herkimer Co. /
Bicentennial '75”. Governor Charles Evans Hughes, the one who could
have changed Chester’s capital punishment, became state secretary under
President Harding, then President of the Supreme Court of the Unites
States for many years. N. H. Gillette, Chester’s uncle, got married for the
second time in 1920 (his wife Carrie died in 1916), at the age of 65, to a
30-year-old woman, and he died shortly after their return from their
honey moon. The rest of the characters remained anonymous.
The last chapter („Mother and Son”) explores the relationship
between Chester’s mother and her criminal son, revealing two unique
letters which were not used during the trial, for fear that the loving
relation between the two might influence the jury in reaching a verdict.
What I find extremely exciting is the chapter in which the author
analyses the relation between fiction and reality. The author draws a
parallel between the real and the fictional characters and the resemblance is
almost perfect. Out of 52 real characters, only 5 are not to be found in the
novel, whereas one character in the novel does not have a real
correspondent. Dreiser kept the initials of the characters (Chester Gillette->
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Clyde Griffiths) or the initial of the nickname (Grace Billy Brown ->
Roberta Bobbie Alden). Cortland is Lycurgus, a fictional place (a Latin
name, like many others in the area: Homer, Cincinatus, Syracuse etc.).
The book written by Brownell and his colleague is packed with
many illustrations, photos (many of them taken by the author), the family
tree of the Brown and Gillette families, maps showing the last trip of the
couple etc.
(Reporter, year II, issue 2, 2000, p. 72-73)
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XXIII. Prof. dr. Joseph Brownell, at the State University of New
York College at Cortland (USA): „Your attempt to convince the
inhabitants or authorities of Cortland to erect a statue in
memory of Dreiser doesn’t stand a chance!”
During my stay in Cortland, I
unsuccessfully tried to meet professor
Brownell several times. We exchanged
emails for a while and decided to make an
interview.
Seeing my keen interest in Dreiser
and his connection to Cortland, John
Ryder, Henry Steck and Sharon Pesesky
(Sharon, who is very interested in the
Romanian literature, was happy to have
Joseph W. Brownell
(1927-2019)
been able to get the English edition of
Mihail Sebastian’s Journal) helped me find
two books on the topic: Craig Brandon, Murder in the Adirondacks. An
American Tragedy Revisited. Published by North Country Books Inc.,
Utica, New York, 1997, and Adirondack Tragedy. The Gilllette Murder
Case of 1906 (Revised Edition), by Joseph W. Brownell and Patricia
Wawrzaszek Enos, Joseph Brownell, Cortland NY 13045, 1998 (the book
I presented above).
I’ll give a quick recap: in the summer of 1906, a pair of young
people who worked at a skirt factory in Cortland, Chester Gillette and
Grace Brown, took a walk along Big Moose Lake. In an isolated place,
Chester murdered Grace (by drowning), a simple girl (who was pregnant
with Chester’s baby) to avoid marrying her, which would have been an
obstacle in the way of his rise in his social status. The body was found on
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the following day and Chester was arrested after 3 days. After a long trial,
Chester Gillette was found guilty and sentenced to death through
electrocution in Auburn Correctional Facility, on March 30, 1908 (and
not on March 20, 1908, like H. L Mencken wrote in the edition Theodore
Dreiser, An American Tragedy. Illustrated by Grant Reynard.
Introduction by H. L. Menchen, The World Publishing Company,
Cleveland and New York, s. a., p. 4).
The Chester Gillette-Grace Brown case was the basis of Dreiser’s
American Tragedy. The line between reality and fiction is very thin:
Chester Gillette = Clyde Griffiths (when choosing his fictional character,
Dreiser kept the initials of Chester Gillette); Grace „Billy” Brown =
Roberta „Bobbie” Alden; Louisa Gillette = Elvira Griffiths; Cortland =
Lycurgus; Big Moose Lake = Big Bittern Lake etc. The resemblance
between the real and fictional characters was so obvious that many critics
accused Dreiser of plagiarism, claiming he would have transcribed ad
litteram a significant number of documents from the trial (the appeal
alone has 3000 pages, typed in 3 volumes).
In the below interview, professor Joseph Brownell, the author of
one of the two books about Dreiser and the events of 1906 in Cortland
(Adirondack Tragedy. The Gilllette Murder Case of 1906) had the
kindness to answer the questions of a very curious reporter. We made the
interview via email, shortly after my return from the United States.
*
– Dear Professor Brownell, as you already know, I had the pleasure
to be a visiting professor at SUNY Cortland in the period of time AugustOctober 2000. As you will come to understand based on the notes I made
back then, my American internship was fabulous. The only thing I regret is
not having been able to meet you, the author of the Adirondack Tragedy,
in person. However, that was really kind of you to send me a signed copy of
the book and I really appreciate the gesture!
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– You are most welcome to the copy of the book which was sent
earlier. I’m glad you liked it and it’s nice to have one reach Romania!
– You are a professor of geography and Mrs. Patricia Wawtzasek
Enos, co-author of the book, is a physician. Why was it you to write a book
about Dreiser and his connection to Cortland and not a literature professor?
– I met Patricia Wawrzaszek Enos during the years that we both
were chasing about looking for original sources dealing with the Gillette
case. She was not a physician but a X-ray technician and to upgrade her
position she took a course at the university. Why a literature course I do
not know but she read Dreiser and was, as we say in America, “hooked”.
She was then unmarried
At this time, I was a professor of geography dealing with maps. But
my secondary area of interest in the social sciences is history. The Gillette
case fascinated me and I spent 20 years researching it, not for academic
reasons, but for pleasure. While I documented the first edition it was still
a book written out of gratification. She was the secondary author and by
the second edition Patricia appears on the cover as Mrs. Enos for she had
since been married.
– Dear Professor, I come from a 2000-year-old European country.
Here, all buildings where a great personality lived, worked or even passed,
are attributed a memorial/ a plaque to make passers-by aware of this. Why
is it different in America, particularly in Cortland?
– Americans are strange about memorials. Sometimes they put
them up more than is necessary. In the Cortland case I think that the
reasons could be attributed to two different things a) The local people
many years ago were not happy to have had a murder case start in their
own community and did not wish to draw further attention to their town.
b) The plaques, statues etc. that do exist seem to recall the bravery of
soldiers, the works of early suffragettes and the age of houses. Note that
while Cortland County was among the places in the era about 1850 when
escaped slaves were hidden as they were smuggled to Canada, there is no
monument to it in Cortland.
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– When I asked Mr. Tyler, mayor of Cortland, this question, he said
you could not have memorials reminding people of a crime. In my opinion,
not all of the characters in the novel were criminals. On the other hand, as
you know from Craig Brandon’s book, the house of the former attorney
George Ward in Dolgeville has „the only historical marker about the
Gillette case”. Furthermore, in the church (I regret having forgotten its
name even if I passed it every day!) near the Presbyterian Church (where
Chester Gillette used to go!) the famous American philosopher, poet and
essayist, Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882), held a conference and even
here there is no plaque marking the place. Using crime as a reason is not
very convincing. Could you please go a little bit further into it!
– I think Americans like to erect statues and monuments to the
memory of things and people of which they are proud. They felt sorry for
„Billy” Brown but were not proud of Chester Gillette. To many of them
Dreiser was an outsider.
– Americans’ pragmatism is well-known. You do remember that
during his trial Chester Gillette was selling his photo to newspapers making
money out of his own tragedy. Do you believe that a museum devoted to
the novel American Tragedy would bring money to Cortland from those
visiting it? I wonder why this idea is not put into practice. The mayor seems
to be of the same opinion.
– There is probably not enough money to subsidize a museum
devoted solely to the Gillette case. However, we do have a county
historical museum, and they sell my book. Like you, I wonder if other
objects might not also sell. The county historical museum in Herkimer
Village is now in the very jail building that held Chester and they do have
a more diverse display for sale.
– Back to the American pragmatism. I noticed in New York and
Cortland as well that the names of the streets do not change, as they do in
Europe where the political connotations are very strong and streets and
buildings are named after the political regime in force (as an example, the
name of a main road in Cluj has been changed for 5 times over 50 years!).
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Looking into the names of the streets in Cortland, I noticed that they stayed
pretty much the same since the beginning of the century (Clinton St., where
Grace Hill, daughter of widow Fanny Hill, lived, an acquaintance of
Chester; Miller St., the building of the former factory owned by H. N.
Gillette etc.). Other streets are named after politicians. Don’t you think a
street in Cortland should be named after Theodore Dreiser, as a thank you
from the local community for making Cortland (alias Lycurgus) famous in
the whole world?
– Some streets here in Cortland have changed in name but you are
correct: they tend to stay the same. The post office does not like name
changes. Strangely there is a Grace Street and a Brown Avenue both
within 100 metres of my home and I first became excited thinking that
they had come about after the drowning but that is not so – both streets
had existed prior to the event. Cortland people 70 years ago did not care
for Dreiser. Some were disappointed that he changed the name and
moved the site. Others were disappointed that he made it bigger and
different. Some were angry that he had brought back the story.
– Do people who now live in the houses where Grace Brown and
Chester Gillette lived back in the day, on Wheeler Street, and on East Main
Street, know the connection to Dreiser’s novel?
– Some of the people who live in such houses do know, and others
do not. The first house Grace lived in with her older sister was at 13 Fifth
Avenue. While our children were in high school some of their friends
lived there and we have been to parties in that house. In this case the
family was, indeed, aware of the history.
– I also suggested the mayor to erect in Cortland a Dreiser statue.
How do you feel about that?
– Cortland did not think much of Dreiser. Today hardly anyone
knows about him and when faced with his book they say it is too hard to
read. The chances of persuading Cortland or its politicians to erect a
Dreiser statue is zero!
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– I very excitedly read your book and Craig Brandon’s book about
An American Tragedy. Could you please tell me if these pieces of work are
unique in the American literary and cultural environment? Are there any
other authors just like yourself and Mr. Craig Brandon who very
meticulously researched the actual fact that constitutes the basis of their
fictional works?
– I think that whenever a novelist writes a novel based on actual
fact or in a real environment there are those who wish to seek out the
degree to which fiction has drifted from the truth. One must remember,
however, that there is no rule that states that the author must stay with
the truth. This winter there has been a row in New York City over a work
of art portraying Jesus as a woman. Certainly, the artist has the right to
interpret truth his own way and Dreiser made his own story as he wished
with only a brief foundation of actual people and events.
– We also have Romanian novels based on actual fact. In Romania,
an attempt to seek out the truth would be criticized as the writer has the
right to create and creation/fiction is different from truth. Has America got
a different mentality in this respect?
– If one reads newspapers and magazines in America this truthfiction argument is found to be a common one.
– How did the critics welcome your book?
– These were local books largely limited to New York State. In
newspapers and magazines where they were reviewed the remarks were
positive.
– To what extent do books like yours and Craig Brandon’s help to
interpret Dreiser’s novel?
– Dreiser’s novel can stand alone. But when it appeared its „source”
was public knowledge. Americans enjoy seeking out parallels between the
fictional work and the previous reality. Only in Cortland were there
people who would have preferred leaving reality alone.
– You presented Dreiser as „obsessed with details”. He just like me
was a journalist, so I can relate. All journalists are obsessed with details. If
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I may, I will give a personal example: when I visited Lenin’s Mausoleum in
Moscow, as you were only allowed to stand a few minutes in front of his
monument, I passed it twice just to see what insignia Lenin had on his
chest! And I couldn’t find out... Writing then in Romania about this,
someone made the following comment: „And this is why Ilie Rad cannot
sleep well at night!!!”. Could you please explore and offer proof for Dreiser’s
„obsession” with details?
– I did not think I had left this impression of Dreiser’s work.
Perhaps my comments which led to this is his long wordy text – as
today’s television generation would see it. But this would have been most
acceptable in the 1920s when people read!
– Are the plagiarism accusations against Dreiser founded?
– Plagiarism. I suspect the question refers to the use of the letters.
Yet he did not copy the letters – he copied their style. Only in the last and
most famous of Grace’s letter to Chester did he come close to an actual
case of copying from the original.
– Why do you think Dreiser chose the crime on Big Moose Lake as
the basis of his story even though there were other notorious crimes at the
time?
– Dreiser is supposed to have started several times using different
stories. In the end he decided that the Gillette offered him the best
possibility of showing the motive for murder – motive dealing with
moving up in social strata, something typical in the American society at
the time. That explains the title: An American Tragedy.
– I had a bit of a shock to hear that Dreiser visited the Soviet Union
and even wrote an exciting book about his trip, Dreiser priveşte Rusia
(Dreiser looks at Russia). In some American dictionaries this book is not
even mentioned. You might have read it. Is it praising the communist
regime in Russia? Is it compromising Dreiser? There is also a great
Romanian author – Panait Istrati – who visited the Soviet Union, wrote
enthusiastically about the things he had seen there, then regretted having
done it when he found the truth about the Soviet realities!
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– Yes, Dreiser did visit the Soviet Union and he did seem to have
some friendly views toward the system. I think his actual opinion is still
something of a mystery!
– Just a few months before he died, Dreiser asked to be accepted into
the Communist Party USA. Could his wish have something to do with his
visit in the Soviet Union or could this have more subtle implications related
to his personality and left orientation etc.?
– I have no idea!
– To what extent do you think that politics (the campaign, the
membership of the lawyers and the attorney in different parties –
Republican or Democrat) – influenced the verdict?
– I doubt that politics played a part in the trial. The election came
before the trial – but during the campaign – and while the district
attorney profited from the exposure it is doubtful that it played a role
against Chester. The things that worked against him were an all-male jury
(the rule in those times) and the testimony that he had made.
– I understand that Grace’s original letters to Chester in the period of
time June-July 1906 were kept by the Ward family in Dolgeville. Did you
see the letters? Why did you not transcribe the original letters because I
compared the same letter published by you and by Mr. Craig Brandon and
I noticed some differences. In Romania the letters would have been
transcribed more strictly considering that it has been 100 years since that
day, just enough time for the language to develop. Otherwise, this would be
my only objection!
– The letters were held by the Ward family and Craig Brandon saw
them there prior to publication. I did not and had to use the texts taken
from newspapers just as readers of the day had done. Now the letters are
in the library of Hamilton College in Clinton New York and I have held
them in my hands and compared the text with my own. I believe it checks
out. It is an emotional experience to see the letters Grace held in her
hand!
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– If I understand correctly, the telegram sent by Louise Gillette to
governor Charles Evans Hughes, whose content was sort of a curse, was
never given to him, according to journalist William O. Dapping, who was a
witness to Chester’s execution. Why is that?
– I do not know!
– Why is Chester Gillette’s grave in Auburn still unmarked?
– Chester is buried in a part of the cemetery where old prisoners
from the prison are buried when they die. The only identification of each
is a brass disc in the ground with a number on it. I am sure the office
knows one number from another but we had a bit of confrontation on
that point. They claim they do not know but I am sure that they do.
There is no stone – only grass!
– Do you think that there are still mysteries or controversies around
the Gillette case after almost 100 years since the tragedy?
– Some people say that there is no mystery at all – it is just as the
district attorney claimed. Others still find some mystery because there
was no witness!
– I learned on the internet that there is a Dreiser Literary
Association. Could you give us some details about that? What purposes
and accomplishments does it have, who can become a member etc.?
– A Dreiser Literary Association? This is a new one for me. Now I
have to get on the internet and find out.
– Dreiser’s novel criticises the American society (the title An
American Tragedy is very suggestive). Dreiser was the son of a German
immigrant. Our common friend, philosopher John Ryder, whose ancestors
were originally coming from Germany, also philosophically criticises the
contemporary American society. Could we possibly explain these critics
based on the European origins of the two authors?
– Dreiser probably did intend his work to be a criticism of
American society, particularly among the industrialists.
– Professor Brownell, would you mind telling me what you know
about Romania, about its history, politics and culture, in your capacity as
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American professor of geography? Would you like to visit Romania one
day? I promise I will send you a Romanian version of the American
Tragedy!
– Romania... How little I know about it! This is the country one
first encounters when looking at a language family map of Europe and
the students ask: „Is that really a Romance language over there?” I have
used Romania on the maps of Europe so very often and as an amateur
radio operator I have worked Romanian stations very often. Yes, I have
never been there and I would like to visit. Now that we grow somewhat
older, well maybe, who knows?
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XXIV. When Life "Beats" Literature...
Noticing my interest in Dreiser and
Cortland, my friends John Ryder, Henry
Steck and Sharon Pesesky (Sharon, having a
keen interest in the Romanian literature, was
really happy to have purchased the English
edition of Mihail Sebastian’s Journal) helped
me procure Craig Brandon’s book, Murder
in the Adirondacks. An American Tragedy
Revisited. Published by North Country
Books Inc., Utica, New York, 1997.
I would like to present a few ideas
from this book as it contains an
interesting experiment. When I first
started reading the book, my first thought was that author Craig
Brandon, a very experienced journalist, currently working as a professor
at Keene State College in New Hampshire, provides an expository
analysis of the novel written by the famous American author (I also
found out new things about him: in 1927 he visited the Soviet Union and
then he wrote Dreiser looks at Russia; a few months before his death he
wanted to become a member of the Communist Party in America etc.).
Well, I had the biggest surprise: there is nothing expository about his
book. Using original documents from the trial, he simply writes the
history of the notorious trial that was the basis of Dreiser’s novel. He only
focuses on the relation between fiction and reality in one chapter. The
author’s opinion, shared by his readership, is that sometimes reality is
way more interesting than fiction. I’ll briefly summarize the event: in the
summer of 1906, two young people who worked at a skirt factory in
Cortland, Chester Gillette and Grace Brown, went in a rowboat on Big
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Moose Lake. In an isolated place, Chester killed Grace, a simple girl
(pregnant with his child) so he didn’t have to marry her as this would
have been the end of his social ascend. The body was found the next day
and Chester was arrested after three days. After a long trial, Chester
Gillette was found guilty and sentenced to death through electrocution at
Auburn prison on March 30, 1908. (Inspired by the Gillette case, Craig
Brandon wrote another extremely interesting book about the electric chair:
The Electric Chair. An Unnatural American History, McFarland and Co.
Publishers, Inc. Jefferson, N.C., 1998, pleading to stop using the macabre
invention of Thomas Alfa Edison, showing that from 1890, when the first
execution on the electric chair took place, until 1930, around 4.200 people
died in this way. Today, only four states (Florida, Alabama, Georgia and
Nebraska) still use the electric chair for executing people.
According to Dreiser, the crime in Cortland was typical of the
American society at the beginning of the century: by means of murder,
the murderer planned to remove out of his way an obstacle that would
have stopped him from entering the high society. That explains the title:
An American Tragedy.
Chester Gillette’s crime was under much scrutiny at the time, being
considered the "crime of the century". Dreiser, who lived in New York,
heard about the trial, read the papers, analyzed the documents available,
visited Cortland and the surroundings for research purposes and
published his novel in 1925.
Can anyone justify Craig Brandon’s book in relation to the fictional
novel? The author says they can. First of all, the book is a useful tool for
those who want to determine to what extent Dreiser’s book is a
transcription of the original documents and to what extent it is fiction.
The absence of an accurate report of the events from 1906-1908 delayed
their efforts.
Secondly, if the facts are reconstructed in full details, the book can
give us "a chunk of real life" from the American society at the beginning
of the century, prior to World War I. Because Dreiser’s novel was
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published in 1925, it is common sense that he updated the American life
by at least two decades. At last, the book is supposed to show how
legends, press and folklore give reality a different face.
As in the case of an ordinary biography, Craig Brandon’s
documentation efforts are impressive. He spent five years travelling
thousands of miles in search of documents and places where the actual
characters lived (he was in Montana, Washington State, California,
Hawaii, Illinois, Ohio, Texas, Connecticut), he spent thousands of hours
in libraries and American history societies until he had the most
complete, yet not final, version. The author believes that other documents
could have been made public in time (Gillette’s diary, the petitions his
mum sent to various authorities to save her son). He also hopes that some
predecessors might one day come out and say what they know.
In the first chapters of the book, the author focuses on the origins
of the Gillette and Brown families and how the two characters Chester
Gillette and Grace Brown came to Cortland. An interesting chapter is the
one dedicated to Grace’s thrilling love letters to Chester. The trial keeps
everyone on the edge, even if we all know the verdict. Over one thousand
people were present during some of the session and this proves the
interest the case stirred among the public. What’s really impressive is
Chester’s mum’s efforts to save her son. Just like someone on the verge of
drowning, she clings to a straw. For instance, traveling by train from
Chicago to Herkimer, where the trial was taking place, Louisa Gillette
heard a story that made her very hopeful: years back, a young man by the
name of Jack Marion, from Nebraska, was accused of murder, after his
friend had vanished without a trace. Years after the execution, the
supposed victim came back into town, saying he was in South America
and he told no one about his departure! Louisa is present all along the
trial and even when Chester is sentenced to death. Once she had felt
certain that Chester indeed murdered Grace, she did all she could to
change the death penalty, writing letters to influential persons, making
signature lists, organizing press conferences and public debates etc.
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The author also highlights the political implications of the trial. For
instance, one of Chester’s lawyers, Albert M. Mills, was a Democrat,
whilst district attorney Ward was a Republican and in autumn 1907, he
was going to run for the judicial office in Herkimer and the trial was the
right time to attract electors. Governor Charles Evans Hughes was in a
similar position. He was the only one who could have transferred the
death penalty but by doing that he would have meddled in the justice
affairs, not a wise thing to do that in the midst of the campaign. He
became state secretary under president Harding and then president of the
Supreme Court of the USA, so Louise Gillette’s curse from the telegram
sent on the day of the execution ("Can you really say before God that
there is no doubt about Chester’s guilt? Please send back a telegram. If
you can’t, his blood will stain your life") did not come true. What else we
can notice is how uncertain human actions can be: a part of Big Moose
Lake belonged to Hamilton region, an industrially less developed area
with other traditions and mentalities. If the murder had happened on
that side of the lake, the verdict would have been different because
"justice runs much slower there".
One of the chapters is dedicated to the relation between reality and
fiction (there is a PhD thesis on the topic: John F. Castyle, Making of "An
American Tragedy", University Microfilm #5017). This is all about the
correspondence reality and novel: Chester Gillette = Clyde Griffiths
(when he chose his character, Dreiser kept the initials of Chester Gillette);
Grace "Billy" Brown = Robert "Bobbie" Alden; Louisa Gillete = Elvira
Griffiths; Cortland = Lycurgus; Big Moose Lake = Big Bittern Lake etc.
The resemblance between actual and fictional characters and places was
so big that Dreiser was accused of plagiarism for having transcribed ad
litteram original documents (the appeal alone was 3.000 pages, typed in
three volumes). The screening of the book, A Place in the Sun (Un loc sub
soare) starring Montgomery Clift and Elizabeth Taylor, had the same fate.
Minerva Brown, mum of Grace, sued Paramount Picture for
compensation for moral damages and she won the lawsuit and USD
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150.000! The life of the main “actors” in the trial is also being followed:
Charles D. Thomas and A. A. Mils, defense lawyers, Irving R. Devendorf,
president of the jury, George W. Ward, district attorney, Austin B. Klock,
vice sheriff, who arrested Chester, state electrocutioner Davis, who
executed 110 people on the electric chair), Louisa M. Gillette, Chester’s
mum, the rest of the members of the Gillette and Brown families, who
lived many years after the trial. Craig Brandon’s book is packed with lots
of drawings, photographs and facsimiles which make it even more
appealing.
This genre where life competes with fiction is the living proof of
Dreiser’s words in an interview made in The New York Times in 1927:
"Realism is not literature, it is life itself."
(România literară, no. 8, February 28, 2001, p. 26)
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XXV. At Nina Cassian’s House
(Saturday, September 15, 2000)
The minute I knew I was going to
America, I instantly decided to go visit
Nina Casian, who I knew was living in
New York. It was like a „fixation”, the
same one I had many years ago after I had
read the novel Pânza de păianjen (Spider
web) during my military service at the
seaside. I decided to visit author Cella
Sergjei in Bucharest after finishing „my
service”. We continued to exchange
emotional letters until the day the great
novelist passed into the „World of
Shadows”. Here I am again eager to meet
the poet to whom Ion Barbu dedicated the
Nina Cassian
following two lyrics: „Un cânt de mat
argint al palei Nina / Mai greu ca orbul lunii îl socot (A matte silver song
by pale Nina / Weighs heavier than Moon itself).”
I became familiar with Nina Cassian and other contemporary poets
such as Mihai Beniuc, Mihu Dragomir, Marcel Breslaşu, Dan Deşliu,
Victor Tulbure, Eugen Frunză and others in elementary school. Actually,
this is exactly how I started our phone conversation: „I am X from Cluj. I
would love to meet you. As a pupil I recited many of your poems” „What
poems have you recited, dear Sir?” asked Mrs. Nina Cassian. When asked
this question, I was at a loss and no poem I once knew „by heart” came to
mind, then they came back. I’ll mention two verses from the poem Censeamnă să fii tânăr (What being young means): „Să fii tânăr înseamnă să
creşti / Ne-ncetat spre mai mult şi mai bine; / Ne-ncetat să pornească din
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tine / Către lume, deschise fereşti. // Să fii tânăr înseamnă să tinzi / Către
zarea cea fără de pată / Şi să nu schilodeşti niciodată / Adevărul, în strâmbe
oglinzi (Being young means growing / Becoming more and better / And
constantly allowing yourself / To open up enormous windows / Being
young means reaching high / To the spotless immense skies / And never
allow yourself to break / The truth to odd-shaped bits).”
Nina Cassian’s work is a challenge to any literary critic and
historian because of her interesting evolution and biography. After her
debut with the volume La scara 1/1 - Scale 1:1 (1947), one that stood out
at the beginning of the Sovietization, the poet made concessions to the
political-ideological climate of the time, publishing „striking proletcult”
poetry: Sufletul nostrum (Our soul), 1949; An viu nouă sute şi
şaptesprezece (917), 1949; Tinereţe (Youth), 1953; Florile patriei
(Homeland’s flowers), 1954; Versuri alese (Precious verses), 1955.
Nonetheless, she does not appear in M. Niţescu’s anthology, Sub zodia
proletcultismului (Humanitas Publishing House, 1995), which played a
big part in the author’s destiny. Unlike other poets (Mihai Beniuc, for
example) Nina Cassian made a quick recovery from the proletarian
drunkenness and rediscovered her genuine voice in the following
volumes (Vârstele anului (Year’s ages), 1957; Dialogul vântului cu marea
(The wind and the sea talk), 1957; Sărbătorile zilnice (Daily celebrations),
1961; Spectacol în aer liber (A show out in the open), 1961; Să ne facem
daruri (Let’s give presents), 1963; Disciplina harfei (The discipline of the
harp), 1965; Sângele (Blood), 1966; Destine paralele (Parallel destinies),
1967; Ambitus, 1969; Cronofagie (Chronophagia), 1970; Recviem
(Requiem), 1971; Marea conjugare (The big conjugation), 1971; LotoPoeme (Lotto-poems), 1972; Suave (Suave), 1977; De îndurare (For
mercy), 1981; Numărătoarea inversă (Countdown), 1983; Jocuri de
vacanţă (Holiday games), 1983), not to mention her children’s books,
novels and translations. Now, to close the circle opened in 1949, the poet
writes poetry in gibberish, going back to the lyrical pleasures of her
beginnings (gibberish is a made-up idiom, a language that „sounds a bit
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like Romanian”. An example is this poem that the author recited on my
tape recorder: „Te-mboridez, guruvă şi stelpică norangă, / te-mboridez
să-ţi calpeni introstul şi să-ţi gui / multembilara voşcă pe-o crepitură
pangă / şi să-ţi jumizi firiga lângă-un hisar mârzui. // Te-mboridez, cu
zarga veglină şi alteră, / să-ntrauri eligenţa unui letusc aţod / pe care
tentezina humblidelor ţiferă / şi plenturează istra în care hurge Dod”
(Profanity). In 1994, Minerva Publishing House published in „Biblioteca
pentru toţi” a big anthology of the poet’s artistic works Cearta cu haosul
(Argument with the chaos).
I already knew how Mrs. Nina Cassian came and stayed in the
United States: it was in September 1985 when she was invited by New
York University to teach poetry to American students. She was „in
mourning (her husband, author Al. I. Ştefănescu, died in 1984 – note by
I.R) in deep emotional pain after this disaster”. She once confessed she
could not speak English, „but I used body language and I drew on the
board the image of the words I didn’t know, and I managed to make
myself understood and make my art understood”. Her stay was to last
three and a half months: „I didn’t have the slightest intention to stay,
despite the freezing cold weather back home that deformed my fingers,
the darkness and the moral horror ruling in my country, the absurdity
and limited perspectives”. What made her stay was the news about
Gheorghe (Babu) Ursu having been arrested in October 1985 and
murdered by the State Security a month later. „As I was mentioned many
times in his confiscated journal, confessed Mrs. Cassian, I thought it was
not the right time for me to return home in the midst of such uncertain
times. At first, I didn’t apply for asylum to stay in the USA for one year
and a half as I was aware of the fact that this would have brought about
my separation from my country (as was the case in the end), the
confiscation of all my possessions (especially books, manuscripts and
music sheets), my removal from libraries, my name being damned, my
return being prohibited, all these abolishing my whole existence, past and
present” (Gabriel Pleşea, Romanian authors in New York, 1998, p. 11).
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At last, the inevitable happened. She decided to stay. Now she lives
on Roosevelt Island, in a modern apartment with huge windows facing
the amazing Manhattan, with Empire State Building and the Chrysler
building towering the scene.
In order to get to the island, we take the aerial tram (built by a Swiss
company) parallel to Queensboro Bridge on East River, enjoying a
fabulous sight. Having a respectable age (born November 27, 1924), Nina
Cassian is physically and intellectually so full of life, „a miracle of creative
power, vitality and freshness”, according to Anca Pedvis. After our arrival
(me, John Ryder, the Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences at the State
University of New York College at Cortland, and my son, Mihai), she
hospitably and warmly welcomed us into her home. These are qualities she
brought here from Romania. In her „living-room” – an Erard piano, the
keyboard open and covered with lots of music sheets, a sign that it has
recently been played on. I remember that she studied music with
Constantin Silvestri, Mihail Jora, Paul Jelescu, Theodor Fuchs, Alfred
Mendelsohn and Leon Klepper. Following her musical education, Nina
Cassian composed vocal music (songs for her own poems or Eminescu’s)
and instrumental music (piano), the symphonic poem Griviţa Roşie and a
suite for soprano solo with mixed voice chorus and orchestra. Her walls are
packed with paintings (unfortunately all names are new to me), and right
there before my eyes was her famous Autoportret (Self-portrait). (I wonder
where the original portrait by Perahim is, the one that is reproduced at the
beginning of La scara 1/1 – Scale 1:1). She painted many of those paintings
because this talented artist was also good at painting and studied this art at
the School of Painting of M. H. Maxy; Georg Löwendal was another
painter who initiated her into the art of painting. I will also mention that
she also took acting classes with Beate Fredanov. Now we have the image
of a total, polyvalent artist. We start our conversation in English, out of
respect for John, and I am surprised to see how well and at such an
advanced age she learnt Shakespeare’s language, considering that when she
first came, she spoke no English. Easy to answer – it is a mixture of
ambition, good memory and a talent for foreign languages (who’s good at
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music learns foreign languages easily). She offers us a demonstration,
reciting her own poems and Ion Barbu’s and fluently speaking French and
German (she translated from these languages too). She translated from
French into Romanian works by Moliére (Mizantropul and Femeile
savante), from German works by B. Brecht and P. Celan, not to forget her
translations from the Greek poets I. Ritsos and D. Rendis (I forgot to ask
how well she could speak Russian as she also translated from Soviet poets:
Vl. Maiakovski, M. Isakovski, K. Ciukovski).
„At first” (she will be hugely amused by this Transylvanian phrase)
I ask her if she would like to write an article for Excelsior (Un vis – A
dream was published in issue 14, 2001). I ask her about her connections
to Transylvania. „I had connection to Cluj through poets/friends: A. E.
Baconsky, Aurel Rău, Aurel Gurghianu, Victor Felea and the wonderful
cake shop Vita Dulci, the delicious chestnut butter and cream, Siesta
Hotel and Feleacu. I was closer to Braşov, also a Transylvanian city, that
framed my childhood in a memorable way.” We discuss about a potential
more comprehensive interview with slightly uncomfortable questions
that could give her the chance to sort some things out and my host gladly
accepts the idea. She offers me o copy of her poetry book Des-Facerea
lumii (Un-making of the world), the Publishing House of the Romanian
Cultural Foundation 1997, with a lovely dedication: „To Ilie Rad,
(another) providential meeting between Cluj and New York, between me
and me, with regards and respect for his effervescent activity. Nina
Cassian”. It is an extremely important book, saying a lot about the
author’s „current” inner state.
I left Nina Cassian convinced that I finally met a Romanian
intellectual living a happy life in exile. This is something rare. During my
stay in America, I had the chance to talk to many people living in
diaspora: each and every one had a little dissatisfaction, a small drama.
One tried to take his own life, another one is writing a book about
Ovidiu, another one is feeling homesick.
Nina Cassian is really happy and fully accomplished in America,
where she even regained her personal balance, getting married again: her
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third husband (after Vladimir Colin and Al. I. Ştefănescu) is the nice and
jovial Maurice Edwards, former artistic director of the Brooklyn
Philharmonic, one of the most famous institutions in New York (Maurice
and John had a lot to talk about). Her friendship with another valuable
artist, Anca Pedvis, had a great impact on her accomplishment. In the
meantime, she published poems in British and American magazines,
signing six poetry books in English: Blue Apple (Mărul albastru), 1981;
Lady of Miracles (Doamna miracolelor), 1983; Call Yourself Alive? (Te
consideri viu?), 1988; Life Sentence (Condamnată la viaţă, 1990),
Cheerleader for a Funeral (Strigături de înmormântare, 1992), Take My
Word for It! (Credeţi-mă pe cuvânt!, 1998). For the first five books she
collaborated with translators, the sixth was entirely written in English.
She attended tens of poetry recitals in England and America and was
presented the Literary Lion Award in 1994 by New York Public Library.
One of her poems was for a long time displayed on the walls of the New
York subway, an undisputable sign of her consecration.
After the Revolution, Nina Cassian tried to return home to be with
her valuable friends (just to mention a few: Ştefan Augustin Doinaş and
Geo Dumitrescu), but she was received with a „non-privileged”
treatment, as she delicately says, and that made her stay for good.
Nevertheless, she knows that she will not be removed from the history of
Romanian poetry. In one of her quatrains, the poet seems to have
versified one of Inocentiu Micu-Klein’s ideas from a well-known letter,
an idea that Lucian Blaga was very fond of: „You can only come back to
life in the land of your country”. This is the quatrain:
„Chiar de voi fi îngropată
într-o străină ţărână
tot învia-voi odată
în limba română

(Even if buried
In a foreign land
I will once come to life
In my Romanian home)”.
(Excelsior, year X, no. 14, 2001, p. 67-69)
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XXVI. Nina Cassian: „The moral tortures applied upon us were a
combination of unimaginable perversity and cruelty”
As agreed, Mrs. Nina Cassian
allowed me to interview her, and I prepared
a number of 45 questions regarding her
life and activity.
She sent me her answers and added:
„I put some of the questions together and I
left some out (just few)”. Here it is:
– Dear Mrs. Cassian, if you don’t
Nina Cassian
mind, I would like you to tell me a bit about
(1924-2014)
your childhood!
– Believe it or not, this is an invitation to repeat myself: a little bit
more than a year ago, I published in Adevărul literar şi artistic a
(provisory) preface to my book Jurnalul unui jurnal (Journal of a journal)
where, among other things, I described my childhood and parents... I will
do my best now to put the same content in other words.
Play and magic defined my childhood.
The nature in Braşov was a fairy tale, split into four seasons: scented
springs, clear summers, Fauvism like falls and sumptuous winters.
I lived in a constant fairy tale, being afraid of wolves and witches
and also of the mysterious gardens hiding behind wooden gates; I lived in
a town smelling like tales and ancient times...
I played. I didn’t play with dolls, I played with sounds, drawings
and words. I am grateful to my dad (I. Cassian-Mătăsaru, famous
translator, note by I.R.) for passing over to me his passion for music,
poetry, and the Romanian language.
I played the piano, I drew and wrote little poems.
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In a not very well-inspired moment, my mum and dad named me
Renée-Annie, but they immediately called me „Nina”, and I only heard
my strange name out loud in primary school when teachers called the
register.
I had a happy childhood. It was my companion in gloomy times, it
still is my companion today when „childish behaviour” is no longer
acceptable...
– As a teenager, you lived in the daunting years at the end of the
interwar period, then during World War II. What memories do you have
from those years?
– I had a delightful childhood but I had a bitter and dramatic
adolescence.
I was 11 when I became ugly.
We moved (from Braşov) to Bucharest, a city lacking nature and
magic (except for the colourful fountain in Cişmigiu).
My dad had no job. We lived in filthy guesthouses and shared the
same bed.
I didn’t like going to school.
Fascism was thriving, and so were anti-racism laws.
The war started.
At 16, I joined the illegal organization of the Communist Youth
dreaming to save the world from all fundamental antagonisms among
races, nations, social classes etc.
All my childhood fairies turned into shadows; all dragons became real.
It’s pointless to think now of the harmony I was dreaming about
and what’s actually left of it...
– How did you discover you had a literary gift?
– I „discovered” nothing. I wrote poems, and composed music, and
I drew in a „homo ludens” mood. Later I was encouraged by Arghezi, Ion
Barbu, Crohmălniceanu and many others.
– You made your debut in 1947 with La scara 1/1 (Scale 1:1). Was
that a good time for the poems you wrote? What about poetry in general?
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– It was the worst timing.
The Iron Curtain was collapsing politically and culturally.
Sorin Tomaț’s articles against Arghezi were signaling it. The next
target, in Scânteia, was less significant: me and my debut book.
The period of time 1948 and 1956-57 was going to hit harshly all
artistic and cultural activities.
The moral tortures applied upon us were a combination of
unimaginable perversity and cruelty.
Our censors, our so-called „mentors”, were either incompetent,
unkind or sadistic or all of these. They held meetings to unmask crimes
such as „intimism, cosmopolitism, decay”, whilst these resulted in
different types of persecutions.
– And yet, you published poems in the above-mentioned period of
time: Sufletul nostru (1949); An viu - nouă sute şi şaptesprezece (1949);
Tinereţe (1953); Florile patriei (1954); Versuri alese (1955), Vârstele
anului (1957); Dialogul vântului cu marea (1957); Sărbătorile zilnice
(1961); Spectacol în aer liber (1961); Să ne facem daruri (1963). To what
extent do they express the spirit of the times?
– The last five of them represent „the return of the poet to her
tools”. After an 8-year break, my long-forbidden words and metaphors
were bouncing back in full force.
„They let love run free” was the tragical-comical phrase of those
times.
Scars can still be spotted in some of these poems; however, things
were coming back to life and this could no longer be stopped.
– Why is it that during the first postwar decade most remarkable
intellectuals (Călinescu, Sadoveanu, Camil Petrescu etc.) supported the
Communist regime? Was it opportunism? Could they have been wrong
about the regime?
– Twenty years ago, I extensively answered a similar question asked
by Ion Cristoiu, in an interview published in Scânteia tineretului.
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Yes, some adapted to the new conditions a) out of fear; b)
opportunism; c) their wish to stay alive and see their work published; d)
because of naivety and confusion (what if a new world was indeed on the
way?); e) trust etc.
I’ll simplify things, obviously.
Some authors (composers and plastic artists too) were left with
scars after the aesthetic tribute they had to pay. Others – the most
resilient ones – recovered and, together with those born in happier times,
could carry out their artistic calling.
– In the preface of your book, Cearta cu haosul – Argument with the
chaos (1994), published in the collection „Biblioteca pentru toţi”, critic D.
Micu said: „Few works were so inappropriately received by the critics as
Nina Cassian’s work.” Ov. S Crohmălniceanu later criticized this narrowmindedness (Pâinea noastră cea de toate zilele – Our everyday bread,
1981) although he himself disapproved of the volume La scara 1/1 (Scale
1:1). Paul Georgescu also had negative reactions (O manifestare virulentă
de formalism (A virulent manifestation of formalism), in Viaţa
românească, no. 7, 1952). How do you explain these critical reactions?
– Crohmălniceanu was one of my most important critics, he was
my mentor. Paul Georgescu, on the other hand, compromised his name
when he named his review of my proletcult book Horea nu mai este
singur – Horea is no longer alone (1952), O manifestare virulentă de
formalism (A virulent manifestation of formalism). There was a Party
guideline (I wasn’t going to be rehabilitated), followed by his personal
cynicism. However, I believe that I was somehow ignored by the critics in
the years to come because of my stylistic variety, my frequent „change of
tone”, which kept away „any labels”. They called me „poet of love”,
„rational poet”, „poet of daily life”, „childish poet” etc. Until they
probably got bored...
– Ion Barbu portrayed your poems in a different way: „Un cânt de
mat argint al palei Nina / Mai greu ca orbul lunii îl socot. (A matte silver
song by pale Nina / Weighs heavier than Moon itself)” Could you please
tell us a little bit about the mathematician and poet?
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– I tried to describe in Adevărul literar şi artistic the providential
moment when I met Ion Barbu in 1946. He „dabbed” me poet, giving my
manuscript (La scara 1/1 – Scale 1:1) the highest grades. As he was or
because he was my poetic idol, our relationship was impaired by my
reckless youth (I was 22, he was 52) that could not humbly take his
overwhelming personality.
– We all know you also have a solid musical education. How did you
use your passion for music in poetry?
– Just like poetry is for children, music was for me a refuge during
the „obsessive decade”, as musical notes could easily dodge politics and
ideology, „do major”, for instance, could equally mean „long live”, and
„down with tyranny” ... Truth be told, music was not spared by those
well-meant „mentors” who stylistically spoilt the creation, by forcing
artists to use primitive tones and folkloric inflections etc.
– What could you tell us about your children’s books (Nică fără frică –
Fearless Nică, 1950; Ce-a văzut Oana – What Oana saw, 1952; Prinţul
Miorlau – Prince Meow, 1957)?
– I needed to escape in a place where magic and phantasy could still
squeeze in, a metaphor here, another one there (Nică fără frică – Fearless
Nică). The poems I was used to writing were somehow suffocated between
my sincere desire” to make myself understood by people” (How scornful
by the Party!) and my aesthetic criteria. This is exactly why I stopped
writing in the period of time 1945-55 until I bounced back in 1956.
– You wrote two novels (Atât de grozavă şi adio – So great and
good bye, 1971, and Confidenţe fictive – Fictional confessions, 1976).
What place has prose in your work?
– What made me write prose (a subjective prose – I used firstperson pronoun to write all my 15 short stories) was my friendship with
Nicolae Breban; I had become one of his fans after his first novel,
Francisca. I gave up writing short stories (Dana Dumitriu was the only
one to write about them) because my readership didn’t seem too thrilled
(I still have things to say in this genre though).
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– Whilst still in Romania, you met many great writers. What did you
like or didn’t like about them?
– Indeed, I met many and great writers but I will narrow my list
down to two.
When I first met him, Eugen Barbu was a humble working-class
young man (in Dictionary of the Romanian writers, vol. A-C, 1995, p. 180,
he appears to come from a working-class family, as son of Nicolae Barbu,
a carpenter at the Romanian Railway Network; that is not true, his father
was N. Crevedia!) and author of an exceptional manuscript – Groapa
(The Ditch). I supported him (together with Petre Dumitriu and Ov. S.
Crohmălniceanu), we became friends and he began to publish his works
and be successful, we stayed in touch until (he was editor-in-chief of
Luceafărul at the time) he started to attack me, my husband and my
father. His wife, Marga, told me: „He’s insane!” In time things got sorted
out. Eugen Barbu proved to be, especially in his magazine Săptămâna, a
violent, chauvinistic and anti-Semitic nationalist (alongside his disciple
Corneliu Vadim Tudor), supporting the Security Service and denouncing
his fellow colleagues etc.
At the opposite pole stands the great poet Ştefan Augustin Doinaş
(this phrase has somehow become ridiculous, not to me though). After
decades of friendships, after dramatic events and conflicts with history,
he stood by his ethical and aesthetical style and this is why I highly
admire and love him and his remarkable wife, Irinel Liciu.
– In 1985 you came to America to teach poetry at New York
University. What made you stay?
– In September 1985, when I left with a Soros scholarship, as a
visiting professor, I didn’t even think that my departure would be final or
that I would end up on my own in a different country, forced to speak a
foreign language, without finances and not capable to „manage on my
own” (as I am by nature). After the death of my husband, Al. I.
Ştefănescu, I’ve become numb in a way, a „suicide”, an individual
immune to life’s events. A month after my arrival in New York, I heard
that Gh. Ursu was arrested and killed in prison.
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We stayed in touch until my departure and I knew he was being
investigated (he wrote about my political anti-Ceaușescu opinions and
subversive” activities in his journal, including my satirical poems). We
spent together one last summer at 2 Mai, and I wrote about it in
magazine 22. Hearing the sad news about his tragical end, I decided it
was not the right time for me to get back home. However, I only applied
for asylum after a year and half, as I was not yet ready to say goodbye to
my homeland. Eventually I had to do it and I had to deal with all the
predictable consequences. They confiscated all my possessions: furniture,
clothing, paintings, manuscripts, music sheets, carpets, my piano etc.
Furthermore, the person in charge at the Bureau of Housing moved in in
my apartment. After the Revolution, I managed to get back my piano, a
few paintings, some dull books from thousands of exceptional,
irreplaceable books.
I made ends meet in America on scholarships and thanks to the
generosity of my friends. (It was impossible to make a „living” on poems
and music, and when you’re 60, „requalification” is not much of an
option.)
Gradually, miracles started to happen: one of my poetry books was
published in England, Call Yourself Alive, another one in the United
States, Life Sentence (both preceded by two books, Blue Apple and Lady of
Miracles, published before I left Romania). All of them were translated. I
collaborated with Brenda Walker, William Jay Smith, Stanley Kunitz,
Richard Wilbur, Dana Gioia etc. (although my English was not good
enough, I did my best to provide my translators with approachable
„versions”, as none of them spoke Romanian).
I gave numerous recitals, I myself was amazed at the impact they
had on the American and British audience (not to forget the poem
displayed on the walls of the New York subway, Locul se cedează
bătrânilor şi bolnavilor – Please allow senior citizens and poorly people to
sit, from O sută de poeme – One hundred poems).
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– That’s my next question: how do you explain the success of your
poetry for the English readership?
– Should I find an explanation? I would say that considering the
current general environment of the American poetry, mostly „objective”
and prosaic, my poetry might bring a certain amount of personal and
subjective tones, a splash of colour, who knows…
Even if my financial situation did not improve much, I continued
writing poems. I wrote my last volume in English. I’m talking about Take
My Word for It! (Credeţi-mă pe cuvânt!) and it was published, just like
Life Sentence (Condamnată la viaţă), by the prestigious W.W. Norton &
Comp Publishing House. I can’t say if the foreign language increased the
quality of my poetry but my voice definitely changed (my voice’s
changing at this age!) and as I always wanted to express diverse registers...
– After the Revolution, you visited Romania many times, planning to
stay for good. What made you change your mind?
– There is not much to tell. I couldn’t get a place to stay, even if I
was entitled to one, because of the corrupted and greedy mayor and vicemayor in charge at the time (4th Sector). Some people tried to help me but
mafia proved more influential. Like I said, I was pushed away twice:
before and after the Revolution.
– I know that many Romanian writers live in New York. Do you get
together at cultural events?
– Not as much as I wish we did. Years ago, I was talking to late
Laurenţiu Ulici about founding a branch of the Writers’ Union in New
York. We were in the process of finding a venue… Unfortunately, here
too it’s a matter of likes, dislikes, feuds, envy, competition, slander etc.
– The Romanian Cultural Institute in New York organizes literary
events and poetry evenings etc. Are you invited to take part?
– Yes. The institute is really productive. Do not imagine that I was
spared the insults and abuse in this place meant to get talent together...
– This is what you said in Gabriel Pleşea’s book, Scriitori români la
New York (1998) (Romanian writers in New York) at page 13: „I was
subject to personal attacks before 1989 (in the absence of aesthetical
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analyses): Traian Şelmaru – 1947, Paul Georgescu – 1952, and strangely
consistent in attitude and method, Andreea Deciu, 1993, and Gh.
Grigurcu, in 1998, after the Revolution”. How would you explain these
„personal attacks” after the Revolution?
– I could give some explanations but it feels unworthy to enumerate
them. I do hope that in time I will be given a more adequate and honest
„treatment”.
– What is „gibberish”?
– I made up this language in 1946 (speaking of my avant-gardism
and tendency towards „play”). Ion Barbu didn’t let me include these
„exercises” in my debut volume. I published them later in the volumes
Loto-Poeme – Lotto-poems (1972), Jocuri de vacanţă – Holiday games
(1983), adding up to a dozen „gibberish” dialects; I even translated one in
English „gibberish”.
– Are you going to write your memoirs?
– I’ve been working on my memoirs for years. It is the big project
of my life. It is my duty to do it. I hope it’s going to be partly a document,
partly a comment book describing daunting and equally nourishing
years, a series of stolen years and offered years ever since 1948. I hope I
will „mirror” a non-narcissist image, but I will present personal events in
a general context, in a history I stand by but I step back from too. I am
still a bright witness and my memory is still intact.
– When did you write these prophetic verses: „Chiar de voi fi
îngropată / într-o străină ţărână / tot învia-voi odată / în limba
română. - Even if buried / In a foreign land / I will once come to life / In
my Romanian home”
– I wrote them in 1982 and they were published in 1983, in
Numărătoare inversă (Countdown). „A friend told me, be careful, it
sounds like you’re planning to expatriate!”
Not true. It was just a mere poetic speculation at the time, which
turned out to be fate...
(România literară, no. 26, 2001, p. 20-21)
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XXVII. Meeting Poet Anca Pedvis
I met Anca Pedvis in New York, at
Nina Cassian’s house. They are good
friends and Anca likes to say that this is a
mutually beneficial friendship. Aside from
our passion for literature, there was
something else that made us become
really close and that is our respect for Geo
Dumitrescu. I met her husband too.
Bogdan is an architect specializing in
traditional architecture. Americans are
obsessed with old buildings and they can
at any time afford to purchase a medieval
Anca Pedvis,
house, built with old materials, but
Self-portrait
equipped with ultramodern appliances.
Anca Pedvis was born March 5, 1946, in Bucharest. Daughter of
Samuel Pedvisocar, head of department at the Factory for teaching
materials, and Stela (b. Ilieff, later changed her name to Iliescu), working
as a secretary at Agerpres. She attended primary and secondary school
(1951-1959) at the Girl’s School No. 6 (later „Ion Creangă” High School).
Then she went to an Art High School in Bucharest (now Nicolae Tonitza
High School) (1959-1964). She went to the Fine Arts University „Nicolae
Grigorescu” in Bucharest (1964-1970), and she graduated with the
maximum grade. She participated in annual national exhibitions and in
various international shows. In 1979 she was awarded the UNESCO Prize
for painting at the Le Grand Prix International d'Art Contemporain in
Monte Carlo. After graduation, she worked as a fashion designer and
mural painter and she exhibited her art products (painting on wood and
dresses) at the shops of the Institute for Fine Arts. In 1967, she also made
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her debut as a poet in Contemporanul, under the column „Atelier literar”,
under the coordination of Geo Dumitrescu, with such poems as:
Paralelism (Parallelism), Somn (Sleep), Lasă (Let go), Ploaia (Rain),
Fierbinte (Hot). In 1967, her short story Să-ţi doreşti un cal (Wishing to
have a horse) was censored from România literară. Another group of
poems published in Luceafărul were presented by Cornel Regman (1975).
She published pomes in the most prominent magazines in Romania:
România literară, Luceafărul, Convorbiri literare, Contemporanul,
Adevărul literar şi artistic, Tribuna, Cetatea literară, as well as in the
American magazine Now here, Nowhere. Just like Nina Cassian, she
started to write in English, and her poem My Grandmother (A Delicate
Balance, 1995) was awarded the 2nd poetry prize at the US Library of
Congress.
She is the only Romanian artist who published her first book
after… 30 years since her debut in a magazine: her poetry book Un
imperceptibil miros de Socrate (A faint Socrates scent) was published in
1997 at Cartea Românească Publishing House (the illustrations belong to
the poet herself). This is what Geo Dumitrescu wrote about the book:
„These are above all mindfulness poems; Anca Pedvis’s poetry is a fully
ripe product of everlasting lyrism, and we will definitely hear people
talking about her virtues and personal touches”. She has two poems,
Without your knowledge and Jazz, in the anthology Poets as world witness
(2000), published by „Pen & Brush”. Anca Pedvis is a member of the
Romanian Writers’ Union and Pen & Brush Club in New York.
She came to the US in 1985 (after spending one year in Paris), and
she completed various mural paintings in private residencies around New
York City until 1992. She participated in exhibitions and she received the
Mary Hathaway Award at the Greenwich Art Society Annual Exhibition,
in Connecticut, and a Diploma of Merit at The Summer Fiesta Painting
Exhibition, in Greenwich, Connecticut. Between 1992-1996 she worked as
a designer at Concord Fabrics in New York, a profession she’s still doing.
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Anca Pedvis is now working on a fiction book Boala (Disease) and
the poetry book Silabe în Traheea Vântului (Syllables in the windpipe) 6.
The poet is an entry in the Dictionary of the Romanian Writers from the
US and Canada, drafted by Aurel Sasu, in Romanians in the Western
science and culture, published by the Romanian American Romanian
Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1996, in Who's Who by professor Dan
Fornade, in Canada, in A Directory of American Poets and Fiction
Writers, published in New York. She lives in New York with her husband,
architect Bogdan Borgovan, and their daughter, Stephanie Borgovan.
Anca Pedvis is equally gifted in both painting and poetry, although
she says she gave up painting for poetry which allows her to be introspect,
as she declared in a recent poem (Ziua când m-am lăsat de pictură – The
day I gave up painting): „Mi-am incendiat pictura, cum îţi ucizi copilul, /
scurtându-i agonia mult prea lungă. / Am împrăştiat cenuşa şi am spălat
potirul, / ca vântul să nu vină să-l atingă... // Mi-am ales, apoi, ca exil –
orbirea, / intrând în peisajul calcinat, interior. / Iar ochii mă urmară
înăuntru: doi câini bătrâni, supuşi, plini de urdori (I set fire on my
paintings, just like murdering your child / Thus shortening its long agony./
I scattered the ashes and cleaned the cup / Keeping the wind away from it/
I exiled myself in blindness / Finding shelter within myself / My eyes
followed me there: two loyal friends, with mucus in their eyes)”.
I was delighted to read the book Un imperceptibil miros de Socrate,
and I also had the privilege to read some of her poems from her poetry
book Silabe în Traheeea Vântului (provisory title) – which is still work in
progress, which Anca Pedvis kindly offered to me to publish in Steaua,
Tribuna and Cetatea culturală (magazines in Cluj). The poems are taken
from „a few books that the poet has somehow held back so far”,

Her second poetry book is Tirada de pe Muntele Placid, a bilingual edition (The Mount
Placid Tirade), the Publishing House of the Romanian Cultural Foundation, Bucharest,
2003; cover and illustrations by Anca Pedvis.
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according to Geo Dumitrescu. Her new poems are perfectly consistent
with her debut book. Her late debut is thus turning into an advantage,
because the poet is now a fully developed artist who knows all the ins and
outs of poetry and who discovered her own inner voice, so no one could
now expect major changes in her lyrism. After reading Un imperceptibil
miros de Socrate (A faint Socrates scent), I can say I detected four
dominant elements in Anca Pedvis’s poetic universe: religion, eros,
confession and the introspect poetic (critic Dumitru Radu Popa was the
first to make a comprehensive interpretation of her poetry in România
literară, year XXX, no. 46, November 19-25, 1997). Her mentors are
Arghezi, Nichita Stănescu and Geo Dumitrescu (she dedicated one or
more poems to each of them), as well as Blaga and Marin Sorescu (Anca
Pedvis was influenced by the latter especially in her beginnings). It would
be interesting to compare the poems she published in various magazines
to the poems she collected in books, because age always makes a
difference in how poets approach the world or choose their style. This is a
way to confirm the maturity of an artist, who has always been keen on
major existential themes (life, death, eternal life, time etc.). If it is not
entirely overwhelming, the religious element is a dominant in her poetry
and there is no wonder that the first section in her book is named Zeu pe
bicicletă (God on a bike).
According to Dumitru Radu Popa, Anca Pedvis „has no doubts
about transcendence. God just is”, because „He is inherent”: „Nu te
întreb unde erai. / Nu vreau să ştiu dacă erai (I won’t ask where You
were/ I don’t want to know if You were).”
Her eagerness to confess can be spotted in the poems where the
poet goes back to her life in Bucharest, it even goes beyond… all the way
to Heaven, where her mother is: „Du-te la morţii de-un secol, / la morţii
de-un an, / la moarta Mărioară, / a lui Basmagian, // La Floarea, la Jeni, /
la Gică, la Dori, / la depoul unde seara / îşi retrage nori (Go see the dead
from years ago / and those who died last year / go see Basmagian’s
Mărioară / go see Floarea and Jeni / Gică and Dori / go to the place where
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when night falls they go)” (Am visat-o pe mama / I had a dream about my
mum). She dedicated a whole collection to her mother (Genetică /
Genetics, where she identifies herself with her mum and even merges with
her: „Maxilarul ei e sudat la zâmbetul meu; / ochii ei – înşurubaţi în
orbitele mele; / sânii ei – ataşaţi la toracele meu...” – Her jaws attached to
my smile / her eyes – fixed in my orbits / her breasts – stuck to my
thorax), Cicatricea (Scar), Camera mamei (My mother’s room), Faţa
mamei (My mother’s face), Ce mai rămăsese (What’s left), Experiment).
The landscape on Dâmboviţa River can be replaced with one from New
York: „Privirea mi se-aşează ca o pată / peste East River şi peste zgârienori, / iar tu-mi vorbeşti (şi Sena-i mult mai lată, / decât fâşia asta udă, de
piele fără pori)” – My eyes glued fixedly / On East River and skyscrapers /
While you keep talking to me (and the River Seine is so much wider /
than this bit of wet, poreless skin) (To my sister) or „Mirosea a must / pe
masa mea americană, / mirosea a toamnă. / Strugurii se rostogoleau, / în
coşul meu, / direct din via de-acasă” – It smelled like grape must / on my
American table / it smelled like autumn. / Grapes rolling down / straight
from my hometown vine / and into my basket / (Grape Must). Her exile
does not mean that the poet is homesick, it shows an acute identity crisis
though: „În rest, ar fi minunat să ne mai vedem / înainte de ce-o fi să mai
fie. / De nu, am paşaport pentru eternitate. / Dar n-am fotografie...” –
What else is there to say, it would be nice to see you again / before
whatever happens next / If not, I have a passport for eternity / Still, I have
no photo… (Letter in exile).
Other poems bring forward the communist universe: „Întotdeauna
mi-a plăcut / haosul neîdurător al ţării mele – / zidurile ei înalte, cenuşii, /
în spatele cărora creşteau, / pe lângă varză, mere şi cartofi, / tot soiul de
plante bastarde, cum ar fi: / nesiguranţa zilei de mâine, cea a exprimării, /
ambiguitatea privirilor, vraiştea socială, teroarea, batjocura, frica...” – I’ve
always liked / my country’s fierce chaos / its tall and grey walls / behind
which you could see / beside some cabbage, apples and potatoes / other
varieties such as / tomorrow’s uncertainty / no freedom of expression /
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ambiguous looks, social mess, terror, mockery, fear… (Scrisoare unei
prietene de exil – Letter to a friend in exile) or „Îţi aminteşti trotuarele deacasă, / culcate sub tirul de flegmă / ţâşnit din gâtlejul naţional, / ca să
ţină loc de imn şi de protest?” – Do you remember our pavements / all
filthy with the phlegm / that gushed out from the nation’s throat / instead
of a hymn and protest (Îţi aminteşti? – Do you remember?).
Her profound / inner dimension makes one think of Baudelaire or
Florile de mucigai (Mouldy flowers) by Arghezi: „pulberea lor puţea a
vierme” (their powder stank like worms); „şi m-am coborât pe-o frânghie
de jeg” (I climbed down a filthy rope); „gura a început să-mi pută a
peşteră” (my mouth smelled like caves); „iar prin tine se văd petele de
lepră / pe obrazul lunii” – I can see through you the leprosy spots / off the
world’s cheeks.
Anca Pedvis is one of those poets whose poems are worth reading.
(Adevărul de Cluj, year XII, no. 3047, November 11-12, 2001, p. 4)
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XXVIII. Anca Pedvis: "There is only one way to respond to the
huge amount of love I have for the Romanian language and that
is love!"
We agreed on an interview in the
fall of 2000, at Nina Cassian’s house, in
New York. It was going to happen a few
months later.
– How did you come to the United
States?
– It is a long story. I could have left
anytime. But I was stubbornly hopeful
that things would "improve", that
Ceauşescu’s regime would come to an end and people would live freely.
On the other hand, my fear of the unknown got in the way too. In 1983, a
law came into force according to which individuals who wanted to leave
Romania for educational purposes had to pay a foreign currency fee. At
the time, this amounted to around USD 20.000. I did not have that much
money, obviously. Out of the blue, my choice to stay turned into
incarceration. I was learning a shocking truth about myself: free choice
didn’t matter much as long as there was a way out, and then panic struck.
This was one of Ceauşescu’s tricks to put our country on the
spotlight and then attract money. What Ceauşescu did next was to cancel
the law and as a reward for his "good behaviour", Romania was granted
most-favored-nation status. I was aware of all these tricks, however part
of my naive nature had fallen to bits then. I mean this is when I lost faith
in people and their good nature which, as surprsing as it might look, I
was still carrying inside me in my 30s - this is how old I was at the time.
I decided to leave as fast as possible, before the gates were going to
close and lock me in for good. The rest is history, as Americans say. It
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took four months after my application to get out and the Odyssey of my
pilgrimage and exile was starting. I came to America two years later,
wiser, more pragmatic and more experienced in immigration matters.
Pointless to say, this was useless as you only immigrate once. I started to
learn what real life meant the moment I left Romania and escaped from
the abnormal isolation I was raised in (all of us, actually), manufacturing
the phantasmagorical and mocking verses of the outside world. For
people who live in isolation, coming face to face with real life could be
troubling, if not fatal. However, he who survives will feel extraordinarely
resilient and real.
– You are a master of two arts: painting and poetry. Which of the
two helps you express yourself better? Do these two arts influence each
other?
– Poetry and painting are two very different forms of expression.
It’s like speaking two foreign languages. It’s hard to tell which one makes
me feel more comfortable expressing myself. There are things I can only
express through painting, others that are better expressed through words.
Words are more descriptive, images are more representative. Technically,
I speak both languages quite fluently and securely. But, as we all know,
it’s not all about technique. What comes first, in both areas, is to know
what you want. The clearer and stronger your intention is, the more
accurate your mastery of the tools at hand. I’ll give an example: for
instance, my deepest desire has always been not to cut off my nose to
spite the face. This involves a certain rigour and responsability towards
what I’m going to say or show. And it has nothing to do with pride, but
with authenticity. To me, I’m not in this "business" to create likeable
poems and paintings, although this is a desirable and not to be neglicted
goal. As a matter of fact, I am in this "business" because I have to. Bacause
I have no choice. This is what I am good at. This puts pressure on me and
pressure leads to a very exact intention. Basically, you are like a canal and
things travel through you and it is your duty to stay vigilant not to miss a
single word that’s coming your way. Of course, your ego eventually pops
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in to own these humble collaborations, it prides itself and beats its own
chest. And maybe this is just normal. But deep down, you know what the
truth is: you are just a mere servant before a huge universal creation fund,
and the fact that you are able to gather words and images out of it to
apply to a common reality and existence is just the luck of the draw. And
I’m deeply grateful for that. Art saved my life. It may sound pathetic or
hallucinatory, but had art not have been present in my life, things would
now look entirely different. Furthermore, if art were not present in this
world, things would look much uglier. It is enough to have a look at the
most recent historical events allowing big horrors to happen: they all had
as a starting point the prohibition, defamation or mocking of art. Equally,
when artists leave a country, that country sinks into darkness. Those who
stay behind should be in mourning.
Do my two arts influence each other? I don’t suppose they do and I
don’t suppose they are too much apart, as one might say. They just
represent two different ways of expression (visual and linguistic), each
with its own means of perception. As a result, things look different but
they derive from the same need.
– You’ve mentioned in one interview you are not fond of translated
poems. If you try to translate one poem, will this actually turn into another
one?
– If I want to save that POEM, yes it does. And this often leads to
giving up the original poem. However, along the process, I come across
new challenges specific to the new language and I find myself swimming
whilst translating and I end up creating a new poem. I still haven’t found
another solution. Actually, I stopped looking for one. There are poems
that cannot even be translated. As I see it, the mute, ancient context of a
poem, rooted deep down in its core, cannot be subject to translation. And
you need to let it go. Just like a piece of skin with no body, a poem with
no blood, dries out and crumbles to pieces. See Nichita Stănescu, for
instance. It is really frustrating for us not to be able to show Nichita to the
world. Sad, too. But this is how it is. For now.
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– Why did you make your debut so late? After three decades!
– I know, it is a huge amount of time! Let’s say, I was more keen on
living my life rather than describing it. I might have hesitated to own up
to my talent because it made me feel more comfortable. Maybe I was not
wise enough to join the club of the "champions", of those who would have
permanently reminded me of my responsability. Maybe, for a long time,
it was just difficult to choose between painting and poetry (you can do
both, oh, yes, you can!), and in the end I chose painting because "legally"
speaking, I graduated from an art school. All of the above stand. And
there’s more: I told you my life started after I had left my country. It was
already late. It took ten to thirteen years in exile for me to grow, get
stronger and develop. My whole conscience took a totally new turn,
under the hot sun of the exile. I’m sorry I have to say it, I’m sorry for
those who will read it (assuming they decided to give me some credit),
but suffering is condicio sine qua non (you cannot have growth without
suffering). Of course, you could say that we were all born in suffering,
under the communist regime, but that was a totally different type of
suffering. Firstly, that suffering was so familiar that it became
indispensable: we wouldn’t have known what to do without it. Secondly,
it was harassing our body rather than our conscience. Mockery had
always been used instead of conscience. We were all aware of the
uselessness and dangers of conscience. Hunger, cold and the ability to
"procure" the essentials in our daily life had become more important. It
was then when we built a promiscuous and lukewarm nest (unrealistic
though), in which, in the absence of a real system to channel their vital
energy, they took up writing or having a loud say in the cultural
environment, and I was never a fan of that. My decision to stay out was a
mute protest, a painful one and I was the only one who knew that it was
actually sabotage, even worse, it was self-sabotage.
The exile must have triggered all my vital resources to gush out not
long prior to my disappearance. This explains why I do what I do because
I have to. That is why I say that art saved me.
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– What reviews did your poetry book get in Romania?
– Publishing ...Socrate was a "blitz" action. It started when I landed
in Bucharest 13 years after my departure and it ended with my return to
America two weeks later. Geo Dumitrescu was a great support in my
difficult attempt to fight indifference and egocentrism. On my last day, in
Bucharest, he woke me up at 6 a.m. and until 8 a.m. I signed books and
sent them to all big magazines and personalities in the country. Then I
left for the airport. The outcome? Nothing happened. Well, it did
actually: a little note in România liberă, dully announcing the publication
of my book at Cartea Românească. That was it.
Dumitru Radu Popa, who lives in New York, also wrote a review in
România literară. And that’s it.
My opinion? No one was eager to read the book. Why do I say that?
Because ...Socrate is an eruption book. The eruption of a long dormant
volcano whose lava had the appropriate strength, mass and density. Once
read, it doesn’t go unnoticed... It might be ctiticized. But not unnoticed.
– What can you tell me about your literary life in New York?
– By nature, I am a solitary person. My literary life is: the books I
write, the books I read, my conversations with my friend, Nina Cassian,
my correspondence with Geo Dumitrescu. I am member of a book club
in New York, and my poems are warmly received because they have
pathos and intensity, something they do not have here. I go to poetry
evenings, congresses... Anyways, these are social events. Like I said, my
literary life is coming to life on paper.
– To what extent do you live and feel the drama of the exile, a drama
which can be significantly bigger for a poet forced to change their means of
communication, that is language?
– Exploring a new language is no drama! It is an adventure. A
thrilling one! My drama is not being able to be closer to my Romanian
readership. I mostly address to them. Knowing that most of them do not
even know who I am makes me sad. However, those who know me have
created a bond with me. Yes, indeed! There is no other way: there is only
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one way to respond to the huge amount of love I have for the Romanian
language and that is love!
My exile?... Drama is gone. Like a fire, burning all things
unnecessary, inconsistent and not belonging to me, and it left behind the
new me, a hybrid, savage and rebel being, a version more real than the
version I was before the "fire".
In terms of the language, no, I have not changed it. I enriched it.
Now I not only address myself to Romanian readers, I also address myself
to English-speaking readers. So, there is no drama.
– Do you take part in the activities of the Cultural Centre in New
York? What would you say about it? Do they do what it takes for the
Romanian culture?
– I go to the Romanian Cultural Centre quite often. I’m curious to
hear, see and smell what comes from Romania. To weigh, listen, catch a
glimpse, guess and assume how things and people are. What is actually
happening? Hard to say. The New York Centre is doing its best to draw
the attention of the American audience. I do have a feeling that this is
actually more like folklore, an oral form of communication. I’m just
kidding, but truth be told, there was a time when they hardly had money
to buy stamps to post the programme to people. Pathetic! How could one
draw the attention of a spoilt and pampered audience, the American
audience, if one has no means? I keep saying that fundraising is the only
way for such an ambitious institution which is not financially supported
from abroad. Apparently, they are not allowed to raise funds. For reasons
unknown to me, a common and efficient practice in America is
considered shameful and degrading in Romania. Strangely, all Romanian
papers write about corruption! No funds, no Romanian culture, I’m sorry
to say this! There is only one chance left for each individual to try and
make their way into the universal conscience. This means they will have
to move away from the Romanian culture. Sadly.
– How did you meet poet Nina Cassian?
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– I met Nina in Tel-Aviv. I immediately started to call her by her
first name, to her astonishment. But I do have like a sixth feeling, I know
if someone will play a major part in my life. Nina, without knowing it,
was one.
We met again in New York. I gave her some of my writings. It was
love at first sight. We have lots in common: our love for poetry and
enthusiasm, our refusal to quit, a certain restlessness, which we can call
curiosity, but is more than that, it is adventure. We are two different
beings but we come together in the "no Man’s land" of poetry and art
which amazingly turn differences into similarities and sources of
meditation. I learned a lot from Nina, in all areas. First of all, I learned to
know and understand her, to go beyond what the eye sees. What did I
win? A friend.
– What was the biggest shock when you came to America?
– The cold weather! I couldn’t afford to bring all my clothes from
France to America (an extra suitcase). It was November and it was really
cold here. I was walking through the unknown New York and I was
equally unknown to it and the wind was howling along the streets of this
enourmous city. I was walking, shivering, God knows where I was going,
shutting down, curling up, pushing everything away for fear I should lose
myself or dissolve in the big unknown. Everything was so big, and so
overwhelming, and unfamiliar... And indifferent.
– Could you make a few distinctions between the American and
Romanian spiritulity?
– I am not sure what spirituality is to you. To me it is the
connection of a nation or an individual to Divinity, to the common
suprastructure, the One that creates and keeps everything alive.
But if you ask about the psychology of the two nations and their
operational mode in their specific realities, then it is easy. Americans are
enterprising, practical, and adventurous, they are pioneers, they look for
the easiest and most profitable solution, they have a "no nonsense
psychology", in a way that they don’t waste any time splitting hairs; what
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they are interested in is an action and its results. This makes them a bit
shallow, without imagination, a little bit immature and extrovert.
However, these are all features of conquerors, adventurers and pioneers,
just like them, people who have nothing to lose.
We, on the other hand, are shephards and farmers, and we have
had time to reflect and figure out the passing of time. We are more
settled, more reticent and more tribal, not very willing to open up to new
things. We are reflective and fatalist, more passive, but also very keen
observers. Considering that we have always been outnumbered by others,
our approaches in battle are mockery, sabotage, rip-off, pact with the
Devil, ...until we are safe on the other side, self-annihilation or, according
to an old saying, "no sword cuts off a bowed head". As a result, our people
suffer from atavism, cowardice, lack of enthusiasm, grudge on other
people, bad-mouthing (swearing and cursing a lot), unwillingness to
make efforts and changes.
I was browsing through a Romanian paper the other day and
looking at some photos of monasteries. I almost burst out laughing
reading the comment underneath a steeple. The comment said: "A ladder
going up to legend". In America, the author would have mentioned the
name of the monastery, the year when it was built, the style etc. The word
legend would only have been mentioned in case there was a real legend
surrounding that steeple and they would have told that too. Real facts.
The comment in the Romanian paper only reminded of an ambiguous
connection to a legendary space. It wasn’t committed to profesionally
describe or display the phenomenon to the reader. Instead, it offered a
tacky, petty and tired jumble of words. And this is all due to a fear of
facing reality which most likely is the result of the grotesque and
barbarian surrealism of the communist era... Or it could be the attempt to
reject a shameful and humiliating recent history and to go back to an
uncertain past, where heroism cannot be unmasked and considered
fiction in the absence of an eye witness... The ways of the Lord are
innumerable and so are man’s ways of cheating!
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– Could you please tell me a little bit about your friendship with poet
Geo Dumitrescu?
– Geo Dumitrescu has been my constant companion since my
debute, along my rough path in the unpredictable and difficult land of
writing. Always trusting me, always full of enthusiasm. I am very fond of
him, I am grateful and indebted to him. I feel blessed I had the chance to
have him in my life as my influencer and supporter. Our relationhip goes
way back, it is profound and intense and even violent at times, it is tender
and long-distance. I hope it is a mutual source of inspiration and vitality.
We exchange letters as often as possible, I share my obstacles and
successes, he reads what I write and then loyally criticizes or praises me.
This is our friendship. Isn’t it hugely amazing?
– Considering the reflective nature of your poetry, would you be so
kind as to give us five reasons for which Romania was and will stay for a
long time behind other civilized countries?
– Why only five?
– Well, make it ten then.
– It is a delicate, difficult, frustrating subject. Delicate – because,
like it or not, I was born and raised in Romania. I lived here until I was
30. This is where I had my first revolutionary and judiciary impulses, my
first friendships and love. It is here where I had my first disappointments.
My parents, relatives, animals, birds and footprints are buried in this
land. We speak the same language, me and this land, and I hope I will
grow roots here.
Difficult – because it is not an easy job to be tough on your own
kind. Still, I do think that there is a kind of love, the so-called tough love
that has nothing to do with flattery. It is the love that gives birth to
champions, heroes, performers, it is the love that creates excellence. Tough
love shows what’s not working, demands a lot, it can be ruthless in the face
of defects, relies on a latent and unused potential that lies in everyone, it is
that state of being where the extraordinary has got its seeds.
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Now I can enumerate ten reasons that keep Romanians from
moving forwards since times immemorial: opportunism, chauvinism,
sufficiency, cowardice, self-pity, envy, greed, the absence of ecpectations
beyond personal limits, lack of integrity and dignity.
It does sound rough, doesn’t it?
The good news is that none of the ten can settle for good in an
individual. Based on subtle and implacable universal laws that govern
balance, harmony and equity, all these characteristics come in the
company of their opposites. There is no other way. Well, usually, the
most mechanical one is the strongest. When I say mechanical I mean the
automatic one, uncesored by one’s conscience. And this is the problem –
the absence of an active conscience. How do you get that? At first, by
copying it. Anyways, we are again faced with a further problem – a deeply
regrettable absence from the Romanian (and not only) contemporary
world: the absence of heroes. This is another more complex subject.
Maybe we can talk about it on a different occasion.
– I am absolutely certain that your life in the USA (just like Nina
Cassian’s) brought about un „un-making of the world”. What set of (moral,
social etc.) human values do you believe in now?
– Un-making, for sure. Maybe not in the same way and maybe not
the un-making of the same world, but I experienced it too. To me it was
more like the un-making of my own identity, a dissolution of an useless,
anachronistic, non-functional ego. It’s interesting that it was nonfunctional in Romania either but I had no idea and I had nothing else
instead. How could I have replaced it?
Like I said, immigration burns all things useless and inauthentic.
All you can wish for is for you to have something authentic and solid
underneath. If not, you just stay hanging on to your dead ego, like a rag
doll pushed to the side and carried away alongside the debris of the
nomadic tide.
In terms of my values, I believe in art and its power to change
reality. I believe in constant effort and its power to attract miracles, I
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believe in determination and dignity more that I believe in civilization, in
curiosity, friendship, selfless help, integrity, loyalty, higher expectations,
limitless expansion of my own being, conscience.
– What culture would you like to belong to? The American or the
Romanian one? Why?
– If I could choose, I would choose the Romanian culture, certainly.
I belong to the Romanian space through language. Language is my
umbilical cord. The only one that cannot be broken off. Or maybe it can,
but I just don’t want to. If I chose to enter the American culture, which is
a difficult thing to do, I would do it to draw their attention upon us in a
way they are not used to think of us. You know, what’s really most
upsetting is that the only thing Americans know about Romanians is
Dracula and Nadia Comăneci. This is an outrageous injustice, don’t you
think?
– If you have an answer to a question you would have liked me to ask
but I didn’t, please feel free to say it!
– No, I have no further questions. However, I have a feeling I said
too much. But I did that with the best of intentions. I thank you, Ilie Rad,
for offering me the space to express myself. It’s really been a great
pleasure. We think of Cluj as "Oxford of Romania". I take the liberty to
say hello to all readers of Tribuna, hoping we will continue our
conversation. Be well.
(Tribuna, year I, no. 1, September 15, 2002, p. 4-5)
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XXIX. On a Few Wonders From America (A Letter Sent to My
Parents)
(September 23, 2000)
My dear mum and dad,
It’s been a month since we came to America and I want to write you
more. You know from Doina that we arrived safely and everything is
lovely here. You will shortly understand why.
Cortland is quite a small town, maybe as small as Luduş, and it is as
quiet as a mountainous resort. Houses are mostly built from wood,
because America is covered in forests. They put boards on top of the
wood beams. These are somhow similar to the flat pieces of shingle fixed
on the houses from Maramureş. They usually build one-floor houses,
villas. They all have a porch (the correct pronunciation is porci, a word
you’re familiar with). There is no door separating the kitchen from the
rest of the house to keep the smells from spreading, unlike Romania.
There is an easy explanation – Americans hardly ever cook. They have a
cold sandwich; they do not cook soups and they do not fry. When I make
scrambled eggs or I pop some chicken legs in the frying pan, an alarm
sets off and rings. At first, I didn’t know what it was, I just thought
someone was ringing the doorbell. Wrong. It was the fire alarm warning
something unusual was happening in the room. Mrs. Hannes, the
landlord, came and explained what it was.
They do not lay tiles on their rooftops, instead they use roofing tar
paper. This is lightweight and sturdy. Also dangerous in case of a fire. I’m
going to tell you that fire fighters are looked up to here and I keep
hearing their fire trucks driving about with sirens on. They might be busy
in the area. There are no stoves or radiators in their rooms. They have
little vents through which the heat comes in from the heating system
fitted in the basement. They use no matches for the hobs. I didn’t even
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see matches here. They have carpets on the floors and another spongelike carpet underneath that makes you feel like in one of Eminescu’s
poems: “Abia atingi covorul moale / You hardly touch the soft carpet…”
(really soft!). They use a vacuum cleaner to keep the house clean. I asked
Mrs. Hannes for a broom but she had none. Anyways, she went straight
to the shop and purchased one for me on the same day. I couldn’t say if
she used some of my rent money! Houses have two balconies, one facing
the front, another one at the back. They usually hang up their washing on
the back balcony. Down my street, I am the only one to dry them out on
the balcony (Elm Street, Str. Ulmului. Aron’s Elm, from when I was a
little boy…). They take their washing to launderettes. We have a very
sophisticated washing machine in the house but I don’t feel comfortable
using it for fear I might wreck something, considering I am not very
technical. Lucky me, clothes do not get dirty easily because everything is
very clean around. I’m also happy I do not have cuffs because I only wear
short-sleeved shirts. Tough job to be both a dad and a mum! Even if they
can be a nag, wives are irreplaceable!
Windows seem quite interesting. They slide, they don’t open in and
out, you need to slide them up and down, halfway to the top when you
want some fresh air in. On the outside, they fit very fine nets to keep bugs
away (flies, mosquitoes etc.). They have companies offering window
cleaning services and they come and go up ladders to clean them. The
walls are very thin so it is easy to hear what people in the next-door room
are talking about. Floorboards creak too.
I’ll tell you about the exterior now. There are no fences. This was
the first shock I had here. At the front, they have lawns, flowers and
hedges and they only trim them with electric shears. The street looks
funny on Wednesdays when people curb their bins. They buy 1,5 USD
blue bags and put their general waste in them. They recycle glass bottles,
jars and plastic bottles in special boxes. During the first week, I put 24
Coke bottles in the box but then Mrs. Hannes told us to take all plastic
bottles to the shop to get 10 cents each (100 cents = one dollar). Look at
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that, we would have given away over two dollars and the garbage guys
would have sold those bottles and gotten the money. Just listen now how
clever we have become in America! Why spend every week a dollar and a
half for plastic bags? That would make 12 dollars for bin liners in two
months. So, we decided to collect our waste in small free of charge bags
and take it to trash cans every day. The problem is there are no trash cans
in the streets as people here hardly walk; they mostly drive. Luckily, I
walk by the town hall on the way to school. It is a busier area (not many
people though. People do not go to the town hall because they have no
reasons. They have no requests because their rights are well-established.)
Well, this is where we take our rubbish now. This makes me say two
things: firstly, Ina shouldn’t have scolded us for not taking the food waste
out every day because Americans take it out once a week. Secondly, the
habit of taking it out every day (so Ina doesn’t give us a telling off) is
good for us now!
Speaking of town halls, you should know they have no stamps here.
The stamps we use back home are just remnants of old court seals. In
America, signature is the ultimate way of identification!
They grow the same trees and flowers that we do: lilac, lime,
dahlias, spruce etc. There is an abundance of friendly squirrels, and they
even hop about on wires. America is packed with them. People say each
tree has its own squirrel!
They have good roads. I like it that when a main road crosses a
side road, drivers on the main road don’t have the right of way. There are
traffic lights and they guide the traffic. I might go over the top by saying
that, but to me this is how American democracy works: everybody must
have equal chances! Pedestrians need to push a button to stop the traffic
whenever they want to cross. They have good cars. Mihai has driven me
crazy asking me to take photos of cars. People start driving at 16 until
they turn 80. We see really old ladies driving. As they drive automatic
cars, you notice them with on hand on the steering wheel, whilst holding
a Coke or a coffee in the other hand.
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Americans move house often. In some areas, people live in houses
on wheels (I read about them). When they get bored, they just get their
house and they hit the road, like snails do. This is different compared to
us. Romanians struggle their whole life to build a house. They have a
strong attachment. They feel like they become part of their house. We
plant a tree and then just wait for the tree to grow so we can taste the
crops. This explains why Romanians are so connected to their homes
(What did Eminescu say? “Iar noi locului ne ţinem / And here we are to
stay”. I had to come all the way to America to understand the meaning of
this splendid verse.) I spotted some Cornelian cherries next to a gym. I
told John (pronounced Gion, but you can also call him Iuăn) Cornelian
cherries make delicious jam. I proved it to him by eating a few. He
couldn’t believe it. (On another day, I was on my own because Mihai
went to borrow a football, so I stood there by the trees and sneakily
picked some.)
They have yard sales here. One day you may come across a family
selling all they have: their house, dishes, furniture, paintings, photos, all
their belongings. (Filon from Nandra, the son of Boldea, who was a
hoarder and always collected things: a broken pot, a piece of wood, a
piece of wire etc., would have been a happy man here as he would have
had lots to collect!). Here, if someone lands a better job, a more
comfortable house in another town or city, they sell all they have and
move. I’m going to say this again – they do not get attached to their house
or belongings. Unlike them, we keep our children’s baby clothes or other
things because we have created an emotional connection to various life
moments. We keep chipped cups, mismatched items, old things etc. just
because they remind us of us or someone dear to us. This is not
happening in America. The mess in our garages and all the useless things
we keep prove how poor we are and our mentality too. It shows our
connection to a space and time and a set of values. Like I said, Filon from
Nandra, who collected broken pots and wire, was a poor man and had a
certain mentality / philosophy.
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The Chinese saying according to which a man has three things to
accomplish in life: to have a child, to build a house and to plant a tree,
does not apply in America where all is ephemeral and transient. Our
existence, on the other hand, is well-rooted in history.
When I went to New York (you can pronounce it like Olimpia,
Neviorc, because Niuiorc could be a bit tricky), we drove about 600 km
and I didn’t notice any fruit trees or vineyards on the way. John told me
they don’t plant fruit trees around their houses because fruits could grow
worms and in case of food poisoning, insurance companies could refuse
to pay their hospitalization on the grounds that they ate produce from
unauthorized sources! This could also be mentality. If a Romanian
person moves from one place to another, this makes him and the new
community unhappy (You should know better, Father, that even if you
moved to Nandra from nearby Botez, which is on the other side of the
hill, these proud villagers still see you as a foreigner after 50 years since
your arrival! Is that the hospitability and tolerance of the Romanians,
things we were told about in school?). Do you realize how going abroad
feels? They all miss Romania. In terms of family ties, they are so different
here. John, my friend and “my brother”, is a philosopher (he reminds me
of Şofron, who splits hairs!) and it is a real pleasure to discuss with him
these things. He agrees with me and says I am correct.
In restaurants, cake shops, pubs etc. (not the posh ones) they do not
use dishes. They use disposable cutlery and tableware (spoons, knives,
glasses, forks etc.). They must have realized this is cheaper as they do not
have to waste water or use washing up liquid to wash the dishes or waste
electricity or pay a cleaning lady to do it. I’m going to repeat myself - this
is a pragmatic, efficient and profitable society. Waiters get a fixed tip of
14% on top of the consumption.
Speaking of food, this is the hardest bit for us. Doina knows how
tough it was for me in the Danube Delta while on holidays. It is similar
here. I’m fed up with American food. I couldn’t cope here more than two
months because of the food. All I dream of are steaming hot semolina,
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chicken stew, smoked meat and mince in cabbage leaves, duck scraps,
chicken liver, green beans, cooked by you, Mother, or by Ina! I do so miss
fruits. They sell mouth-watering grapes in shops. You know how I crave
for fruits. But they are very expensive. So, I said to myself: “Ilie, hold back
until you go home!” Hear this! I was invited to a painting and sculpture
exhibition. Mihai only stayed for a little while as he got too bored.
Americans can’t even look at a painting without a cup of Coca-Cola or
some cold snack in their hands. They also had grapes at the exhibition.
No use though! It was like eating rubber. Totally tasteless! Apples, the
same! Their skin is so shiny you might say they’ve been coated in floor
varnish. Their taste… Bananas are cheap, luckily. I spotted three foods as
cheap as they are at home: ice-cream (a pot of 1,5 kg for one dollar), gas
and bananas. So, we buy bananas and ice-cream.
All groceries come in printed packaging, giving information on
calories, sugar content etc. Nonetheless, I see many fat people here,
especially women. It must be in the genes because they have gyms and
weight loss programs. (Hillary Clinton, on the other hand, is very elegant.
I hope I will meet her in Cortland, as she might come here during the
campaign. I’ll try and take a photo if I am lucky. You know what
happened with Bill! I wrote him a letter and sent it to the White House
and I am now waiting for a reply.)
We shop at the cheapest supermarket, Aldi, the same they have in
Germany and Austria. We spend five dollars a day (around ROL
120.000). It would cost us 1.000.000 ROL a day to eat out. I’ve learned
how to save and I always try to buy three loaves of bread instead of one
on some days. Ina will have to stop accusing me of being a big spender.
I’ll start saving from now on (fingers crossed I’ll keep my word!). When
they shop, Americans fill their trolleys to the brim (that would make a
hearse full of food, for you to understand). They buy 20 cans, 10 litres of
milk etc. They shop for a whole week. (It all looks so different when I
look back at my childhood and I remember how you used to send me to
the “cooperative” to swap 250 gr of sugar or rice for a few eggs, which
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Chioru’ (The Blind) used to get through his ring: those that got through
were worth 70 pence, those that didn’t – 90!)
People don’t work very hard here. On the contrary, they take things
easy. How do they get their money? Remember that America is a stable
society where freedom and market economy have been in place for ever.
They had no wars here and there has always been a brain drain from all
over the world. All these have made a huge difference over a few
hundreds of years. Just think how many wars we fought and how many
crops we destroyed just to starve our enemies. Think of how much the
Turks, Greeks, Germans, Russians etc. took from us.
People are extremely polite. No one is offensive. I did not see angry
people here. I will tell you something amusing: all offices, classrooms etc.
always have their doors open. Students can go in and out as they please.
They always have access into the rector’s office, human resources etc.
There is no fear of closed doors or what’s behind closed doors (I think
there was a movie Behind closed doors?). On my first day here (I sent you
a photo of my office), I was told I must keep the door open even if the fire
department recommends to keep them closed to prevent a fire spreading
in case there is one. Anyways, this is beyond the fire department. Keeping
their doors open and having no fences is a philosophical principle to me,
I see it as their way to be open to dialogue and communication etc. John
liked my interpretation and was flattered. On the other hand, I am
sometimes annoyed at these open doors as I can’t focus on my work. I
often come to the office in the afternoon when it is not very busy.
When people go out, they don’t always lock their houses. They
don’t even lock their cars. Nobody breaks into to steal things. For
example, at the University they have valuable devices and equipment,
such as computers, TV sets etc. worth billions of dollars. Still, the
building stays open. You don’t see doormen standing by the doors of
public buildings, apart from strategical institutions. You can see police
officers walking in the streets but they usually mind their own business. If
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you go through a red light and there is a police car in front of you,
nobody says a thing.
In Cortland there are a lot of churches. There is a street called
Church Street. They are only open on Thursdays and Sundays for two
hours. I’m going to attend Mass next Sunday and I will tell you how it is.
Be mindful that people drive to church and are dressed nicely!
I saw in America a few cattle herds behind electric fences. I haven’t
seen sheep but I read they keep sheep in some areas and they load them
in trucks and drive them to warmer areas when winter comes. Good
gracious, they load them and carry them in trucks! I wonder when could
the American shepherd have created Mioriţa – The Little Ewe (an old
Romanian pastoral ballad)? Poor him doesn’t have the conditions! He’s
too busy driving the truck! They cultivate corn. Turks brought corn from
America to Romania. This explains why they used to call it “Turkish
wheat”. They use corn to make the famous popcorn. They also grow
alfalfa as food for animals. I also saw fields that had not been under the
plough, and they must have cultivated wheat on those years ago.
Like I said, people are very friendly. They invent all sorts of
holidays just for the sake of meeting up friends and partying. Doina will
try to look through Ion Creangă’s book a quote where the villager from
Humuleşti says he wishes that every day of the year would be a holiday
and just one work day when they could also celebrate a wedding! Things
are similar here! All my colleagues invited me to their houses. One of
them threw a party just “to bid farewell to… summer!” As you can see,
we bid farewell to summer, autumn, winter etc. by partying! You should
know they have electric barbecues and they keep them covered on their
balconies. However, their barbecues are not as tasty as those we make at
Hoia, Sf. Ion, Nandra etc.
I’ve just realized they are honest people. As you know, the
Romanian gymnasts won the gold medal at the 2000 Summer Olympics
in Sydney and they all congratulated me even if their team lost. The New
York Times published an article on the first page with the headline
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Romania wins, America is divided. A few colleagues gave me copies of
this article. Americans know how to be happy for someone else’s victory,
they are not mean and envious, like some Romanians are (If I go down,
I’ll take you with me does not apply here).
People are not formal. For instance, Mihai calls John “you”,
although John is the Dean of the faculty and a prestigious philosopher in
America and worldwide. They make no distinction between you and
formal you. Could this be another way to express democracy and
dialogue? Our bows, obedience, hand kissing and extremely formal
greetings are related to our Eastern mentality and the fact that Romanian
society has always been divided in masters and servants. Well, this is not
the case here.
Disabled individuals are really looked after. They have access and
special facilities everywhere: shops, schools, public institutions, churches.
There are a lot of them. One of my students, Kim, a very smart young
lady, is disabled. She told me that one of their TV channels is
broadcasting a documentary program about Ceauşescu (they have over
300!) I watched it and it was fantastic, then I talked about it with my
students. To make life easier for disabled people, there are no thresholds
so they can easily enter any building or room. All toilets have special
rooms for them. They are treated like any other normal person. I saw on
TV that one member of Senate was disabled too. This was irrelevant on
election day, what mattered was that he was eligible for the position.
Their graveyards are very interesting. You know how I never liked
going to the graveyard (who does?), but here it is a pleasure walking
through one. As you walk in, up on a big post the American flag is
fluttering. Most tombs do not have crosses, they only have a headstone
with the name of the deceased. All of them are flat on the ground, they do
not have little iron or cement fences around. It makes sense now. A man
holding a strimmer walks often among graves to cut the grass short. If the
grave raised higher above the ground, they could not do their job. Next to
some of the headstones there is a little American flag fluttering in the
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breeze. They mark the graves of soldiers who died doing their duty. One
can spot lots of plaques on the grass, marking reserved places.
I stayed three days in New York, and I cannot tell you much
because the things I saw are difficult to tell. It is hectic, really busy.
Ambulance honking, underground trains rumbling, cars making funny
noises, food smells filling the air. When night falls, it’s like you’re in a
magic world because of all those digital screens and billboards. This is a
place packed with weird things. I saw a van painted in the colors of the
American infantry uniform. At the back of the van, the driver had a
machine gun model, a cannon barrel and a plastic skeleton pretending to
use the machine gun. I was told the guy was fighting for peace and this is
how he showed his protest against war.
New York buildings are unbelievably tall. Aron’s Elm is nothing
compared to these buildings. You keep counting all the floors like a silly
man until you get to 50 and, sometimes, over 100 floors. Do you know
how the peasant in the story looked up the giraffe and kept saying to
himself that such a thing was not “real”, because he had never seen such a
tall animal before? Well, this is how I looked up those buildings. Some of
them are 50 years old and don’t have the smallest crack. They are made
from concrete, steel and glass. They are full of windows; they won’t open
and I guess it’s to avoid people trying to jump off. All buildings have air
con fitted inside. Windows can only be cleaned on the outside so it could
be a bit tricky. They hire specialized companies (once in a few years) to
clean them. Fancy standing down at the bottom of these buildings and
looking all the way up to the top (as if they reach the clouds; there’s a
reason why they have been named “sky-scrapers”), and you feel like your
head is spinning. I was standing there looking amazed and I couldn’t
believe they were real. Most of them are offices and it’s not because
people would be afraid to live there, it’s because it would be really
expensive. Only a few can afford to live there. As these buildings are
really tall and close to each other, especially in Manhattan (just ignore
American names, I will stop telling you how they should be
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pronounced!), trees are a rare sight. Mihai and I went up in the highest
building, Empire State Building. We paid 9 dollars each. Up to level 60,
the lift only showed 10 floors at a time. After 60, it showed every floor at
such a speed that I, being from Transylvania, could hardly see them
coming and going on the display. Floor 102 offered an amazing view. I
think I sent you cards of that. Apparently, the taller a building, the more
powerful that company is, competition wise. Secondly, as New York is
located on rocky land, this too facilitated these structures. The
foundations are literally buried in rock. In Central Park, slabs of stone
push through the ground in some places. I saw many young people
running in this park. One of the runners had a fake metal leg. And yet,
she was running. A pregnant woman was running too.
It is a busy city. In the evenings, through the hustle and bustle of
the city, you spot police officers ready to intervene. They look nice and
Mihai stopped me from taking a photo with one of them. Their back
pockets are stuffed with maps and they are ready to give you one if
needed. Most taxi drivers are black. There is a plastic screen between the
driver and the back seat. As a safety measure: they cannot be attacked and
they cannot hear what people at the back talk about. You give them their
money through a little window. I assume taxi trips are quite expensive.
The Statue of Liberty, located on an island, is one of the top
attractions. It is a grand statue, taller than our Avrămuţ in Cluj. It
symbolizes liberty and it was given to the Americans by France.
Throughout history, millions and millions of immigrants have passed by
the statue, in their search for American luck. There is a museum of the
immigrants and I briefly visited it. There, on big screens, you can see
thousands of names in alphabetical order. I spotted two names Rad.
Goodness knows what ancestors I have here!
We had our first meal in New York. In a bar. Young waitresses,
wearing very little clothing. They were basically wearing swimsuits. One
was on roller skates. She was the one welcoming clients and showing
them to their tables. She just skated among tables. She also waited on
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clients with 2 to 3 portions at a time. I was worried she might drop one of
those plates.
The city is dirty, especially at night. Plastic garbage bags pile up in
the streets. It is so much garbage because everything comes in paper or
plastic wrappers. John told us it would be tragic not to collect the garbage
for a few days.
I was amazed to see ads… in the sky! Four planes flying in
formation. It’s all in their computers. They leave behind a trail of smoke
in the shape of letters and advertised products. Letters last for two-three
minutes before they fade. This is only possible when the sky is clear.
I must tell you that my classes are really interesting. Students had a
hard time understanding how life during Communism was. How is that,
not having oil and sugar, they asked. No electricity? How about the
mayor, what did he do? How about the government? I talked for about an
hour about the anti-communism movements (miners’ strikes,
demonstrations in Braşov, the Hungarian Revolution, invasion of
Czechoslovakia, Poland’s Solidarity Movements etc.). We discussed
Ceauşescu’s position towards the invasion of Czechoslovakia, for which
the Romanian dictator gained international fame. However, further
questions arise: Didn’t Ceauşescu expose Romania to a Russian invasion?
Well, apparently Ceauşescu knew that the Soviets would not invade us
because US president, Lindon Johnson, said that the USA would not
allow an invasion undertaken by the Soviet Union. He meant Romania.
When did the American president make such a statement? During a
small meeting of the milk producers in Texas, like they would bother
about Romania! It seems like Johnson had nothing else planned for that
day. Ceauşescu would gather thousands of people in the streets when he
wanted to deliver one of his speeches.
I mentioned about the churches here. I attended Mass at the United
Presbyterian Church yesterday. People drive to church. At the entrance
someone hands people the program of the day. The building looks like an
amphitheater, the altar is where the stage would normally be. They have
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comfortable seats; each is allocated a number. There is a Bible or other
prayers for each one to use. At the altar, there is a crucifix and two
candles. In front of each candle, there is a potted flower. There is no
curtain behind the altar. The priest himself is seated with the rest of the
church goers until all sorts of messages are being delivered. At times, you
have people coming to recite poems. The priest reads the Gospel. There
are small envelopes in front of everyone in case people choose to make a
donation. It’s up to you to write your name. There is a church tax
(contribution) and it depends on the income. The higher the income, the
higher the fee/rate. The choir is above the altar. It is a balcony equipped
with two screens. The church choir can see what’s happening in the altar
and who takes the floor. The organ is behind and it sings beautifully. The
priest accompanied by the rest of the people sing together and say
prayers. The mass doesn’t last more than an hour. Unlike our masses.
Aron Pumnul (you know I wrote a book about him) told people during
the last century that Orthodox priests deliver too long masses and people
get bored. You do remember me when I was a child and I would get really
bored in church and I couldn’t wait for priest Iacobescu to tell “the
story”, which I liked, don not get me wrong, but it was also an indicator
that the mass was ending. There is another room next to this room, it is
like a nursery for children, and it is full of toys. Two teachers look after
the children of church goers. A lady from the choir announced everyone
that a professor from Romania was present (Ilie Red, this is how some of
them pronounce my name) and asked them to give me some claps. I
stood up shyly and I thanked them. Applauding in church was like
whistling to me, a blasphemy (poet Mircea Dinescu wrote a book on
that). To them it was normal.
I’m afraid I wrote you a lot about America, I’ll leave some for when
I get back home.
Love,
Ilie and Mihai
Cortland, September 23, 2000 (a month after our arrival in America)
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XXX. Parents and Children
I’ve been interested (even obsessed, I might say) for quite a long
time, ever since I went to Austria, in the relationship between parents and
children, as they are different from one place to another and one
mentality to another. Western people are not as eager to have children as
we are. „Marriages of convenience” are trendy and they show that
couples do not look forward to having children. Instead, they want to
„live their life”. If they have children, they raise them to be able to
manage on their own. When they come of age, they fly off anyway and
their parents will stay behind continuing their life: they travel, go on
holidays abroad, eat out, go to shows, go to the movies etc. What about
grandchildren? If they have them, let their parents deal with them! But
nobody’s getting any younger so what will those poor old people do?
Who’s going to bring them a glass of water? Who’s going to take them to
the hospital? Nothing to worry about! They go to care homes, places
where old people, in exchange of their pension, live in comfort and safety,
receive medical assistance, in a lovely environment etc. Well, do they
miss their children? Nonsense! There is no such thing because this feeling
did not have time to evolve. Affection is something that can easily be
transferred on their pets instead of their children. That is why the cult of
pets is so evolved in these societies. It comes to replace the cult of
children. These people, whom you can see walking their dogs at the park,
are not lonelier that they were before. They want feel like dying because
they miss their children. As far as their care homes are concerned, you’ll
never see the dramas we see in our care homes.
A friend asked me to join her and her husband to visit their daughter
who lives about 100 km away from Cortland. „When was the last time you
saw your daughter and grandchildren?” I asked. “It’s been a month and a
half!” All right, nothing unusual. I was curious to see how the visit was
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going to be, what presents they would take to their grandchildren. Our visit
was announced. They lived in an isolated house, in a clearing in the middle
of a forest. I named it „the little house in the middle of the wood”. It was a
distant get-together: grandma took them nothing and her grandchildren
didn’t seem too excited to see their grandma and granddad (I remembered
Delavrancea’s grandmother, from the short story with the same name, who
gave her grandchildren little presents!) Some might say that my friend,
grandma, is a distant, reserved person. Not true. She is extremely sensitive
and delicate. A few days before my departure from America, she cooked
for me a European meal, using a recipe from a recipe book she bought for
that purpose, just to help me adapt to the European food again! She didn’t
take anything to her grandchildren just because they had all the things they
wanted and needed!
I’ll move on to our side of the world now, to see how things stand
here. The minute they get married, couples get down to making children
(remember Nunta Zamfirei: „Iar noi să mai jucăm un pic / Şi la botez! /
And now we’ll dance again / At the baptism too”). Due to financial
insufficiency, children do most often live with their parents, at least for a
while. I am not surprised there has always been a conflict between wives
and their mothers-in-law. This theme is very common in the Romanian
literature. On the other hand, this nurtures the relationship between
parents and children. Children are raised to grow and help their parents.
When their parents grow old, children are supposed to help them. This is
a fragment from Esenin’s poem, Scrisoare de la mama (Letter from
Mother): „Că eşti poet de seamă / N-am nicio bucurie, / Că faima cea
deşartă / Mi te-a băgat în jug. / Era cu mult mai bine / Ca din copilărie /
Să fi umblat pe câmpuri / Cu braţele pe plug. // Bătrână sunt şi trupul /
De-abia mă mai ridică, / Dar dacă tu departe / Prin târguri nu plecai, / Eu
astăzi aveam noră / Frumoasă şi voinică / Şi pe genunchi dam huţa / Un
nepoţel bălai. (There is no joy in me / For you’re a poet / It’s fame’s guilt /
It took you away from me / Oh, it would have pleased me more / If you, a
little boy / Life in the fields had chosen / I’m getting older / And time has
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got a say / Had you not gone / So far and for so long / Today I would
have here / A strong and pretty woman / And in my lap I would be
holding / A fair-haired little boy)” See also the poem Bătrâni (Old people)
by Octavian Goga: „De ce m-aţi dus de lângă voi, / De ce m-aţi dus deacasă? / Să fi rămas fecior la plug, / Să fi rămas la coasă. // Atunci eu nu
mai rătăceam / Pe-atâtea căi răzleţe, / Şi-aveaţi şi voi în curte-acum / Un
stâlp la bătrâneţe. (Why did you take me away / So far away from home /
I wish I stayed behind / I wish I worked the filed / I wouldn’t now be
wandering about / Not knowing where I head to / Instead you would
have me there / To help you in your old age)” I could enumerate tens of
other poems confirming this. I lost count of the times my mother used to
say: „From now on we have our children to live for!”, a theme I found in
Mircea Eliade’s memoirs or in the well-known poem by Adrian
Păunescu, Repetabila povară (Repeated burden), speaking of the huge
sacrifice parents make for their darlings: „Să le fie copilul c-o treaptă mai
domn, / Câtă muncă în plus, şi ce chin, cât nesomn! (Just to give their
child a better life / So much work, and suffering, and sleepless nights)”
After the Revolution, at parent’s evening, Mrs. Sidonia Hossu, my
children’s teacher, told us, on hearing that parents were trying to invest
money to make more money: „Your children are the best investment you
could make!” I don’t think a teacher from the Western world would have
given parents such advice! I could bring lots of other arguments
(yesterday I noticed something that might look insignificant but comes to
support my observations: most Western books are dedicated to friends,
wives etc., whereas most of our books are dedicated to our children,
parents, grandparents).
I think the Romanian fairy tale, Tinereţe fără bătrâneţe şi viaţă fără
de moarte (Youth Everlasting and Life without End) best shows the
relationship between parents and children in the Eastern space. Even if it
does not reflect the Romanian spirituality in its entirety, at least it reflects
a few essential features. There is a small detail in the fairy tale that I failed
to notice before Mihai had to write an essay for school. Once he’s reached
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the magic land of Youth everlasting and life without end, Prince
Charming accidently walks in the Valley of Distress / Valea Plângerii and
is filled with a sudden feeling of longing „desperately missing his mother
and father”. He goes back home and then dies. Longing for his parents
was much stronger than his chance to live forever!
I’m not going to draw any critical conclusions. It’s just facts. It all
started in Austria and my observations also rely on personal experiences.
I’ve been told many times that „my family is in Nandra, not in Cluj!”
because I have such a deep bond with my parents. At times, I feel guilty
for not having done enough for my own children and not having invested
more time to raise and educate them (I am certain that Western people
do not have such feelings). At least I can find relief that I can make it up
and I can live for them from now on (I dedicated my first book to them!).
Dividing my time between my parents and children, what I do is to
extend a dimension of the Romanian spirituality...
(Excelsior, year VIII, no. 12, 1999, p. 3)
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XXXI. Professor Tudor Vlad, PhD: “In Cluj, I’m starting to long
for Georgia, and that is probably a result of my wife, children
and granddaughter being there. On the other hand, when I am in
Athens, I often long for Cluj“ 7
– Dear Tudor, I know you made your
debut in high school (1977) with a piece of
writing published in Tribuna, under the
coordination of editor-in-chief D.R.
Popescu. Could you please tell us about that
moment, which could be surrounded in
mystery and ineffable for many writers!
– Dear Ilie, it’s been ages since my
debut. I’ve had a look at all your questions
and I can tell that many of them will come
with inexact answers because time and
relocation (from one culture into another
Tudor Vlad
one), at least this is how I see things, have
had an impact on my memory. All I know is that my debut was a surprise
for editor-in-chief D.R. Popescu. It was as big a surprise for my dad who
was the editor-in-chief of Tribuna at the time. Truth be told, I started to
write when I was 15-16 years old, especially during my long tennis trips.
We couldn’t afford to book flights when we had competitions; sometimes

Shortly after my first visit in Cortalnd, in 2000, Henry Steck invited Tudor Vlad to
visit Cortland (they had met in Cluj-Napoca). Henry was impressed by Tudor Vlad’s
culture. This was the starting point of an interview with Tudor. Unfortunately, the idea
came into being two decades later, in January 2020!

7
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we had to drive for 30 hours (we once had a tournament in Berlin).
Whilst on the road, I used to read or write.
– After you graduated from high school, you were admitted at the
Faculty of Letters, Romanian-English Department. Why did you not
choose French as both your mum and dad are francophile. (I know now
that your choice was providential!)
– Indeed. I didn’t know what I wanted to do, I did not know if I
wanted to continue a career in tennis or a literary one. I chose English
because I studied English in high school and I said to myself that this
might make things easier in my education (my French was not very
good).
– You started your studies in Cluj and finished them in Bucharest –
distance education. How do you explain this change? Did you want to work
as a student so that you could avoid working in production for 3 years after
graduation?
– I had more reasons. Firstly, I knew they were going to advertise a
proof-reading position at Tribuna and I wanted to apply and work there.
This was going to happen in about 2 years’ time, that is why I chose
distance learning. Secondly, my father was at the time Cluj University
rector and some said that some of my grades might be too high and some
of my answers in exams might be overestimated so I decided to prove the
opposite by doing something different.
– You were a student when you became proof-reader of Tribuna.
How did everyone welcome you, considering they had lots of people
working at the time (critics, poetry, prose etc.)?
– To me, it was like a dream. I was still in primary school when I
started going to their editorial office and listen to their conversations. I
clearly remember now how much I admired some of my colleagues. Here
are some of the names on the list of editorial staff Dumitru Radu
Popescu, Augustin Buzura, Victor Felea, Nicolae Prelipceanu, Ion
Cocora, Mircea Vaida, Marcel Constantin Runcanu, Tudor Dumitru
Savu. It was an amazing experience to be able to see them and listen to
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them. It was not difficult to shift from being a mere visitor to being a
member of the editorial team because everyone was used to seeing me
about most of the time. I’ll say it again: I had a chance to learn loads from
a group of premium writers. I do not want to forget Vasile Sălăjean, the
next editor-in-chief. When my dad found out that tennis was not my only
occupation but I was also interested in prose in the sense that I was
reading and writing, he asked young editor Vasile Sălăjean to have a chat
with me. We took a lot of walks together in central Cluj and talked about
prose. Once Dumitru Radu Popescu had moved to Bucharest and became
president of the Writers’ Union, I was pleased to have Vasile Sălăjean as
my editor-in-chief.
– Whilst still a student, you published your first novel, Al
cincisprezecelea / The 15th (1981), which was awarded the Debut Prize by
the Writers’ Union. Could you tell us why your debut book was a novel
instead of a short story, as it usually is the case?
– I never wanted to publish a short story book. I only published
novels. I don’t really know why but I was always fascinated by ample
prose, by novels. However, I only wrote few short stories and they are not
very inspiring. I was always in a muddle picking a good title and I envied
my colleagues who were so good at writing short stories, and even if they
weren’t the best, they had very inspired titles to go with! When you write
a short story, the title makes for half of it.
– In quite a short time you published three other novels (Ascensiune
nocturnă (Rising when night falls), 1984; Porţile serii (Gates of twilight),
1987; Adunarea şi scăderea zilelor (Adding and subtracting days),
1988). Did the censorship of the time try to stop you, considering you
published them during the “satanic decade”, as Mircea Zaciu named the
last year of the Communist dictatorship?
– I’ve had some problems but overestimating them is pointless. I
was not very fond of what followed right after the Revolution when all
those who didn’t make their mark in literature said they had novels and
poetry books stored in their drawers. The truth is, if we look back, no
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major books were published after ‘89! Obviously, sometimes you had no
choice but indulge the censorship. Sometimes – and I am now referring
to one of my novels – the censor played a bit of an accomplice part; she
suggested through other people I should add a few pages to my book
without compromising the book as a whole so that she could then
remove them and leave what was important to me - and her too –
untouched. We were all lucky that the Communist censorship was really
strict in the audio-visual area, and slightly milder on writing. I think that
some of the Communist leaders thought that written word did not have
as big an impact on a large audience as television and cinematography.
To us, writers, this was an advantage.
– I know that, in Adunarea şi scăderea zilelor (Adding and
subtracting days), you used some excerpts from your grandad’s war diary,
Victor Vlad, who died of typhus during WWI (1917). Was he in the
Romanian army? Please tell us about this experience and encounter with
the past!
– At 20, I looked through one of my dad’s father’s drawers and I
came across a journal: it was torn but could be read. I asked what that
was. Without paying too much attention, my dad said: "It is my father’s
journal, he wrote in it until the day he died. He died of typhus in Iaşi." I
started to read it and I didn’t know what to do with it for a few years. It
was a very simple journal, belonging to a peasant from Şercaia, near
Făgăraş, who took shelter in the Romanian army as he was too old to join
during the retreat from WWI. As far as I remember, my grandfather told
me that his father – my great grandfather – was a little bit too excited
when the Romanian Army crossed over the Carpathians to free
Transylvania and was afraid of the consequences after the retreat of the
Romanian Army. I took years to realize that I could use the journal in
one of my novels. It was a novel telling the story of my day-to-day life
while I was transcribing his journal: see the title Adunarea şi scăderea
zilelor (Adding and subtracting days). More specifically, one day for me to
transcribe is one day less for him. I wrote the novel in 1986-1987 and
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there are many similarities between his life in Iaşi at the time (the cold,
famine, fear, suspicion) and my life at the end of that decade.
– Between 1990-1999 you were deputy editor of Tribuna, and
Augustin Buzura was editor-in-chief. How was it for you, based in Cluj,
during the Revolution, considering that the editorial office was located not
far from the place where the first victims fell?
– My memory’s playing tricks on me again. It’s interesting though
that I talked to many people who were present at the time in the area (like
you said, in a hot spot, right in the centre of the town). There were
contradictory reports, people made different statements about the same
event. Pointless to say that time played a role too in altering impressions.
One thing I remember though – I was in the office on the day when
Ceauşescu delivered his speech in Bucharest. I wasn’t listening to his
speech. Then, out of the blue, my colleague Tudor Dumitru Savu dashed
into the office and said: "They interrupted him!" At first, it made no
sense, then everyone figured out what he was saying, then we turned on
the radio to listen. As you do remember, Europa Liberă Radio was the
most reliable source at the time. I didn’t take part in the tragical events in
the square. I talked to people who did but their reports proved to be
inconsistent.
– How were post-December events reflected in your newspaper?
– The change was huge and quite sudden. Before 1989, Tribuna was
a steady publication, where everyone was paid and had no worries for the
month to come. Suddenly, we moved to a system no one was prepared
for. As we remember, there was no advertising and no thoughts of how to
make money through advertising. On the other hand, the new
institutions had other priorities, and subsidizing cultural magazines was
not one of them, no wonder! The transition was tough. An American
journalist who visited me after the Revolution and whom I met again in
the USA after many years, reminded me of an interview we made whilst I
was deputy editor of Tribuna. A question he asked me at the time was –
how does it feel to be a journalist and editor of a magazine in a new
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democracy compared to being one in Communism? I’ve totally forgotten
but he reminded me what my answer was - during Communism I had my
hands tied at the back, whereas now, right after the fall of Communism, I
have them tied at the front (at the beginning of the '90s)! That was the
difference.
– At some point you worked at the Institute for Transylvanian
Studies, and you were editor-in-chief of Transylvanian Review, a
renowned magazine publishing ISI studies and articles. How did you end
up working in this institution?
– My connection to the Institute was facilitated by academician
Augustin Buzura. I will forever be grateful to him and D.R. Popescu. In
1989, when Augustin Buzura became editor-in-chief of Tribuna, he
decided to appoint me, the youngest member of the editorial staff,
general secretary, and within a few months, he appointed me deputy
editor. Furthermore, Augustin Buzura was appointed director of the
Romanian Cultural Foundation, a prestigious institution. He was away in
Bucharest most of the time. I think he trusted me with Tribuna because
we had created a bond, it was mutual trust and I had enormous respect
for the great prose writer. When he decided to create a branch of the
Romanian Cultural Foundation in Cluj, which was the Institute for
Transylvanian Studies, he asked me if I was willing to be in charge of the
publications of the center. I have lovely memories of the institute: its first
director was professor Liviu Maior, who became Minister of Education
and who was followed by professor and academician Ioan-Aurel Pop (I
can’t remember if there was someone else in between the two), a very
dear friend of mine, whose career took off at the Institute. Those were
beautiful years, when we were all convinced that we were doing an
amazing job, publishing major magazines and remarkable books. Again: I
am eternally grateful to acad. Buzura for thinking of me all those years.
– Speaking of ISI articles, where does the American academic
environment stand in this respect?
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– I found out about ISI in Romania. In America (I am talking about
mass publications), people generally know the best publications, but as
far as I know (especially in journalism) there is no strict hierarchization
of these publications. People are eager to publish and it is extremely
important to do it when you work in a research-oriented university. They
want to publish in prestigious magazines, especially those that are
relevant to their line of work. It is hard to name just 2 or 3 top
publications because there are lots of top publications for various areas of
research: press management, printing press history, new media; thus,
your area of research is going to take you to the relevant publication. As
you know – and I will say it again – quantitative research is not as wellreceived in America as it is in Europe. They are keen on qualitative
research. Based on my experience, 80-90% from research funding in
journalism and mass communication are directed towards this type of
research. I may not even have used the right word. Empirical research
could be a better choice because it is not based on data and figures, it is
based on observation.
– I’ve come to a much-awaited moment. In 1993, you became
professor at the Department of Journalism at the “Babeş-Bolyai”
University, a brand-new department at the university of Cluj. Can you tell
us how this was possible and what was your major role in the process?
– Founding the Department of Journalism at the “Babeş-Bolyai”
University was quite an adventure. It all started with one visit of the
rector Andrei Marga (he used to visit Tribuna often, being a constant
collaborator especially when D.R. Popescu was editor-in-chief). This
particular visit must have taken place in 1991 or 1992, if I am correct. He
asked me straightforward: "Would you be interested in being involved in
founding a Department of Journalism at the „Babeş-Bolyai” University?"
A little bit irresponsible and full of age-specific confidence, I said:
"Definitely, I would be happy to". A forceful initiative was put together to
found a department of journalism, a department of political sciences and
one of administrative studies (public administration). This was the
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beginning of the Faculty of Political, Administrative and Communication
Sciences where they proposed me – and I accepted – to be the head of the
Department of Journalism. Aside from rector Marga, other people
contributed to the establishment of this faculty - Dean Vasile Boari, prorector Nicolae Bocşan, both supporting our initiative. Other young men
joined shortly: Emil Boc, Vasile Dâncu. How could I put it? It was a
group initiative and I think that our age helped us go through all the
difficulties to produce a curriculum and find professors (we all know that
a good journalist is not necessarily a good professor). At first, it was a bit
difficult to have a venue (we held some seminars in the Botanical
Garden); we had no books and no tradition in teaching journalism.
Anyways, we came through and we were lucky to have access to an
American program which is coordinated by Irex, an institution that has
by now become very familiar to me. They provided funding and we
managed to bring American professors for all the relevant areas which
was a huge help in both delivering courses and developing a viable
curriculum.
– In the summer of 1995, I think, I met you in the street and you
asked me if I wanted to apply for a position at the Department of
Journalism. I wanted to have a little think and after I told you that I was
interested, you said you still had to talk to professor Marga and have his
consent before advertising the job. How did it happen 25 years ago?
– Dear Ilie, I knew you and I respected you: I knew you as a linguist
and as a professor. I looked up to your qualities and most of all your skills
as an organizer / planner. I was convinced you were going to be a
fantastic asset at the Department of Journalism. I also knew you could
adapt and teach new unexpected things. You were exactly what we
needed! Like I said, there were no professors of journalism and no
tradition in teaching journalism at the time. This is how I thought of you
and then I proposed to you to apply for the position. I can’t even
remember if I had to have the consent of professor Marga or professor
Boari (if I’m not mistaken, deans usually approve a new position). I told
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them both who I had in mind. But, as you well know, anyone can apply
for these positions. I was confident that you would be the best candidate,
but we left things off at "look, it would be useful to hire someone for this
position, it would be useful to talk to some quality people”; I had already
suggested you should apply.
– When I joined the new institution, in 1995, you organized an
international symposium on copyright, and this was decisive for your
future. Can you elaborate?
– Yes, I do remember the symposium on copyright. I organized it
after professor Marga had visited the University of Georgia, where I
currently work. A partnership memorandum was then signed. A center
of the Faculty of Journalism of Georgia together with our faculty were
going to organize a conference on copyright – a trending topic at the time
because in Romania everything, from video cassettes to books, was
subject to copyrights infringement (books were translated infringing
rights granted to the copyright holder). I collaborated with professor Lee
Becker, the director of the Cox Centre, to prepare the symposium. Later,
when I decided to apply for a Fulbright scholarship, in 1999, members of
the Commission asked me if there was a university willing to have me for
a year. I was accepted by three American universities, but I decided to go
to the Cox Center of the University of Georgia in 1999.
– In 1996, you went to the United States as visiting professor at the
University of North Carolina in Capel Hill, together with mayor Emil Boc.
How was that possible and what did this mean to you?
– That was before I left for a longer period of time, in 1999. In 1996,
I applied for an Irex program and I went to the University of North
Carolina, in Chapel Hill, whereas Emil Boc went to Virginia, at a
university where they taught political sciences. We visited each other, we
went to Washington together, we both felt at peace knowing we could get
in touch and help each other if needed. Fortunately, things were fine, but
we spent some lovely days together in the capital city of the United States.
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– Since 1998, you have been a director for Central Europe of the
World Free Press Institute, California. How did you get there?
– World Free Press Institute is a private institution. The president
of the institute visited Cluj and also had a training program for Mesagerul
transilvan, which had recently changed its name (into Ştirea, note I.R.)
and was managed by Cozmin Guşă. I met him when he came to Cluj and
we liked each other. He asked me if I wanted to work for them once in a
while and I said yes: I conducted workshops for them in Belarus and
Kenya. In Kenya he said: "Would you like to be our director in Central
and Eastern Europe?" Of course, I said yes. I am still good friends with
Clay Haswell, a renowned journalist, the president of the World Free
Press Institute (he was also vice-president of one of the biggest news
agencies in the United States).
– For a year (1999-2000), you went to the University of Georgia,
Athens, as a Senior Fulbright scholar, and you never came back. What
happened?
– I told you briefly how I ended up at the University of Georgia.
However, when asked, my first choice was the University of North
Carolina, where I had been before. However, the members of the
Fulbright Commission thought it was better for me to go to Georgia.
They have a famous college of journalism, the Grady College, where the
Cox Center is. It is the only journalism college in the United States
exclusively centered on journalism studies and international training
programs. The Cox Center rarely does research in the United States and
it is focused on training and research programs in the new democracies. I
had a fruitful and fulfilling collaboration with professor Lee Becker. After
my first year, he asked me to stay for another year: I already had work in
progress at the time, to make a long story short. In the meantime, my son
transferred from the University of West Virginia to Georgia and that was
one more reason for me to stay. Fulbright programs can be extended to
up to two years if the scholar is really doing a good job, so additional
funding is available. I decided to stay in the hope that my position at the
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“Babeş-Bolyai” University would be waiting for me. As that didn’t
happen, I decided to extend my stay for several more years. Twenty, more
precisely.
– After your Fulbright scholarship, you became a researcher (20002002), then an Associate Director (since 2002), and currently a Director of
the James Cox Jr. Center for International Mass Communication Training
and Research la University of Georgia. How did you build up your career?
– It all came naturally. Like I said, me and my family went to the
United States for a year. Then we extended our stay for one more year.
Then it all took a natural course, I had lost my position at the “BabeşBolyai” University, so it was a bit uncertain to go back. In the meantime, I
was beginning to feel more and more comfortable at the University of
Georgia, especially at the Cox Center where we conduct lots of activities
in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet space (and not
only), dealing with matters that are familiar to me. They are transition
related matters, and the way the press evolves in post-totalitarian or postauthoritarian times.
– In know your wife, Cornelia, and your two children, Ionuţ şi Oana,
joined you in America. What made you not come back to Romania?
– They have been with me almost all the time. I left with my wife
and my daughter. What made me apply for a Fulbright scholarship in
1999 was the fact that my son was already in America, at the University of
West Virginia with a tennis scholarship. His scholarship covered the
costs of his studies: he didn’t get the cash, instead he was awarded a
scholarship to play for the tennis team of the University of West Virginia.
When I applied for the Fulbright scholarship, we considered being closer
to him. We got there and my son came to visit the University of Georgia.
The coach at the University of Georgia, who coaches a really good tennis
team, proposed to him to move to Athens, and play for the University of
Georgia. Another incentive for all of us to stay longer so we could be
together as a family. So, dear Ilie, we didn’t decide to go and stay in
America, we didn’t even know what we were going to do after the first
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year, it was more like a series of events that led us to building new
careers, me and my wife, who became a high school teacher there.
– What can you tell us about your writing? After becoming a
professor at UBB, you published two books (Interviul. De la Platon la
Playboy – The Interview. From Plato to Playboy, 1997, and Fascinaţia
filmului la scriitorii români – The Romanian Writers’ Fascination with
Film, 1997, which is also your doctoral thesis). I assume you didn’t have
much time left for your literary writing, as your priority was academic
writing!
– I haven’t written prose since 1989. I might have had 2 or 3
attempts, but no more than one page each. I blame it on the
circumstances. After 1989, when I became editor-in-chief of Tribuna, me
and academician Augustin Buzura invested a lot of time to keep this
culture magazine, with its lovely and rich tradition, alive. Then I had my
second time-consuming job at the center for Transylvanian Studies (I
can’t explain how I had so much energy to do both). Gradually, I had a
feeling (could have been a fake one though) that writing prose was no
longer as important as it was before 1989. I always said that reading
books was a way to passively cope before 1989. All it takes is have a look
at the circulation of books and compare it to how things are now (I refer
to the Romanian authors, not international best-sellers), and the plunge
is obvious. Back in 1977, I made my debut with the novel Al
cinsprezecelea, and Dacia Publishing House published 20.000 copies
which sold out in two weeks. It wasn’t because it was a really good read, it
was because people were keen on reading. As you do remember, the
novels of the great Romanian writers of the time (Preda, Barbu, D.R.
Popescu) were published in 90.000 copies and sold over-the-counter.
90.000 was the maximum number. Ceauşescu’s works were sold in 90.000
copies so it was settled that no one could go over this number. It was
really fulfilling at the time.
After 1989, at first, I had no time to write and then I lost motivation
to do it. I envy writers who say – and I hope they do believe it – that it is
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vital for them to write but not as vital to publish. When I wrote prose, I
always had my readership in mind. Could have been an ideal readership
but I always knew I was writing for someone. It was mid 90s when I felt
that my readership was gone. I repeat, I might be wrong. I envy my
colleagues who continued to write, anyways life took its course.
– I remember that you sent from America articles and prose excerpts
etc. for Adevărul literar şi artistic. What happened to them? Why did you
not gather them in a book?
– I did collaborate with Adevărul literar şi artistic for a while. Mr.
Constantin Stănescu invited me to collaborate. I wrote a little but it
wasn’t enough to gather them in a book. Some of my texts were not very
inspired so I decided to gradually stop the collaboration. I do not wish to
put all those texts together in a book because to me they are just a normal
weekly read that can then find their way into the bin.
– How did your children make a living in the USA? Do they visit
Romania? What does Ina, your granddaughter mean to you?
– Both my children, Oana şi Ionuţ, do really well. They graduated
from good schools, Oana has a BFA in business, Ionuţ a PhD in
education sciences. They do well professionally and personally, they visit
Romania often to see their grandparents and also see their friends. They
do take an interest in what’s going on in Romania, they read online
newspapers and watch online television. They have a deep bond with
Romania. I can gladly say that our granddaughter, who is only 2.5 years
old, understands Romanian perfectly, even though they speak English at
nursery (Oana’s husband is American). At home, we tried to speak
exclusively Romanian for several reasons: aside from the emotional,
patriotic aspect, it has been scientifically proven that certain areas of the
brain (less active areas) develop more positively and actively if a child is
stimulated to be bilingual or speak more languages.
– How is Romania seen from the USA? As a native Romanian, what
does bother you the most when they speak about Romania (in
conversations, press etc.)?
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– This is a multiple-choice question. If somebody asked me what
the image of Romania is in the US, I would say there is no image, just like
there is no image of Belgium or Portugal. So, it is not just Romania: the
United States, this enormous territory, consists of so many states each
with its individual priorities. They are very self-centered. Back in 1996,
while I was in North Caroline, a plane crashed in Miami; it was flying to
Washington, if I’m not mistaken. All TV channels interrupted their
programs, to broadcast the tragic news. Then they urgently broadcasted
details. Local channels in North Carolina broadcasted for half a day. At
the end, they said: "It was reported that no North Carolina citizen died in
the crash", and there were no survivors. From that moment, the tragic
event was nearly gone from all local media. Does it now make sense that
it would be impossible to broadcast appealing news from Romania,
Belgium or Poland to the audience from North Carolina, Georgia or
Washington? You know too well that news and entertainment programs
are meant to make people sit still in front of the TV so they can watch
commercials and advertisements. This is what brings in the money. I’m
not happy to say it but this is how it is. It is tough for Romania and other
European countries to promote positive things in the American press. No
matter the topic (the press will mention disasters) they will not be made
known unless there is a little connection to America.
What bothers me is a lack of positive solidarity in the Romanian
community. I know that immigration is a complex element: people have
different intellectual training and different political views. I’ve noticed
though that other immigrants come together around a common idea.
Even if they make different choices, they relate to a common major idea
to come together. It makes me sad when I see Romanian immigrants in
the United States rejoicing at the negative news they get from home. This
tells a lot about them and probably about their professional or personal
failure. I think, in a way, the bad news makes their stay in America
legitimate. It’s sad.
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– Dear Tudor, we’ve both come to an age when we can easily say that
everything in life has a price. What price did you have to pay (as a human
being, writer etc.) in exchange of your stay in America? We know all the
pluses (your brilliant career, your children’s achievements etc.).
– Dear Ilie, the price was enormous. Who says they adapt easily to a
new culture, they are not telling the truth. I read a study analyzing
immigrant generations. According to the study, first generation
immigrants are sacrificed: I think that even if you do well professionally
and financially, you will never feel fully integrated (you don’t feel like you
fit in). Second generation immigrants already feel different. As far as
third generation immigrants are concerned, they might even forget their
origins. Moving into a significantly different culture in your ‘40s is not an
easy thing to do, especially when your job is in communication. It might
have been a bit easier if I had been a wall painter. The price you need to
pay is significant but no one makes you stay; no one is forced to stay
(except for political refugees). It wouldn’t be fair of me to complain.
However, I had to give up on and let go of things, the effort was
tremendous because I had to prove every day that I was better than other
5 or 6 candidates applying for the same position. I had to prove I was
better, and I could work more and I was willing to constantly learn new
things. I remember that one night I had to learn a whole computer
program and I wasn’t very happy but I had to do it.
– As I will publish this interview in a book about Cortland (which I
visited three times – in 2000, 2002 and 2018), I would like you to tell me
what you think of this lovely quiet little town in America, which you visited
at the invitation of our common friend Henry Steck!
– Dear Ilie, allow me to do more research. Honestly, I forgot. I need
a little bit of time to put my memory into motion.
– Last fall you took part in the 90th anniversary of your famous
father, professor Ion Vlad, a well-known critic and literary theorist and
former rector of our university.
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Shortly after your return to America, you messaged me saying (please
forgive me for making public a fragment from a personal message): “It’s
been a week since my return to Athens, the place which even today I find
hard to call «home».”
Where is home, dear Tudor?
– Ilie, it’s strange, in a way I feel at home in Cluj, but I also feel at
home in Athens, Georgia. What’s interesting and a little bit sad too is that
after a little while in Cluj, where I feel happy, I start to miss Georgia,
especially that my wife, children and granddaughter are all there. On the
other hand, whilst in Athens, I often miss Cluj. I told some of my friends
about my feelings. One of them told me: "Welcome into the club of
international travellers / gypsies!" Shortly after, I found out that my
friend was originally from South Africa, he wasn’t an American as I
thought (his English is perfect). He was in the same situation and he
could relate.
– Dear Tudor, thank you for this dialogue!
January 2020
(Pro Saeculum, Year XIX, no. 3-4 (143-144), 1 Apr.-30 Jun. 2020, p. 54-60)
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I. The First “UniPlanet” International Conference
I visited the United States for the second time, even though my
vacation was only planned for two weeks, in order to participate in the
first international conference, organized by UniPlanet digital magazine,
edited by State University of New York College at Cortland, between the
June 22nd - July 2nd.
I have visited Cortland before in 2002 when I spent over two
months here. The small town fascinated me, especially for being the place
of a famous crime that happened in 1906 and was highly discussed in the
media at that time. It was the crime that served as an inspiration for the
famous novel of Theodore Dreiser, “An American Tragedy”.
I would like to mention a few facts about UniPlanet digital
magazine that have allowed me to walk on American soil again and see
my friends that live here.
UniPlanet is a weekly illustrated magazine in digital format that has
local editorials in six countries: Australia, Peru, Romania, Slovakia, the
USA, and Venezuela. The main goal of this publication is to help the
“global generation” of journalists get a voice in the new media channels.
The magazine targets global politics and the world economy, music,
movies, sports, television, education, entertainment, etc., covering all the
needs of the youth. The editorial aims to acquaint the students with media
design, editing techniques in photography and digital animation, etc.
The first Romanian contributors to UniPlanet (initially called
Dragon Planet) were Carmen Valică and Ciprian Rus, former Journalism
students at the Faculty of Political, Administrative, and Communication
Sciences in Cluj-Napoca, now working as journalists in Cluj (for CD
Radio, and Monitorul de Cluj). Later, they welcomed Mihai Rad, a
journalism student as well. The articles sent by these contributors talked
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about hot events on the Romanian or European political, social, cultural,
historical, and educational scene.
Starting with the 2001-2002 academy year, UniPlanet’s editorial in
Cluj-Napoca had an organized structure formed by students selected
following an exam, name Paula Mariana Beudean, Andrei Costina,
Camelia Voichița Jula, Camelia Nicoleta Nistor, and Mihai Rad. The
articles were written exclusively in English and praised by the American
editors not just for the originality of the articles, which were always wellresearched, but also for their high degree of knowledge in English.
Devereaux Kennedy is the director of UniPlanet magazine, with
help from its chief-editor Kelly Sparks, and editors Jason Contento and
Kristine Angell. There are other worthy contributors that must be
mentioned: Rhonda Moulton, Liz Kopp (from the SUNY Cortland
Department of International Relations), Patricia Catterfeld, Robert S.
Mason, and more.
This is the website where those interested can read UniPlanet:
http://www.uniplanet.com
The conference I mentioned brought together all the regional
directors of the magazine, except for Caribay Reyes from Venezuela, who
couldn’t make it because...he had lost his passport! The following
directors were present: Karen Brooks (The University of the Sunshine
Coast, Australia), Ricardo Ruiz (Instituto Peruano de Publicidad, Lima,
Peru), Conrad Toft (Constantine the Philosopher University, Nitra,
Slovakia), Ilie Rad (“Babeș-Bolyai” University, Cluj-Napoca). Many
others were invited to hold speeches and participate in debates, such as
Gavin Kitching (University of South Wales, Australia), Brian Philips and
Frances B. McCrea (Grand Valley State University of Michigan), Henry
Steck (State University of New York College at Cortland), Sharon
Stedman (Cornell University), Amy Henderson-Harr (sponsorship
program director at SUNY Cortland), Caroline K. Kaltefleiter (the chief
of the Department of Communication Sciences at SUNY Cortland). A big
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part of the success of the conference was owed to Roberto Lagos and Kate
Gnann, who were the ones responsible for the logistics.
The opening reception had two important guests, Mrs. Elizabeth
Davis-Russel, the vice president of the Department of International
Relations from SUNY Cortland, and Mrs. Mary E. Leonard, the mayor of
Cortland.
Despite the busy event schedule of the conference, I had the chance
to discover some other sides of American life.
(Adevărul de Cluj, Year XIV, no. 3592, August 31-September 1, 2002, p. 5)
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II. A High School Graduation in Cortland
When I found out I was going to visit the USA again, Karen
Hempson, a professor for the Department of Education Sciences from
State University of New York College at Cortland, emailed me and
invited me as a guest to Julie’s high school graduation, her youngest
daughter. I gladly accepted the invitation because I was eager to witness
this ceremony that I’ve only ever seen in American movies.
I met Karen by chance in 2002 during a meeting with a group from
Russia, and ever since then, we kept close contact. (I was going to notice a
color photograph in the Hempsons’ kitchen, in which Karen was
standing next to Hillary Clinton and Natalie, their oldest daughter. I
asked for permission to publish the photograph in Romania.)
The festivities took place in the gym of Cortland University that
had been rented for this occasion. The July heat was suffocating,
especially since it was around noon and the graduation ceremony was
scheduled for 2 PM. David, Julie’s father, came to pick us up from
Henry’s (I was with Tudor who became “Americanized” quite fast as I
expected!) and advised me to ditch the suit and the necktie (because it
would be very hot in the gym, which turned out to be true), and replace
them with something as comfortable as possible, maybe a T-shirt
and...shorts! I complied immediately. It took us a few minutes to reach
the location of the graduation. Everyone in the hall (old, young, men,
women) was wearing shorts, T-shirts, holding bottles of “Spring”
carbonated water. Behind the stage on which the high school band had
already taken position (the school was in Homer, a town near Cortland) I
could see the American Flag and the Canadian flag, which were probably
left there after a sports competition.
After a slight delay, accompanied by the music played by the band,
each one of the 184 Graduates walked one by one. Everyone received a
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flier with the names in alphabetical order by each surname, as it’s the
custom, for example, first name + surname: Trevor T Adams, Emily
Anne Ames, Lindsay Marie Anderson, etc. After they took their seats at
the front of the stage, the graduation festivity began. The principal took
the stage first, after which the valedictorian held a speech, the last part of
the opening ceremony being dedicated to naming the foundations and
the organizations that had awarded prizes and scholarships to various
students. After the speeches, each graduate was called and invited to walk
up the stage to be handed their high school diploma by the principal.
Before taking their diplomas, each graduate gave the principal a small
plastic bag. Karen told me the bags contained... fishing bait because
fishing was the principal’s favorite pastime activity. I must mention one
thing: one of the students was in a wheelchair. To help her out, the school
had installed a special ramp, so she could take her diploma just like
everyone else. She also gave him a small bag of fishing bait.
The thing that amused me the most was what they were wearing:
the famous graduation toques (which were blue) and robes over their
casual clothes, shorts, or jeans. They were wearing flip-flops, sneakers,
bootees, some girls were even barefoot, highly contrasting the official
European academic festivities that I was so used to. I immediately
thought about the excitement that time of the year brought to
seamstresses, hairdressers, and shoe stores!
What do you think the students did during speeches and while
their classmates were walking up the stage to receive their diplomas? If
you believe they were filled with the solemnity of the ceremony, you are
mistaken. They were throwing balls to one another (which two teachers
were on standby to retrieve with a smile on their faces), they were
throwing paper planes made from their own graduation fliers, and were
blowing soap bubbles. Nobody was bothered by those innocent games,
nobody raised their voice or scolded them in any way. America is indeed
a quite different world than the one we live in.
(Adevărul de Cluj, an XIV, nr. 3551, 15th of July 2002, p. 5)
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III. The Site of a Tragedy: World Trade Center
Set apart by their natural generosity, Henry Steck and his wife Janet
offered to drive us to New York City in their own car. I had visited the
metropolis two years prior, but Tudor was extremely excited to see it as
well. In truth, I wanted to travel there, so I could see the site of the
tragedy from 2001. I didn’t enter the Twin Towers on my previous visit,
not because of the $10 fee, but because I had already seen the panorama
of the city from the Empire State Building. Another reason was that I
believed in the idea that as a tourist you shouldn’t visit everything, so you
have new places to see upon your return. Unfortunately, I had missed my
chance in this case.
We left Cortland in the morning, and after driving for four hours at
70 miles/hour (around 120 km) we arrived in New York City at noon. We
searched for President Hotel in Manhattan, which was the one Janet had
chosen for us for the fact it offered a parking spot, even though it was
quite pricey ($130/night). After we checked in neighboring rooms, we
went to visit the city. First, we went to “Ground Zero”, the location of the
tragedy from September 11th, 2001. The first sign we were approaching
our destination was the new pavement poured over the sewers affected by
the explosion.
The area surrounding the former twin towers is bordered at the
North by Vesey Street, Liberty Street on the South, Church Street on the
East, and West Street on the West, spreading over sixty acres. The area
was surrounded by barbed wire, from behind which tourists could see the
aftermath of the disaster. While removing the debris, the officials had to
come up with special ways to avoid disturbing the traffic in such a
crowded city. They only started the plan once the chances of finding
survivors were null. (An interesting fact: the American firefighters own
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an alarm system that goes off automatically if any fireman gets stuck.
Witnesses stated in the first days after the disaster, many such alarms
could be heard, but unfortunately, they were not able to save the
firemen.) The debris was completely removed in nine months, which was
faster than the authorities had predicted (around a year). They dug up
even what was left of the seven underground levels of the twin towers. On
the 30th of May, when the operation of the debris removal was
completed, four bearers carried a stretcher around the site in the honor of
all those who had lost their lives there and whose bodies couldn’t be
identified. I know these facts from an article published in the New York
Times, which Henry so kindly saved for me. The debris was loaded into
gigantic trucks, then carried by barges on the Hudson River to State
Island. There they retrieved the steel beams, cut them into one-meter
pieces, after which they exported them to Turkey, India, South Korea,
and China (the quantity of steel used in building the Twin Towers was
equal to the total production of steel in the USA in a day!). The rest of the
debris was loaded on conveyor belts and searched piece by piece for body
parts and for the black boxes of the planes. The team found a significant
quantity of seized heroin, as well as gold bullions issued by the Bank of
Nova Scotia. The 1.8 tons of debris (made of glass and steel) was searched
by eight hundred workers who worked day and night and found around
19,000 body parts which were used to identify 2800 victims. They found
various other objects, including watches, bracelets, earrings, other
personal items, badges, etc. It’s said that this operation brought together
competing or enemy companies in a moment of solidarity. For those who
wanted to see a panoramic view of the area, the authorities set up a
wooden platform on Church Street, where thousands of people climbed
every day to see the aftermath of the terrorist attack. In the “hole in the
city” (as a journalist from the New York Times called it), there was only
machinery, cranes, and various other pieces of equipment. They had to
fix the subway tracks passing through the affected area. Close to the
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subway tunnel, there’s a metal cross built from two beams belonging to
the former towers.
Next to the fence surrounding the old cemetery of St. Paul Church, I
spotted a lot of items from people from all over the world: letters with wellwishes, flowers, flags, T-shirts, photographs, police caps, firemen helmets,
and signs with the most famous American phrase: “God Bless America”. A
nearby Burger King still had one of its windows spray-painted in black and
red with the words “NYPD Temp HQ- Med Trauma”. Near the site of the
disaster, there were a few stands selling souvenirs, such as albums of
pictures with scenes of the attack, albums depicting the whole series of
events on September 11th, guides on the brief history of the Twin Towers
(their construction had been finished in 1973). Trade can flourish from
everything. A few nearby stores, such as Century 21 or Starbucks, were
already back in business, while others were still being rehabilitated. In the
window of one of these stores, I noticed rolls of toilet paper (priced at
$8/piece) printed with the face of Osama bin Laden and advertised as
“Wipe Out Terrorism!”. Other shop windows displayed police and firemen
uniforms, service members who had gained more respect in America
following the high number of them who had fallen on duty during the
attack. The windows of the surrounding skyscrapers had already been
cleaned of the soot from the fire.
Considering there are two big airports in the proximity of New
York (J. F. Kennedy and Newark) there are high-capacity planes flying
over Ground Zero every day. They might have had the same trajectory
before, but that was the time I noticed them for the first time. I was
expecting every plane to make a sudden turn and fly into a skyscraper. I
admit that every time I saw a plane disappearing behind one of these
skyscrapers, my heart would skip a beat, so I couldn’t imagine what the
locals felt like.
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People walking away from the site of the tragedy. Source: Internet

There were many debates in the States concerning solutions for the
local architecture. Some wanted the towers to be rebuilt in all their
splendor, just as they have been. Others wanted something smaller, which
would have been a victory for the terrorists. The victims’ relatives were
strongly supporting a memorial. There was a project contest launched by
the Town hall which was highlighted on the Internet to be voted on. At
the time I was there, no decision had been taken.
(Adevărul de Cluj, XIV, nr. 3575, 12th of August 2002, p. 4)
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IV. Empire State Building – The Eighth Wonder of the World
This was the second time I got to visit the Empire State Building,
which is an indisputable symbol of New York, a building considered to be
the eighth wonder of the world. The monument is located at 350 Fifth
Avenue in the heart of Manhattan. I didn’t want to go to the top of the
famous building, but I chose to do it for Tudor. The price was the same as
two years prior: $9. One new thing I found was the CityPass, a ticket
costing $38 (valued at $85) which gave access to seven of the most
popular attractions in New York, such as the NYC American Museum of
Natural History, Guggenheim Museum, Whitney Museum of American
Art, The Museum of Modern Art, Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum,
The Statue of Liberty, and of course, Empire State Building.
I don’t want to give too many details about the building, as these
can be easily obtained from any printed guide, or from its official website.
However, I have some information that readers might find interesting. In
Dilema americană (An American Dilemma <1981>) Ioan Grigorescu
compared the building with “a volcanic eruption, an alluring soar
towards the sky, a Yankee architectural wonder that was born from a
strange ambition”. The strange ambition was given by the enmity
between the egos of two magnates: Walter Chrysler (From Chrysler
Corporation) and John Jakob Raskob (from General Motors) who found
themselves in a competition to build the tallest building in the world.
Raskob was victorious because the Chrysler building, with its roof
covered in silver scales, was surpassed in height one year later by the
Empire State Building.
There are many albums, books, movies, and tapes about this
authentic American symbol. Its design belongs to the architect William
Lamb, whose sharp vertical style was influenced by another architect,
Eliel Saarinen. The construction began on the 17th of March 1930 and
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was completed in a record time of one year and a few days, the workers
building around four stories and a half every week. They used ten million
bricks, thousands of kilometers of electrical and phone wires. The
building has 6500 windows. Over 60,000 tons of steel were mined in
Pennsylvania and transported by train, ship, and 18-wheelers. In October
1930, seven months after the start of the construction, eighty-eight floors
were already completed, and only fourteen floors were left to be built. On
the 1st of May 1931, the Governor of New York, Alfred E. Smith, held the
inauguration of the building. At the end of World War II, in 1945 an
American combat aircraft collided with the building on floor seventynine because of poor weather conditions. However, the concrete and steel
colossus was not severely affected.
During the years, many political, cultural, and artistic personalities
visited this authentic “ambassador” of New York: Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Winston Churchill, Nikita Hrușciov, Queen Elizabeth II, Fidel Castro,
princes Charles, and Andrew, the Duchess of York, Paul McCarthy, etc.
Until 1971, the Empire State Building was the tallest building in the
world, that year being surpassed by the Twin Towers of World Trade
Center. Around 16,000 people were living or working in the Empire State
Building, equal to the population of Huedin and the surrounding villages.
The balconies on the 86th and 102nd floors are visited each year by over
one million tourists that must take one of the seventy-three elevators to
reach this staggering height.
We had to wait in quite a long line to enter the building (it was the
tourist season), which looked like a labyrinth made of tape. The entrance
had as high security as an airport. Once we got in the elevator, we were
pulled up with astonishing speed. The elevator display shows each floor
up to the 20th one, and after that it changes every ten floors. It took about
50 seconds to reach the 86th floor. The view was obstructed by the closed
windows, but from there we had to take another elevator to floor 102. We
took the tour in a fenced in area, a method of stopping people from
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committing suicide. We tried to spot Ground Zero, and we could glimpse
The Statue of Liberty to the South.

A scene depicting the construction of the famous building

The view of Manhattan was similar to the one seen from a plane.
The cars on the roads looked like boxes, and people looked like moving
dots. I don’t know what Henry and Tudor (Janet didn’t join us) felt being
so high up, but I ended my visit somehow relieved the Boeing planes that
took off from Boston were following their normal course, not the one
from September 11, 2001!
(Adevărul de Cluj, Year XIV, no. 3588, 27th of August 2002, p. 5)
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V. The Statue of Liberty
Nobody should visit New York without also visiting The Statue of
Liberty, another of the emblematic symbols of the great metropolis, the
statue most reproduced in photographs, souvenirs, posters, election
campaigns, etc. (you can even see it on the tags of the cars registered in
New York State).
I took the subway to Battery Park together with Henry and Janet (a
park whose name was given by the cannon batteries installed there by the
first colonials to defend Manhattan). We purchased our tickets ($7/person)
and we took our place in line. We had to wait for quite a while, so a funny
Afro-American wearing a sombrero took advantage of the situation we
were in, grabbed a guitar, and greeted the public in various languages. To
my surprise, the fifth or the sixth one was Romanian. After he finished his
show, he pulled off his hat and walked around to receive his tips. (I
remember the famous scene from The Immigrant when Chaplin took off
his hat to greet The Statue of Liberty and a coin fell out of it). A few of the
people rewarded the singer with coins or bills. I gave him 50 cents for
greeting me in my native tongue. I noticed a few other Afro-Americans
with briefcases, illegally selling jewelry, glasses, watches. They were asking
for $25 for a watch, but after some haggling, they agreed to sell it for $10. A
few mimes were posing as statues.
Finally, we started towards Liberty Island and Miss Liberty.
Manhattan offered us an astonishing view as we were floating away from
it. Two years prior, the view had been dominated by the Twin Towers…
There were a lot of Asian tourists everywhere who were trying really hard
to take videos or pictures from the best angles. We got off the boat on the
island, and we walked around the statue. We decided not to wait in line
to climb to the top of the statue because it would have taken us two hours
to get there, and we were content enough with the exterior. I found
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albums containing all the information on its history. During World War
II, the island was a military base. The albums contained sepia photos of
those moments. Copper plaques with lyrics from Emma Lazarus were set
from place to place.
The Statue of Liberty, which seemed so small from the 102nd floor
of the Empire State Building, had colossal proportions when I was next to
it. As it’s already known, it’s the creation of the Alsatian sculptor,
Frédéric Bartholdi. The interior structure of the statue belongs to Gustave
Eiffel, the famous engineer who built the Eiffel Tower in Paris. He started
his work in 1865 and hoped to finish it by 1876, in time for the 100th
anniversary of America’s Independence (the book in Miss Liberty’s hand
is inscribed JULY/ IV/ 1876). In 1876 the construction of the statue was
completed in Paris, but it was made of 210 loose pieces that had to be
transported and assembled in the US (a copy of the statue that is ten
times smaller remained in Paris). Bartholdi needed 8 more years to
assemble it. The constructors said, “the Statue of Liberty is no more than
an Eiffel Tower dressed by Bartholdi because the problems the genius
engineer encountered were no simpler than the ones he encountered
while building the famous tower” (Ioan Grigorescu). Just to understand
the gigantic proportions of the statue it’s enough to know a few facts:
from the neck to the crown, the head measures 8 meters, the fist holding
the torch is 5 meters, the arm has a length of 25 meters, and the balconycrown (with all its seven metallic rays that symbolize the seven
continents) on this “female Gulliver” is big enough to accommodate 30
people. Those who are curious enough can even go up to the torch in her
right hand, 100 meters above the ocean!
We took another ferry to Ellis Island, the location of the National
Immigration Museum, which was established in the building that had
received millions of immigrants across the years. We rushed to visit the
exhibits depicting old photographs of people carrying luggage of great
proportions that contained their most prized positions, hoping for a
better life in the New World. The alley around the museum has a few
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dozen boards with the names of hundreds of thousands of immigrants in
alphabetical order. I found two people name Rad, both from
Transylvania. I put a piece of paper over them and imprinted the names
with a pencil, just like every other tourist that wanted to preserve a
memory of a beloved name at the monument of Vietnam heroes in
Washington. They might have been relatives of mine. Who knows…?
(Adevărul de Cluj, Year XIV, no. 3590, 29th of August 2002, p. 5)
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VI. An Unusual Parade in New York
It was Sunday, the 30th of June 2002. On the previous day, I’ve seen
a small demonstration on one of the streets visible from the high floor of
the Empire State Building. When we exited the building, Janet told us
that was a lesbian parade, and unfortunately, we had missed it.
On that particular Sunday, after visiting the Statue of Liberty, we
decided to visit the Rockefeller Center. However, our attention was
caught by a strange parade: Gay Pride. The rows of people seemed
endless. I was glad to catch a glimpse of it after missing the one from the
previous day. An Asian woman told me it had started in the morning,
and it was going to continue until well in the afternoon. The participants
were grouped on congregations and churches. They seemed normal
people even though they weren’t wearing many clothes, but their lower
parts were well covered. They were wearing colorful swimsuits with
balloons tied to them, wigs, feathers, sequin outfits, and flags. Many of
the participants were wearing heavy makeup. They were marching in the
rhythm of the music, on foot or riding on floats, resembling the Carnival
of Rio de Janeiro. Other groups were riding bikes or motorcycles,
accompanied by marching bands. There were a lot of people holding
signs saying, “We’re all equal before God!” or “God has made me gay”.
Other longer texts were citing verses from the Bible. Something reminded
me of Sodom and Gomorrah. Maybe it was just my prejudice (I can’t
forget the fact that gay means excessive, dissolute). A few members of
every group were sharing flyers and stickers among the attendees with the
websites they were representing, others were sharing small American
flags. I managed to get two flags (the day prior, Tudor had bought one for
$2). An African American girl gave me a sticker saying, “God made me
gay”, some other text, and a phone number. I wasn’t quite sure what to
do with it, so I stuck it on my T-shirt, following the example of other
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people around me. It was a sign of solidarity. Another girl gave me a flyer
with activities that were going to take place at St. Bartolomeu Church.
Around the crosswalks, the roads were barred with ropes by the
police officers to allow the people to walk freely.
The first gay parade had taken place in 1970, to commemorate the
revolt at Stonewall restaurant, a gay bar in Greenwich Village, after the
police had raided the establishment. There had been arrests, street
protests, and revolts in the media.
The parade I was attending, which was the 32nd of its kind, had been
organized by the National LGBT Honor and had started with a wedding
ceremony where 50 same-sex couples had gotten married, not before a
wedding official, but in a special setting. During the parade, the
participants held a few moments of silence in the memory of those who
had lost the fight with AIDS.
Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg chose to join that year’s event. He
was the successor of Rudolph Giuliani, the one who had been praised for
the way he’d handled the crises during 9/11. The homosexuals and the
lesbians were not to be neglected when it came to the number of votes.
From an article that I read the following day in the New York Times
(Gay Pride, and More, Clearly on Display, by Sarah Kershaw) I learned
that “tens of thousands of people” had participated. It seemed a bit much
to me, even though New York City had almost ten million inhabitants.
Janet believed that not all who had taken part in the event were gay. Some
used such events to stand out.
It’s known that our preconceptions towards this sexual minority
were still significant. Two years prior, at one of my friends’ homes, I had
met a coworker of hers named Jim, who was extremely elegant and wellmannered. The man had traveled to Turkey in the seventies as a
publication representative. He had been aware of the reality of Europe,
and he was still interested in the subject. We’d talked for a long time
about the way journalism was done in Europe. After I left, A. (Who was
wrapping up a framed picture to offer it as a gift) told me that her friend
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was about to get married… to a man. I was shocked. She told me she’d
had the same reaction in the beginning, shortly after her arrival in the
USA, but she had gotten used to it after a while.
(Adevărul de Cluj, Year XIV, no. 3576, August 13th, 2002, p. 5)
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VII. The American Roads
Long before visiting America, I had the chance to see in the yearly
special edition of Flacăra a picture taken by the famous Emanuel Tânjală
depicting a portion of an American road that grabbed my attention. After
traveling hundreds of miles on American roads, I must say that I was
fascinated by them. During the summer, the vegetation was lush, with no
trace of drought (the ocean was relatively near, and the climate was perfect
for the vegetation to thrive). I had a feeling of bliss. I’ve never thought I was
going to visit America, but sometimes life has surprises in store for you.
We drove on the highway between Cortland and New York City, a
highway with four lanes. Henry (just like John Ryder two years prior) had
the habit of moving from one lane to the other, always using his rearview
mirror and using the blinker. He frequently drove with 70-80 miles/hour,
which is the equivalent of over 120 km/ hour (1 mile= 1609,3 m). However,
that was not a high speed for these places. The highway was in excellent
condition, the cars were nice, driving was done in only one direction, so
the risk of accidents dropped by over 50% (many of the accidents in
Romania happen because of collisions with vehicles coming from the
opposite direction). From place to place there were rest stops where we
could fill the gas tank, eat, or simply relax. We stopped at one of these
locations, so I could buy Tudor a Coke. The vending machine was out of
order, which I had not seen many times before that, but it made me smile.
We passed all sorts of vehicles on the way. I liked the American Big Rigs
with their front gas pipes and the famous truckers behind the wheel. Most of
them had beards, tattoos, and a bottle of Coke in their hands. Big Rigs (or
eighteen-wheelers) are mostly used to transport goods, but some of them even
transport passengers for a smaller fee, because gas is cheaper. But of course,
waiting behind the barriers would be a nightmare, so all the intersections were
resolved by overlaying the roads. No matter if a road was a highway or a
regional road, the lanes had 30 cm wide “ribbons” on the sides made for
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drivers who are at risk of falling asleep on the road. When driving over them
at high speed, the car made a noise that could wake any driver up.
Local or “regional” roads were interesting as well, telling their own
“poem”. They were marked by a yellow line in the middle, and the
“lightning bugs” were high quality, not like ours in Romania, making you
see another face of America. Special vehicles were used to trim the grass on
the side of the roads. I was also amused by the mailboxes set by the farmers
a few kilometers away from their homes, on the side of the road. The
postmen left their correspondence there or picked it up, so the senders
wouldn’t have to drive all the way to the post office. Mail left in the
mailbox was marked by a little raised flag on the side of the mailbox.
Highways are not marked by any names, since they don’t pass through
towns. Numbers were used to marking them: 90 Est, 90 West; 41 North, 41
South. Because they were not made to follow routes between towns like in
Romania, American roads are straight, just like the borders of the states
they go through. They don’t have curbs, only ups, and downs which were
cleverly portrayed by Emanuel Tânjală in the photo I mentioned earlier.
Many roads or highways go through woodlands, which, contrary to the
ones in Germany, are not fenced. Despite the road signs (Animals
crossing), I saw a lot of dead deer on the side of the road. They lay there for
days until the authorities pick them up. I smelled the sour stench of a few
dead skunks, which spread through quite a large area.
A few years prior I’d read in Theodor Marian’s book, Grăbit prin
America (1979) about an idea for saving gas on a crowded highway to
Washington. It talked about a special lane that could be used only by cars
that had every seat taken, a lane where the speed limit was higher.
Therefore, the number of cars would drop, traffic would be more fluid,
pollution would be reduced, as well as the use of gas. But how could
anyone find four people every day to share a ride with? I asked Professor
Thomas Mwanika on our way to Niagara if he knew anything about that
experiment. He knew nothing, a proof it had not been successful.
(Adevărul de Cluj, Year XIV, no. 3576, August 13th 2002, p. 5)
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VIII. The Paradise at Cascata Winery
I’d met Coralee Burch two years
prior when visiting SUNY Cortland where
she was teaching a communications
course. We became friends immediately,
probably because she had 10 years of
experience in Europe (she had obtained a
Ph.D. from the Faculty of Letters in
Florence, Italy). Our friendship became so
tight, that she'd accepted to visit Romania
in 2001 and teach a course at the Faculty
of Journalism, which had been greatly
appreciated by the students. We’d come to
an agreement that if I were ever to visit
America again, I had to visit her at
Coralee Burch (1943-2018)
Cascata Winery, where she lived.
I was lucky enough to revisit America, so I didn’t miss the opportunity
to go and see her. We had talked about the details by email. I asked Professor
Thomas Mwanika (a visiting professor at the Faculty of Journalism and a
mutual friend) to drive us over there (around 300 km away).
We arrived at Cascata Winery after a small adventure. Despite
Henry instructing Tom on how to get there, he took the wrong turn.
After leaving Ithaca on highway 79, at the intersection in Watkins Glen,
instead of turning south on 414, he turned north along Seneca Lake. We
realized we were going the wrong way two hours later after passing
through Hector, Lodi, Waterloo, and Geneva. „An adventure with two
Romanians!” said Tom, amused, without any spite for what had
happened. Finally, we reached our destination around noon. Kurt greeted
us, Sara’s fiancé, Coralee’s daughter from her first marriage with an
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Italian. I got to see David again, her husband, who came with his
stepdaughter. Sara and I realized we knew each other quite well from
stories, and it felt like we had been friends for a lifetime. Coralee had an
enormous home, just like every other American home. Four rooms were
reserved for tourists who needed to spend the night. Cascata Winery
(which got that name from the word cascadă, meaning waterfall, as there
are many waterfalls in the area) was one of the many wineries in the area,
where tourists could taste and buy high-quality wine. In the fall, she
would purchase grapes from her local partners, make the wine, and label
it with her unmistakable logo. (She was a painter and all the labels
depicted beautiful paintings created by her). Just like every other winery
in the area, her establishment used a white, red, and blue flag meaning
they were open. We entered the store where we admired the many bottles
from their production, medals won in various international competitions,
small souvenirs, original paintings, T-shirts, hand-painted glasses,
greeting cards depicting the owner’s artwork, and various other products
made from grapes, such as soaps.
We enjoyed our American-style lunch, then we visited her mother,
Margaret Burch-Cieri who was enjoying her 94th year of life. We found
her attempting to solve a crosswords puzzle in her beautiful residence
built on the shores of Lake Seneca. She was very willing to give us details
about her life. She had been married twice and had given birth to five
children: Elisabeth, Hobart, Margaret, Linda, and Coralee. She’d had an
uneventful life, working as a phone operator and secretary for various
companies. At that time, she was writing her memoir. She let me read a
few pages from a folder full of carefully typed papers, in which the old
woman was telling her life story. They were the pages of a journal in
which she talked about her first love, the births of her children, their
school years. There was nothing about the great tragedies that had
shattered the world during the times Mrs. Burch had been alive. The
authentic letters, vintage newspaper clippings, copies of old pictures gave
her folder a special charm. It was gut-wrenching to know her children
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and grandchildren didn’t care about those memories. She asked me if
there was any way to find how an editor... in Romania! Coralee gestured
to me to let me know I had to give her an affirmative answer to keep her
spirits up, despite knowing it was fantasy.
Coralee suggested we took a drive around the area to show her the
beauties of her home. First, we visited her business partner, Phil Hazlitt,
who invited us to his cellar to taste some wine. It was my first time
sampling wine, so I found it difficult to spit it out after swishing it around
my mouth. We sampled the last production of Chardonnay, Riesling,
Gewürztraminer, Meritage, Pinot Noir, and Ice Wines. Before we took
our leave, Phil asked us to sign our names in a World Atlas he had just
for that purpose. We found Romania quite fast, and we signed our names
on it while admiring the many other names scattered across the map.
(Adevărul de Cluj, Year XIV, no. 3577, August 14th, 2002, p. 4)
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IX. Independence Day
To my knowledge, Americans don’t have more than 12 legal
holidays, when they get a day off work: Martin Luther King Day,
Lincoln’s birthday, Washington’s birthday, Veterans Day, Independence
Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Heroes’ Day, Thanksgiving, etc. (I
remember a line from one of Creangă’s characters: „May God will only
holiday all year round and only one day of work that we’ll use for feasts
and weddings.”) I got to experience a few of these national celebrations
during my trips to the States (a few were planned in such a way, so they
would fall on a Friday and give everyone a long weekend).
As most people already know, the 4th of July is the National Day of
the United States of America. On the 4th of July 1776, the 13 English
colonies (Massachusetts, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Georgia, etc.) that had
been established between 1607-1733, signed the Declaration of
Independence of the Congress, through which they cut all ties with Great
Britain. Their independence was only acknowledged seven years later
through the Paris Peace Treaty (3rd of September 1783). On the 17th of
September 1787, the USA adopted its Constitution (which is still valid
today, with a few changes) that proclaimed the USA as a federal state with
a presidential system, George Washington being the first chosen
president in 1789. From then forward, the 4th of July became the
National Day of the USA. Americans don’t see it as an official holiday
forced upon them by the authorities (like ours had been on August 23rd)
but as a family celebration.
Henry and Janet suggested we traveled to Ithaca to enjoy a picnic
and the fireworks. We arrived there relatively early, around 6 PM, so we
could find a parking spot and a patch of grass. We passed through the
campus of Cornell University, one of the most famous American
universities. I was amazed by the fields and the well-maintained orchards
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of the Faculty of Agriculture, with indicators showing the type of tree, the
density, etc. Professor Craig Little, a friend of the Steck family (who had
tried to teach Mihai how to fish in 2000) joined us. In an intersection, I
saw a young police officer doing his job in shorts. Once on the campus,
we got to choose a good spot because we had been one of the first ones to
arrive. Everyone had folding chairs, blankets, coolers, sandwiches, beer
cans, cokes, bottles of wine, etc. Each one of them enjoyed what they had
brought from home because there were no places to purchase food or
drinks. The American symbols had become an obsession: I saw them on
napkins, utensils, foam cups, tablecloths, candles, watches, etc. (On the
following day, while attending John Hartsock’s picnic, I was to realize
that even the cake baked for Peter had the colors of the American flag).
Two students were selling handmade fireworks and glow-in-the-dark
bracelets, which were extremely popular with children (Henry purchased
two for Sophie, his little niece). A baseball game was being played on a
small field between the team of Ithaca University and another team. I
watched the game for half an hour, but I couldn’t figure out the rules.
Meanwhile, it had gotten dark; the people were content and were
patiently waiting for the fireworks, holding beer cans or cokes. A fire
brigade with a few firetrucks showed up with a marching band
accompanied by applause. Fireworks in the States were not handled by
the army (like in Romania) but by the firefighters.
After the sky got completely dark, the fireworks lit it up with neon
lights: garlands, beams, flowers, etc. It is said that Leonardo da Vinci used
to organize similar events 500 years prior. Ever since then, that
„ephemeral splendor” (Stelian Tănase) had been perfected more and
more, becoming true art. The Chinese and the Japanese are champions
when it comes to fireworks. The ephemeral spectacle is part of their
philosophy, part of the way they report to the rest of the world. The show
lasted for about 30 minutes. We then gathered our belongings, took them
to the car, and started on the way back. It took a while because we ended
up in a traffic jam. Few had left before the show was over. The police
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officers were directing the traffic with flashlights. We found out from
CNN that the entire day was peaceful all over the country, despite rumors
and threats from terrorist groups. We shouldn’t forget that it was the first
4th of July after the 9/11 tragedy.
(Adevărul de Cluj, Year XIV, no. 3465, July 12th, 2002, p. 5)
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X. Niagara Falls
Thanks to our Afro-American professor, Thomas Mwanika, I had
the chance to revisit Niagara Falls, one of the most spectacular wonders
of nature. After a four-hour drive, we arrived in the town bearing the
name of the famous waterfall. Nothing was changed with one exception.
There was a new sign for tourists saying “I Love New York” that was not
there two years prior.
Niagara Falls was discovered in 1678 by missionary LaSalle, but it
only became a tourist attraction after 1812. Many scholars believe
“Niagara” comes from “onguiaahra”, a Native American word meaning
“water thunder”. Besides, the memory of the local Native American
population is marked by a beautiful statue depicting a native man, located
in Queen Victoria Park near the waterfall. Starting with 1830. Niagara was
considered the “world capital of honeymoons” because in that year, the
brother of Napoleon Bonaparte, Jerome, married a young woman from
Baltimore and visited the waterfall during his honeymoon. Ever since then,
a big part of the 12 million people visiting each year is newlyweds.
Niagara Falls was formed due to a deep oscillation in the Niagara
River, which connects Erie Lake and Ontario Lake on a distance of 35
miles. It’s basically formed from two waterfalls: the American one (also
called Rainbow Falls because of the giant rainbow caused by the mist
when the sky is clear) and the Canadian one. The American waterfall is
around 55 m tall (the size of an 18-story building) and has a width of 320
m; the Canadian one is a bit shorter (51 m tall) but had a greater width
(780 m). The mouth of the waterfall is in a constant state of erosion due
to the speed of the water. Experts believe that 12,000 years ago, Niagara’s
mouth was 11 km downstream from the place it is today. They started
taking measurements in 1950 and concluded the mouth is being eroded
by 1 m every year.
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Niagara Falls is a place for curious people with a taste for
adventure. The first man to have crossed it by walking on a rope was
Great Blondin in 1859 and 1860. He embarked on this risky adventure in
the oddest ways: blindfolded, on a bike, on stilts, pushing a wheelbarrow,
and by carrying his master. In 1876, Maria Spelterina crossed the
waterfall on a rope with two baskets hanging by her feet. In 1901, Anny
Taylor crossed the Canadian portion in a barrel padded with pillows,
with an anvil tied to the bottom of it to ensure the barrel would float on
the waves produced by the fall. Of course, not all of them were lucky, and
many of them lost their lives in the attempt to cross the waterfall.
Niagara Falls is illuminated every night for about three hours by
bright spotlights fixed on the Canadian side. The site is well known for the
yearly Winter Festival of Lights, which always end with a marvelous
firework show and a true orgy of lights. From May until October
(depending on the temperature) you can see small ships called Maid of the
Mist, carrying tourists dressed in blue raincoats before both waterfalls.
Around noon, we decided to eat lunch at Hard Rock Café. The
establishment fully deserves its name. We were greeted by loud rock
music and strong dancing lights right from the entrance. The walls were
covered in framed pictures, records, photographs, song manuscripts,
newspaper, and magazine covers. Right beside the table we chose, we saw
a framed cover of The Star magazine, with Priscilla and Elvis Presley
watching us. A jacket worn by Elvis was displayed in a glass case beside it.
Other glass cases contained Cliff Richard’s jacket, Jerry Lee Lewis’ boots,
and John Lennon’s guitar. Other souvenirs were related to Brian Jones,
Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Jim Morrison, etc. Every item had certificates
and autographs, ensuring their authenticity.
(Adevărul de Cluj, Year XIV, no. 3591, August 13th, 2002, p. 5)
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XI. Professor Dr. Henry Steck, SUNY Cortland (USA): „We have
the moral and professional obligation to build bridges and create
new opportunities for friendship, cooperation, and work”
University Professor Dr. Henry Steck
teaches Political Science at SUNY Cortland.
Dr. Steck is the director for the Central and
Eastern Europe Project at SUNY, and he is
the head of the International Education
Department. Between May 23rd and June
7th, 2001, Dr. Henry Steck visited ClujNapoca, invited by the Journalism
Department from the Faculty of Political,
Administrative
and
Communication
Sciences at „Babeș-Bolyai” University. The
Henry Steck
invitation included hosting several
conferences and taking part in various scientific and cultural activities.
∗
– How did you come up with the idea to build a relationship with
Babeș-Bolyai University?
– A few years ago, together with my colleague, Professor John
Ryder, the dean of SUNY’s Science and Arts Faculty, created a new
project for our university. This is known as the Central and Eastern
Europe Project. After so many years in the Cold War, and after us, the
ones in the West were separated from the nations in Central, Southern,
Eastern Europe, and the Balkans we knew we had the moral and
professional obligation to build bridges and create new opportunities for
friendship, cooperation, and work. It’s one of the strongest convictions of
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our academic community. Knowledge – just like arts and music – should
know no boundaries. Therefore, it was especially important to us to build
relationships with colleagues working for the institutions and universities
in these regions.
Starting with 1994 we got in contact with them, started
collaborations, and built friendships with our colleagues in Central and
Southern Europe. We’re continually active within The Alliance of
Universities for Democracy (AUD), an international organization.
Through it, we created, as we like to say in the US, a „network” of
colleagues and friends. We collaborate with universities from the Czech
Republic and work with colleagues or institutions in Bulgaria, Hungary,
Belarus, and of course, Romania. Also, we started working on an
Association for Education Development and an Exchange program for
university and school professors. We hope to get the attention of young
professors (especially those focused on civic education and democratic
culture) in the United States and everywhere else. Our university had
many guests, including you, Ilie Rad from Babeș-Bolyai University. You
held a course for our students in which you talked about contemporary
and East-European journalism, and you also held several conferences on
the current situation in Romania. All of them were well-received by our
students, and we hope to see more guests from Cluj.
I visited Cluj and Babeș-Bolyai University two years ago, and I was
impressed by the city as well as by its people. My trip was short back then,
and now I returned for a longer stay. I plan several conferences on
American Democracy, the external politics of President Bush, and other
general matters on contemporary American university.
– What information did you have about Romania before 1989?
– This question puts me in a difficult position. Sadly, Americans
knew truly little about Romania and Central and Eastern Europe in
general. We didn’t have a clear picture of Romania under Ceaușescu’s
regime. On one hand, we knew Ceaușescu’s politics followed to break
away from the Soviet Union in 1960-1970, and he chose an independent
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position when it came to international issues, such as the ones in China
and Israel. These were approved of in the USA during the Cold War.
Unfortunately, the Cold War caused everyone to believe that „the enemy
of my enemy is my friend”, and with it came increased tolerance towards
Ceaușescu around 1975.
On the other hand, during the ‘80s Ceaușescu was seen as the worst
of the dictators – next to Enver Hodjea in Albania – especially because of
the stories reaching us from Romania, such as a lack of electricity, heat,
and food, his „systematization” politics, unrealistic architectural plans,
and the power of the National Security. This regime was seen as brutal,
and many believe Mr. And Mrs. Ceaușescu received a fair punishment in
December 1989. However, I believe Americans know too little of
Romania, and sadly, stories and movies about Dracula continue to be
popular in The States.
– What do you think is necessary to help Romania escape the crises?
– A visitor that is here for a few days should be polite, focused, and
respectful, just like a student! The truth is, I’m still learning about
Romanian society. Because Romania had to start from zero, it still has a
long way to go. The country doesn’t have any of the advantages enjoyed
by the Czech Republic, Poland, or Hungary, but it wishes to join the
European Union or NATO, to become part of the West when it comes to
economy and democracy. I’m not the best at economics, but I believe one
thing it would help Romania would be investing in the infrastructure of a
modern economy, one that would be part of the great European
community, no matter if it’s the market economy or the social one, like
Sweden’s. Personally, I believe the market economy has the potential to
become extremely productive if the Romanian Government ensures a
proper setting for the Romanians and their existing business. For this to
happen, you need a favorable climate for external investment, and this
climate includes good infrastructure.
Let me give you an example that I found very frustrating, but
interesting nonetheless, and that’s the fact that TAROM asked me to pay
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for my ticket in lei, and they didn’t accept dollars (which are more stable
from an economic point of view!). TAROM didn’t accept credit card
payments either, but this happened to me twice in Budapest, where my
credit card was accepted in the hotel I was staying in, but not in the train
station. I found that to be very odd. This experience with TAROM was
frustrating, but the check-in operator was truly kind, helped me with
everything I needed, and came with solutions in my favor. All these
sound like minor issues, but they are absolutely necessary to create an
environment that is favorable for foreign investments because those
investments will focus on businesses or tourism. All these issues can be
resolved, but the costs are high, and you need time for that. I admit that I
had worse experiences in some places in Central Europe, but because
Cluj is such an important city it should immediately start to improve in
order to receive investors, students, or foreign visitors.
When it comes to social life, I don’t feel like it’s my place to give an
opinion. In general, it’s not appropriate for an American or any citizen of
the European Union to tell another nation how to build its society, which
is already rich. There is a great need for „social capital” – the trust,
energy, and initiative people need to work with others, no matter if we’re
talking about politics, sports, or hobbies. I kept saying that Romania must
overcome all difficulties and leave the dark years behind, and I know it’s
hard to focus on skills and people’s wishes, and it’s difficult to keep
politicians in check, to get them help or let them succumb to critique.
Of all the revolutions in 1989, the one in Romania was undoubtedly
the most spectacular. The citizens and the students were very brave in
opposing the leader’s weapons – the Army and Security. I saw flowers on
the monuments of the heroes who fought on the 21st and the 22nd of
December in Cluj and I know those brave people stood before
dictatorship. It’s a story that has to be told to every child for a long time.
A citizen that was able to join their martyrs before the guns can also have
patience while culture and democracy get rebuilt.
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– What do you think about Cluj-Napoca?
– Cluj left a very good impression on me. Despite difficulties, it’s a
charming, friendly city, open to spiritual values. I know it has some
difficulties – like any other city. Ethnic tensions and strong national
sentiment are among the unwanted aspects of the life of every
community, and I hope that someday the citizens – starting with the
Government, universities, churches, social groups, intellectuals, workers –
will try to leave all these things behind. I took part in the Ursus Beer
Festival – excellent, with a very festive feel given by the beer, especially
during hot weather and under the scorching sun. I was impressed by the
youth. A lot of them were elegantly dressed, glad to hang out with their
peers, listening to music, having fun, and spending their money on food
and drinks (a sign the economy is going in the right direction, or that
their parents are generous!). Without a doubt, this is not Ceaușecu’s
generation. There are obvious signs of economic growth – new
constructions, such as churches, banks, post offices (but too many cars,
and not enough parking); there are also many computers, ATMs, mobile
phones, and many people who speak fluent English. I was extremely
impressed as a tourist. There are a few spots in the city that are truly
impressive – Horea Street, for example – while other areas seem to want
to escape the burdens of their past. I hope I’ll see Moților Street with a
more modern look for my next visit.
One of the vestiges of the past from before 1945 is the Synagogue on
Horea Street. It’s a noble and beautiful piece of architecture, and it seems
to be a silent memory of the Holocaust in Cluj, as well as a memory of
better times from the life of this fortress. There is another old Synagogue
built downtown (on Croitorilor Street) which was turned into a shop. I
find that to be terribly sad – especially for the Jewish community of Cluj.
Earlier I mentioned the problems with the infrastructure. What is
even more important – and I still must learn more about this – is the
complicated and interesting history of Cluj-Napoca. The history of the
last century, as well as of the previous centuries, is so rich and is reflected
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by its churches, synagogues, people, and architecture. This is a lesson for
all of us.
Finally, Cluj was meant to be the home of wonderful universities.
These are important social institutions that offer so much for the
community. They’re not only centers for education, but also for
instruction, culture, and daring ideas. The social life of the community
could be enriched by the activity of students and professors alike.
Universities are some of the vibrant fundamentals of the community, just
like the thrill of ideas and debate, which are essential on the road to
democracy. Aside from this, it’s always a pleasure to see the students so
young, energetic, and full of life.
(Ilie Rad, Învățământul jurnalistic clujean (1993-2006),
Editura Accent, Cluj-Napoca, 2006, p. 337-342)
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XII. Preface For a Friend’s Book
In the summer of 2000, two very
good friends from America, John Ryder
and Henry Steck (whom I’d met in Prague
a few years prior during a conference held
by the Alliance of Universities for
Democracy) invited me to the State
University of New York College at
Cortland for two months. I won’t insist
upon my fascination with the American
experience (I was just as fascinated as
Mihai who joined me) which became the
John Hartsock
subject of dozens of press articles,
numerous studies, and a book (Ilie Rad, Note de drum din Federația Rusă și
fragmente de jurnal american. Prefață de Mircea Popa, Editura Limes, ClujNapoca, 2007). What I want to say is that right after I arrived at Cortland
University I was given an office in the Department of Communication
Studies by John Ryder, who was the dean of the faculty that had invited me.
In this office I created lifelong friendships with many professors and
employees from the department (or from the University of Cortland) who
had invited me into their homes, or who were going to visit „Babeș Bolyai”
University as simple tourists, then as visiting professors, or participants in
various conferences. Here I want to mention John Ryder, Henry Steck
(with his wife, Janet), Thomas Mwanika, Coralee Burch, Sharon Pesesky
with her husband Bill, and their son Michael.
One of the good friends I made in Cortland is John Hartsock. His
office was next to mine (on the right, the left one belonged to Professor
Kathleen Lawrence from Communication Studies). I remember he came
to me after a few days, introduced himself, and told me in a typically
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American way to „let him know if I needed help”. I didn’t ask for help,
first because I didn’t need anything, second because I was stuck on a
principle I’d taken from Anton Pann’s writings, which had become a life
principle for me: „If you have a sweet friend, try not to eat them whole!”
At one point, John Hartsock moved to Homer, a town 2 miles away
from Cortland University. He had bought a „new old house” if I may
word it like that since Americans love old stuff as representatives of the
„New World”. Of course, that was the perfect opportunity for a party, just
like the back-to-school season, meeting foreign students, or... the
beginning of fall. That’s when I met Linda, John’s wife, and Peter, their
son, the people to whom I dedicate this book. John Hartsock gave us a
tour of the house, then he showed us some sort of coat of arms of their
new home, which stood as proof of the building’s age.
In 2002, I paid another visit to Cortland (shorter, only two weeks
long) to take part in the first international conference held by the digital
magazine (an innovation of those times) UniPlanet (former Dragon
Planet). My short visit coincided with Peter’s birthday, so John invited us
to his birthday party (Tudor, my youngest son accompanied me) where
they had many guests, and not all were from the academic world. I
remember a detail that brought me to tears; one of their guests was a
neighbor who came with his little girl, and John told me her mother had
died in the terrorist attacks from 9/11.
During the two months, I spent at Cortland University I had many
interesting conversations with John Hartsock on various subjects, from
history and politics to education and journalism, or the relationships
between parents and children. John dedicated his book to his parents,
John, and Lydia, which is not something you see a lot in America since
the relationship between parents and children is different from the ones
seen in Europe, as I mentioned in my essay Parents and Children found
in this book. That might be because his parents had emigrated to
America from this part of the world, which helped him understand the
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problems encountered by the former communist nations in central and
Eastern Europe.
Among various courses taught by John, there was one called
Literary Journalism. The subject of literary journalism, as I was to find
out, was also John’s Ph.D. thesis. He gave me copies of some of his texts
that made the body of this course. I was shocked by its name. I belonged
to a new journalism department in Romania where I was studying the
American journalism style, taken as an example by the Europeans, which
said that journalism had to be purely informative, and not blend in with
one’s opinion. I knew the motto of the famous American newspaper, The
New York Times: Facts are sacred, comments are free! So, what was
literary journalism if not the acceptance of subjectivism, thus of opinion
as a journalist?
The problem of objectivity in journalism continued to worry me for
a long time after I returned from the States. In October 2012, within the
Faculty of Journalism from „Babeș-Bolyai University” in Cluj-Napoca I
organized a symposium dedicated to general „objectivity in journalism”,
emphasizing Romanian journalism. The opening speech was given by
Andrei Pleșu, one of the most powerful voices of the contemporary
Romanian public space, and he spoke about Objectivity in Romanian
journalism. The works presented during this event were published the
same year. Even I held a speech in which I explained why Romanian
journalism will never be objective like the American one. In that speech I
mentioned the case of Ovidiu Șimonca, an editor for BBC Romania, who
had resigned, saying: „BBC is the Everest of accuracy and objectivity.
Every press textbook in the world teaches about the anthological ways of
the British. For example, in 1982, during the Malvana Conflict when
England was at war with Argentina, the BBC interviewed an Argentinian
general who said something entirely different from what the official press
in London was saying. The Government was offended; however, BBC
continued its work, offering their public the accurate depiction of a
conflict in which their own army was fighting (I must add that in no news
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reporting from the scene the term „our troops” was used, but they used
„the British troops” instead). This would have never happened in
Romania. Who could imagine during the War of Independence, or
during the two World Wars, a Romanian journalist interviewing a
general from the opposing troops? It is unimaginable!
In the same study, I showed more reasons why Romanian
journalism could never be objective. 1. The first reason is related to our
Latin ancestry. We have Latin blood running through our veins, which is
the definition of passion and couldn’t allow our journalists to be
indifferent towards certain events. 2. In strong relation with this national
characteristic, there is another one: our passion for politics, which is an
exclusively subjective field. I must mention what Mircea Eliade said in his
article Turnul de fildeș (The ivory tower), on March 31st, 1935: „I don’t
believe there’s another country in this world who could consume more
political energy!” 3. Our first journalists (Ion Heliade-Rădulescu, Cezar
Bolliac, Mihail Kogălniceanu, Vasile Alecsandri) were writers at first who
used not only concrete facts but also metaphors and symbols – a sure way
to escape in literature. 4. Because they didn’t have economic
independence, Romanian institutions were subjected to the influence of
political parties, banks, local or central authorities that financed them. Or
you can’t be objective towards those who finance you! 5. To all of these, I
must add superficiality, the lack of proper documentation of many
journalists, following the saying „whatever works”.
Coming back to my experience in the USA, I continued to stay
connected to all my American friends (except Thomas Mwanika, an
Afro-American who had visited my native village, Nandra, and whom I
found out was gravely ill). John Hartsock helped me with proofreading
and editing (like a true philologist) of a complex study (Ilie Rad, The
Intrusion of the Political Factor in the Programs of the Romanian
Television, Before and After the 1989 Revolution, in http://www.vlw.
euvfrankfurto.de/CACES2002/Beitrag_rad.htm). Either way, I was not
surprised when in 2001 he sent me a copy of his book, A History of
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American Literary Journalism: The Emergence of a Modern Narrative
Form (University of Massachusetts Press, 2000) with a beautiful
dedication. I found it very interesting, and I believe it to be useful for the
Romanian cultural space, thus I proposed for it to be translated into
Romanian by the European Institute (I tried to do the same with my
other good friend’s book, John Ryder – Interpreting America: Russian and
Soviet Studies of the History of American Thought – Library of American
Philosophy, Vanderbilt University Press, 1999, but I was rejected by the
publishing house).
Coming back to John Hartsock’s book, I wrote this long
introduction to show the reader why I was honored and thrilled when the
European Institute in Iași, which I have been collaborating with for a long
time, suggested I write a preface for my American friend’s book. This
preface should be seen as anamnesis, as Mircea Eliade calls it because it
helped me relive unique moments in my life from 15 years ago.
This book is structured on six chapters, serving as a flawless model
for scientific texts, with notes, bibliography, and excellent critique,
proving what I always tell my students, that we should never write a
scientific text for ourselves, but for others (in contrast to the literary text,
which is written for ourselves).
The author seems to follow one of Voltaire’s quotes – „If you want
to discuss with me, state your terms!” – when talking about literary
journalism in the first chapter.
So, what is literary journalism? „Literary journalism”, says John
Hartsock, „is a type of «factual» literature because on one hand, it’s close
to fiction – or to whatever we understand when we think of „fiction” –
and on the other hand it claims to reflect reality as „fact”.” We can find a
similar definition in the only Encyclopedic Dictionary for communication
and associated terms, coordinated by Professor Marian Petcu from the
University of Bucharest. Here he defines narrative journalism as a
Romanian synonym for literary journalism: „NARRATIVE JOURNALISM/
NARRATION OF INFORMATION. A branch of journalism that uses an
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array of stylistic methods that are mostly used by writers, not journalists.
In North American journalism, the story has been used since 1880 [...].
The narration doesn’t have to avoid facts, but to give it a higher value by
targeting the reader’s emotions. This style is known as „new journalism”
or „literary journalism” and was used by notable figures, such as Geo
Bogza, Tudor Arghezi, F. Brunea-Fox, N.D. Cocea, etc. This is a
subjective, literary side of journalism, which can be called expressive
journalism, in which emotion is dominant, not the value of information.
The dominating impression, qualifying expressions and adjectives, the
journalist’s own feelings, the description of an event in agreement/
disagreement with what they know, feel, believe, hope, qualifies it as part
of narrative journalism. The interpretation of an event, portrayal, adding
elements of fiction to convince the reader to continue reading are a few of
the other characteristics of narrative journalism.
As a true teacher who knows that examples help the most when
trying to understand an idea, John Hartsock quotes the way in which the
Titanic’s sinking was reflected by the press at the time, which was an
objective narration. The first example: „It was confirmed that Titanic, the
biggest steamship in the world, had sunk after colliding with an iceberg,
and ended up on the bottom of the Atlantic, taking with it over 1400
souls belonging to passengers and crew. The news reached White Star
Line, 9 Broadway, at *, 8 PM last night” (Titanic Sinks).
This is what Thomas Hardy wrote about the same event, but in a
narrative style: Over the mirrors meant/ To glass the opulent/ The seaworm crawls – grotesque, slimed, dumb, indifferent”. John Hartsock's
comment is significant: „While the indifference of objective style sedates
conscience, the indifference of the imaginary sea-worm crawling over
human pride is a call to a reality that can even be considered terrifying.
This is the difference between objective news and literature and
emphasizes the disadvantage of objectification opposed by the journalists
who prefer the narrative-literary form.”
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Another example focuses on a crucial event from the history of the
USA; it’s about the news written by Lawrence A. Gobright from
Associated Press about Abraham Lincoln’s assassination, a news piece
that was published by Horace Greely in The New York Tribune: „The
President was shot in the theater tonight and is perhaps mortally
wounded.” John Hartsock’s comment: „Despite the wording sounding
old-fashioned, from the point of view of contemporary perspective it
remains an early version of the objective and factual style when reporting
the news for multiple reasons. First, Lincoln-the man was objectified as
president, which shadows his identity and the symbol of his humane
subjectivity. Second, he was shot in a common theater, and the fact that
Lincoln was going to die was written at the right time when people would
have been wondering if he was dead or alive? The reader is informed,
however, that possibility was yet to be determined. However, because the
reader was put in a situation when they didn’t have any more questions
to ask, it is implied the answer was going to come from another direction.
The news about Lincoln’s assassination was distilled and abstract so that
it could be presented as an indisputable fact, causing the reader to
wonder if Lincoln was dead or alive. Finally, the reader’s subjectivity was
excluded from imaginative participation. Imagination was completely
paralyzed. (I. R.)
John Hartsock followed three distinctive steps in the history of
literary journalism of the last two centuries (frequently called narrative in
order to separate it from discursive literary journalism), despite being
convinced that „literary journalism was a part of an ancient style, as old
as poetry and drama. In truth, the roots of literary journalism may be
found deeply embedded in time, as early as the classic era – as Western
tradition calls it”.
I. The first era which developed after the Civil War (1861-1865)
had an important milestone in 1890, at the junction of the 20th and the
21st century. A description of those times can result from Dreiser’s
memory: „Looking back to his career as a newspaper reporter, Theodore
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Dreiser remembers the moment he first walked in his office at New York
World: ‘I glanced through the big room as I was nervously waiting, and
on the wall, I noticed small inscriptions at equal distances: Accuracy,
Accuracy, Accuracy! Who? What? Where? When? How? Facts – Colors –
Facts!’ From this wonder, the concept of ‘factual’ writing became, in
1890, a part of the journalistic culture of the era. But this worried Dreiser,
the one who was going to become a romance novelist and freelancing
literary journalist: ‘All the qualities are to be appreciated, however, I don’t
believe is not quite as easy to apply them, as an editor-in-chief or an
executive director might imagine while sitting comfortably at their desks
(Newspaper Day – Days from the office). This is not quite as easy to apply,
shows a bit of revolt against the objective spirit’”.
II. 1930-1940 marked the Great Depression and the negative
outcome of World War II. The author shows that even American
literature and culture after World War I saw the clear separation between
journalism and literature, especially as a result of the two American laws
(The Law of Espionage and The Law Against Anti-Government Activity),
which pushed many journalists to start propaganda against official
politics, despite all the consequences that came with it.
III. The 3rd era was the one between 1960-1970 when the “new
journalism” took shape.
The limits of these periods can be interpreted, but the ones I
mentioned are chosen with precision given by didactic and
methodological research. Things were the same when it came to literary
currents as well, and it was not by chance that G. Călinescu, in his essay
on Classicism, Romanticism, Baroc while analyzing the boundaries
between these currents said: “In reality, there’s no pure, classic, or
romantic artistic phenomenon. […] Classicism and Romanticism are two
ideal types, but that don’t exist in a genuine state, detectable only in
analyzes.”
While wondering which were the factors that determined the birth
of literary journalism, the author rightly considers that one of the causes
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was the ascension of objective journalism. Thus, “the New York
newspapers of those times allowed the use of a personal style easier than
they do today, but not when it came to the way in which the articles were
signed, but regarding individual expression, the truth of the subject, and
less rigidity when it came to news grid. Picturesque interviews with odd
characters, with vaudeville actresses, with the ones wandering through
the city, subjects that were not necessarily considered ‘relevant’ – many
images showing the characters and the life of the city – had a chance to be
published in the newspapers”. One of the authors who was quoted often
in this book, Thomas B. Connery, “admits to the existence of a type of
literature in 1890 which accepts the role of subjectivity in practice. ‘A
story related to literary journalism is not only given by the account and
the report, but by the interpretation as well. It’s given by subjective details
and impressions that shouldn’t be accepted by journalistic standards
while recounting a story, and that’s why they were placed outside the
institutionalized press’”.
Considering the birth of literary journalism took place three
decades after the Civil War, another cause for the evolution of these new
forms of expression could have been given by the memory of war. Here I
want to give another example from Romanian literature.
In a very exciting essay, Literature generated by war, published at
the end of World War I in Sburătorul magazine, the critic Eugen
Lovinescu wrote: “before anything, war is one of the most important
sources for epic inspiration. Thus, it generates beauty […]. It’s hard to
believe war literature will ever end, as it just began. War will be fruitful
many years from now. A rich war literature will rise in the civilized
world. Even if we won’t have our own Iliad, we’ll have works of art
nonetheless, in which the odyssey of the two years of war will be set in
eternity”. The same thing happened in Romanian literature, and some of
these Romanian masterpieces are: Camil Petrescu, Ultima noapte de
dragoste, întâia noapte de război (The last night of love, the first night of
war); Liviu Rebreanu, Pădurea spânzuraților (Forest of the Hanged);
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Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu, Balaurul (The Dragon); Cezar Petrescu,
Întunecare (Twilight), etc. It’s interesting to see the same idea expressed
by American Gerald Stanley Lee, quoted by John Hartsock: “In an article
in the Atlantic, Gerald Stanley Lee said: ‘It’s the reporter’s mission to
reflect the day’s events in the newspaper, to create a piece of news by the
end of the day. It’s the mission of a poet-reporter to turn the daily news
into something for eternity, and to write in such a way, that no dusk
could ever cast a shadow over it again.’”
Therefore, it’s possible that literary-narrative journalism became
part of the rich American literature as a result of the Civil War between
1861-1865 (George Pomutz, an American general with Romanian
origins, took part in it). The great individual tragedies couldn’t be
expressed by objective pieces of news, which were cold, lacking humanity
and sensibility. (Regarding the Civil War, in the book I found the
explanation for the birth of the inverted pyramid, one of the main topics
in journalism textbooks: ‘It came to exist because the correspondents
were not always sure their whole message would find a way to travel
through the broken telegraph system, so they tried to make sure the
essential could reach its destination, even though details might be lost.’)
The third factor that contributed to the evolution of literarynarrative journalism was also related to the war. Many Romanian writers
and journalists were not true when presenting the war, portraying only
heroism. This is what Camil Petrescu, a soldier who fought in World War
I, wrote in his essay Mare emoție în lumea prozatorilor de război (The
great emotion in the world of war writers): “All the literary works that
overflow with heroism are fake. The patriotic songs are fake, the marches
in the rhythm of drums and trumpets are fake.
We didn’t attack after speeches, and the soldiers never cheered
when they received the order to attack. Apologetic literature is a
mystification. […]. Fire and blood orgies are fantasy, the mountains of
dead bodies didn’t exist, the famous trench with bayonets in Verdun
didn’t exist. In war, there are no rivers of blood. There are no bayonet
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fights (read exactly: doesn’t exist, in the flow of history there were no
bayonet fights)”.
Thus, the oscillation between false literature and dry, objective
presentation of events could have generated that new form of expression,
as the author says, called literary-narrative journalism.
There was a spike in the use of literary journalism at the end of the
19th century, and its essential characteristic was the narration. This form
of expression was not sufficiently researched from a scientific point of
view, even though, in the last few decades, the interest for the sphere of
human spirit increased significantly, a fact proven by the arrival of the
Non-fiction Creativity magazine in the US, and the Foundation for
Nonfiction Creativity. As with any other traditional journalistic style,
literary journalism branched into a few other subgenres, such as personal
essays, travel notes (journal), memoirs, biographies, autobiographies, etc.
Even more, the author speaks of the nonfiction novel, giving a famous
example: In Cold Blood, by Truman Capote, published in 1965. The novel
is based on the assassination of Herbert Clutter, a rich farmer in
Holcomb, Kansas together with his wife and children; the author took a
long time to complete this nonfictional novel, especially the documentary
part for which he needed over six years of research.
I was surprised John Hartsock didn’t give another example close to
his home, the novel An American Tragedy, by Theodore Dreiser, the
events in the story taking place in Cortland. The plot describes events and
places that left their imprint at every step in Cortland: the homes of the
main characters, the former factory where they worked, the churches they
attended, etc.). Another useful example is Adirondack Tragedy. The
Gillette Murder Case of 1906 (revised edition), by Joseph W. Brownell
and Patricia Wawrzaszek Enos, Joseph Brownell, Cortland NY 13045,
1998, that mentions Dreiser as a “detail fanatic” (p. 163). More than that,
the similarity between the real people and the characters in the novel was
so astounding, that some people accused Dreiser of plagiarism for
supposedly ad litteram transcribing the trial documents, which were
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extraordinarily rich in detail (the appeal by itself was 3000 pages in three
volumes). In my book, From Moscow to New York (De la Moscova la New
York), I widely presented Dreiser’s connection to Cortland, I sat down for
an interview with Professor Joseph Brownell, I reviewed his book, I
published my epistolary dialogue with Bruce Tyler, Cortland’s mayor in
which we discussed his suggestion to raise a statue of Dreiser, etc. It’s true
that Dreiser, a man dedicated to literary journalism, was mentioned
together with the novel Sister Carrie.
I didn’t insist too much on other chapters of the book, such as The
precursors of literary journalism or the reports between literary
journalism, sensational journalism, and investigation journalism (with
interesting dialogues on Jack London’s book, The People of the Abyss,
1903, about trying to see if it represents narrative journalism or one of the
other two). In the chapter entitled “Critical marginalization of American
literary journalism”, the author regrets the fact that this style of
journalism was ignored for a long time by the critical American
conscience. To console him, I’d like to tell him that in Romanian culture
many linguists simply negated the existence of journalistic style
(including the literary one). After the fall of the wall, starting with the last
decade of the past century, journalism branched into various species
(interview, reporting, investigation, editorial, etc.), thus it’s impossible to
ignore this particular style (not to mention the fact that, at the same time,
academic teaching of journalism evolved significantly – at the present
times there are around 24 departments of journalism in Romania).
Despite using the previous research on this topic (Thomas B.
Connery, Kevin Kerrane, Edwin H. Ford, Ben Yagoda, and others), John
Hartsock honestly admits to not being able to write an extended history
of literary journalism, due to the abundance of materials which had to be
researched, but that doesn’t mean his exegesis is not the richest one yet. It
includes rich quotes, not just from books, but also straight from
newspapers, critical and cultural references (from Plato and Aristotle,
continuing with Dostoevsky, Jack London, Daniel Defoe, Theodore
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Dreiser, Tolstoy, Cehov, Thomas Hardy, Ernst Hemingway, even Mikhail
Bakhtin, Truman Capote, John Don Passos, Norman Mailer, and many
others) turn John Hartsock’s book into a very solid work, which cannot
be neglected by the researchers.
The History of American Literary Journalism is a book, like the
author says, “meant for a wide circle of readers. First, I dedicate it to
English students and professors, journalism professors, to those studying
mass-media communications, or those studying American culture, and
wish to start their own research on understanding this form of expression
– no matter how imperfect the historical research in this book is.” At the
same time, through this new book, Romanian readers are familiarized
with the great names of American journalism. Finally, it can be seen as a
push for Romanian researchers to write similar works on Romanian
culture and literature.
I honestly hope this work, as Lucian Blaga said, to create a catalytic
influence in our cultural space (in the opinion of the Romanian
philosopher, the French influence on the Romanian culture shaped it,
while the German influence was catalytic, meaning an influence that
started a process of self-discovery, not one of imitation.)
John C. Hartsock, O istorie a jurnalismului american. Nașterea
formelor de narațiune modernă (A History of American Literary
Journalism: The Emergence of a Modern Narrative Form). Translated by
Andra Andrei, Ioana Laura Bida, Oana Sîrbu, Dan Stoica. [Foreword by
Ilie Rad], Institutul European, Iași, 2015, p. I-XIV.
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XIII. Profesor Thomas Mwanika, PhD, SUNY Cortland (USA):
“I believe the Romanian society is fascinating, and its people are
true human beings, brimming with love”
Professor Thomas Mwanika visited ClujNapoca between 15-25 May 2002. He was a guest
of the Journalism Department from the Faculty
of Political and Administrative Sciences. Prof.
Thomas Mwanika teaches Context in professional journalism at State University of New York
College at Cortland in the USA.
He was born in Uganda in 1945 and
relocated to the USA in 1971. He obtained his
Ph. D. from the Michigan State University, and
he is currently a tenured professor at SUNY
Cortland, in the Department of Communication
Sciences. The subject he teaches includes intercultural and interpersonal
communication, semiotics, critical thinking, public relations,
technological communication, etc.
*
– Dear Tom, for start I’d like to find out what you knew about
Romania before coming here?
– Before visiting the country, I knew that Romania was in Eastern
Europe and its capital was Bucharest. I also knew about the revolution in
December 1989 which took down communism, and with it, the
communist leader, Nicolae Ceaușescu. It now has a free-market economy
and enjoys the freedom of speech and freedom of the press. Romania is
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well-known in the world for its gymnastics and artistic ice skating. Nadia
Comăneci is one of the most renowned athletes in the world.
– You already held several courses and lectures with our students.
What did you think about them?
– My impressions of the Romanian students are limited to the
second-year ones from the Journalism Department at the “Babeș-Bolyai”
University. I had a direct experience with them during the course I teach
here. Generally, I found them to be very focused, hard-working, and
curious. Many asked me clear and precise questions, which might have
been a direct result of me encouraging them to ask questions. For
example, I told them an African saying in the first course – Kuuliza si
Ujinga (It’s not foolish to ask). Most of these students were active
participants in the discussions, using their personal and professional
experience to solve problems. More than that, many of them would stay
after class to talk to me, and to ask me various questions.
Another thing that greatly impressed me is the respect they show
towards older professors. For example, most students are already seated
before I enter the hall. They’re very punctual. A few of them arrive later
but always apologize by saying “I’m sorry I’m late. May I join the class?”
This apology is often accompanied by bowing their heads before the
professor that came in before them. Another detail that impressed me is
that these students continue to sit after the class is over, somehow
awaiting the professor to dismiss them. Occasionally, some students even
asked me if they were allowed to leave.
Another show of great respect for professors which simply amazed
me happened in a slightly different context. The day after my arrival, I
joined, as you know, the book launch of Professor Liviu Petru Zăpârțan,
International Relations, a presentation for the academic community of
the Faculty of Political and Administrative Sciences. All the seats were
taken when we arrived. A group of around twelve female students gave
their seats to the professors that were standing up, me included.
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Finally, I was impressed by how these students are dressed in my
class, and others I saw in the halls. All students wear clean clothes, and
they don’t reveal too much; they’re elegant and decent. At one point I
noticed a student taking his hat off before coming in.
– What is your opinion on Romanian society and Romanians?
– My opinion is limited by the people I encountered in ClujNapoca. Right from the start, I noticed the city is very clean, with forests
in its vicinity and much vegetation around. I saw people that care about
their surroundings. Second, the city is open and free. Even though
English is hard for some, people are excited about talking to foreigners
and learning new things. Everyone I met was friendly and generous. Also,
I noticed the people in Cluj are very informed about their history, as well
as the history of other countries, and world events.
– Would you like to return to Romania?
– I like what I saw and heard in Romania during my short visit
here. I believe the Romanian society is fascinating, and its people are true
human beings, brimming with love. I love Romania, and I especially love
Cluj. I would come back here anytime, and I intend to do it again in the
near future. I would love to own a home in Romania!
This interview was conducted by Ilie Rad
(Adevărul de Cluj, May, 24, 2002, p. 4)
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I. A New Journey to America
I was in America twice: in 2000 and 2002, each of the two journeys
being undertaken for academic purposes: in 2000, I taught a course on
The contemporary Est-European Journalism at the State University of
New York (SUNY) Cortland, in 2002 I took part in a 2-week
international conference organized by UniPlanet, which is one of the first
student e-publications in the world.
There was also a third journey and this was undertaken in the
period of time August 28th – September 14th 2018. I went there again to
release my book From Moscow to New York (Limes Publishing House,
Cluj-Napoca, 2007), a book which consists mainly of articles about SUNY
Cortland, a prominent higher education institution which is part of the
university network State University of New York (including 16 such
universities). The organizers told me this was the only book released
abroad about Cortland and SUNY Cortland, and the release was to be
included in a series of events celebrating 150 years since the foundation of
the university.
The journey started off on the wrong foot, I could say. When we
arrived at “Avram Iancu” International Airport in Cluj-Napoca, we were
told the flight had been cancelled. The representatives of Lufthansa
Airline did their best to get us aboard different flights. We flew to Athens
with a Greek airline, Aegeana Air, and travelled with Delta Air from
there. We found ourselves in front of a huge aircraft, comprising of over
200 seats, as I was about to find out aboard. I’m just wondering, like
Mircea Zaciu did in his book (was it in the volume Territories?), how
could this giant take off carrying so many people and tens of tons of
suitcases? Surprisingly enough, my question was not answered by a
physicist, as expected, but by a writer, Petru Popescu. In the book The
Return, he writes: “I had explained to Iris many times Bernoulli’s
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principle according to which the air flowing past an aircraft’s wings will
generate a higher pressure below and a lower pressure above, thus
pushing the aircraft upwards. Consequently, as long as these nags called
engines keep on spinning, the plane flies as steady as a coach chugging off
safely on the narrow tracks, along with the higher or lower cold or warm
air currents” (according to Petru Popescu, The Return. Translated from
English by Magdalena Popescu, Smaranda Bedrosian, Nemira Publishing
House, Bucharest, 2001, page 218).
Back to my book, they obviously grouped it in the category of
books released abroad, because there are many other books written about
Cortland and SUNY Cortland. I have to mention the impressive
monograph written by professor Leonard F. Ralston, Cortland College.
An Illustrated History, Alumni Association of Cortland College,
Cortland, New York, 1991, which was offered to me by the president of
the University, professor Erik Bitterbaum, Ph.D., who had granted me a
formal audience and subsequently took part in the release of my book.
Being for the third time in New York City, I revisited sights I was
familiar with from my previous journeys: Empire State Building, the
Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island, Central Park, Time Square, as well as
new places of interests: Madame Tussauds, Brâncuşi exhibition, Museum
of Modern Art (MoMA), Trump Tower, Top of the Rock and others.
Furthermore, we did some sightseeing in the area Finger Lakes. (Later on,
I saw a brochure with a frightening title: 50 places to visit in New York
City before you die, but Mihai reassured me there were many other
similar titles: 100 books to read before you die; 100 places to eat in New
York City before you die; 1000 things to do in New York City before you die
etc. Why not “during your life”? Could this be a more powerful wakeup
call? Who knows?!).
I made the most of my third visit in America to write new articles
which I will add to the ones already published in 2000 and 2002. They will be
included in the second edition of the book published in 2007, and will be
exclusively dedicated to the American space, titled America from Cortland.
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Though it is for now just a provisional title, I think it is a good
choice for at least two reasons: firstly, America is so large and so diverse,
it is basically a world made up from other worlds, that I would sound
conceited to say I have really and wholly known America.
I will quote G. Călinescu who wrote in the Foreword of his book I
saw New China: “The time spent in New China made us conscious of the
immense reality unravelling before our eyes and of how unprepared we
were to profoundly and accurately embrace it. At last, I came to the
comforting conclusion that he who saw China, no matter how short their
stay was, is more capable to understand it than those who have never seen
it (my note). We came back richer in spirit and with feelings of
admiration for the Chinese people and their leaders.”
Professor Henry Steck (I owe him and former dean of the School of
Arts and Sciences at SUNY Cortland, John Ryder, my first visit at
Cortland), suggested my second argument for the title. Quoting a
professor from Serbia, he said: “New York City is New York City, but
Cortland is America!”
I also took into consideration the translation of my diary into
English, as many American friends told me they would be keen to read
my book in English after the release.
Throughout my stay in America, I emailed with my family and
friends back home. They informed me on the release of three books in
Cluj-Napoca, which they had seen before I had the chance to see: the
great almost 1000-page edition Ion Agârbiceanu, Clerical articles (19031945). Edition maintained, notes and comments by Ilie Rad. Foreword by
Stelian Tofană, Ph.D., Tribuna Publishing House, Cluj-Napoca, 2018;
Aron Pumnul (1818-1886). Increased number of copies of the second
reviewed and supplemented edition (2016), to mark the bicentenary of
Aron Pumnul’s birth (1818) and the centenary of the Great Union Day.
Foreword by V. Fanache, Şcoala Ardeleană Publishing House, ClujNapoca, 2018; Francophone thoughts. The receipt of Horia Bădescu’s work
in the francophone cultural space. Edition maintained, foreword, note and
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index by Ilie Rad. Argument and text translation from French by Horia
Bădescu, Şcoala Ardeleană Publishing House, Cluj-Napoca, 2018. Mrs.
Mihaela Ursa emailed me to let me know the anniversary volume Vasile
Voia, on the occasion of his 80th birthday, had already been published, the
release being scheduled for October the 9th. The book contains an
amazing interview with professor Vasile Voia. Last but not least, I also
read online that România literară had dedicated a full page (with the
photo of marshal Mackensen) to my article Alba Iulia National Assembly
(1918) and marshal von Mackensen (year L, no. 41, September 14th 2018,
page 4). I had another editorial surprise: Mrs. Monica Grosu published in
Tribuna (year XVII, no. 384, September 1-15, 2018, page 6) Memory
exercises, an unexpectedly lovely and comprehensive review (full page
and cover) for my latest book Wandering through my Country (19952017), Presa Universitară Clujeană Publishing House, Cluj-Napoca, 2017.
During my stay in America, my heart was not only filled with joy,
but also with sadness because, quoting my friend, author Ştefan J. Fay,
“no joy can be undivided/complete”.
Alongside Henry and Alex, we went to the cemetery located by the
campus and took two bunches of flowers as a respectful homage to Janet
Steck (1936-2016), who was as a loving and caring mother for me and my
sons in our previous visits.
I then heard the sad news that the spirited professor Coralee Burch,
my department colleague in 2000, who I had visited in 2002, at Cascata
Vinery, where she used to live, had died in June 2018, at the age of 75. I
knew then why she would not reply to our emails!
Some colleagues told me that professor Thomas Mwanika, teaching
at the Department of Communications, would have passed away after a
stroke, however I visited him in a rehabilitation and care center. He
recognized us and we chatted.
Both Coralee and Tom came and held lectures and taught courses
at my faculty, all much appreciated by the students. They also visited my
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home village and Tom was probably the first and the last Afro-American
visiting my home village, Nandra, pleasing my parents for the honor.
However nice being away it might be, I start to miss home at some
point. Every time I travel, I take with me a memorable book that I can read
in airports and on planes, hoping it could act like an umbilical cord
connecting me to my Country. This particular time I took the novel
Luntrea lui Caron. Edition maintained and text: Dorli Blaga and Mircea
Vasilescu. Note on the edition: Dorli Blaga. Afterword: Mircea Vasilescu
(Humanitas, Bucharest, 1990); I will add many quotations in my articles.
This is what Blaga wrote about missing one’s country: “In the years I lived
away / abroad, at a time when I felt extremely lonely and introverted, I
overwhelmingly missed my country. To me, my country was landscapes
and memories, the language and history, the blood and spirit of a group of
people, all going way back to the same roots.” (ed. cit., page 201).
While in America, my mind was obsessively set on the words of our
great mentor Mircea Zaciu (he was given homage in Cluj-Napoca in
August, when he would have turned 90, and his book Ca o imensă scenă,
Transilvania… (As an immense scene, Transylvania…) was republished…
Second edition. Foreword by Ion Pop, Şcoala Ardeleană Publishing
House, Cluj-Napoca, 2018; Radu Zaciu, his son, was present at the event)
ending his brilliant book Territories: “My mental space is not here, a
Romanian Time awaits me home, that time flows differently, has a
different rhythm and is closer to eternity.”
*
I do not want to copy the American authors, who have an
“acknowledgments” page for every book they write, but I feel like I
should express my deepest gratitude towards all those who got involved
in one way or another in organizing our program at SUNY Cortland (I
said “our” because I was joined by my wife, Doina Rad): first of all, I
would love to show my appreciation to professor Alexandru Balaş, Ph.D.
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(originally from Romania), professor of international studies, director of
“James M. Clark” Center for Global Engagement and coordinator of the
Program for International Studies, who had the idea to invite me at
SUNY Cortland to launch my book; I also thank his wife Trasy Marvin,
Ph.D. They both treated us like family, making us feel we’d known each
other for a lifetime; I thank Codruţa Temple, Ph.D., originally from ClujNapoca, head of the Department of Modern Languages at SUNY
Cortland, and her husband, Charles Temple, Ph.D., professor at “Hobart
and William Smith Colleges”, originally from, Geneva, New York state,
who offered us three unforgettable days in the charming region Finger
Lakes; Sue Pettitt, secretary of “James M. Clark” Center, for
professionally helping us sort out some administrative issues; professor
Henry Steck, Ph.D., professor Samuel Kelly, Ph.D., professor John
Hartsock, Ph.D., professor Craig Little, Ph.D., to Sharon and Bill
Pesesky and to everyone from SUNY Cortland, with whom we spent nice
moments and had lovely chats and who would take us in their cars where
we wished to go.
Last but not least, I would like to thank professor Erik Bitterbaum,
Ph.D., president of SUNY Cortland, a renowned biologist, for all the
support he offered us. I’m thinking of asking him to do an interview.
I am deeply indebted to everyone and, as I have already told them
in person, my only fear is I should not break one of my life-lasting
principle, which I learnt from Anton Pann’s writings: When you have
friend made of honey, do not try to eat him all up!”
(FlAP, Year XIX, no. 38 (866), September, 21-27, 2019, p. 13)
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II. A Visit to the National September 11 Memorial & Museum
No tourist visiting New York should omit to visit the National
September 11 Memorial and Museum (9/11 Memorial & Museum for
short). It’s an important attraction dedicated to those who lost their lives
in the terrorist attacks against the Twin Towers in New York City, the
Pentagon, and the plane that crashed in Pennsylvania, a plane that was
meant to destroy the White House on that fatidic day of September 11th,
2001. To all those victims, we must add the ones dead in the explosion
from the lower ground floor of the towers from February 26th, 1993. It’s a
homage brought to all those who lost their lives in the attacks (workers,
tourists, but also firemen and people who died trying to save others.)
That day saw the loss of 2977 human lives, and six losses on the 26th of
February 1993, so 2983 in total.
The surface of the Memorial is 2,5 hectares, including the two huge
holes (fountains) that mark the outline of the foundations of the two
towers, 400 trees, the museum, and Tower Nr. I (Freedom Tower) which
became the tallest building in the USA (541 meters, compared to Empire
State Building that stands only 381 meters tall.)
The guides say that in order to capitalize on the space left over after
the towers collapsed, they launched a contest, and received 5,201 projects
from 63 countries (probably from Romania as well). In 2004, a jury made
of 13 people, chose as winning entry the project called Reflecting Absence,
by architect Michael Arad and landscaper Peter Walker. The holes
(fountains) dug on the outline of the foundations of the twin towers are
symbols of absence (hence the title of the project) of all those whose lives
had been lost. Architect Michael Arad said: “What I tried to accomplish
here was to bring people to that moment of introspection, to that edge of
the great emptiness filled with water, so they could reflect upon the
events that took place on that day. I believe these moments will be
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personal for each one of those visiting the memorial. Each individual will
have a different reaction. There’s no single infallible or universal way to
understand what happened then. But what we built here could be
compared to a moment of absolute silence. The way we chose to use that
moment of silence is unique to each of us.”
Over all the walls of the two fountains flows a waterfall that goes 10
meters deep (I saw a similar wall at Trump Tower, but also at Dali
Exhibition in Australia, places I wrote about on other occasions.) Either
way, the sound produced by the waterfall is enough to silence the noise of
the city, somehow urging the visitors to take a moment of recollection.
The perimeter of these fountains is marked by many bronze plates that
are engraved with the names of all 2983 victims. The names are hollow,
so the visitors can see the flowing water through them, the effect is
intensified at night. Because I didn’t get to see the memorial at night, I’ll
quote a fragment from Cristina Dobrin’s article: “The names are cut in
the bronze plates, allowing visitors to see the water through the outline of
the letters, and at night, the spotlights installed in the fountains create
beams of light that go through the hollow of each letter.” (https://acum.
tv/articol/45983, as it was on the 16th of December 2018).
The names of the employees, visitors, passengers, and crew members
of the four crashed planes are set before each of the names of the planes:
Airlines Flight 1, which crashed into the North Tower; United Airlines
Flight 175, that crashed into the South Tower; United Airlines Flight 93,
that crashed in Shanksville, Pennsylvania, and American Airlines Flight 77
that hit the Pentagon. So: N. Tower, S. Tower, Pentagon, Flight 1, Flight 93,
Flight 175, Flight 77, to which they added the names of the emergency
responders and the victims from the 26th of February 1993 (who died in the
bombing). The employees of various companies can be found under the
names of the company they worked for, and the firemen are listed in
accordance with the unit they were part of.
The list contains the names of 11 pregnant women who died at that
time (ten in 2001, and one in 1993), with the mention “and her unborn child”.
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On the surface of the memorial, the authorities planted over 400
trees, but one that catches the eye is the Survivor Tree. It was planted in
the ‘70s at the base of the Twin Towers, and it burned almost completely,
however, when it was pulled from under the debris it still had one branch
that was unharmed. With the help of those from the New York City
Department of Parks and Recreation the tree was saved and replanted in
the memorial, in December 2010, as a symbol of rebirth, and continuity
of life. It’s cared for with devotion, just like Eminescu’s Linden Tree from
Copou Park in Iași. The memorial was inaugurated on September 11,
2011, exactly ten years after the terrorist attacks, in the presence of the
mayor, Michael Bloomberg, President Barack Obama, and other political
and cultural personalities.
Obviously, the memorial was the target of critiques and
controversies. There was a revolt caused by the fact that a ticket used to
cost $28, a price defended by the authorities, claiming they need the
money to sustain the memorial. However, the price was changed later to
a symbolic one of $2, but the families and friends of the victims are
always admitted for free. Another controversy was started by a flyer
about the memorial, which was printed in ten languages but didn’t
include Arabic. Following several civil suits and protests, the flyer was
printed in Arabic as well, the language of the terrorist who had crashed
the four planes.
I must mention that while I was visiting the USA on September 11,
2018, I saw the memorial ceremonies from Shanksville on CNN, the town
where Flight 93 crashed (which was also the subject of the movie called United
93). President Donald Trump was present at the ceremony. I must admit that
his speech was excellent, from his heart, and he didn’t even use notes.
An important part of the memorial is the Museum (which instantly
reminded me of Yad Vashem Museum, the Holocaust Museum in
Jerusalem). It displays over 40,000 pictures, 14,000 artifacts, magnetic
tapes, and videotapes with around 3,500 hours of audio recordings, and
over 500 hours of video recording, pieces of the planes that crashed into
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the towers, but also several metallic fragments from the structure of the
destroyed towers.
The perimeter of the memorial contains One World Trade Center,
a group of seven buildings, the tallest one being Freedom Tower. The
groundbreaking design of Freedom Tower -says the guide- was created
by architect David Childs, and it was chosen especially because it was
designed to withstand possible terrorist attacks, thus indestructible. Its
pointy shape represents the rebirth of the American nation after 9/11.”
I didn’t visit the inside of the tower, but I know the top floor offers
a panoramic view of the memorial, and of the whole island of Manhattan.
It’s worthy to note that the tower is 541,3 m tall, 546,2 m if we consider
the antenna at the top, and so far, it’s the tallest building in the US. This
performance was reached not just to prove America’s strength to the
terrorists, but also, its thirst for self-improvement and regeneration.
Romanians also have this collective mentality. Our song, The stone bridge
has collapsed, says: We will raise another down the river’s stream/ One
that is more sturdy, pretty, and pristine. I mentioned this song also
because Americans are obsessed with the word “big”, an obsession only
the Russians had. Besides, Petru Comarnescu talked about their
obsession with everything “big” in Chipurile și priveliștile Americii (The
Faces and Sights of America), about their thirst for breaking their own
records, and superhuman power, which is unnatural from my point of
view – like Ancient Greece that jealous France used to laugh at until
recently. I remember an example given by Andre Siegfried. The
Americans’ craze to declare everything “big” went so far as to declare a
small town – Fargo I believe – as “the biggest little city in the world”
(Comarnescu, op. cit., p. 84).
A few words about World Trade Center Station near the memorial
meant as a railway and subway node, which was built underground on
four levels. The roof was designed, just like the rest of the station, by the
famous Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava, a son of Valencia (where he
built the City of Arts and Sciences), famous for his original creations that
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are mostly white (bridges, buildings, etc.). In his view, the roof of the
station symbolizes “a dove taking flight from a child’s hand”, which
connects it with the message of the whole memorial. I found out the roof
was designed to be flexible, collapsible, to allow more sunlight and
ventilation in a closed space, but in the end, they gave that idea up
because of the high costs.
(FlAP, year XVIII, nr. 50 (878), 21-31 December 2018, p. 4)
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III. The Brâncuși Exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA)
in New York
Shortly before I knew I was going to visit America, I read an
excellent article in Tribuna magazine, written by Doina Uricariu about
the Brâncuși Exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New
York. I didn’t think too much about the article, but now I realize again
how right Lucian Blaga was when he said in Luntrea lui Caron (Caron’s
Boat): „It’s almost unbelievable how a simple event that doesn’t seem to
have a special significance, can in time earn the power of a symbol, that
merges, as in a vision, with the whole history” (Luntrea lui Caron, novel,
1990, p. 90). „The power of a symbol” is given in this case by the fact that
a few months later I was bound to visit the exhibit described by Doina
Uricariu in Tribuna magazine, an article I read again, but with another
state of mind.
I know that Brâncuși is one of the greatest sculptors that ever lived,
and he revolutionized modern sculpture, however, my taste leans towards
classic sculpture, and among Romanian artists, I prefer Ion Jalea, Romul
Ladea, Ion Vlasiu, etc. However, it would have been a pity to miss out on
visiting the exhibit in New York, so we went.
It was quite easy to find the museum on 11 West 53rd Street with a
map. (Besides, you can’t really get lost in New York, due to the fact all
streets are perpendicular with each other, and they don’t have names –
with a few exceptions –, but numbers which are strongly indicated at
every corner.) The museum was established in 1929 and contains a hall
with sculptures and more halls with approximately 150,000 paintings.
An Afro-American girl from the Information office told us she could
sell us tickets, but starting at 4 PM admission was free because it was the
„Night at the Museum”, an initiative also adopted by Romania. Of course,
we were delighted about that, despite having to wait three more hours to
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get in. After waiting for two hours in the hall, we saw many people in a line
on a nearby street, but we didn’t know what they were waiting for. Shortly
before the event started, we realized the line was for admission at the
museum. We took our place in line, wondering what we were going to do
in the sea of people, but we were lucky. The Brâncuși exhibit was in the
first hall, and most visitors walked past it, interested in other halls.
At the entrance in the hall hosting Brâncuși’s artworks, a
documentary about the Romanian sculptor was being projected on a wall.
It was dated 1931-1939 and “compiled” in 2018. We saw a few images
with the art ensemble in Târgu Jiu, and images from his workshop in
Paris with a major surprise: Maria Tănase dancing on her music among
the artist’s works!
In the next room, a small glass case was displaying several
documents related to Brâncuși: a catalog thick as a tome about the exhibit
in 1913 where Brâncuși had been present; a letter sent by Margit Pogany
to Alfred H. Barr, the director of the museum, which was dated 12th of
March 1952. (I must make a side note. It’s said that Brâncuși met the
Hungarian painter Margit Pogany around 1909 and asked her to pose for
a bust. “I posed for him several times,” remembered Margit Pogany.
“Every single time, he started and finished every bust in clay. Each one of
them was beautiful and very lifelike. I asked him to keep every piece at
the end, but he burst out laughing and threw the bust back in the crate of
clay at the back of his workshop, to my great disappointment.” Margit
Pogany wrote about the impression a head sculpted in marble had given
her when she discovered it in his workshop. “I realized I was looking at
myself, even though the head didn’t have any of my features. The eyes
were all there was to it. However, I glanced at Brâncuși and noticed he
was studying me quietly while talking to his friends. He was very pleased
that I had managed to recognize me in his work.” (http://bazavan.ro/
tag/margit-pogany, as it was on the 25th of November 2018). Brâncuși
created over 19 artworks entitled “Miss Pogany” within 20 years. In 1913,
he displayed one of them in The United States, and he was remarkably
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successful. After World War I, Margit Pogany moved to Australia. Until
1937 they stayed connected, but I don’t believe their letters have ever
been published). In the glass case I also saw a handwritten note belonging
to Marcel Duchamp about Măiastra; a postcard printed by the
International Exhibition of Modern Art (Armory Show) for the exhibit in
1927, pages of Brâncuși’s complaint against the American customs
officers who considered his Bird in Space was not a work of art, but a
manufactured product (“commercial wares”), thus they refused to waive
his taxes because it didn’t look like a bird, placing it in the “kitchen
utensils and hospital supplies” category. You can find more information
about this in Brâncuși împotriva Statelor Unite (The Case of Constantin
Brancusi vs. the United States of America), translated by Petru
Comarnescu, Editura Dacia, Cluj-Napoca, 1971.
I then read the names of the institutions that contributed to the
exhibit: some were from France; others were from America. No Romanian
institution was involved in preparing the exhibit for the public. I wonder if
the organizers avoided Romania’s contribution on purpose.
We walked into the hall to see the actual works of art. I heard
people speaking Romanian there. I guess people miss Romania, and
they’re proud of their nationality. At one point I thought I spotted Dorin
Tudoran, the Romanian writer who had found a new home in the US,
and whom I corresponded with by letter when he launched Biografia
debuturilor (Editura Junimea, Iași, 1978), but I was not entirely sure if it
was him, so I didn’t start a conversation.
I saw the first version of Coloana (The Column) sculpted in oak in
1918, with three complete modules, which have a module on top and on
the bottom, one version of Miss Pogany, one of The Rooster (Cocoșul),
and one of Măiastra.
I spent more time before the Young Bird (Pasărea tânără) because I
read an excellent commentary from Doina Uricariu, which I’ll reproduce:
“Seeing the Young Bird in exhibits is quite rare. It was gifted to the Arts
Museum by Mr. and Mrs. William A. M. Burden. I believe I’ve only ever
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seen this sculpture at MoMA after I tried imagining it from looking at
catalogs and associating it with the sculptures representing a child’s head,
a newborn, or the first cry. Infinite tenderness surrounds this sculpture,
which blends primordiality with the innocence of heaven and childhood.
The polished bronze suggests the shape of a hatching egg from which a
newborn bird escapes, a bird whose body was not yet able to fly. Its wings
are still fused to the eggshell and still retain the shape of the egg it had
just come out of.”
Every sculpture sits on a unique pedestal that Brâncuși himself had
created. For the bronze sculpture known as The Young Girl, for example,
Doina Uricariu says the sculptor created an original pedestal made […]
from a slab of stone (limestone) and a base of wood similar to the one
used to create the Infinite Column, but which stands on circular modules,
the ones on top and on the bottom looking like a cylinder that was
vertically cut in half, using the top sliced side to support the slab of stone,
and the bottom one to balance everything. In the middle of this wooden
base, the sculptor kept the cylinder intact, its circumference positioned to
the front and the back of the sculpture.” (https://www.cotidianulro/ofabuloasa-expozitie-brancusi-la-museul-de-arta-moderna-din-new-york,
as it was on the 25th of November 2018).
Princess X was missing in the exhibit because it was at the center of
a scandal for being considered a pornographic piece (“Behold the
phallus!”, painter Matisse would have said); the model used by Brâncuși
for this particular artwork was princess Marie Bonaparte, whose paternal
grandfather was no other than Napoleon Bonaparte!
I left the exhibit quite confused because I remembered how
changing “human nature” actually is. A statue the American customs
officers refused to acknowledge as a work of art, can be sold today for
over 70 million dollars!
Other two examples clearly show the way in which history takes
revenge. In 1947, as some might know, King Michael of Romania was
forced to abdicate after the meeting with Vîșinski, Groza, and Dej. The
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event took place at the Elizabeth Palace, where the king moved, after the
Royal Palace in the center of Bucharest had been bombed by the Germans
on the 24th of August 1944. On the 12th of May 2011, I was fortunate to
meet King Michael at the Elizabeth Palace, together with my group of
journalism students from Cluj. I noticed that before shaking his hand,
some people kneeled and kissed his hand like he was a saint. It was an
attempt to wash away the embarrassment of 1947. Another case:
Bartolomeu Anania, a med student in Cluj was the leader of the student
strike in 1945, the ones protesting against communism and chauvinism.
Police arrested him, and then he was exiled from the city and banned for
life. After the Revolution, Bartolomeu became an archbishop, then the
metropolitan of Cluj, enjoying profound respect among the locals of Cluj,
and the rest of the country. They are now raising a statue of him near the
Orthodox Cathedral in the center of Cluj.
I then remembered a sad event from Romania that is related to
Brâncuși. Before he died, the sculptor wanted to donate his work in his
Paris workshop to the Romanian State. Aside from his Monumental
Ensemble called “The Heroes Path” in Târgu Jiu, his last will was to give
Romania the rest of his fortune, meaning around 230 sculptures, 41
drawings, 1,600 photographs, and several furniture pieces. He probably
sent a message to the Government of Romania, and they went to the
Academy for expertise.
The members of the Language, Literature, and Art Sciences
Department from the Romanian Academy had a meeting on the 7th of
March 1951 to debate on Brâncuși’s offer, and the meeting became
famous because of the decision they came to.
Following the meeting, they drafted Statement nr. 10 where they
mentioned the main positions of the academy members that had been
expressed during the debate:
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THE ACADEMY OF THE ROMANIAN REPUBLIC
Language, Literature, and Arts Science Department
București, Calea Victoriei street, nr. 125
Nr….
Statement Nr. 10 of the meeting from March 7, 1951
The meeting is presided by Acad. M. Sadoveanu.
Participants: Acad. Gh. Călinescu, I. Iordan, Camil Petrescu, Al.
Rosetti, Al. Toma, G. Oprescu, Jean Al. Steriadi, V. Eftimiu, and Geo
Bogza, Prof. Al. Graur, Prof. I. Jalea, I. Panaitescu-Perpessicius, and K.H.
Zambaccian.
The following were excused: Acad. Gala Galaction, and Lucian
Grigorescu.
1/ The report of the meeting from February 28 is read and
approved.
2/ Acad. I. Iordan submits the activity report for the month of
February 1951 from the Linguistics Institute, and Acad. G. Oprescu
submits the report from the meeting from March 1 from the History of
Arts Institute.
3/ Prof. Jalea reads an additional note to the offer of sculptor
Brâncuși, presenting various illustrations and articles that reproduce his
works.
He makes a summary of his previous speech on Sobolev’s book,
Teoria leninistă a reflectării şi arta (The Leninist Theory of Reflection and
Art), which presents formalism in art; Jalea reminds us he mentioned
Paciurea and Brâncuși as examples for Romanian art formalism.
It was a typical case of a talented artist who oscillates between
realism and extreme formalism, so the case of Brâncuși must be debated
because it raises critical issues.
Acad. Călinescu acknowledges Prof. Jalea’s speech and states that
Brâncuși cannot be considered a sculptor because he doesn’t express
himself through the essential characteristics of this form of art. He
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clarifies the notion of realism from the point of view of Soviet artists, as a
superior transposition of reality, not as a photographic reproduction of it,
as some misunderstand.
He finishes his statement by emphasizing the idea that continuing
this discussion is futile.
Acad. Oprescu says Călinescu’s statement clarified several
important ideas. He notes that his mentions of data and events related to
Brâncuși, who was not a well-known figure, shows lack of honesty by
portraying himself as a talented and highly influential artist, but in truth,
after he was influenced by popular artists in Paris who promoted vague
art and cubism (sic!) became a formalist, despite using elements from
classic art, speculating the bizarre tastes of wealthy society.
Acad. V. Eftimiu stated that Jalea only tried to rehabilitate
Brâncuși’s real artworks.
Prof. Graur is against the Museum of Art accepting Brâncuși’s
sculptures, who are being surrounded by the art anti-democrats. He
requests for future meetings to involve discussions about resolved issues
that are published by the author and proposed to be debated.
K. Zambaccian and Acad. Victor Eftimiu come back to sculptor
Paciurea and show his «chimeras» were a protest against current reality,
and Paciurea ended up being a realist, showing as an example his busts,
including the one he made of Tolstoy.
Acad. Camil Petrescu emphasizes how Jalea’s speech opened the
opportunity for interesting discussions with special significance. He
announces that for the next meeting he wishes to discuss more formalism
in arts.
The meeting ends at 19:00.
Section secretary, Acad. Mihail Sadoveanu, ss”
https://adevarul.ro/locale/targu-jiu/cum-fost-refuzat-brancusiacademia-romana-george-calinescu-nu-considera-creator-sculptural_58ca379a5ab6550cb8606364/index.html (as assessed on Nov 25, 2018).
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When he learned of this decision, Brâncuși was deeply saddened
and left his whole fortune to the French state.
I asked a well-known scholar what his opinion was on the attitude
of his colleagues at the Romanian Academy, 67 years prior. “Ilie,” the
scholar told me, “Don’t forget the political context surrounding this
decision. The country was under the Red Army’s occupation, and all our
institutions were filled with Soviet councilors; there was one even in the
editing committee for the Dicționarul limbii române! What could they
have done?”
I was silent for a moment, and then I remembered a quote: “The
times are yet again out of people’s hands, and the poor people are
overcome by the times!”
(FlAP, year XIX, nr. 4-5 (882-883), Feb. 8-14, 2019, p. 4)
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IV. A Visit to the Wax Museum
It’s indisputable that one of the major tourist attractions in New
York is the Madame Tussauds Wax Museum found in one of the
Rockefeller Center buildings.
This museum was founded here in 2000. Our guide told us that
Madame Tussaud, her former name Anna Maria Grosholtz, lived between
1761-1850, and was born in Strasbourg, France. From childhood, she had
been attracted by wax sculpting, her first portraits being dedicated to
French personalities such as Voltaire, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and the
American Benjamin Franklin. In 1785, she married François Tussaud,
becoming known as an artist under the name of Madame Tussaud. Her
first wax museum was established in London, with similar museums under
the same name opening in Amsterdam, Bangkok, Beijing, Berlin,
Blackpool, Hollywood, Hong Kong, Las Vegas, New York City, Orlando,
Prague, San Francisco, Shanghai, Sydney, Vienna, Washington D.C.,
Wuhan, Tokyo, and temporary in Busan (South Korea).
The New York Wax Museum houses approximately 200 models –
celebrities from entertainment, literature, art, science, philosophy, sport,
fashion, etc. The statues are spread through the exposition among the
visitors. You can touch them when taking pictures, which is surprising to
me, thinking it would decrease their wear time. Evidently, the most
sought-after are the artists: Charlie Chaplin, Marilyn Monroe, Angelina
Jolie, Leonardo DiCaprio, Julia Roberts (my weakness!). I then saw
Hemingway, Einstein, Dali, Picasso. The British Royal Family is
represented by Queen Elizabeth II and the two princes together with their
wives. Diana is captured in a moment of tenderness in a nearby room, at
the head of a row of personalities that continues with Pope John Paul II,
Pope Francis, followed by Gorbaciov, Arafat, Fidel Castro, and Nelson
Mandela. In the middle of that room, there’s an exposition dedicated to
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some Presidents of America: the first American President, George
Washington sits at a table with the famous Declaration of Independence
before him, followed by Abraham Lincoln, Clinton, Reagan, and Nixon,
Jacqueline and J.F. Kennedy. Other celebrities: Henry Ford (the founder
of the American automobile industry), M.L. King, Dalai Lama, Golda
Meir, Malcolm X, etc. There’s a devoted area for the Obamas (Barack and
Michelle), and on the opposite side is displayed the present President of
the United States, Donald Trump. Some statues are set in such a way
(The Obamas, the British Royal Family) so that the visitors can stand
between them for photos (Doina preferred to take a photo with the
Obamas, while I chose the British Royals, but I took one with “my buddy”
Hemingway as well). You can take selfies, but there are photographers
available for professional photos, which are paid for before exiting the
museum. In other rooms, there are sports stars (American baseball
celebrities, as well as Muhammad Ali, the boxing champion, or Lionel
Messi – the last one being a recent addition. The famous Argentinian
soccer player wearing a T-shirt representing his country is displayed in a
“dynamic” position, kicking the ball, which its creators were able to
accomplish after studying physics and balance. There are many movie
characters as well, often placed in movie settings. I learned the artists and
the sculptors work around four months on a statue, their value reaching
$300.000 apiece! The hair they use is authentic human hair, and it has a
higher level of maintenance (brushing, washing, etc.)! Towards the exit
we saw famous movie sets, light shows, we heard well-known movie
soundtracks, etc. – a frenzy that delighted the children and the youth.
We exited and walked towards Central Park. Before entering the
green island of Manhattan, we see Trump Tower, a true skyscraper. The
entrance is guarded by two heavily-armed soldiers, with their fingers on
the triggers, ready to shoot. Inside, more people from the Secret Service
check us thoroughly. We comply and visit the tower and the shops on the
first floor.
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We then exit and go to Central Park. The vegetation is still going
strong, with few signs of fall. There are many children and teens, as well
as elderly people and artists singing for money. I couldn’t believe cars
were driving on the alleys (just like I couldn’t imagine smoking on a
plane after I read about it in G. Călinescu’s book Am fost în China nouă,
published in 1960). But this is what I read in Comarnescu’s book: “On the
long pathways of the park, people are speeding in their vehicles and
around five o’clock, when the office or factory workers end their shifts,
you witness a maddening rush from those who want to be free from
numbers, daily worries, typewriter clicking- accelerating and breathing in
the fresh air of the trees and flowers” (Comarnescu, 1974, p. 113).
For the remainder of my New York trip, I visited Trinity Church
near the 9/11 Memorial, which is the oldest Catholic Church in the
metropolis, having gone through a tragic past. It was built in 1698,
burned to the ground in the Great Fire in 1776, after which it was rebuilt
in 1790 just to be destroyed again in the winter of 1838-1839 by the large
amounts of snow. It was rebuilt in 1846 and the pipe organ dates from
the same year (the instrument was damaged by the dust from the
destruction of the Twin Towers in the terrorist attack on September 11th,
2011). St. Paul Chapel, belonging to Trinity Church, is located near the
site of that tragedy, the building being in its original state that goes back
to 1766. The Church and the Chapel are surrounded by small gardens full
of graves. In the Chapel’s yard, I saw the gravestone of John Holt (17211781), the founder of The New York Journal and The Independent
Gazette. I am astonished by the extraordinary contrast between the
modern surroundings and the age of the Chapel and its graveyard. In
China, such a graveyard would have been eliminated in an instant.
(FlAP, year XVIII, nr. 49 (877), December 14-20, 2018, p. 5)
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V. A Wanderer in New York
While working on the pages of my American journal, inspired by
my third visit to America, I observed that I wrote only three articles on
New York and all three in 2002: “The place of a tragedy: World Trade
Center”, “Empire State Building – the eighth wonder of the world” and “To
the Statue of Liberty”. The reason is simple: during my previous visits, I
only spent a short time in the great city, two or three days, which were
not enough to get to somewhat discover it. This time I stayed in New
York for close to a week, therefore I was able to discover more aspects of
this city’s life.
It is said that America has multiple capitals: Washington is the
political capital, New York is the financial capital, Chicago is the industrial
one, Philadelphia the historical one, and Boston the religious one. (Talking
of religious Boston, this is what I read in Petru Cormanescu’s book,
Chipurile și priveliștile Americii (The faces and sights of America): “Inside
Boston’s hotels, on each floor, detectives supervise the habits of the guests.
Visits from the opposite sex are received exclusively in the immense
hallways of the hotels. A man cannot allow any woman to enter his hotel
room aside from his wife. But illegitimate encounters are possible in parks
and vehicles, even though they are not without their risks.” (Comarnescu,
1974, p. 122). I don’t know if the law from the time Petru Comarnescu
wrote his book -in the ‘30s- is valid today!
During my previous New York visits, because I was driven around
by John and Henry in their cars, I probably entered the city on another
freeway than now when we’re coming from the direction of the Newark
airport. Carrying luggage, even though we could use the subway to
Manhattan, we preferred to purchase passes for the shuttle that dropped
us in front of the Hilton Holiday Inn (63 West 35th Street), stopping
(until we got off the bus) in a lane without being honked at by hurried
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drivers, as it would have happened in our country. Our kind driver was
also our guide, taking us on a tour to see the buildings where the US
Open is held, movie studios, etc.
We arrived after dark had already fallen, and the entire city was
shining with bright lights. I remember what the same Petru Comarnescu
was saying in Chipurile și priveliștile Americii (The faces and sights of
America): “The life of New York is the electric light, as Athens’ life is the
sea. Without light, only death would exist among gigantic skeletons, just
like the ones of the prehistoric men discovered in Arizona.”
(Comarnescu, 1974, p. 79). Hilton Holiday Inn is very charming and
elegant, our room being on the 7th floor (the first thing I noticed in the
elevator was that Americans skip the 13th floor. From 12, the number
goes directly to 14!
After checking in, we walked out in the street to feel the pulse of the
city. We immediately felt the hum of the street caused by traffic and air
currents that were trying to make their way through the “skyscrapers”.
The streets are packed with people of every ethnicity and race, seeming to
speak every language on earth (“a true Babylon of nations”, said Ioan
Grigorescu). From place to place we spot homeless people with pieces of
cardboard in front of them on which they wrote their pleas. Most of them
are young. At one point I saw a pregnant woman displaying the same
condition. I see many trash bags. A strike among sanitation workers
would be fatal here. We’re astonished, looking up at the skyscrapers
rising on each side of the street. All of them are built of concrete and
glass, horizontal or vertical parallelepipeds. There are no peeling or
crumbling walls. More than that, there are no drain pipes anywhere, the
unsightly drain pipes I saw on the impressive edifices from Moscow or
Saint Petersburg. Rainwater has other ways of draining. Some older
blocks have mandatory fire escape staircases following the many fires that
have devastated the city. This is why firefighters are essential and
treasured here. I heard their sirens almost every day. Finally, I noticed
another surprising aspect: I didn't see any building spoiled by graffiti, as it
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frequently happens in Europe (including in Cluj-Napoca). I reached
Times Square, initially called Longacre Square, receiving its present name
in April 1904, after the famous New York Times newspaper was relocated
in its own office. Times Square is also the place where the New Year Eve
event is organized every year. It’s an orgy of lights, with bright
advertisements for brands and banks, sports, and political news that
dazzle you. It didn’t become a symbol of New York by chance.
I must mention a few historical facts. In 1614 Manhattan Island was
the founding home of a Dutch settlement called New Amsterdam. Fifty
years later, in 1664, the English conquered the city and renamed it New
York, as an homage to the title of the English Duke of York. In 1769 the
first President of the United States, George Washington, was named here.
At one point, American scholars were being taught that he had never told
a lie! The city has five boroughs: the Bronx, Manhattan, Brooklyn,
Queens, and Staten Island. Throughout history, the city became the point
of entry and the new home of countless immigrants, which is the reason
170 languages are spoken here. Similar to Marin Preda’s peasants (“If a
peasant travels to Bucharest he’ll look for other peasants”) the newly
arrived immigrants created ethnic groups, which is how Harlem (a
neighborhood inhabited by Afro-Americans), China Town (inhabited by
the Chinese), Little Italy (inhabited mostly by Italians), the Spanish
communities and the Jewish ones were established.
The next day, the first attraction I visited with Doina (which was
the third time for me: in 2000 I’ve visited it together with Mihai and John
Ryder, and in 2002 together with Tudor, Janet, and Henry Steck) was the
Statue of Liberty, which was given to the Americans by France to mark
the occasion of 100 years of independence (but which was inaugurated
ten years later, in 1886).
To reach the small Liberty Island, we had to take the subway to
Battery Park. I will use this occasion to mention that the New York
subway, which apparently is the best in the world, disappointed me
tremendously. First, the stations were black with soot, the administration
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not giving much thought to their appearance. There’s a world of a
difference between the New York subway stations, and the ones in
Moscow and Saint Petersburg, maybe other cities as well, which resemble
artistic jewels! Second, it was so hot in these stations (and it would hit
you as soon as you got off the subway train that had air conditioning),
that I was asking myself how these stations haven’t caught on fire. The
thing that bothered me the most was the fact that it’s hard to find your
direction in the stations. There are no signs (neither on the platforms nor
on the train) for the direction you have to take, for the last stations, for
the stations on its course, etc. You can’t ask anyone because you have to
purchase the passes from machines, and I haven’t personally seen any
subway staff wearing a uniform. That’s why that was the last time I used
the subway for the remainder of my New York trip.
We must admit the New York subway has its own merits. It’s the
oldest in the world, transporting around 1,5 billion (!) passengers. The
first portion of the subway (which was actually a 95 meters long tunnel
between Broadway and Manhattan) was built in 1869 and was
demolished later, therefore the first real subway portion dates back to
1904. Also, it’s interesting to know that 40% of the subway is on the
surface or on an overhead railway, above the roads. Another interesting
fact is there were no terrorist attacks involving the subway in New York,
unlike in London or Paris, probably because of the high-security
measures. The statistics show that during 10 years (1993-2003) there were
only 343 suicides from a total of 7394 suicides recorded in the city during
this time. That’s why, to avoid suicides and accidental falls on the tracks,
as well as to improve the circulation of air currents in the stations, the
administration is planning to equip the platforms with sliding doors (a
system I saw in Beijing).
I believe that a great portion of the tracks are under the road because
the train can be heard from above, and from place to place you can see
steaming chimneys that are a few meters tall, from which the subway heat
rises to the surface. This measure was probably taken to avoid damage to
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the foundations of the skyscrapers, which have to be deep underground.
Because the subway tunnels were dug in the granite under the roads, the
subway is often flooded by the water draining through the road gutters.
(Let us not forget that Manhattan is resting on layers of stone, which
facilitated the construction of the skyscrapers without posing a risk of
collapse during earthquakes. In Central Park, for example, you can see
slabs of stone coming out of the ground, like sea icebergs, evidence that
there are many layers of stone underneath the soil.)
Coming back to my story concerning the subway, despite all the
inconveniences, I took it towards Battery Park (a name given because the
first colonialists installed cannon batteries here to defend Manhattan
Island). From here, we took a ferry (seniors over 60 years old enjoyed a
few dollar discounts on the passes!) that took us to the statue.
Therefore, I visited Miss Liberty a third time, but again, I couldn’t
visit the interior because of the heat, and especially because of the
immense line we had to wait in. We walked around it and noticed the
Statue of Liberty Museum that was being built. I greeted Miss Liberty,
who has a star-shaped pedestal, a book in her left hand on which the date
of 4th of July 1776 is engraved, when America obtained its independence,
and in her right hand she carries the liberty torch. Her head is adorned
with a seven-pointed star representing the 7 continents (Africa, North
America, South America, Europe, Asia, Australia, and Antarctica). There
are many souvenirs stands in the area, photographers, and painters that
will paint your portrait for a few dollars.
After that, we took another ferry to reach the neighboring Ellis
Island, which was the point of entry for immigrants. We spent many
hours here visiting the National Immigration Museum where they’re
keeping the enormous suitcases of the ones that have tried their luck in
the New World. From one of the boards, we learn that starting with 1600,
around 60 million people entered the USA, a land seen as the “land of
promise”. In the museum’s courtyard, the boards set along the walkways
list hundreds of thousands of names belonging to identified immigrants.
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On the one for letter R, I find two people named Rad: Joseph Rad and
Elisabeth Szabo Rad. I’m convinced they originated from Transylvania.
(Before World War I, a few peasants from my home village in Nandra,
considered some of the richest in the village – belonging to the Poruțești
family – emigrated to America. A few of them returned and invested the
money they’ve earned there in machinery for agriculture: threshers,
tractors, elevators, etc. They didn’t enjoy them for very long because the
communist regime came to power, after which the labor was forcefully
turned into a cooperative, and all their machines were confiscated. When
I was a child I got to see some of those old areas where the wheat was
threshed and where the thresher and the tractor of the Poruțești family
were being used, cared for, and started by uncle Șofron, who was laughed
at by the people for telling old stories and every story had a precise date.
It’s a pity I didn’t take advantage and exploit the memories of this man!)
On our way to the Wax Museum, we visit Rockefeller Center, and
the tallest building of the center, Top of the Rock, which gives us an
exceptional panorama of Manhattan (the ocean with the Statue of
Liberty, the UN headquarters, Chrysler, Empire State Building, Central
Park, Fifth Avenue, and also the bridges towards Brooklyn or New
Jersey). The building of this structure coincided with the famous
photograph, Lunch Atop a Skyscraper, depicting 11 workers eating their
lunch on a beam suspended 260 meters above the city, on the 69th floor
of the building, without any protective gear. The photograph taken on the
20th of September 1932 was published on the 2nd of October of the same
year in the New York Herald Tribune. A whole legend was created around
this photograph whose author is unknown, but it’s believed it was a fake
used to advertise the new building. Either way, the photograph is among
the most famous 100 in the world. I saw it on T-shirts, cups, magnets,
posters, etc.
(FlAP, year XVIII, nr. 48 (876), 7-13 December 2018, p. 4)
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VI. Traveling by Bus From New York to Cortland
To travel to Cortland from New York we chose the famous
“Greyhound”, the same means of transportation chosen by Ana
Blandiana and Romulus Rusan in 1973, their famous trip ending up the
subject of the remarkable book America ogarului cenușiu (Greyhound’s
America), which today celebrates its third edition written by Romulus
Rusan. We could have chosen to travel by plane (a plane ticket was
around $200, while we paid $50 for the bus) from New York to Syracuse
or Ithaca, towns in the proximity of Cortland, but we preferred to take
the bus, not for financial reasons, but to taste the “bright surprises of a
road trip”, as Romulus Rusan said in his book, which would have been
lost if we were to take the plane.
The bus station in New York at Penn Station (short from
Pennsylvania Station) was relatively close to our hotel (Hilton Garden
Inn on 326 West 37th Street) we walked there three days prior to buy our
tickets. On the day of our trip, Alex warned us to be there in time and
wait in line to board the bus, otherwise, we wouldn’t have had places, and
would have had to wait on the next one.
On the day of our trip, we were there two hours earlier. We had to
board at gate 22 (Ana Blandiana and Romulus Rusan boarded from gate
38) where there was already a line of people because buses there had
various destinations (Toronto, Buffalo, Binghamton, etc.). We waited in
line for two hours holding our luggage, and we couldn’t understand why it
didn’t matter that we bought our tickets in time, despite not having seat
numbers assigned to them. We were surprised because Americans are
normally very keen on their comfort. (It’s still a mystery to me why when it
comes to domestic flights, the airlines sell more tickets than the seats
available on a flight, so before checking in the airline representatives call
for “volunteers” to give up their seats, and offer them free accommodations,
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and maybe other benefits as well. I saw this happening in 2000, and John
explained it’s a practice found on every domestic flight. They might have
economic reasons, who knows…)
Now let’s go back to my previous idea. From time to time, an employee
would show up to invite the passengers of a certain destination to move on
another platform. At one point, they let us know that our bus was going to be
around half an hour late. Through the wall separating the platforms, we could
see the company’s logo – a greyhound portrayed mid-leap.
Our bus indeed arrived half an hour late. We had been stressing out
a bit, especially since we couldn’t phone Alex, and thought he would
spend too much time waiting for us. (Fortunately, that was not the case.
Thanks to a phone app, Alex was able to see where our bus was, so he
only came to pick us up a few minutes prior to our arrival). The
neighboring seats were occupied by the same people who had waited in
line with us: an Afro-American man with his young boy, a lady who was
also visiting Cortland in front of us, and to our left there was a Chinese
family traveling to Toronto, Canada.
Around the halfway mark, the bus stopped for a short break, and I
took the chance to inspect the vehicle that Romunus Rusan described in
his book as: “A stern beauty, strictly technical, formed only by geometric
surfaces; its windshield, as well as its whole front, were perfectly vertical;
the body of the bus was almost rectangular but close to its back, where
the blue aluminum streaks were gently woven along its whole length, they
formed something resembling oblique wings; its trapezoidal windows
gave an aerodynamic feel to this vehicle, while its wheels – three pairs,
from which two were double – made its appearance more cheerful,
instead of making it look imposing.” (America ogarului cenușiu, p. 24).
On both sides of the street, we noticed many dead trees, standing
perfectly straight, and drenched in oil to prevent rotting. In the country
of glass and concrete, as America seems at first glance because of
preconceptions (“Ninety percent of Europeans confuse the USA with
New York, and more specifically, with Manhattan: an image which is
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completely false.” Ibidem, p. 19), this came as a surprise, but I found the
explanation shortly after. America is an enormous country, full of forests,
thus wood is probably cheaper than concrete (even the railway crossings
are made of wood!). These wooden poles which stand straight as candles
remind me of childhood, more specifically of a picture from my ABC
textbook, depicting a scene from the moment “Ilici’s lamp” was brought
in the villages. It was an illustration with a pole, on top of which an
electrician had climbed, and a few children were watching him work in
awe, with their hands behind their backs, and with expressions of
admiration on their faces.
The highway, when it doesn’t run parallel with the stream of some
river, goes perfectly straight. Walt Whitman told us of the “straight”
American roads that they’re different from the European ones because the
ones in Europe are curvy to accommodate the carriages pulled by horses.
Before we arrived in Cortland, we passed through a few smaller
towns. The houses look like every other house so familiar to us from
American movies; they look like wooden villas on two floors, “in the style
of colonial houses that characterize America much more than skyscrapers
do.” (Ibidem, p. 39). In many front yards, we saw banners with the names
of political figures. It was a time of the electoral campaign. On the 6th of
November, American citizens were expected to vote on partial elections,
which would decide the winners for a third of the Senate members, the
winners of the Chamber of Representatives, but also the 39 new
governors and several regional parliaments. Everyone was hoping the
Democrats would win the majority for the Chamber, for a balance
between the Power and the Opposition, in a country in which the Senate
was dominated by Trump’s republicans.
After 4 hours, we reached our destination (Alex let us know to get
off the bus in downtown Cortland, not at SUNY Cortland). He was
smiling, like every American, knowing he had only been waiting for a few
minutes, thanks to the app on his phone which I mentioned earlier. We
got in his car and went to Alger Hall, where we were given accommodations.
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The room (actually the apartment) was for the staff, similar to a guest
room in Europe. We had a big living room with a TV, two armchairs, a
couch, coffee tables, a dressing, and a desk. We also had a kitchen, a
bathroom, and a bedroom. Just like John in 2000, Alex probably wanted
me to feel like an American professor and be comfortable. We were to
have our meals (breakfast, lunch, dinners) at the university’s cafeteria,
which was 10 minutes away on foot (which had not been there in 2000).
We received a card which we only had to show to the entrance of the
cafeteria. After giving us the keys to our apartment, Alex suggested
picking us up at 8 PM for a short visit with his family.
As soon as I left our apartment, on the counter in front of the guard’s
desk (which doesn’t exist in Romania) I saw two fascinating things: first,
there was a jar full of condoms, with a handwritten note on it.
(Unfortunately, I can’t remember what it said, but I wonder how people
get to even use those condoms when I didn’t even see couples holding
hands! How do people court each other in America to avoid accusations of
sexual assault? This is a question that I simply don’t know the answer to).
Next to this jar, I saw a stack of some kind of business cards, with the 150
years logo. They were not really business cards, but pieces of cardboard
envelopes with seeds inside, with the following message: “Plant this card in
honor of your student becoming a member of SUNY Cortland’s 150th
entering class.” On the bottom, there were instructions on how to do it:
“Cover this seed paper in 1/8 of soil. Place in a sunny spot and water often.
Watch the wildflowers grow as we plan for another 150 years.” The back of
the envelope had the following text: “Together, may we give our children
roots to grow and wings to fly.”- Anonymous.
We walked across the campus to learn the way to the Old Main
Building, where Alex had his office. I remembered the buildings I’d seen
in 2000 and 2002: Dawd Center, Sperry Center, Corey Union, Miller
Building, etc. The campus felt like a corner of heaven to me: the grass
seemed to come out of one of Bacovia’s poems (“crude and green”); it
was very well maintained, with many young trees that had been planted
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in the previous years (one could tell the SUNY Cortland President, as I
was to find out later, was a biologist). Behind the Old Main building, I
saw a small greenhouse, which had not been there on my previous visit.
There were banners everywhere marking the University’s 150th
anniversary (even the grass had been colored in white, red, and blue in
several parts of the campus). The whole place was animated, full of
students because the university year was set to begin in the second part of
August, not like in Romania where they start on the 1st of October. Over
90% of the students were wearing Cortland T-shirts (I was told they had
not gotten them for free, but they had bought them to show how proud
they were to be studying there). On our way towards Old Main, we
passed by the controversial monument which had been painted yellow
(Four Squares, built in 1969 by William Sellers from New York), which,
during my previous visit, I believed to be just a billboard.
After that short exploration of the campus, I suggested to Doina to
walk to 17 Elm Street, where we’d lived for over two months in 2000. We
walked down West Court Street. At nr. 36 we saw the former house of Janet
and Henry Steck, who had sold their home and moved to Homer suburb. I
showed Doina the small garden at the back of the house, where Janet had
planted tomatoes and cucumbers. I’ve been to many parties hosted by the
Steck family there, where I also had the opportunity to meet Bruce Tyler,
Cortland’s former mayor, whom I corresponded with in relation to
Theodore Dreiser. The garage didn’t look any different, but it was probably
empty just like in 2002. Can you picture the garages in Romania, especially
before 1898? They were full (some of them probably are) of spare tires, spare
car parts, wires, tools, canisters, clothes, boxes, trunks, etc. Basically,
everything someone threw out of their home was taken to the garage. I had
asked Henry why he didn’t even keep his tools in the garage, and he smiled
and said: “The car repair shop is two steps away from me!”
We arrived at Main Street, and we started walking towards the
house we were looking for, on Elm Street. (I just remembered there was
another Elm Street in Dallas, where President John F. Kennedy had been
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assassinated. We found it quite easily, but not thanks to my memory, but
to the map on Doina’s phone. I didn’t recognize the house anymore. Two
giant trees, taller than the house (probably elm trees) flanked it on both
sides. The front porch where I used to sit with Mihai and enjoy coffee or
tea was removed, probably because of the intrusive branches, and it was
turned into a simple balcony. On that balcony that was suffocated by
random items, I saw two women. I told them I had lived there 18 years
prior, and I asked if I could take a picture of the house and if Glenna
Hainnes, the former owner, was still alive. We were told she had died, but
that we could take photos. We then returned to our apartment, but we
were flooded by memories…
Alex came to pick us up at 8 PM and drove us to his home, so we
could meet his family: Tracy (his wife), his twin daughters (Julia and
Madlene), and his mother, Elena, who was visiting them for a few weeks.
We were served some wine, then Alex drove us back to Alger Hall
because we were tired from being on the road for so long.
(FlAP, year XVIII, nr. 43 (871), November 2-8, 2018, p. 4)
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VII. Audience at SUNY Cortland President,
Erik J. Bitterbaum, Ph.D.
The moment I arrived at Cortland, Alex informed me I was going
to go see Erik J. Bitterbaum, SUNY Cortland President, on Thursday,
September the 6th, 10.00 a.m.
I should mention that in US, the position of President (the person
in charge of a university / college) is somehow similar to that of a rector
in European universities. The President is appointed for life, but can
resign for different reasons (old age, transfer to a different college etc.).
The President has an official residence where he and his family live for as
long as he occupies that position, exactly the way the American
presidents live at the White House. The President’s key role is to bring
money for the college, via funding, grants etc.
Erik J. Bitterbaum, who has been SUNY Cortland President since
2003, has already fully and completely fulfilled his role. Early in his
position, he planned and managed to modernize the campus and to
expand the College’s relevance in the community, the region and the
world. In his capacity as President and biologist, this gentleman invested
an enormous amount of money – USD 250 million – in a new
construction and the renovation of the campus, building a state-of-theart center for science. He strengthened the role of SUNY Cortland in the
area, by founding the Central Business Partnership, an Institute for Civic
Engagement and an Innovation Center. These initiatives resulted in the
renovation and use of two vacant downtown buildings.
Professor Bitterbaum is a commissioner of the national Council for
the Accreditation of Teacher Preparation (CAEP), keen to guide the
College to achieve reaccreditation from NCATE. He has recently
launched a new and ambitious strategic plan for SUNY Cortland.
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During his tenure, SUNY Cortland’s Division III athletic program
has visibly ranked among the best teams in the country. Last but not least,
during the President’s tenure, SUNY Cortland entered a partnership with
the New York Jets (professional American football team, located in
Florham Park, New Jersey, a metropolitan area in New York), thus
boosting the regional economy by an estimated USD 5,8 million, as they
organized a training camp on campus during the summer. He also
launched a successful fundraising campaign, achieving an impressive
capital of USD 25 million, the largest amount in the history of the College.
Alex told me the current President comes from the academic and not
from the economic environment, that he is a biologist specializing in
ornithology, author of more than 10 specialized books published in US and
abroad. He is a modest and friendly person, who knows the names of the
cleaning ladies, just like they say Napoleon knew the names of his soldiers.
President Erik J. Bitterbaum was previously president of West
Virginia University at Parkersburg.
The former President of SUNY Cortland was Judson H. Taylor, who
I had met in 2000, and before him James Clark served as president, his
name being connected to the Center for Global Engagement, whose head is
Alex. This is a recognition of President James Clark’s merits (both
Presidents Bitterbaum and Clark will be present at my book release
ceremony).
Speaking of the “Clark” Center, I can see how the American trend
to name certain institutions after living persons has gradually made its
entrance in Romania. In Cluj-Napoca, former Cinema Republica is now
“Florin Piersic”, after the name of the famous actor, whereas the concert
hall of the Students’ Culture House is now called “Dumitru Fărcaş”, ever
since the brilliant taragot player was still alive. I believe we should bring
homage to our contemporary personalities when they are still alive, not
only after they go.
First, I go to Alex’s office, on Old Main, room 110. We’ll both leave
for the President’s office, which is located on the opposite side, in Miller
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Administration Building. On campus, many buildings have names. The
name of the Administration Building comes from Nathan Miller, who
graduated from Cortland in 1887. In 1920, he was elected Governor of
New York State, and the building was named after him in 1976. Other
buildings on campus have been named after various alumni or former
College professors: Ruth E. Dowd Fine Arts Center in the memory of
Ruth E. Dowd, who worked here for 43 years (1923-1966); the building
was named after her shortly after her death, in 1973. Sperry Building
(where I taught my courses in 2000) was named as such in the memory of
Elmer Sperry, another alumnus. Alger, the building where we have our
accommodation during our stay at Cortland, has nothing to do with the
capital of Algeria, as I initially believed; it is related to Minnie M. Alger,
who taught music here between 1893-1925. Clark Hall was named after
William H. Clark, a local director between 1891-1925, who purchased
Cortland Standard newspaper in 1876, carrying on to publish it for more
than half a century (the newspaper still exists at present and they did a
first page interview with me in 2000). Corey Union is dedicated to the
memory of Fay Corey, who was in charge of sorting out students’
problems from 1948 until she passed away, in 1965. (The forename Fay is
just a coincidence and has no connection with the name of the Romanian
author Ştefan J. Fay; Doina is writing a monograph about him and I
published a volume consisting of more than 200 letters from Ştefan J. Fay,
whose father, Josef de Fay, was member in the first Parliament of Greater
Romania, praised by Iorga for his discourse, then appointed ambassador
of Romania to Japan and Belgium, where he died in 1925 under
unelucidated circumstances).
I got a bit carried away! We walk past the mast located between the
two buildings, the American flag at half-mast. Alex tells me the American
flag is flying below the summit on the pole after the Governor of New
York State instructed this in the memory of the Republican senator John
McCain, who had been buried on Sunday, the 2nd of September, at the
United States Naval Academy Cemetery in Annapolis, Maryland, in the
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vicinity of Washington. (I will write about “the national hero” John
McCain again; he was six times a Republican senator, also a Republican
candidate for the Presidency of the Unites States in 2008 when he lost to
Barack Obama. A US pilot in Vietnam, after his plane was shot down, he
spent 5 years as a prisoner of war and was the victim of torture. Later, I
saw a picture of John McCain in a newspaper, getting off the plane after
his liberation, walking with two crutches and being welcomed at the
bottom of the plane by President Richard Nixon. Time magazine offered
him an entire issue. McCain vehemently criticized presidents Vladimir
Putin and Donald Trump, and also the Social Democratic Party
administration in Romania for the inadequate legislative changes).
Walking to meet the President, I feel like I am about to show him
the letters of accreditation, the way ambassadors do! And all of a sudden,
I recall how Blaga describes this moment in Luntrea lui Caron: “In the
spring of 1938, I arrived at Bonalisa, in Lusitania (Portugal, note I.R.). A
couple of days later, I presented my letters of accreditation to the
President of the Republic, in the usual solemn environment. This
ceremony is for the curious onlookers in Lusitania sort of a show, a
mixture of modern life aspects and old and outdated medieval elements.
Try to fancy this, Ana, put your imagination to work… The show was
happening in a faraway country, exotic in itself, among palm and almond
trees, fig and eucalyptus trees. Just try to let all those images unravel
before your eyes… We set off in several cars, flanked on both sides,
followed by men on horses, dressed in uniforms reminding of a century
of lights, lost somewhere in history. We were rolling down the roads,
under the eyes of the crowd, people jostling one another at crossroads.
The procession was going along the serene Tagus, which seemed to
become wider and wider, all the way to a fortress dating back to Vasco da
Gama, where the accreditation ceremony was supposed to take place.
Undoubtedly, for an outsider, the whole event, the cars slowly rolling, the
horses treading, the conventional cheering of the crowd gathered on
roads, could be perceived as the climax of one’s life! To me, however,
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people looked like wax figures. They all looked like covered in a strange
insular melancholy! I myself was feeling like floating outside my body…
What had this path to do – with my paths?” (Lucian Blaga, Luntrea lui
Caron, novel, 1990, page 446).
Now, it’s time to leave literature aside and get back to real life. We
go up to level III, where the President’s office is. In the lift we come
across Jaroslava Prihodova, interim director of the Department of Art
and Art History. She invites us to the conference of artist Heather
Ramsdale, author of the sculpture exhibition Form and eternity (visible
influences from Brâncuşi), hosted by Dowd Gallery SUNY Cortland. The
vernissage had already taken place in August 30th of this year. We
promise we shall go.
We finally come to the office of the President, whose door is left
wide open, just like all doors around here. He gladly welcomes and asks
us to take a seat. Alex briefly summarizes why I have come to SUNY
Cortland, afterwards we chat amiably. I congratulate him on his
impressive scientific activity (on a little desk in his office I couldn’t help
but noticing a stack of specialized books; among them there was a
magnificent album Birds in Australia. The President was, like I said,
specialist in ornithology). He then asks me how I feel at Cortland, how
the campus feels after 20 years and how Romania perceives Donald
Trump. When he asked me that, I must honestly say I hesitated for a
moment, then I told him that Romania respects and loves America the
same regardless of who the president is. He also asked me whether there
are many parties on the Romanian political scene. There are loads, I
answer, but not as many as there were after the Romanian Revolution of
1989, when there might have been over 200, nothing abnormal after the
dictatorship of a single party. We have a few strong alternating left-wing
and right-wing parties, let’s say like the Republicans and Democrats in
the USA. At the moment, we have a left-wing government. (I wished I
could have told him why Romania has so many parties and a mass-media
to match. Mircea Eliade wrote in an article in the interwar period that it is
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hard to find a nation more politically involved that the Romanians.
Where there’s lots of politics, there are loads of political parties and
publications. But I realized that is not the right time for ample speeches.)
By the end of our conversation, he suggests I should apply for a Fulbright
scholarship, but I tell him it is a bit too late for someone my age (63 years
old). I couldn’t have done it earlier either because I had my parents to
look after, two poorly people of old age. I realize now this third journey
would not have been possible if my Father were still alive (sadly, he went
“to another galaxy”, quoting the same Mircea Eliade, in March of this
year). Before we say our goodbyes, he offers me a folder with the symbols
of SUNY Cortland, as well as the monograph of the College by Leonard
F. Ralston: Cortland College. An Illustrated History, Alumni Association
of Cortland College, Cortland, New York, 1991, which will be very handy
when I do my research for the articles about SUNY Cortland. We both
hope we will see each other again at some point, here or in Romania, in
Cluj-Napoca.
I don’t know if it was formal or not but I kindly asked the President
to allow me to have a photo taken for my next book. As neither me, nor
Alex had our phones with us, the President gave his own phone to his
assistant, Lori Porter, and asked her to capture us in the representation
“of a momentary eternity”, like the poet Ion Pillat 8 used to say.

Ion Pillat (1891-1945) – Romanian poet, editor and publicist, corresponding member of
the Romanian Academy.
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VIII. Prof. Dr. Erik J. Bitterbaum, President of SUNY Cortland:
“We are a diverse nation with various opinions, which is proud
to debate on current events, but which also wishes to be
understood in the world”
– Dear Professor, before becoming the President of SUNY Cortland,
you had the same position at West Virginia University in Parkersburg.
What made you decide to move to SUNY Cortland?
– In 2003 I was lucky to be offered the position as President of
SUNY Cortland. I wanted to work in an institution with more majors,
with a greater variety of courses and educational programs. Plus, my
family and I were attracted by the fact the University is renowned for
forming great teachers, but also by the 3rd Athletic Division’s influence.
Also, it was a well-known fact that SUNY is the greatest educational
institution in the USA, which would be of great benefit to me if I ever
needed support for my university.
– Within 15 years (2003-2018) the student campus and the real
estate of SUNY Cortland had exceptional results. The Romanian readers
are curious to find out what changes you made at SUNY Cortland.
– I was lucky to be able to invest over $300 million in renovations
and new constructions. Sixteen years ago, when I arrived at SUNY
Cortland, the campus looked worn out and many buildings needed
modernization. The university has two champions from a legal point of
view, thanks to whom our institution benefited from such generous
financing. Their fantastic commitment towards SUNY Cortland radically
changed the infrastructure of the campus, turning our university into a
very competitive one. We still have a lot of work to do, but I just found
out we are going to receive $24 million to renovate one of the older
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buildings. All this work is part of a Facility Strategic Super Plan that was
started in 2017 for our university.
– I revisited the Campus at SUNY Cortland after 18 years. I feel like
there’s a lot more vegetation, more trees, I even saw a greenhouse. Do you
believe your profession as a biologist had something to do with it?
– As a biologist, I am very aware of the environment. Anyway, the
merit goes to a team of dedicated people, who managed to revamp the
campus with a lot of work and extra funding. In the last decade, they
planted trees and shrubs on the campus, and they continue to do so.
More so, the experimental greenhouse that you mentioned allowed us to
hold practical lessons for the botanic courses and introduce new research
programs for the members of that particular department.
– When it comes to being a biologist, I know you chose to be an
ornithologist. Where does your love for birds come from?
– I was a child when my friends and family took me birdwatching
for the first time. That’s when I learned to love nature. At first, I studied a
small mammal from the High Sierras, California, but in my second year,
the faculty employed an ornithologist. I took his course on the Natural
History of Vertebrates, and he later invited me to study bird language in
his lab. I never looked back, and I chose to get a Ph.D. in Zoology at the
University of Florida.
– Do you believe people should be more aware of birds? Some species
are going extinct due to global warming, pollution, and the harm done by
men?
– There’s no doubt that mankind disrupts the environment, and
the last environmental report given by the UN confirms it. The birds
warn us of the imminent global changes in the environment.
Unfortunately, the number of endangered species keeps growing, due to
pollution, deforestation, and global warming. We don’t have a lot of time
left, and we must seriously think of the future if we want to leave an Earth
for our grandchildren that they can enjoy.
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– Aren’t tuitions at SUNY Cortland – and the American universities
in general – not too high compared to the cost of living? Do you keep track
of how many students get a job in the field in which they studied?
– What is extraordinary about America is the concept of universal
higher-grade education for all its citizens. No matter if you chose to go to
community college and/or an institution that offers a 4-year educational
plan, everyone has the option to continue their studies. The American
economy is in full growth, and we can’t produce enough graduates to
satisfy the workforce for businesses and industries. We evaluate our
graduates yearly, and I have the pleasure to confirm that within 12
months from graduating from this university, 99% of the students either
continue their studies or already have a job in their field.
– I know you travel all over the world, including Europe. What
differences and what similarities did you see between the American
Universities and the European ones?
– One of the joys of being the university president of an institution
that promotes exchange programs for students, I have the chance to meet
my colleagues from other countries and to discuss our academic
practices. I realized we have a lot more in common than I would have
believed. In the USA we encourage the students to do research, we
encourage open hall discussions, and teaching of subjects that are less
important together with the courses for every major, practice which are
also adopted by other universities all over the world. The greatest
differences would be the accommodations on the campus, where we have
intense sports programs.
– What are the criteria that American universities follow when
deciding on a curriculum?
– Our curriculum is always chosen by department, and the general
education requirements are uniformly applied across the University. Our
teachers constantly update their courses, and every few years we invite
evaluators from the outside to review the content and the way in which
the curriculum is applied.
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– How do you see the liberal arts education for the future
generations, considering they are viewed as unproductive for finding wellpaid jobs in Europe, as well as in the US? Do these subjects have a
significant role when forming well-informed citizens?
– The concept of liberal arts education is the foundation of higher
education in America. We often ask ourselves: ‘Are our students able to
think critically? Are they able to write concisely and correctly? Are they
able to debate, research, analyze, and synthesize?’ All these are qualities
and knowledge promoted by our humanistic courses. At the same time,
the universities in America foresee general education requirements under
which the students must encounter such disciplines, from the humanistic
ones to science, social sciences, and arts. In this way, we hope that our
students will become able citizens, who are interested to work in their
communities and aim towards a better public life for all Americans.
– Is it true that American universities offer many advanced studies
scholarships for foreigners, because their youth are not interested in this
field of study, and want to earn a lot of money in a very short time by
choosing IT, medicine, business, law, etc.?
– The USA committed to educate not just its own people, but to
give opportunities to foreign students who want to study here. America
sees students from all over the world. In many cases, these students do
receive scholarships to continue their studies in our universities, and
many times they chose to continue to live and work here after
graduation. We encourage our students to join exchange programs for
one semester, or even for an entire year in other countries. My campus
offers scholarships to over fifty universities in the world. Last year, 18% of
the SUNY Cortland graduates were from partner universities from
outside the USA. Through these exchange programs and scholarships,
the citizens of other countries get to know, and that leads to a better
understanding of the future.
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– Because I work in a journalism department, I’d like to know what
kind of relationship you have with the local and regional press? Does it
accurately reflect the reality in this campus?
– We have an excellent relationship with the press. One of the
newspapers in Cortland has strong ties with our university because many
of the journalists working there graduated from SUNY Cortland. The
local radio stations promote our events, and the TV stations send their
employees to the campus to interview the professors on various subjects.
I’ve always been very satisfied with their work.
– How do you see the relationship between Cortland and writer
Theodore Dreiser regarding the novel ‘An American Tragedy’?
– Theodore Dreiser’s novel is based on true events that happened in
Cortland, New York. The novel was chosen for screen multiple times;
however, the precise events can be found in a nonfiction book written by
a geography professor from Cortland, Joe Brownell. Anyone can
purchase the book on Amazon. It’s called Adirondack Tragedy: The
Gillette Murder Case of 1906.
– I know you’ve never been to Romania. What message would you
like to send to the Romanian nation through the ‘Tribuna’ magazine?
– I would like nothing more than to visit Romania with my family
in the near future. Also, I would like to encourage Romanian readers to
visit America. You will discover that we’re curious and excited to meet
people from all over the world. We have fifty states and over 320 million
citizens; we’re a diverse nation, with different opinions, which is proud to
debate current events, but which also wishes to be understood by the rest
of the world. My university is always open for visitors in the Campus, in
the northern part of New York State.
(Tribuna, year XVII, no. 386, 16-30 November, p. 19-20)
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IX. Book Launch at SUNY Cortland
Motto: “Americans launch rockets into space,
and Romanians launch books!”
Alex Ștefănescu
The main reason I had been invited to State University of New
York College at Cortland (SUNY Cortland) was to present my book,
From Moscow to New York (Editura Limes, Cluj-Napoca, 2007) in which
I extensively wrote about my experiences traveling through America. It’s
the only book published overseas about SUNY Cortland; an institution
that was celebrating 150 years of existence that fall.
In Romania, the book launch is done by a few literary critics chosen
by the author to praise their book. (My philology professor, G. Gruiță used
to say that “during book launches, you only hear praises, just like during
funerals”). In America, however, books are presented by the author.
Thus, I knew what to expect, and I had prepared around ninety
slides, which I thought would be enough for the 30-40 minutes I had.
When I saw the slides to the Romanian professors, Alexandru Balaș and
Codruța Temple, they immediately urged me not to talk in detail about
what I thought was the most fascinating chapter of the book. That
chapter describes the ties of writer Theodore Dreiser with Cortland. (In
1906, a young man named Chester Gillette drowned his pregnant
girlfriend, Grace Brown, in a lake. He was caught and sentenced to death
by electrocution. The murder was taken on by the press of those times,
and that is how Theodore Dreiser went to Cortland for research and
ended up drafting the famous novel, An American Tragedy, which was
published in 1925. Multiple movies were made based on it, it received
various prizes -the most famous movie after the one from 1931, was the
one in 1951, A Place in the Sun, which featured Elizabeth Taylor and
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Montgomery Clift). In the year 2000, I was shocked not to find any trace
of Dreiser in Cortland, so I wrote to the mayor, Bruce Tyler (whom I’d
met at a picnic organized by Henry), and suggested three things to him:
1. To name a street in Cortland in the name of the writer. 2. To raise a
statue of Dreiser in the city. 3. To set plates in front of the factory and the
homes where the two young people worked and lived and include them
in a tour for visitors. The mayor replied to my letter without delay,
thanked me for the suggestions, but firmly told me he couldn’t follow any
of them because such a crime should never be celebrated, especially since
their descendants are still alive. Grace Brown’s home is still there, and it’s
across the street from Olga Munteanu’s home, a Romanian who moved
to Cortland 20 years prior. The house’s empty, nobody lives in it
anymore. Oh, I would build a literary museum there!
I removed every trace of Dreiser from my presentation, but I was
sad to do so, even though I could have added the fact that a geography
professor at SUNY Cortland wrote the most well-documented book
about the relations between Dreiser and Cortland (Adirondack Tragedy.
The Gillette Murder Case of 1906, Revised Edition, by Joseph W. Brownell
and Patricia Wawrzaszek Enos, Cortland, NY, 1998), not to mention
another comprehensive book dedicated to the same topic: Murder in the
Adirondacks. “An American Tragedy Revisited” by Craig Brandon,
published by North Country Books, Inc. Utica, New York, has multiple
editions, with the most recent one from 1997.
A week before the event, Alex filled the campus with posters about
my book launch (with the cover of the book, my picture, and a brief
description of the author).
Because of some schedule issues, the date of the launch was changed
from September 12 to September 11, a special day for all Americans, as
they commemorate the terrorist attacks on 9/11, 2001, against the Twin
Towers in New York. Before the time of the launch, we met in Alex’s office
(who was formally dressed). The event was scheduled between 16:30-17:20
in the Sperry Center lecture hall. Alex only told me while we were walking
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towards the hall that such events usually see between 10 and 40 people, but
President Erik J. Bitterbaum might show up. My knees were about to give
out! I started getting nervous because I was afraid to make mistakes in
English, but I didn’t voice it out because I knew the answer would have
been, “Your English is better than my Romanian.” I was hoping not to see
too many people show up, and for the President to have some unforeseen
emergency. But it was not like that.
We walked into the hall to deal with last-minute technical details
while waiting for the attendees. The first one to walk in was an AfroAmerican student, who was very entertaining. I found out his name was
Colley Q’Vaun Robert and that he had studied in my university, faculty
of Journalism in English. I then noticed he was wearing a T-Shirt with
“Universitatea Babeș-Bolyai” on it. He knew a few words in Romanian:
Bună ziua! (Good day!/Hello!), Mulțumesc! (Thank you!), Cu plăcere!
(You’re welcome!), etc. I didn’t have much time to talk to him because
the attendees were starting to trickle in. Among the first people to show
up was the former President of SUNY Cortland, James M. Clark, whose
name is carried on by the Center of Global Involvement run by Alex.
Then the current President showed up, Erik. J. Bitterbaum who’d had an
audience with me a few days prior.
The two presidents sat in the last row of the lecture hall. That was
the first thing that surprised me. The second was the fact that the two
leaders are so close. In Romania, you don’t really see such a thing. I wish
someone would show me an example of a president, prime minister,
minister, director, ambassador, dean, rector, etc. that praised the
accomplishments of their predecessor or even to have a casual
relationship with them. I don’t know of any! I know an exception, but the
exception is well-known and strengthens the rule: the current
Metropolitan of Cluj, Maramureș, and Sălaj, Holy Andrei, always praised
his predecessor, Metropolitan Bartolomeu Valeriu Anania.
After them other Americans professors showed up, and I knew
some of them from my visit in 2000, or 2002: David A. Hollenback, the
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director of the Communication Studies Department in 200, so my former
boss, Codruța Temple, the one from Cluj who I will talk about later,
Henry Steck, the one who started the project that had brought me to
Cortland in 2000, Craig B. Little, whom I met during many AUDEM
conferences, and who is an expert in education and psychology, Samuel
Kelley, an expert in communication sciences, who had invited me to a
meeting with his students in 2000 (there were over 250 in the hall), John
C. Hartsock, the one I’d helped with the translation of his book, A History
of American Literary Journalism, which I’d also written a preface for
(European Institute, Iași, 2015), Sharon R. Steadman, the reputable
archeologist whom I’d met on my second day at a picnic organized at
Alex’s home, Sharon Pesesky, one of our closest friends in Cortland, Olga
Munteanu who was accompanying Henry, who was recovering from a
recent leg surgery, and other professors I was not familiar with, and many
students. There were around forty people.
At 4:30 PM the event was started by Alex who gave a short
presentation of me and my book. I relived the moment from 2000. It’s so
odd to hear someone talking about you in a foreign language! It feels like
they’re talking of someone else. I saw that Stelian Tănase had the same
feeling, and he described it in his book L.A. vs. N.Y. Jurnal american
(Polirom, 1998).
I based my presentation with the help of the slides on three main
topics: 1. The origin of the book. 2. The content. 3. The effects my book
and my visit had when it came to the relationship between SUNY
Cortland and “Babeș-Bolyai” University. (I won’t go into detail about
what prompted me to write the book, because I talked about this in other
chapters). When it came to the content of the book, I insisted on the
chapters about SUNY Cortland, emphasizing on my unexpected
encounter with President Bill Clinton and Hillary Clinton in 2000, the
brief discussion I had with the American President, the letter I sent to the
White House, and the fast reply I received. Every detail of my book is
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backed up by historic, geographic, and linguistic details that give it a kind
of savory feel, as the Romanian critics said in the reviews.
In the conclusion, I mentioned that four American professors (John
Ryder, Henry Steck, Thomas Mwanika, and Coralee Burch) had held
speeches at UBB, and that with two of them (John Ryder and Henry Steck)
I had conducted detailed interviews for the Romanian press, which had
been republished in two of my books. One of John Ryder’s studies was
published in the Reporter magazine, a periodical I founded in 1999. Two
members of the administration staff (Sharon Pesesky and Elizabeth
Speziale) had also visited the university in Cluj. My actions resulted in John
Hartsock’s book on the history of American literary journalism being
translated to Romanian, as I’ve mentioned before. Several American
students had visited Cluj-Napoca, and a few Romanian students from Cluj
had studied at SUNY Cortland for one semester. I contributed to many
prestigious Romanian publications (Tribuna, România literară, Adevărul
de Cluj, etc.) with over forty articles on American reality and I have about
fifteen more planned. I truly hope to see an issue of Tribuna publish a few
photographs of Heather Ramsdale’s sculptures, a “product” of SUNY
Cortland who finds “Brancuzi” (= Brâncuși) fascinating, and who even
inspired her when creating several of her sculptures. Is that a lot? Is it not
enough? We should let others decide that.
After the applause, I received many questions. President James M.
Clark asked me how the situation in Romanian evolved in the last two
decades. President Erik. J. Bitterbaum was curious to know the
differences I’ve seen in the campus since my last visit, two decades prior.
Sharon R. Steadman was interested to know more about the current
political scene in Romania, and a student wanted to know what
impressed me the most in America. “Respect for the law!” I said in a
heartbeat, something that you can’t always see in Romania. That’s why,
Constantin Dobrogeanu-Ghrea said in his work, Neoiobăgia, that “the
revolution Romania needs is the revolution of respecting the law!” I gave
two reasons why I was so impressed by this fact: the most imposing
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building in Cortland is neither the Townhall, nor the Community Center,
but the Palace of Justice! Then I mentioned the scandal in which
President Bill Clinton had found himself when he was judged by regular
citizens. In America nobody is above the law, a principle that exists in the
Romanian Constitution, however, over there is not always respected.
Because it was already getting late (over an hour had passed), Alex
suggested we end the discussion, and everyone who wanted to ask me
more questions should send them by email.
In the end, I thanked the two Presidents for their assistance, and I
promised to publish the second edition of my book, including fifteen new
chapters with impressions from my third visit to America. I then thanked
my colleagues and the students (who had not been brought in by force, as
it sometimes happens in Romania, but they get genuine interest thanks to
the posters they’ve seen all across the Campus). President Erik
Bitterbaum astonished me when he congratulated me and told me he was
going to walk away to greet my wife! (Doina was talking to several people
in the first row. Edgar Papu was right when he said that „modesty and
good company are the qualities of exceptional people”.
I promised I will do my best to have the book translated to English,
as a way to show my gratitude to all my American friends and colleagues
who offered me and my family so many moments of joy and satisfaction.
The only way I can repay them is through words. I always say that
nothing is more long-lasting than “the Word”. “In the beginning was the
Word…,” said the Bible. The Egyptian Pyramids, for example, are made
of stone, but stone can crumble due to weather, or even due to uncaring
people. However, nobody can destroy the Word.
And I remembered the words of an ancient poet, Pindar, who said
that “Words have a longer time than deeds!”
(FlAP, year XVIII, no. 42 (870), Oct. 26-Nov. 1, 2018, p. 4)
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X. Prof. Dr. Alexandru Balaș, SUNY Cortland: “Without culture
and arts, the rush of life seems to have no purpose”
Alexandru Balaș was born in Focșani where he went to elementary
school, middle school, and high school, after which he chose to study
Political Science (in English) at the University of Bucharest. In the 3rd year
of college, he was awarded a one-year scholarship for Vermont University
in the USA. He returned to Romania to finish his studies, and after that, he
got a master’s degree at Sabanci University in Istanbul. He went back to
the US to work on his Ph.D. at the University of Illinois in Urbana
Champaign, a Ph.D. supervised by Professor Paul Diehl. In 2006, he was
chosen by the Romanian Government to represent Romania in the UN
General Summit in Vienna, then in New York, which was focused on youth
issues. After working for one year at the University of Vermont, he
transferred to Loyola University in Chicago, and then to SUNY Cortland as
a professor in International Relations. Here he became the director of
“James M. Clark” Center that deals with the international aspect of the
Campus and Cortland in general. He published two books and several
studies in niche magazines. He speaks English, French, and Italian, but he
can also converse in Spanish, Catalan, and Turkish, and has basic
knowledge of German, Arabic, and Portuguese.
*
– Dear Alex, you were born in Romania, but you now have a very
important position at SUNY Cortland. Can you tell us more about the
beginning of your American journey? How did you end up in the US?
– I was awarded a scholarship in my 3rd year from the Open Society
Foundation in Vermont. After one year studying in the American
mountains, I spent my summer in New York City working for an affiliate
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organization of the United Nations. I returned to Romania for my 4th
year, and after graduation, most of my classmates chose the West, but I
went to the East for my Master's in Istanbul, at Sabanci University. The
two years of study there opened the door for a Ph.D. at one of the bestranked universities in the US. Those were two of the best years of my life.
In Istanbul, the quality of student life is higher than I could have ever
imagined, and I was accepted for my Ph.D. by several universities in the
US, but I chose to work with Paul Diehl at the University of Illinois, in
Urbana-Champaign.
What can I tell you about the US? In 2002-2003, when I went to
Vermont and NYC, I truly lived the “American Dream”. I worked in the
campus library and earned in a week more than what my mother earned
in a month in Romania, and she was an engineer. What shocked me was
the “speed” at which everything moved around the campus. There were
many lectures, conferences, and opportunities. I joined the debate club
and traveled with it to various debate championships in Rochester and at
the West Point Military Academy. I founded a United Nations Club and I
appealed to the Student Senate to fund a trip to NYC for a great
conference, the United Nations Model. There were many opportunities,
and I was basically working from 8 AM to midnight for all sorts of
academic projects or in the library. The summer I spent in NYC was a
dream come true. I worked a lot, but I also got to enjoy the jazz clubs in
Greenwich Village or the NY Symphony in Central Park. I had a
Romanian colleague named Ionuț, and we used to play football with a
group of South Americans in Central Park every Saturday morning. We
were planning to make our own “țuică” (Romanian brandy) in our
apartment, but fortunately, that was just a plan. That summer I saw the
American capital for the first time, however, I remained in love with
NYC, with the adrenaline and the speed of this city that truly never
sleeps.
When I was working on my Ph.D. in Champaign-Urbana, I realized
the Midwest was the heart of America. The people are kind, they help
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you, and they’re overall quite extraordinary. I consider myself a
“Midwestern” now, despite a part of me always belonging to Vrancea.
During my studies in Illinois, I picked up competitive dancing and
Argentinian Tango. These hobbies saved me from the stress of working
on a Ph.D. in such a competitive environment.
To get a glimpse of how competitive the Ph.D. was I can tell you
that out of twenty people in the beginning, in August 2006, only ten were
left for Political Science at the University of Illinois from UrbanaChampaign in August 2008. Only eight of us finished.
What saved me? 9th and 12th-grade math I learned in high school at
Focșani (because without math and statistics you have no way of
finishing your Ph.D. in the US nowadays, no matter the topic), and these
hobbies that allowed me to do something other than Political Science,
and somehow helped me put things into perspective. Maybe the
proverbial “hunger” of the Romanian man when arriving in the US to not
ever fail played a key role in me finishing my Ph.D. in 5 years (which is
relatively short for the US).
– In 2006 and 2007 you represented Romania in the UN Summit
where you got to hold a speech. How was this experience?
– Yes, it was a wonderful experience. I was the moderator of a
working session together with a colleague from Ciad. I still remember the
fact that my colleague was terrified before we started the session, not
because we had to moderate the debates in a group of over 100 UN
members, but because she didn’t know if her family was still alive,
because the Janjaweed troops responsive for the genocide in Darfur,
Sudan had infiltrated Ciad and had attacked her hometown. Anyway, the
session was quite nerve-wracking, but I had some training with holding
lectures at the university with a full audience, so everything turned out
fine. This was later confirmed to me by a Romanian diplomat from
Romania’s UN delegation, who had come somehow incognito to keep an
eye on me. On this occasion, I visited the boardroom in the United
Nations headquarters in NYC, and in the General Meeting, I saw the
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General UN Secretary, Kofi Annan. The summit was debating on youth
issues, and every country sent two representatives. I was chosen by the
Ministry of External Affairs to represent Romania with my colleague in
Vienna, 2006, then in NYC in October 2006. For the regional summit,
Romania was the country that worked on the draft resolution that was
debated later. On this occasion, I, and my colleague, were allowed by the
Ministry of External Affairs to found UNYouth in Romania, thus in the
autumn of 2006, Romania constantly sent delegates to this program. You
can find more information on this at https://www.un.org/development/
desa/youth/what-we-do/youth-delegate-programme.html, and for Romania
http://unyouthdelegate.ro/.
– You travel a lot across the world, take part in conferences,
international seminaries, etc. How do you manage to keep up with such a
full schedule?
– You’re right. When I work, I’m focused on just that, and when I
relax, I don’t even check my work email. I don’t have a smartphone, but
an old phone with buttons, which allows me to be free of the Internet
when I don’t need it. When I became a father to my twin girls, my
priorities changed. I like to believe I’m more efficient when I’m focused
on work. I learned the best schedule to work from the time I was going to
school in Romania, and I follow it even now. I didn’t spend any night
studying; I try to rest during the day, and I plan vacations constantly. I
work 6-7 hours a day when I give 110% for my job. The rest of the time, I
rebuild my energy and let my ideas germinate unimpeded because that’s
when the best ideas are born. The hardest thing I had to learn ways to say
“no” to all sorts of interesting projects, and only get involved with as
many as I can handle. However, I need the adrenaline of projects that
stimulate me intellectually.
– What were the factors that convinced you to take the job at SUNY
Cortland?
– The academic field is very harsh in the US. Despite obtaining my
Pd. D. at one of the best universities in the country, it’s very difficult to
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get a position here. The first job I had after completing my studies was a
one-year job at the University of Vermont, then I had a longer one at the
Loyola University of Chicago. The problem with Chicago was that job
wouldn’t have allowed me to climb up the ladder and be promoted.
However, the most crucial factor there was my family, as I didn’t have
any time left to see my wife because of all that time I had to spend in
traffic. So, I applied for a position at SUNY Cortland, and they wanted
me on board. It was – and it still is – the perfect job for me. I’m an
International Studies professor, and I have a European style of teaching,
which is interdisciplinary, and at the same time, I’m the director of the
center responsible for the internationalization of the campus. I wanted to
become a teacher because I love working with students. But I also wanted
to have administrative responsibilities and free-hand to organize
international programs.
– What are the main projects of Clark Center?
– The Clark Center deals with the internationalization of the
campus and of the community (Cortland has around 20,000 residents).
We organize international-themed events with international guests (such
as you); we organize educational projects on various themes that are
funded by third parties (for example courses and events related to the
European Union, to the politics and culture of Central and Eastern
Europe, Middle East, Southern Asia, Africa, Latin America). We have
several workgroups that are focused on each one of these regions. We
promote student exchanges, international idea exchanges, and project
collaborations between professors.
– As you know, you invited me to join a council meeting at Clark
Center. Some members had a respectable age and an impressive CV. How
did you manage to make them see you as a leader?
– I was received quite warmly, even if my youthful age had
suggested I wasn’t fit to become the director of such an institution. Few’d
risk bringing such a young professor on as a leader. That’s why I want to
thank my mentor, Sharon Steadman (archeology professor at SUNY
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Cortland), who saw the energy I have and my desire to work on big
projects. There were several colleagues with traditional European
thinking who tried to teach me who the “boss” was because of their age.
But risking showing a lack of modesty, I can say these colleagues quickly
learned such things don’t work with a Romanian! I told one of them that
this is the US, and when it comes to being a good leader, age doesn’t
matter as it would in Europe. My American colleagues have always had
my back. This is a position that makes you constantly negotiate with all
your colleagues, and you must know how to get them all on your side, so
we, as a whole, can go in the same direction.
– Why do you think the American universities offer so many
scholarships to foreigners? What if they choose to return to their home
country after using America’s money to study?
– I read an article not long ago that said the best research is done in
an international environment. When you have a lot of people from all
over the world, raised with different traditions, they will address issues
differently. From this mash of ideas, you can create revolutionary ideas
that can change the world. Some international Ph.D. students remain in
the US, just like I did because I found a job here. But many others return
to their home country, which contributes to raising the academic level of
those countries, when these former Ph.D. students become professors,
and maintain their collaboration with the US and with their former
colleagues who might be all over the world. Others chose to get English
teaching positions wherever they can: in Europe, Brazil (a country that
invested a lot in their academic field), South Korea, Japan, Australia, New
Zealand, even Turkey, and Kazakhstan, which have also invested a lot in
their top universities. In most cases, these people will remain
“Americanized” and will promote American culture in other countries.
This “soft power” is essential for the US. Honestly, I wouldn’t even know
how to apply for an academic position in Romania, because the
universities in Romania are not public on the international recruitment
websites.
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– What made you write your book, ‘Peace Operations (War and
Conflict in the Modern World)’ in collaboration with Paul F. Diehl?
– I simply suggested to Paul, who was my supervising Ph.D.
professor and one of my mentors, to publish a second revised edition,
with all my recent discoveries from my Ph.D. thesis. He thought it was a
great idea, so we started working on it.
– You’re fluent in English, French, Italian, but you can converse in
Spanish, Catalan, and Turkish, with basic knowledge of German, Arabic,
and Portuguese. When and how did you manage to learn so many
languages?
– I started learning English in 3rd grade while I was studying in
Focșani, then I started French in 5th grade. I studied both until the 12th
grade. In middle school, my mother sent me to a school with a
curriculum for intensive English (6 hours a week, more than Romanian,
as many hours as math). In those years, as well as during college when I
studied Political Science in English, I learned plenty of English. I had a
moment of panic when I was invited to hold a lecture at ‘Babeș-Bolyai’
University, and I was asked if I could hold it in Romanian. Because I
studied political science and international studies only in English, it was
really hard for me to do it in Romanian. However, I speak Romanian
almost every day when Skyping with my family in Romania, and I try to
teach my girls Romanian.
I studied German and Arabic during college. Spanish, Catalan, and
Portuguese were quite easy because they’re Latin languages. I learned a bit
of Turkish while living in Istanbul, and during a summer when I didn’t
have enough money, I received a scholarship from the American
Government to learn another foreign language. Thus, I received money for
that summer, and I learned a language I wanted to learn long before that.
I speak English, Romanian, French, and Spanish daily. I have
subscriptions to French periodicals, and I watch spots with Spanish
commentary, which helps me maintain my proficiency level in these
languages.
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– Was knowing so many languages an advantage when you applied
for your position at SUNY Cortland? Can you tell us how you won the
position?
– I don’t believe it had much to do with it, no. Maybe the fact I got
to experience so many cultures was what helped me more. In October, I
was the post for this position on a website for academic job recruitments.
I sent an application and I waited to see if they were going to give me a
call. They did call me around November. Then I was invited to spend 2
days on the campus, hold a lecture, and meet the ones that would become
my colleagues. Only three candidates were invited on the campus, so I
know I was in the top three from over a hundred who had applied. So, a
few days before Christmas, when I was taking a break in a mountain
resort, they called me to let me know I was their first option. We
negotiated the salary and other costs (especially the cost of moving
because that was awfully expensive), and I said yes. In August of the
following year, we moved from Chicago to Cortland, NY.
– Are the professors at SUNY Cortland, and the American
universities in general, employed for a set or for an undetermined period of
time?
– If you have a ‘tenure track’ contract you have a set contract for 7
years at SUNY, but if you obtain the ‘tenure’ it becomes a contract for an
undetermined period. Unfortunately, the ‘tenure jobs’ are harder and
harder to find.
If the professors are assistants or ‘visiting assistant professors’ they
are employed for a set time, which is usually one semester. These
professors are stressed because they don’t have paid health insurance, and
they live on a minimum wage. There are cases when an ‘assistant
professor’ works in 3-4 universities at once, or even worse, who live in
their car (I’m not joking) because they simply can’t afford to rent a small
apartment. Life is hard here for assistant professors if they're alone and
don’t have an extra income. They should apply for positions outside the
US.
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These people are ‘assistants’ not because they are less qualified than
the ‘tenure track’ ones but because the academic field produces more
teachers than the spots available, and second because the American
universities have realized they can cut their costs by paying them a
minimum wage legally. They might feel like failures if they leave the
academic field after obtaining a Ph.D. Some prefer such a way of life, then
leave the field or become administrators.
– What are the priorities on which American universities create the
curriculums?
– Here I can only speak from my experience in international
studies. There are three main priorities here: 1. My students must learn
the right questions to ask, and they must learn critical and analytical
thinking; 2. My students must be ready to become citizens of the world,
who can have an international debate on arts and poetry, on politics and
economy; 3. We gave these ‘instruments’ to our students to help them
find good jobs (ex. Foreign languages, negotiation abilities, mediation,
using software such as GIS or R, working with people from diverse
cultures, etc.) We don’t “produce” employees, but we try to shape
people’s characters. But we don’t deny these students need jobs to survive
and to pay what they owe for their studies.
– Do the US graduates find jobs in the field in which they studied?
– Yes. When it comes to International Studies, 80% of the former
students work in their field. Generally, it’s very hard, but for the students
in this field, it’s easier because they can find jobs all over the world, not
just in the US. Thus, they have much more opportunity.”
– How do you mix American pragmatism with Romanian
sentimentalism?
– It took me a long time, and I’m still struggling to understand my
identity. I am an Americanized Romanian, as my friends call me. But at
the same time, I’m from Vrancea, from Focșani, and the American
“Midwest”, but also an Istanbulite (after so many years spent in Istanbul),
and a New Yorker. As Shrek might say, my identity is like an onion – it
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has layers. I’ve always been a direct person, and I like American
pragmatism. But, on the other side, I am a dreamer, a Romanian
sentimentalist who listens to Radio România daily, eats home-cooked
Romanian food, reads Dilema veche, and Romanian books. I brought
over two hundred books in Romanian from New York and every year I
get about thirty more. I have Romanian wine and țuică in the basement,
and I watch handball, volleyball, and rugby on Romanian channels. I’m a
Romanian living in America, who learned the rules of this society but
constantly lives a Romanian life. I hope I’ll never forget that I’m from a
viticulturist family, and for us success means to have grapevines, to
produce good wine, and to be hospitable. Only then I could say that I am
truly successful in America. I have no reason to deny that I love shocking
my friends with my Romanian habits – such as making a barbecue in
winter, being more flexible in interacting with everyone, the hospitality I
was taught by my family, setting a “red carpet” for every guest in our
university they leave with beautiful impressions of us.
– You know of my interest in the relation between Theodore Dreiser
and Cortland. Don’t you believe tourism would flourish if these relations
would become more popular?
– Of course, I know of this from your book. Unfortunately, I don’t
think this idea would be embraced by America because here we still have
issues with the firearms anyone can buy at the supermarket together with
their tomatoes and cucumbers. These massacres, unfortunately, continue
in schools and universities, and many other public places. Innocent
people continue to die because everyone can buy weapons, without being
verified. This type of tourism would not be welcome in America, because
too many people are murdered in cold blood.
– In the ‘90s when I had the first contact with the world of American
universities, I was receiving at the end of the year a lot of letters from my
friends here with yearly accounts of their lives. Is this custom still standing?
What’s the story behind it?
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– No, this doesn’t happen anymore. I have a few colleagues that still
do it, but unfortunately, the academic requirements in the past two
decades put such a strain on the professors’ time, that most of them don’t
have time to do it anymore. However, we must give yearly accounts for
our superiors. I write two of them: one for the Clark Center and one for
the International Studies program. Each one of them has around
seventeen pages.
– What type of connections does Clark Center (or SUNY Cortland)
have with the European universities? What about the Romanian ones?
– We are partnered with many European universities – Salamanca,
Fulda, La Rochelle, with universities from England and Turkey. These are
strong partnerships. Also, we have a partnership initiated by Henry Steck
with ‘Babeș-Bolyai’ University in Cluj-Napoca. I obtained a few grants for
Clark Center, and with the help of Carmen Țâgșorean from the
International Cooperation center at ‘Babeș-Bolyai’ University, I managed
to set up an Erasmus+Key Action 1 partnership, which allows us to
exchange students and professors.
– Because this interview will be published in ‘Tribuna’ magazine
from Transylvania, what message would you like to send to our readers?
– From many points of view, I have the Transylvania mentality of a
man who works and thinks well. I was so impressed in 2017 when, with
your help, I saw parts of Transylvania that I’d never seen before, and I
realized that across the mountains, people think like Americans.
In conclusion, I want to encourage your readers to continue to
promote culture, because, without culture and arts, the rush of life seems
to have no purpose. Thank you!
– I also thank you for your time.
(Tribuna, year XIX, no. 418, 1-15 February 202, p. 14-16)
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XI. Heather Ramsdale – An American Artist Influenced by
Brâncuși

Heather Ramsdale

As I said before, on Thursday, 6th of September at 10 Am I was
received by SUNY Cortland President, prof. Dr. Erik J. Bitterbaum. In the
elevator that was taking us (I was with Alex) to the 4th floor of the
Presidential office, we met Jaroslava Prihodova. Alex had already
introduced me to her, and I knew she was the interim director of the
Department of Art and History of Art at SUNY Cortland. She invited us
to meet artist Heather Ramsdale (Artist’s Talk) who had an art gallery
with her personal creations on the 30th of August, called Form & Forever.
The meeting was scheduled for September 12 at 5 PM. We both thanked
her, and we promised to be there, even though I didn’t know my whole
schedule yet. But the one who was set on us attending was our friend and
colleague, Professor Henry Steck (who reminded us about the date of the
event), and I found out later why.
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I must mention in advance the fact that exhibitions in America are
different from the ones in Romania, as you could see from the way they
organize book launches. An art exhibit is followed by three events: the
artist speech (Artist’s Talk) in which the artist talks about how they
created the artworks, a workshop (Artist's Workshop) coordinated by the
artist, this event ending with the screening of documentaries related to
the artistic universe of the exhibition. At least this was how Heather
Ramsdale’s events flowed between 27 August - 5 October 2018. I could
see the American pragmatism here, that helped the visitors immerse
themselves in the artistic universe of the exhibition. This doesn’t happen
in Romania, where during an exhibition, art critics use obscure language
which doesn’t help the visitors understand the deeper meaning of the art
pieces. But we shouldn’t judge them too harshly because literary critics or
some “philosophers” write texts that nobody understands. As Alex
Ștefănescu said, “not even the CIA decoding specialist, with their whole
network of last generation computers” could do it – Alex Ștefănescu,
Cum te poți rata ca scriitor. Câteva metode sigure și 250 de cărți proaste
(How to fail as a writer. Several safe methods to do so, and 250 bad books),
Humanitas, București, 2009, p. 129.
Now back to the exhibition. Alex and Henry had told us to go there
30 minutes prior to the start of the event if we wanted to find seats in
Dowd Gallery because those were usually taken by the students of the
faculty of Art.
We were the first in the hall, where at the table we saw Jaroslava
Prihodova, the interim director of the Department of Art and History of Art,
as well as a delicate young woman who was testing a piece of hardware. We
were waiting for the sculptor, and it was hard for me to grasp the idea of a
female sculptor, knowing they need muscles to work in stone.
Well, when the conference started, Jaroslava gave the word to the
delicate young woman, who was Heather Ramsdale. I carefully listened to
her speech (that started with an homage brought to the late Janet Steck,
Henry’s wife, Jaroslava’s predecessor as the director of the Art Gallery). I
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learned what were the steps she had to take to become an artist, the
creators that had influenced her. And her personal opinion on art. The
author presented her artistic activity structured in five time periods
(2009-2010; 2011-2013; 2014-2015; 2016-2017; 2018).
I was incredibly surprised to hear her a few times saying the name
“Brancuzi” (= Brâncuși), for whom Heather showed profound respect,
recognizing the Romanian sculptor’s influence on her work. Besides, the
catalog of the exhibition features a work that reminded me of the
“Infinite column”, in which the overlapping octahedral modules are
replaced with round hourglass shapes, and the inferior and superior
extremities are made of half-modules, just like in Brâncuși’s work. Other
works reminded me of Brâncuși’s “birds”, his Rooster that I recently saw
in New York City at MoMA.
After the conference, I had the opportunity to talk to Heather and
she confirmed she loves the works of Brâncuși and confessed that one of
her dreams is to visit the ensemble at Târgu Jiu. I told her I would suggest
to my colleagues at the Tribuna magazine to feature illustrations of her
works in one of its issues. She was very excited about the idea.
The next day I went back to look at the exhibition, so I could quietly
enjoy the 40 featured works, in every stage of creation. I don’t claim to
have the competencies of an art critic, but I must say I noticed some things
right from the start. I saw the author’s obsession with the passing of time,
which inevitably leads to that “damned insoluble problem”, as Marin Preda
would say, meaning death. Even on the cover of the catalog, there’s an
illustration of a white cardboard American coffin set on five black pillars, a
motif that came back in her 2014-2015 works.
The second thing I noticed was the artist’s delight in playing with
varied materials: stone, wood, steel, plywood, enamel, cardboard, paper,
plastic, silicone, leather, etc., many times in combination.
In the presented exhibition, but also in the interview taken by
Jaroslava Prihodova and published in the catalog, the author admitted to
being influenced by artistic currents deriving from Modernism
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(Suprematism, Constructivism, De Stijl, Minimalism, “Bauhaus” style, even
Brutalism, etc.). An upside-down table (Reclaimed Table) with atypical legs,
reminded me of the odd objects created by Dali. She learned from Allen
Mooney, a sculptor, and professor at SUNY Cortland, to transpose an
abstract idea into a concrete, solid one, in other words, to make an imaginary
thing become real, turning it into her personal idea of magic.
Besides, on her website, Heather defined her artistic style: “The
objects I make are often minimal in presentation and carefully edited
during construction until I feel they become curious but plausible. Alone,
the forms are poignant and deliberate in their presence. Collectively, for
me, the objects bring into question a new environment suggestive of time
interrupted by motion. Recently, my thoughts have centered around
transit and time, and how we locate ourselves within both. My intrigue
surrounding these ideas propels my attempt to define and question the
breadth of their meaning through the built form and understand how the
objects relate to one another. I often think of them as pensive and
mysterious, but always balanced with a slice of dark humor. Similar to
dreaming, my response to the objects I make feels both familiar and new
as I continue to explore the balance in dichotomies.”
I hoped her dream of visiting Brâncuși’s ensemble at Târgu Jiu to
become reality. I hoped that imaginary ideas will become real for her, as
she makes them happen in her creation.
*
In 1996, heather Ramsdale studied sculpture at Goldsmiths College
in London, UK. In 1997, she received a BA in Studio Art from SUNY
Cortland. In 2005, she studied architecture at Harvard and Cambridge
University, and in 2006 she took welding technology courses at Mohawk
Valley Community College in Utica. In 2010, she obtained her second
M.F.A. degree from the University of Pennsylvania. She completed her
higher education (art+ecology) at Joya, in Andalucia, Spain.
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The artist was nominated by Terra Foundation for the American
Art Awards, and she won the title of Student with Outstanding
Achievements in Contemporary Sculpture from the International
Sculpture Center. Also, she was the recipient of two Pollock-Krasner
Foundation fellowships, both for residencies in upstate New York. Her
work was included in the group exhibition at Savery Gallery, organized
by Delaware County Community College.
She taught (usually sculpture courses) starting in 2011 at
Montgomery County Community College, Blue Bell; Delaware County
Community College, Media; Lehigh University, Bethlehem; The College
of New Jersey, Ewing (Professional Sculpture/3D technician), etc. She is
now an assistant professor of sculpture at Kutztown University in
Pennsylvania. She held conferences at many American universities
(School of Design, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Weber State
University, Ogden; the University of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst
(2012); The College of New Jersey, Ewing (2013); Delaware County
Community College (2015); Lycoming College Art Gallery, Williamsport
(2017), and now I saw her at SUNY Cortland in a conference.
She had various personal exhibitions: Beyond Origin at The Gallery
at Delaware County Community College, Philadelphia (2015), Slide Out
Of View at Lycoming College Art Gallery, Williamsport (2016), the one at
Dowd Gallery, Form & Forever, the State University of New York at
Cortland (2018), which was her third one. Her art was included in 27
collective exhibits from the USA and one in Ireland.
The ones who want to learn more about the universe of her
creation can visit her website (www.heatherramsdale.com).
(FlAP, year XIX, no. 4-5 (882-883), 8-14 February 2019, p. 4)
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XII. An Invitation From Korean Professor Wan Sung to Hold A
Speech About the Interview
1. How an idea is born. When he found out a Romanian professor
who teaches at the Faculty of Journalism was going to visit SUNY
Cortland, Korean professor Wan Sung talked to Alex long before our
arrival, to schedule me to hold a speech about the interview before his
students. I happily accepted because the subject was so familiar to me.
Alex scheduled a meeting between me and the Korean professor to
discuss the details. I expressed my regret for not knowing about that before
my trip because I could have spent more time on getting ready and selecting
images for my ideas. But Wan told me his students will learn a lot, informed
me of the students' major, and what their level was when it came to
journalism. Once we had that set, we chose to meet for the course on
September 6th, between 4:25-5-30 PM, as Alex had noted in my schedule.
I was very thankful for having the Internet because I was able to rush a
plan of twenty slides, but again I was regretting not having enough time to
“color” my speech with pictures of newspapers, magazines, and portraits.
When the day came, I went to Alex’s office 15 minutes before the
course and I told him there was no need to come, because I know he was
busy, however, generous as he is, he insisted on being present to make
sure everything was okay.
The course was opened by professor Sung, who presented me in a
few words taken from the posters from my book launch and allowed me
to start my presentation.
I thanked my colleague, Wan Sung, for the honor he had given me,
and I mentioned I was not going to speak from books, but from my
personal experience as a writer and journalist.
I first made a short presentation of “Babeș-Bolyai” University, one
of the most important higher education institutions in Romania and
Europe, which had a good position in the famous Shanghai ranking,
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insisting on its multicultural character that had been promulgated from
the time professor Andrei Marga was the Minister of Education. I made
them aware of my website, even if it’s not been translated into English,
showing them the covers of my published books, and insisting on the
ones featuring interviews: La un ceai cu Ștefan J. Fay/ Tea with Ștefan J.
Fay (2003); Convorbiri cu Ion Brad “din primăvară până-n toamnă (apr.oct. 2013)/ A chat with Ion Brad “from spring to fall” (Apr.-Oct. 2013). In
all my travel journals – Peregrin prin Europa. File de jurnal: Viena, Praga,
Varșovia, Budapesta/ Pilgrim through Europe. Pages from my journal:
Vienna, Prague, Warsaw, Budapest (1988); De la Moscova la New York/
From Moscow to New York (2005); Un ardelean la București/ A
Transylvanian in Bucharest (2011); O călătorie în Țara Kangurului/ A
journey to the country of kangaroos (2012) – I included interviews with
great personalities of Romanian culture, ambassadors, etc. (Ioan
Grigorescu, Nina Cassian, Ioan-Aurel Pop, Anamaria Beligan, Petru
Forna), but many of these interviews stayed only in the pages of the
magazines where they were published (Mircea Malița, Adrian Păunescu,
Nicolae Balotă, Ion Jalea, Bartolomeu Valeriu Anania, D.D. Roșca,
Dumitru Micu, Alex Ștefănescu, Andrei Marga, Tatiana Slama-Cazacu,
Paul Cornea, Mihai Iacobescu, etc.). To all these, I had to add the
interview anthologies (which were collaborations) of writers Edgar Papu
(2005), Cella Serghi (2005), Constantin Ciopraga (2007), Fănuș Neagu
(2011), Ion Lăncrănjan (2012), and the anthology of interviews of
Octavian Paler was set to be released at that time.
What I wanted to show was that by practicing interviews for over
three decades (1988-2018) it was natural to gain experience, and I wanted
to share it with my journalism students.
2. General considerations. If during the interwar period the king
of all journalistic styles was the reportage (“Call the reporter!” said Geo
Bogza), today, in the era of communication, the place of the reportage
was taken by the interview.
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The humanist scholar, Edgar Papu, whom I’d met personally,
wrote: “The interview is an expression belonging exclusively to the
modern era of culture. No matter how much I’d strain my imagination, I
don’t know how an interview with Augustus or Horace would look today.
How could I imagine a conversation between Socrates and his disciples
set in a short time, and ended at a time that he had not chosen?
Thus, the interview is a practical and efficient way to spread culture,
which makes it part of the mass media (of information – note I.R.), such as
radio and TV. People today are too busy and need a quick way of receiving
cultural information. The interview can give that to them.”
3. The definition. According to dictionaries, the interview is “a
conversation between a political or cultural personality with a journalist,
in which the journalist asks questions to find the opinion of the
personality on diverse topics, in order to share them through the massmedia”. This is the main definition of the word, but there are two other
secondary ones: A. Conversation between an investigator with a person
that’s part of sociological research. B. A discussion between an employer
and job candidate.
Ken Metzler, an American researcher, defines the interview as “a
conversation, usually between two people, which searches to obtain
information for an unknown audience. The interview is often an
information exchange that can bring a level of understanding to which
neither of the parts would have access otherwise.” (apud Tolcea, p. 69).
The main definition that interests us refers to the existence of a
personality and a journalist. A journalist can interview Donald Trump,
but if former President Barack Obama were to talk to President Trump,
that would be a dialogue, not an interview, given the legal status between
the two personalities. I’m not that familiar with the American cultural
space, but in Romania we have a few such dialogues between well-known
philosophers and writers: Andrei Pleșu and Gabriel Liiceanu (Dialoguri
de duminică. O introducere în categoriile vieții/ A Sunday conversation.
Introduction to the categories of life, Humanitas, București, 2015), two
linguists, G.I. Tohăneanu and Ionel Funeriu (Optimus Magister, Editura
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Universității de Vest, Timișoara, 2017), or a well-known linguist and a
mathematician – Eugen Munteanu and Viorel Barbu (5 convorbiri despre
știință, cultură, creație/ 5 conversations on science, culture, creation,
Editura Junimea, Iași, 2017).
Right from the start, we must know the difference between the
journalistic interview and the cultural interview. In both cases, it’s
important to pay attention to the theme of the interview, and to the
interviewed person.
For reasons related to the time, I won’t discuss the cultural
interview which belongs more to written press, avoiding radio, TV, or
online interviews, which I believe has special traits that must be discussed
in detail to be understood.
4. History of the interview. The member of Romanian Academy,
Camil Mureșanu, who had great knowledge of the historical realities and
politics of America (he published Președinte la Casa Albă/ A President in
the White House, 1974) is the author of a very interesting textbook, Etape
și probleme din istoria presei în epoca modernă/ Periods and problems
from the history of the press in modern times (1994) in which he shows
how the interview became a journalistic style, and how it’s tied to the
name of American James Gordon Bennet, the founder of The New York
Herald in 1835. In 1924, New York Tribune bought this newspaper and
renamed it The New York Herald Tribune. It was published until 1966,
and it was the rival of The New York Times, winning several Pulitzer
prizes. The New York Herald was established as an alternative to The New
York Sun, which had appeared two years prior, in 1833. The New York
Sun (The Sun for short) was published until 1950 when it was merged
with The New York World Telegraph. In its 117 years, which is an
exceptionally long life for a newspaper, The Sun had the privilege to
publish Edgar Allan Poe’s tale, The Balloon Hoax in 1844. Also, John. B.
Bogart, the editor-in-chief of The Sun between 1873-1890, said some
famous words: “When a dog bites a man, that is not news, because it
happens so often. ... But if a man bites a dog, that is news.” This quote is
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often attributed to Charles Dana, an editor of The Sun and part-owner
between 1868-1897).
James Gordon Bennett investigated a crime from the underworld of
the metropolis in 1836. What was new about this investigation was that
Bennet published a discussion he’d had with the madam of the brothel
where the murder had happened. “The dialogue with Madam Rosina
Townsend fulfills every condition to be considered the first authentic
interview: it’s direct, impactful, shows the strength and the analytic mind
of the journalist”, said Tudor Vlad in his book, Interviul. De la Platon la
Playboy/ The Interview. From Plato to Playboy, Editura Dacia, ClujNapoca, 1997, p.33.
Nobody knows for sure what the history of the interview in the
written press is in the history of Romanian journalism, but we know it
only appeared in the 19th century. Thus, Libertatea newspaper (year XIII,
nr. 38, 04-17 August 1914, p.3) published an interview taken from
Universul newspaper.
5. The importance of documentation. The main problem when
preparing for an interview, no matter its type, is the thorough
documentation around the theme of discussion, the personality, and the
activity of the person who will be interviewed. If right from the start the
journalist says, “Please present yourself for our readers”, they clearly missed
their vocation. Good documentation will be reflected in the quality of the
questions, and from how they are answered. The Internet is very helpful for
this. For example, I’m planning to take an interview with President SUNY
Cortland, prof. Dr. Erik. J. Bitterbaum for the Tribuna magazine from ClujNapoca, one of the most prestigious cultural periodicals in Romania. After
he agreed to the interview, I started my documentation: I studied the CV of
Mr. President, I asked his secretary, Mrs. Lori Porter if she could give me
some extra information. Also, I searched the internet for articles about
activities and events he was involved in, and for other interviews he had
given. I hope it will come out to be interesting.
I have another example. After a visit to China, I wanted to take an
interview with writer Mo Yan, a Nobel Prize winner who was going to be a
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part of my book on China. I knew it was very difficult to obtain an
interview with the Chinese writer, that’s why I contacted the Ministry of
External Affairs of Romania in Beijing. They asked me when I planned to
meet the Chinese writer, and I told them I needed around three months to
read his translated novels (about ten novels). After that, the Ministry and
the Embassy told me it was impossible for them to put me in touch with
him, the writer probably being afraid I’d ask him political questions,
despite me making it clear I was interested in literary and cultural
problems. In the end, the interview didn’t take place, and I didn’t write the
book about China, as I was completely discouraged by that failure. From
this example, you can see my European way of thinking, which is nowhere
near the American one. I imagine the students reminiscing about Pierre de
Coubertin’s words (1863-1937), a French pedagogue and historian, the
founder of the International Olympic Committee, and the father of the
Modern Olympic Games: “You won? Keep going!! You lost? Keep going!”.
Finally, there’s one more thing I must say, then we can move on.
From the hundreds of interviews I’ve read, only a few of them satisfied me.
Not because of the way they were worded – because of grammar or stylistic
problems –, or because of the incoherent structure, but mostly because I
could tell there was insufficient documentation. Of course, some
journalists might come up with an excuse. There are times when
personalities come unannounced to some events, and a journalist will end
up taking an interview with them without having the time for research.
But, in most cases, the lack of research is strictly the journalist’s fault.
When I talk about documentation, I’m also thinking about the fact we
sometimes must make annotations in the interview. If, for example, we
interview a writer who ends up talking about their recent article in The New
York Review of Books, the journalist is bound to identify that article and
write a footnote with all the information (year, number, day, month, page).
Also, if someone less known is interviewed, the journalist is bound
to identify that person.
(FlAP, year XVIII, no. 44 (872), 9-15 November 2018, p. 4)
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XIII. Visiting the Home of Codruța and Charles Temple,
in Geneva (New York State)
A few days after I arrived in Cortland,
Alex told us he met professor Codruța
Temple, and she wanted us to visit her
home in Geneva for three days, an hour and
a half drive from Cortland. The news
excited us, but it was also very surprising, as
we didn’t have any collaboration or email
exchange with our future friends. Alex told
me that Codruța knew me better, but she
didn’t exactly remember how we’d met
(maybe in the halls of the Faculty of
Philology in Cluj). I suspected Codruța
knew of my relationship with her father,
professor Sever Trifu, during the times I
was a student. I hoped to give her some
good news: Sever Trifu was mentioned
several times in a positive light in the
correspondence between Zaciu and Șchiau,
Codruța și Charles Temple
two of my former professors at the Faculty of
Philology in Cluj – which I had edited in 2016.
On Thursday, September 6th at 7:30 PM, when Codruța finished
her classes, we met at a restaurant on the lower ground floor of Old Main,
called The Dragon’s Den.
Codruța saw us first and greeted us with the typical Transylvanian
“Servus!”. I immediately started telling her about her father, whom I got
along with exceptionally well, even after he got transferred (due to him
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retiring) from the university in Cluj-Napoca to the one in Sibiu. Codruța
was calm, not surprised by what I told her. She let me finish and then
brought me back to reality: she was not the daughter of professor Trifu,
which was a confusion often done by others, especially because of her
maiden name and her destiny. The other Codruța, one of professor
Trifu’s twin daughters, had indeed lived in the US, but unfortunately, she
had passed away. I apologized for my mistake and walked to her car to
start our journey to Geneva.
Codruța had graduated from the Faculty of Philology in Cluj in
1983 as a valedictorian (English-French major), and in the first two years,
she was in the same class with Tudor Vlad. After graduating from
university, she commuted through the county, to work (as I did) for a
youth organization. She received a Fulbright fellowship for a year in the
US. Eheu! Fugaces labuntur anni!
But let’s get back to our journey. In New York State, both sides of the
highway are flanked by forests, many farms with large cornfields, corn
which is not only used for animals. Ithaca was on our left, a place we had
visited in 2000 with dean John Ryder to meet writer Ștefan Stoenescu (who
is included in the Dictionary of Romanian Anglists compiled by Romanian
professor and translator Virgil Stanciu). During the journey, we saw signs
pointing towards the famous Cornell University, where professor Achim
Mihu from Cluj had studied with a Fulbright scholarship. That university
was raised on the foundation of a Faculty of Agriculture, which explains
some of the global research that underwent at Cornell on this subject.
Ileana, a friend of the Temples, told us that the area had every type of apple
in the world. If a type of apple tree would disappear from a corner of the
world, it would be restored thanks to his genetic base.
We went around the southern part of Lake Cayuga, which has a
Native American name (one of the eleven lakes forming the Finger Lakes
region, which gets its name from the fact that seen from the satellite, the
lakes are positioned somehow like the fingers of a hand). I asked Codruța
why nobody had built a bridge over that lake, and she told me the county
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didn’t have the money for it. All the lakes are connected through
navigation channels that were opened in the 19th century when
transporting goods on the water was the easiest and the most efficient way.
The next lake we saw was Seneca Lake (pronounced with an accent
on the first “e”. I used to pronounce it wrong until my linguistics
professor, Iorgu Iordan corrected me). Seneca Lake was the biggest one,
with over 50 km in length, however, its width was quite small (as wide as
Hudson River, so just a bit wider than our Danube). The name doesn’t
originate from the philosopher Seneca, which is curious considering the
region is full of Greek-Latin names: Syracuse, Ithaca, Homer, Marathon),
but from the Indian word seneca, meaning rock.
Nightfall was starting to set in when we reached her house. We met
her husband, Charles, and their dog, Jackie. We immediately became
attached to her. Charles was waiting on us with a giant pizza, a few
delicious, breaded chicken wings, beer, and delicious regional wine.
Charles told us that the region is great for growing vineyards, even
though I didn’t see any on the road.
Codruța and Charles lived alone in their cozy home in Geneva. (It
was the same place where my colleagues from the Department of Political
Sciences in Cluj were received, professors Irina Kantor and Gabriel
Bădescu). Their children were all grown-up and working in different states
of the US. They all gather for Christmas and other holidays. The family
comes to Romania yearly. The two spouses met in Cluj-Napoca in the ‘90s,
when Charles visited the city for an educational project, and then won a
Fulbright fellowship to teach English in a Romanian high school. After
they got married, they decided to live in the US and teach at university,
Codruța at SUNY Cortland, and Charles at “Hobart & William Smith”
College in Geneva. Together with other colleagues, the two wrote several
textbooks, fiction books for children, which were highly successful in
America (some even reaching the 22nd edition) and were published in
several African countries in millions of copies: Understanding Reading
Problems. Assessment and Instructions (20 editions between 1982-2016);
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Stories and Readers. New Perspectives on Literature in the Elementary
Classroom (7 editions between 1982-1992); The Beginnings of Writing. A
Practical Guide to Young Children’s Discovery of Writing through the
Scribbling, Spelling and Composing Stages (20 editions between 1982-2013);
Language Arts. Learning Processes and Teaching Practices (7 editions
between 1984-1989); On the Riverbank (2 editions in 1992); Shanty Boat
(1994); Cadillac (1995); Train (2 editions between 1995-1996); Children’s
Books in Children’s Hands. A Brief Introduction to Their Literature (22
editions between 1997-2015); Children’s Literature, learning, and Links
Database for Children’s Books in Children’s Hands (1998); All Children
Read. Teaching for Literacy in Today’s Diverse Classrooms (15 editions
between 2005-2018).
I was planning to interview Codruța, because the activity of these
distinguished intellectuals must become well-known in Romania as well.
Starting with the first evening, I realized how much love,
appreciation, and mutual respect exists between the two spouses, who
still enjoyed their honeymoon despite being married for 30 years. Charles
was extremely sentimental, tender, and attentive. For as long as I stayed
with them, Charles went to the porch after dinner or before breakfast and
played his banjo. It’s very unusual to go to sleep or to wake up with such
a musical background.
The next day, Friday, after breakfast we visited the Temples’
garden. It didn’t have a fence, the grass was neatly trimmed, and they had
several old trees and a shed in the back. I have an obsessive question
going through my head. Why don’t Americans plant fruit trees? Codruța
was an exception. She showed me three big apple trees at the front of her
house. We didn’t have any apples to pick because the squirrels had been
faster than us. There were a lot of squirrels around, as there are all over
America. They had planted a cherry tree in the back, but a deer ate it. I
would love to have squirrels and deer in my yard!
I think I mentioned before that Americans don’t have the habit of
emotionally attaching themselves to “stuff” like Europeans do, including
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the houses they live in. In Europe, if you plant a fruit tree you, your
children, and grandchildren will enjoy the fruits for years to come.
Americans have another way of thinking. Romulus Rusan said that
“Americans are used to moving. A fifth of them moves every year. The
ones moving from one city to another, generally prefer to go from east to
West, or from North to South… In fact, for them, moving means putting
their luggage into their car or a moving truck, together with their dishes
and their items with a sentimental value. The furniture is either sold or
left in the house. The country is so big that it’s worth getting to know it.
And the West is the final dream of every retiring American.” (Romulus
Rusan, op. cit., p. 172)
We put Jackie on a leash, and we went to visit the campus of “Hobart
& William Smith” University, which was at the same level as SUNY
Cortland, but much smaller, with only two thousand students (SUNY
Cortland has around five thousand students). Ileana, the former teacher of
“Mihai Viteazul” High School in Turda joined us. She had moved to the
US for her Ph.D., and she didn’t return to Romania (just like her husband).
She was teaching science-based subjects in the US. Somewhere between the
shrubs in the campus, we found the life-sized statue of William Smith, the
founder of this university. Down the pathway, we found the statue of
Elizabeth Blackwell, the first woman in the history of the US who
graduated as a doctor (1849) when women were not even given access to
higher education. We visited the student dorms, the residence of the
President of the university, and the office buildings. We walked to the
shore of Seneca Lake where Jackie enjoyed a bath, then we returned to the
house to get ready for our sailboat ride on the lake.
“Marina” (the place where all the boats are anchored) was a few km
away from the Temples’ home. We had to go in two cars because Charles
was planning to stay there a while longer to take the sails off. The
Temples left their home unlocked, which was a common thing in
America (even the cars are left unlocked in the parking lots). We stopped
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in a park on Seneca’s shore, which was a popular picnic spot with grills
and playgrounds. It was early morning, so we were the first visitors.
The dock was filled with dozens of sailboats. The Temples had
reserved “parking” nr. 52. I didn’t see yachts, probably because people
wanted to be equal around there, and they did when it came to houses as
well. We got in the boat, and Codruța helped me and Doina put on safety
vests. They were quite uncomfortable, and we abandoned them shortly
after because there was no danger for us. Until we got further away from
the shore, Charles used the motor, then he turned it off and raised the
sails. He was so agile that I believed he took training for this (but Charles
learned this from experience, and he told us there were such classes
available, especially for children and young adults). We floated for about
two hours, and we ate our lunch on the boat (an extraordinarily rich and
delicious sandwich). Charles was very skilled at maneuvering the boat. I
watched the infinite surface of the water, feeling like I was at the
beginning of Genesis. A verse from Arghezi’s poem Belșug popped into
my mind at that time: “It’s silent, like at the beginning of time”. Charles
was a true guide on the way, telling us the story of Seneca Lake. That’s
when we found out it’s the tallest of the 11 lakes that make the Finger
Lakes, thus it fills all the others through channels, as I said before. He also
joked that from there we could reach Romania by boat: we would walk
across Houston, cross the Atlantic, then the Mediterranean Sea, and
finally the Black Sea to reach the port of Constanța. We laughed, but we
wouldn’t risk embarking on such an adventure. Codruța told us the lake
is not very deep, causing it to freeze during winter, and the boat owners
must put them on platforms and leave them in the care of the Marine.
The problem is the rent for storage is quite high, but there was no other
choice because freezing water changes the shape of the boats.
On our way back to the “tail of the lake” we stopped in Seneca Falls,
in the Women's Rights National Historical Park, opened in 1980 with the
agreement of the American Congress. This town was the birthplace (in
1848) of the movement for women’s rights, not just in American, but all
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over the world, a movement rooted in the abolition of slavery. We have to
mention the five women who had initiated this movement: Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, Lucretia Coffin Mott, Mary Ann M’ Clintock, Martha
Wright, and Jane Hunt. In that year, in 1848 this was the place where the
First Convention for Women’s Rights was signed, which stipulated women
had equal rights with men. At the entrance of the museum, we were
greeted by a group of bronze statues (called The First Wave), made of
twenty life-sized statues of people, sculpted by Lloyd Lillie (a professor at
Boston University). Among these statues, there are the five women
mentioned above, some with their husbands. There are nine identified
people and eleven anonymous ones. The exhibit displayed photographs,
artifacts, important quotes about the movement for women’s rights, etc. I
saw a stand with dozens of books on women’s rights, articles, or
newspapers from those times (I remember two titles that I later received
as a gift from Codruța: Seneca County Courier, vol. 4, nr. 20, July 21st,
1848, and The Lily, vol. 4, nr. 8, August 1852) which I wanted to show to
my students. They resemble the first Romanian publications, having no
pictures (photography had not yet been invented), without spaces or
columns. I remember a document from a display case, the law Lilly
Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, signed by Barack Obama, a document that
modified several articles from the Law of Civil Rights from 1964 and from
the law concerning discrimination on grounds of age in employment
from 1967 that modified the American handicap Act from 1990, and the
Rehabilitation Act from 1973. (I found Obama’s signature fascinating; it
was selected as one of the weirdest celebrity signatures, among the ones
of Walt Disney, Whitney Houston, Johnny Depp, Nell Armstrong, and
others). Codruța also bought us a copy of A Declaration of Sentiments
which had been signed by 68 women, and 32 men, a book “presented at
the first convention for women’s rights in Seneca Falls, in 1848. Modeled
after the Declaration of Independence, it brought forth women’s rights,
enumerated the types of discrimination women had to deal with as in the
19th century and offered solutions. Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia
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Coffin Mott were among the ones who’d written the document.” (cf.
https://www.roportal.ro/articole/despre/declaratia_de_ sentimente_2642,
as accessed on September 23rd, 2018). The Women's Rights National
Historical Park preserves the Wesleyan Methodist Chapel where the first
convention for human rights was signed in 1848, the former homes of
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Mary Ann M’Clintock, Jane Hunt, a wall
engraved with A Declaration of Sentiments, etc. As a great victory to the
feminist movement, we must remind the readers that Hilary Clinton,
former secretary between 2009-2013, was nominated by the Democrats as
a candidate in the US Presidential Elections in 2016 (which she lost in
favor of Donald Trump).
Because it was somehow in our way, Codruța took us to visit a
hypermarket run by the Mennonites, selling ecological fruits and
vegetables produced on their own farms. The saleswomen were dressed
in traditional clothes, and they were very kind, generous, and always
ready to help us out. The Mennonites are a protestant religious group
that first appeared in Friesland, The Netherlands, in the 16th century.
“The Mennonites originate from the Anabaptist movement, whose
members insist on being baptized and deny the validity of infant baptism.
This denial is based on the Christian Bible. In 1536, a former pastor from
Friesland, Menno Simons (1496-1561) became an Anabaptist and
gathered the members of the North European cult in congregations that
were named after him. The Netherlands and Switzerland strongly
supported the cult, when the Mennonites started being persecuted by the
Catholics. Many were exiled from their homes in the 16th century, and
they ran to the US, where they took residence, especially in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and the Midwest. In 2006 the cult had 1.5 million members, most
of them in Canada, The Democratic Republic of Congo, and the USA"
(https://rowikipedia.org/wiki/Menoni%C8%9Bi, as accessed on September
23rd, 2018). Jokingly I told Codruța the Mennonites looked like a group
of people from Maramureș that came from another planet, due to the way
they worked with wood, stitches, fabrics, rugs, embroidery, etc., many of
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them being displayed on the shop’s walls. I bought a box of big plums and
a bag of apples that were deliciously sweet, not like the other tasteless
American fruits that seem to be made of glass.

Winter Day in Pulteney Park, Geneva. Wood engraving by Norman Lent

(Apostrof, year XXIX, no. 11 (342), 2018)
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XIV. Back to Niagara Falls
I forgot to mention in the previous chapter that after the boat ride
on Seneca Lake we stopped at the Ventosa Vineyards, a famous
restaurant in the area, to buy a few bottles of wine. The wonderful thing
about that place is that you can taste every type of wine before buying
them (I only tried five, because Codruța had to pay $5 for it). Because
Codruța couldn’t drink alcohol, as she was our driver, and Doina and
Ileana don’t really like wine, I had to make the “sacrifice” and taste them.
I must admit it was a very pleasant experience, and that was the fourth
time I’d done it. (The first time I tried wine tasting was at Murfatlar, then
at Cascata Winery in New York State in 2002, with my late friend and
colleague, Coralee Burch, who passed away in June 2018, and my last
wine tasting was at Recaș Winery). The person who served my wine was a
very likable young girl, who was a master in her profession, from the way
she was handling the bottles and the wine glasses. Before beginning the
wine tasting, she asked us what language we were speaking. Someone (I
believe it was Ileana) said we were speaking Romanian, and I added it was
a “Latin language” like French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese, because
in the US, in institutions more respectable than wineries, Romanian is
ignorantly considered to be a Slavic language, probably because Romania
was part of the Soviet sphere for many years.
I said on another occasion that when I hear a wine specialist talking
about "semi-dry wine, with a refined bouquet, with a vanilla tint, open,
generous, velvety, aromatic persistence", I have the impression that he is
talking about a zodiac sign that he doesn’t even believe in. Anyway, I
tasted five types of wine (dry, semi-dry, sweet, semi-sweet, and rose). We
bought three bottles from Ventosa, and we emptied one of them at
dinner. Charles loved it as well.
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Let’s return to the current day. I visited Niagara Falls in 2000 with
Mihai, and in 2002 with Tudor. This time I was with Doina (the only one
in the family who had never visited America, or Niagara). Codruța was
very generous and offered to drive us there.
Just like when reading a book for the second or the third time,
coming back to a tourist attraction helps you see new values and
significations. Niagara became a tourist attraction in 1812 (when our dear
Bessarabia was occupied by the Tsarist Empire). It’s said that Niagara
Falls sees around twelve million visitors a year, and every year it gets
eroded by about a meter, which I don’t believe. That would have meant
sixteen meters of erosion from 2002 when I’d last seen it, but I couldn’t
see any change.
Just like during my journey on the Greyhound from New York to
Cortland, I saw many forests on both sides of the highway, and many
dead trees. Ileana told me that a few years prior there had been some kind
of disease that killed many trees, and those were the remnants of the
diseases that had been given a cure meanwhile.
During the journey, we discussed the American school system,
especially the one concerning higher education. Before working at
“Hobart & William Smith” Colleges, Ileana was a scientist at Berkeley
University, which is well-known for the research on atomic physics, and
the two physics Nobel Prize winners. She explained why American
universities offer so many advanced research fellowships for foreigners:
because young American graduates are not interested in extensive
research that needs a lot of work for late results. They prefer working in
IT, or as doctors, lawyers, economists, jobs that allow them to earn a lot
of fast money. She also mentioned the words of one of her American
professors: “A top leader in his profession from, let’s say, A category will
also bring in more people from the A category, while a leader in the B
category, will bring in people from B or C category, which can only have
disastrous results.” I completely agreed, and I gave my former boss as an
example, who had told me: “We should never bring in people that are
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smarter than us, as they could overshadow us!” That was a Romanian
way of thinking. I gave the Transylvania Bank as an example, the one
with headquarters in Cluj-Napoca, not in Bucharest. It became “the
biggest financial group in Romania, one of the strongest Romanian
brands (BIZ 2018) and the most valuable bank group in the country
(Brand Finance 2017”, cf. http://www.napocanews.ro/2018/09/cea-maimare-sala-polivalenta-din-romania-cea-din-cluj-napoca-poarta-numelebancii-transilvania-btarena.html, as accessed on September 24th, 2018).
One of the reasons they became so successful was because they were
always led by foreigners (one from the Netherlands, then one from
Turkey), top managers, masters in their career, the right people in the
right place, who didn’t promote their wives, lovers, or family members
just because they could do it. Why can’t Romanian society follow this
positive example?
Ileana Dumitru told me about another interesting case. She had two
Chinese working on her team when she first came to America. When
they were ready to finish their Ph.D., they were asked by a representative
of the Chinese Embassy if they wanted to stay in the US, and if they did
what their salary expectation was because if they chose to return to
China, they would have the same salary as in the US. Both returned to
China after completing their Ph.D., and they have a very comfortable life.
Maybe not all the Chinese studying in American universities would be
interested in that offer, but it’s well-known the vast majority choose to
return to China after studying for free in the best universities in the US.
It’s one of the explanations for the unprecedented economic expansion of
China. Let’s think about the situation in Romania, where things are the
opposite: intelligent young people choose to study abroad, but they don’t
want to return home, as nobody is willing to help them find a suitable
job. It’s such a pity! Thus, my theory is confirmed, that politics is the
cancer of Romanian society! Of course, we can’t have a democratic
society without political parties, but when politics infiltrates every sphere
of economic, social, cultural life (starting with naming the streets and
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ending with laws passed in the interest of political clientele) the results
can only be disastrous. My faculty is on a street that was formerly known
as Dostoevsky, G-ral Vasile Milea, which was renamed G-ral Traian
Moșoiu. Before being known as Dostoevsky it had other names, some of
them Hungarian, but I don’t know them. Another example from Cluj
shows the impact of politics on naming the streets. The current Avram
Iancu Square or parts of it used to have the following names: Trencin
Square, EMKE Square, Huniade Square, Ștefan cel Mare Square, Bocskai
Square, Cuza Vodă Square (after 1923), Adolf Hitler Square (during the
dictatorship in Vienna, a name given by the Hungarian fascists),
Malinovski Square (after the Soviet marshal Rodion Malinovski, the
winner of Stalingrad Battle), Victory Square (from 1964 when Romania
started to break away from Moscow), and starting with 1993 it’s known
as Avram Iancu Square.
In 1995 when I visited Vienna, I noticed most of the streets,
squares, cafes, and restaurants had the same names as during the time of
Eminescu. In Austria, the laws of rent are the same as the times of Maria
Teresa. That’s over three hundred years! In our country, the laws change
depending on the party in power. For example, the law of education
changed five times after 1989. In 2004 when the Democratic Socialist
Party came back in power, and Adrian Năstatse was pre president of the
Chamber of Deputies, he claimed the new power had to change over one
hundred laws set by the previous ruling party. How should we expect
legislative stability when such things happen? Excessive politicization of
Romanian society is the second reason (after our geographical position
“on the path of malice”) why Romania is so behind compared to other
European countries.
We didn’t find Niagara Falls changed. We rode the small ferry run
by Maid of the Mist (which was founded in 1846), dressed in the same
blue raincoats (the Canadian ones are yellow), and we took plenty of
photos. Doina was as happy as a child on Christmas because her biggest
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wish was to see Niagara Falls, not New York City, which she already
knew from American movies.
Niagara Falls is a place for curious people with a taste for
adventure. The first man to have crossed it by walking on a rope was
Great Blondin in 1859 and 1860. He embarked on this risky adventure in
the oddest ways: blindfolded, on a bike, on stilts, pushing a wheelbarrow,
and by carrying his master. In 1876, Maria Spelterina crossed the
waterfall on a rope with two baskets hanging by her feet. In 1901, Anny
Taylor crossed the Canadian portion in a barrel padded with pillows,
with an anvil tied to the bottom of it to ensure the barrel would float on
the waves produced by the fall. Of course, not all of them were lucky, and
many of them lost their lives in the attempt to cross the waterfall.
Niagara Falls is illuminated every night for about three hours by
bright spotlights fixed on the Canadian side. The site is well known for
the yearly Winter Festival of Lights, which always ends with a marvelous
firework show and a true orgy of lights.
I read descriptions of this waterfall in many books about America,
but none of them seem to be so spot-on as the one written by Romulus
Rusan, in America ogarului cenușiu (Greyhound’s America): “Just like the
Grand Canyon, Niagara Falls reveals to you suddenly, like lightning.
Once you see it, your understanding stops: your steps stop at the edge of
the abyss, and your sense at the edge of beauty. You abandon your mind
to contemplation, and you feel humbled when you realize you would only
be able to sketch an unfair description of what you’re seeing, not the
whole picture… Because Niagara is more ineffable than grandiose, it’s
unexpectedly beautiful. It’s more than scenery: a complete spectacle that
was meticulously directed, with composition, gradations, and surprises.
Even from far away, you can see a very loud rumble, a mill tremor of
planetary proportion. But it’s odd that when reaching the waterfall, the
loud rumble seems to quiet down, as operated by an amplifier, because
your other senses are taken over by your sight and refuse to work, leaving
everything to your eyes.” (Op. cit., p. 316, ed. 2000).
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At the end of our ferry ride, we were directed to the souvenir shop
(everything was Made in China, but we all know that our traditional
clothing is made in India). What impressed me the most was an album
with the history of the waterfall, with pictures from all over, including
some taken from a satellite. I remember one black and white photo from
1969 when the Engineer Corps of the American Army had to completely
deviate the course of Niagara River (that connects the American part of
Erie Lake with the Canadian one) towards the Canadian side, so they
could clean the cliffs and the bottom of the waterfall in an attempt to stop
the erosion. A new thing I discovered was that tourists now had a
helicopter available for sightseeing.
Around noon, we decided to eat lunch at Hard Rock Café. The
establishment fully deserves its name. We were greeted by loud rock
music and strong dancing lights right from the entrance. The walls were
covered in framed pictures, records, photographs, song manuscripts,
newspaper, and magazine covers. Right beside the table, we chose we saw
a framed cover of The Star magazine, with Priscilla and Elvin Presley
watching us. A jacket worn by Elvis was displayed in a glass case beside it.
Other glass cases contained Cliff Richard’s jacket, Jerry Lee Lewis’ boots,
and John Lenon’s guitar. Other souvenirs were related to Brian Jones,
Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Jim Morrison, etc. Every item had certificates
and autographs ensuring their authenticity.
We then walked through the park on Goat Island, took photos with
the imposing statue of Nikola Tesla, the famous inventor born in Croatia
who later became an American citizen due to his great merits in the
research of electricity. I remembered together with Codruța some of the
great professors from the Faculty of Philology in Cluj that we were lucky
to meet Mircea Zaciu, Ion Vlad, V. Fanache, Mircea Muthu, Ion Pop,
Romulus Todoran, D.D. Drașoveanu, Iosiv Pervain, G.G. Neamțu,
Mircea Zdrenghea, G. Gruiță, anglists Sever Trifu, Corneliu Nicolescu,
Ioan Crețiu, germanists Petru Forna, Dietmar Hellermann, Peter Motzan,
some of them who had passed away. We both realized how much we had
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in common. We both started from the countryside, became who we were
with our own work and sweat because none of us had “relatives in
Jerusalem ''.
We had no way of knowing what the future would bring when we
were students. This “unknown” is one of the factors that contribute to the
beauty of life. I think Eugen Lovinescu was the one saying life was boring
if you knew what the future brought. In Luntrea lui Caron (Caron’s Boat),
Blaga talked about the benefit of not knowing your future: “Is it possible
to be separated by an opaque wall from the future? If when I was a child,
someone showed me everything that would happen to this place… If
someone showed you the future, you wouldn’t have had a life. Indeed,
one of the most mysterious things is that opaque wall set between us and
what could happen in the same place, sometime in the future. The space
around us is full of events and things as far as we can see. Why can’t we
see time in the same way? It’s impossible to think about it and not
shudder.” (Luntrea lui Caron, ed. cit., p. 202).
It was starting to get dark when we left Niagara Falls. Codruța was
driving very carefully. She was turning her head when changing lanes, she
was not only using the rearview mirror. I noticed her precaution and
congratulated her, but she told me that’s what the law stated for public roads
(the same law allows driving over a continuous line to change the direction).
We reached her house around dinner time. Charles had cooked
Mexican beef steak, beans, boiled corn (as a side dish for the steak),
various sauces, toast, etc. We quenched our thirst with Ventosa wine,
juice, or beer.
I didn’t get to write anything else in my journal because I was too
tired. I was going to wake up early the following day because Sharon and
Bill Pesesky had to pick us up and take us back to Cortland around 1 PM.
(Apostrof, year XXIX, no. 12 (343), 2018)
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XV. An Invitation From Another Korean Professor, Sung Woo
Yoo to Hold a Lecture on the History of Romanian Journalism
Part I: The beginnings of Romanian journalism (1790-1837)
Another professor (who coincidentally was Korean just like Wan Sung),
Sung Woo Yoo, invited me to hold a journalistic lecture for his students.
Alex planned this event for the day before the last one at SUNY
Cortland, on September 13th, 2018, between 11:40 AM- 12:30 PM, in
room nr. 1310 from Cornish Hall. Professor Sung Woo Yoo actually
wanted a lecture on Eastern and Southeastern European journalism, but I
told him I was not prepared for such an endeavor for a simple reason: I
didn’t know the languages of these countries (except Russian); thus, it
would have been very difficult for me to talk about the press in Ukraine,
Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, or the countries of former Yugoslavia, Albania,
etc. I remembered an exceptional conference that was later published,
held by Nicolae Iorga in 1940, at the South-East European Studies
Institute, called What is Southeastern Europe? In it, he made references to
the press. I don’t know if the booklet has ever been translated into other
languages. Anyway, I assured my new colleague the evolution of
journalism in this part of Europe was about the same with its specific
difference, especially in the former communist countries.
The decision to invite me to hold a lecture was probably a lastminute one, so professor Yoo didn’t introduce me to his students, but
asked me to introduce myself. My website was very helpful at that time
(www.ilierad.ro) because I could show the students the cover of over 50
books I’d published (as sole author, edited volumes, or books written in
collaboration with others). I insisted upon the book Incursiuni în istoria
presei românești/ An incursion into the history of the Romanian press
(Editura Accent, Cluj-Napoca, 2008), a book I had coordinated, Secvențe
din istoria presei românești/ Events from the history of the Romanian press
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(Editura Tribuna, Cluj-Napoca, 2005), as well as fifteen other volumes I
coordinated, all related to journalism.
We were in the year of the Centenary of Modern Romania, and I
couldn’t exclude that detail (especially since the University of Cortland
was celebrating a jubilee: a century and a half).
I told the American students that were going to talk about the
political Centenary of Modern Romania from a cultural point of view, but
when it came to the press we could talk about the Cultural Bicentenary of
Romania, for the simple fact that the idea of the cultural unity of
Romanians had appeared around two centuries prior. I gave a few
examples.
Thus, the first newspaper published in a territory inhabited by
Romanians was in Iași, in 1790, and it was named Courrier de Moldavie.
It was established by the Russian Prince G.A. Potemkin, Catherine II’s
favorite (who left us the word potemkiniada, meaning mobile villages
formed of houses on wheels that she had built in order to move them
from place to place according to the visits she had to make through the
empire, to check on how her subjects were living. Nicolae Ceaușescu’s
zealots, who used to bring livestock and produce from various parts of
the country for his „work” visits, used that as an example).
Prince G.A. Potemkin founded this publication when he served as
commander of the Russian troops stationed in Moldova, during the
Russian-Turkish war from 1787-1791, and the occupation of the
Romanian Principalities. The Russians occupied the Romanian territories
twelve times in history, the longest being the one during the communist
regime, 1944-1958. I read somewhere, I can’t quite recall where, so my
information might not be exact, that Courrier de Moldavie was printed
with the press bought by Dimitrie Cantemir, on the occasion of Petru the
Great’s expedition to Persia in 1722, the Romanian scholar being his
counselor back then.
Courrier de Moldavie was a general publication that only had seven
issues (from which only five were preserved, the first four, and the
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seventh one), and all of them can be found at the “Lomonosov” State
Library in Moscow. The first number was dedicated to Queen Catherine
II, the one who “ordered for it to be brought to light” and who was
responsible for “giving Dacians their joy back” (note I.R.).
An interesting detail is that this publication had Moldova’s coat of
arms at the top of the first page (the head of an auroch) under a royal
crown. If the significance of the auroch head can be easily explained, why
did it feature a royal crown? Well, Prince Potemkin wanted, under the
agreement of Catherine ii (who proposed this to Joseph II) to rebuild the
independent state known in the ancient times as Dacia (which would
only encompass Moldova, Wallachia, and Bessarabia, because
Transylvania couldn’t even have been taken into consideration), so a
kingdom based on the Orthodox religion by Prince Potemkin himself. He
needed a corridor for that, an absorbing state between the Tsarist Empire
and the two other great empires of those times: The Habsburg Empire
and the Ottoman Empire. (I must underline that the idea is still valid
today: Russia would never allow the Republic of Moldova or Ukraine to
become NATO or EU members because this relative space between it and
the European Union and NATO still exists. I hope to God I am not right,
though!). Well, this project that would have been ruled by Potemkin did
not come to be, as he passed away in 1791 at 52 years old. Courrier de
Moldavie disappeared with him because it was a newspaper that was
strictly founded with the mission of attracting the support of native
boyars for the potential ruler of the Dacian state.
After this moment of Romanian unity that was built on the
Orthodox religion and the territory of former Dacia, we can mention
other publications founded with the same idea in mind: Dacia,
Romanism, Romania. Teodor Racoce (1780-1820) established on March
8th, 1817, a Newsletter for all the Romanians in the Habsburg Empire,
inviting them to sign up to this weekly publication in Romanian, named
Novele (meaning news) or Gazete românești (Romanian Gazette). His call
didn’t have the desired effect, thus Racoce published another newspaper
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in 1820, in Cernăuți, called Chrestomaticul românesc (The Romanian
Chrestomath) which was similar to an almanac, containing some material
that was meant for the other newspaper mentioned above.
A year after Teodor Racoce’s experiment, Zaharia Carcalechi
published Biblioteca românească (The Romanian Library) in Buda. He
said it was scheduled in twelve parts, one for each of the 12 months of the
calendar, for the first time for the Romanian nation. Finally, I have to
mention Fama Lipschii pentru Dația (Leipzig News for Dacia) published
by two students from Leipzig, one from Wallachia, Ioan Mihail C.
Rosetti, the other from Moldova, Anastatsie I. Lascăr (who was the uncle
of writer Duiliu Zamfrescu). There’s proof that shows that the first three
issues of this newspaper ended up in the hands of Goethe (Octav Păun
found these issues in the archives of this titan from Weimar). I must note
that after the Announcement of the publication for Fama Lipschii pentru
Dația, the first issue came out without the words pentru Dația, as it had a
political connotation that could have created problems in the two
principalities above the Danube, Wallachia, and Moldova. The two
students’ efforts to get their hands on Cyrillic characters were substantial,
especially since they were not available at Saxon printers. They became
friends with a Serbian student who brought those Cyrillic characters from
Serbia, so they could print the Romanian publication, and make it
available in the two principalities. They employed the help of traveling
merchants who regularly visited the Romanian Principalities (in
Bucharest the great commercial artery, Lipscani, still exists). This
publication didn’t have a long life either, because one of the editors died
in the same year, in 1827.
An important moment that helped the development of journalism
in the Romanian regions was marked by the Revolution of Tudor
Vladimirescu, in 1821. Following this, the Phanariot rules (from the
Greek quarter known as Fanar, in Constantinople) were replaced with
local rulers. The peace at Adrianople, between the Russians and the
Turkish in 1829, created favorable conditions for the development of
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commerce and freedom in the Romanian Principalities. Following this
peace accord, the Romanian ships were allowed to sail on the Danube to
Vienna, where the representatives of the Romanian intellectual elite were
able to finally see the benefits of the press published in their native
language. The words Romanian and Dacia became part of the titles of
many publications.
Thus, in May 1829, the newspaper Curierul românesc/ The
Romanian Courier was published by Ion Heliade Rădulescu (Mircea
Eliade, who is so well-known by Americans took his name from this
scholar), with a literary supplement called Curier de ambe sexe/ A courier
for both sexes. A few months later in Iași, Gheorghe Asachi (1788-1868)
published Albina românească/ The Romanian Bee (in 1837), with a
supplement, Alăuta românească/ The Romanian Lute. Even though
Transylvania was much more advanced from a technological point of view,
the first Romanian publication was only established in 1838, ten years later,
because decisions there could only be taken with approval from the Court
in Vienna, and the laws were more difficult to comprehend than the ones
in the other two principalities. So, in 1838 when Gazeta de Transilvania/
Transylvania Gazette was edited and published by George Barițiu, its
frontispiece said “Allowed by His Highness”, which meant the newspaper
was published as allowed by the emperor of Vienna. Gazeta de
Transilvania also had a literary supplement called Foaie pentru minte,
inimă și literatură/ A paper for the mind, for the heart, and for literature.
Between 1840-1845, Mihail Kogălniceanu published Arhiva românească/
The Romanian Archive, which aimed to recover and share with the people
documents related to our ancestry.
The word Dacia continued to be present in the titles of several
publications. In 1840, Mihail Kogălniceanu published Dacia literară/
Literary Dacia, and August Treboniu Laurian and Nicolae Bălcescu
published their own newspaper in Bucharest and Vienna, called Magazin
istoric pentru Dacia/ The historical emporium of Dacia (1845-1851). The
periodical Albina Carpaților/ The Carpathian Bee (1877-1880) was
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supposed to be called Albina Daciei/ The Dacian Bee, but that needed to
be changed because the „Royal Ministry of the Kingdom of Hungary”
forbade the word Dacia. The editors of The Bee were more intelligent
than the Hungarian censorship: they changed the word “Dacia” with
“Carpathians”, „the spine of the Romanian nation”, as Lucian Blaga
would later state in his novel, Luntrea lui Caron (Caron’s Boat). They also
kept the Dacian-Roman effigy on the frontispiece.
Here are a few conclusions. First, for historical and economic
reasons, the first Romanian publications appeared two hundred years
after the ones from Western Europe. Thus, on May 17th, 1605, in Anver
(The Lower Countries), the context of the Dutch-Spanish war favored the
birth of the weekly newspaper known as Nieuwe Antwershe Tijdinghe
(Recent News from Anver). In 1609, the weekly Aviso – Relation oder
Zeitung was published in Strasbourg, and Vasile Păsăilă (a press
historian) claimed that it was a news periodical focused “on entire
Europe, including Romania” (Păsăilă, 2004, p. 20). Finally, in the same
year in Germany, the weekly Aviso, Relation oder Zeitung was established
in the town of Wolfenbüttel. The following years saw new newspapers
published in several big European cities: Berlin – 1617; London – 1622;
Paris – 1631; Florence – 1636; Rome – 1640; Vienna – 1703, but as we
approach Eastern Europe, we notice the newspapers here were founded at
much later dates. For example, the press in the great Russian city, Saint
Petersburg, only appeared in 1703. I must note that the longest-running
newspaper in Vienna, which is still published today, is Weiner Zeitung
(1780-1940; 1947-present times). Eminescu, Romania’s national poet,
combated many of the articles in Weiner Zeitung in the newspaper he was
editing, Timpul (The Time).
First, many Romanian newspapers were published using the
Cyrillic alphabet, so a press published in the Latin alphabet was one of the
reasons for the Revolution in 1848. The Latin alphabet was made official
only in 1862 by Prince Alexandru Ioan Cuza.
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The fact that the first Romanian newspapers were initiated and
published by writers, not by journalists, created a tradition that is even
followed today: the writer uses epithets, metaphors, imagination, while
the journalist works only with strong facts. If we add the fact that
Romanians are a Latin nation with hot passionate blood in their veins, we
can easily understand why the Romanian press will never be 100%
objective, that it won’t be strictly informative, but also one of opinion.
Our textbooks give the American press as an absolute example, one that
gives the reader all the information, allowing them to have their own
opinion. That’s what I keep telling my Romanian students. But even my
good American friend, John Hartsock who published a book (which was
translated into Romanian at my insistence) about American literary
journalism, and I understand that American readers are getting bored
with simple news and dry information, and they started enjoying a
literary layer. So, everything is relative in the world!
Finally, the most important thing is that for the three publications
in the three Romanian principalities – Curierul Românesc, Albina
românească, Gazeta de Transilvania – many writers and publicists
collaborated, from all the regions inhabited by Romanians, which
ultimately contributed to the birth of a national political ideal, which
came true only in 1918.
The political implication of these publications had a negative
impact upon some of them. Several were suspended after a few years;
others were forced to change their name and focus when being hit by
censorship. We only have a few newspapers in Romania that have lived
for as long as the American ones. Cortland Standard, for example, was
founded in 1893, so it turned 125 years in 2018.
(FlAP, year XIX, nr. 1 (879), January 18-24, 2019, p. 4)
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Part II: The press of the four dictatorships (1938-1989)
The dictatorship of King Carol II (1938-1940). The royal dictatorship
was established on February 10th, 1938. When it came to the press, what
followed was tragic. Many publications were suppressed, and the country
only had one official newspaper, called România. On December 30th,
1937, the first to be suppressed were Adevărul (The Truth), Dimineața
and Lupta (The Morning, Fight), as well as other left-wing newspapers.
The ones that continued to be published were Universul (The Universe)
by Stelian Popescu, Curentul (The Current) by Pamfil Șeicaru, Timpul
(The Time, 1937-1948) by George Gafencu, and the legionary newspaper,
Porunca Vremii. The newspapers run by historical political parties, The
National Liberal Party and The National peasant Party, Viitorul (The
Future), and Dreptatea (The Justice) were also suppressed when the political
parties were dissolved. Some of the cultural magazines that continued to be
published were Gândirea (The Thought), Revista Fundațiilor Regale (The
Magazine of the Royal Foundation), Viața românească (Romanian Life),
România literară (Literary Romania), and at the same time, G. Călinescu
founded Jurnalul literar (The Literary Journal).
What was left of the press, especially of the cultural one, was forced
to cultivate an over-the-top cult for Carol II, one that would only be seen
again in Romania during the time of Nicolae Ceaușescu. In September
1939, prime-minister Armand Calinescu was assassinated by the
legionaries. World War II started on the 1st of September 1939, and
Romania entered the influence sphere (economic, political, military) of
Hitler’s Nazi Germany. 1940 was the year of great territory losses for
Romania. Bessarabia and Bucovina were taken over by the Soviet Union,
Hungary occupied the Northwest of Transylvania, and the Quadrilateral
was taken by Bulgaria. Following these territorial losses, Carol II
relinquished the military power to General Ion Antonescu, then he
abdicated and ran to Portugal, leaving the throne to his son Mihai.
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The legionary dictatorship (Sept. 6, 1940-Jan. 23, 1941). 1940 was
a dramatic year for Romania and its alliances. France had capitulated, and
Hitler had started a war with England. Romania was in danger of
disappearing as a state, which could have been split between the Soviets,
Hungary, Bulgaria, and Germany. On September 9th, 1940, General
Antonescu was officially named as „head of state”, following the Führer
model. Horia Sima was the prime minister, and the Romanian state was
proclaimed a „national legionary state”. Soon the differences between
Horia Sima and Ion Antonescu started to show, Codreanu’s successor
wanting all the power when the state had already established parallel
institutions (police, justice, administration, etc.). Thus, the legionaries
started executing their political adversaries (64 political prisoners, six
police commissaries, two university professors: Nicolae Iorga and Virgil
Madgearu). The tension between the Legion and Antonescu was more
crushing every day. On January 14th, 1941, there was a new meeting
between Hitler and Antonescu, and the German leader was convinced that
“Antonescu was the only man capable of guiding the destiny of Romania”.
When hearing this, Antonescu ordered the army to take down the
legionary movement in January 1941. Because the legionary dictatorship
didn’t last more than a few months (September 1940-January 1941) there
were no spectacular changes when it came to the press, the legionary press
being the same (Porunca vremii, Buna Vestire, Cuvântul, Axa), with a
dictatorial journalistic discourse.
Antonescu’s dictatorship (1941- 1944). Ion Antonescu had the
legislative and executive power in a country without a Parliament. On the
22nd of June 1941, he commanded the Romanian Army to cross over
Prut River, and release Bessarabia and the north of Bucovina from the
chains of the Soviet Union, while having the support of the nation and
several political leaders. Unfortunately, he didn’t stop at Nistru River, the
former border of Romania with the Soviet Union, but joined Germany
according to the promise he had given to Hitler. He didn’t think as a
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political man but as a military man. The new legislation in Romania
became antisemitic.
In order to share the Government’s politics with public opinion,
the newspaper Viața (The Life) was established (1942-1944). Despite the
difficulties created by the war, some traditional newspapers continued to
be published: Revista Fundațiilor Regale, Familia (The Family), Viața
nouă (The new life), Convorbiri literare (Literary conversations),
Luceafărul (The Vesper), as well as Universul (Stelian Popescu), Curentul
(Pamfil Șeicaru), Timpul (Grigore Gafencu), Argus, as well as România
ilustrată (Illustrated Romania). Next to them, we can mention: Vremea, a
weekly newspaper (1938-1944), Evenimentul zilei (Today’s Events), an
independent daily information paper, also containing sensational news
(1939-1944), Informația zilei (Daily news), a newspaper focused on the
Government’s politics. There was special attention given to the troops on
the front, and they had three newspapers dedicated to them: Gazeta
militară (The Military Gazette), Soldatul (The Soldier), Santinela (The
Sentinel), Victoria (Victory), to which we must add several military
magazines: România militară (Military Romania), Revista Infanteriei
(The Infantry’s Magazine), Revista Artileriei (The Artillery Magazine),
Revista Marinei (The Marine Corps Magazine), etc. Many Romanian
artists (George Enescu, Maria Tănase) sang before the Romanian soldiers,
sometimes even on the front. The joy after Bessarabia and Bucovina were
freed was reflected on the first page of articles, but it was soon to be
overshadowed by the long lists of soldiers lost at war. The freed territories
saw the revivals of old publications, and the birth of new ones. In the
Northwest of Transylvania, every Romanian publication was forbidden.
The Horthyst authorities only approved of Tribuna Ardealului (The
Transylvanian Tribune) (1940-1944).
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A rare photograph. Maria Tănase singing for the Romanian soldiers on the Eastern
Front in 1942. Source: AGERPRES ARCHIVE

The press during the “obsessive decade” (1944-1957). Marshall
Antonescu was arrested on the 23rd of August 1944. The National
democratic Bloc, from which King Michael was part of, assumed the
responsibility for the overthrow of Antonescu’s dictatorial regime. Many
hoped the abolishment of Antonescu's military dictatorship (which had
come after the royal and the legionary dictatorships) would mean the
return to democracy, in which the citizens’ rights and freedoms were
guaranteed and defended by the state. Unfortunately, the new regime was
installed with the help of the Soviets, and a new dictatorship was
established, this time following the model of Stalin’s Soviet Union. The
hope of all those who believed in the help from the Western powers,
especially the one from America, proved futile. Many Romanian soldiers
continued the resistance within the mountains, still hoping for aid from
the Americans. The events on the 23rd of August 1944 were a good
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example to prove that relationships between states are ruled by interests,
not by principles. England and the US had their interests, so they
sacrificed some states for those, including Romania. For close to 50 years,
Romania was under communist dictatorship, and the press fully
witnessed and chronicled the events, showing the change the country
went through. The newspapers who enjoyed the favor of Antonescu were
dissolved: Rampa (The Ramp), Saeculum, Familia, Evenimentul zilei,
Porunca Vremii, Ordinea (The Order), Viața (the official government
newspaper), Vremea, Convorbiri literare, Acțiunea, Curentul, Ecoul (The
Echo), Gândirea, Informația Zilei. Some of these disappeared even before
1944. Several new publications appeared, these obedient to the new
regime. In 1947, King Michael was forced to abdicate and was exiled for
over four decades. Following this, the Soviet influence became dominant
in Romania, and the country ended up being led by communist leader
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej. The most influential traditional newspapers in
Romania were dissolved (Adevărul in 1951, and Universul in 1953).
Scânteia (The Spark) was reestablished in 1944, and it became the main
press propaganda channel for the Communist party, but even
publications such as Flacăra (The Flame), Veac nou (New Century),
Tânărul leninist (The Young Leninist), Scânteia tineretului (The Youth’s
Spark), Scânteia pionierului (The Pioneer’s Spark), as well as many other
cultural and literary magazines continued to be published, but their
contend had to adapt to the new reality (România liberă, for example).
Aware of the role the press had in manipulating public opinion, the
communists established their own local publications in every county,
with names representing the red, revolutionary ideology they were
promoting: Steaua roșie (The Red Star) – of the Mureș Regional
Committee (the County Committee) of the Communist Party; Drapelul
roșu (The Red Flag) – of the Timiș Regional Committee of the
Communist Party; Lupta Moldovei (Moldova’s Fight) – Iași, Luptătorul
bănățean (The Fighter of Banat) – Timișoara, Înainte (Forward) – Brăila,
Dobrogea nouă (New Dobrogea) – Constanța, Vreme nouă (New Times) –
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Vaslui. Many civil suits following the model of Soviet oppression were
opened against political leaders, religious leaders, journalists,
intellectuals, and simple citizens. After Stalin’s death (1953) and the
retreat of the Red Army from Romania, the country started to distance
itself from Moscow, a plan started by Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej with the
famous April Declaration of 1964. The Romanian leader died in 1965,
and the power was taken by Nicolae Ceaușescu.

Richard Nixon’s visit to Romania (1969). Source: Internet

The period of relative liberalization (1965-1971). In order to
consolidate his position, on the 21st of August 1968, the new leader
condemned the invasion of the Czech Republic by the Soviets, the
socialist states allied with the Soviet Union (Poland, Bulgaria, Germany,
and Hungary). Petre Roman stated that was a move worthy of a „political
genius”. Romania refused to cut ties with Israel (following the six-day
Israel-Arabic war) and was the only country that recognized West
Germany. Nicolae Ceaușescu received Charles de Gaulle, the great
French President, in Bucharest, as well as Richard Nixon (in 1969), the
first American President to visit a communist country. For this visit, the
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10th Congress of the Communist Party had to be postponed, despite
already inviting the allied communist parties, which ultimately caused
their frustration. The ideological relaxation was immediately reflected in
the press as well.
In 1968, Gazeta literară (The Literary Gazette) changed its name to
România literară. A few of the newspapers published in Bucharest
around this time were: Luceafărul, Contemporanul, România pitorească,
Flacăra, Săptămâna, Urzica, Magazin istoric (preferred by Emil Cioran),
Cinema, Secolul XX, Teatrul, Arta, Femeia, Sportul. A newspaper for
Romanians abroad, called Tribuna României, was being published in
Berlin. The regional and local press saw a sudden soar at this time. To
retie the relationship with the cultural tradition that had been suppressed
by the Stalinist ideology, the great cultural centers came up with cultural
newspapers and magazines: Ateneu (Bacău, 1966), Cronica (Iași, 1966),
Orizont (Timișoara, renamed from Scrisul bănățean, 1964), Steaua (Cluj,
renamed from Almanahul literar, 1954), Vatra (Tg. Mureș, 1971),
Ramuri (Craiova, 1964), Familia (Oradea, 1965), Tomis (Constanța,
1966), Astra (Brasov, 1966). A few student newspapers were established,
such as Viața Studențească and Amfiteatru, and in Cluj, Echinox started
being published in 1968.
In 1971, Nicolae Ceaușescu visited China and North Korea together
with Elena Ceaușescu (Ion Iliescu was also part of the delegation, which
later caused a conflict between him and the Ceaușescu family). Upon his
return, Ceaușescu followed the Chinese model, and through the “July
thesis” he introduced the cultural Mini revolution, which had tragic
effects on the professional arts.
Press during the “satanic decade” (1980-1989). “The satanic
decade” was an expression used by Professor Mircea Zaciu to describe the
period between 1980-1989, meaning the period of Ceaușescu’s cult of
personality, which saw its peak during these years. At the end of this
period, most of the communist regimes in Europe collapsed. America
had a significant role in it, just because the anti-communist propaganda
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spread through Europa Liberă (Free Europe) and Vocea Americii (Voice of
America) radio stations, but also through their economic practices. A
great Romanian historian, Florin Constantiniu (author of the exceptional
book, Istoria Sinceră a poporului Român – The honest history of the
Romanian nation) wrote that “the great mutations crowned in 1989 with
the collapse of communism in Europe, originated from the SDI, „The
Strategic Defense Initiative”, initiated by President Ronald Reagan”. He
was talking about the “State Wars” that aimed to create a space defense
shield above American territory, a great project that destroyed the other
power, The Soviet Union, which was not able to counterattack (from an
economic point of view) the American initiative. In 1985, the regional
radio stations in Romania were closed, with the pretext of saving
electricity. In reality, it was only a diversion to liquidate the radio stations
that were emitting in Hungarian and German. It was Ceaușescu’s attempt
to play his last card: accelerating Romanian nationalism. “As the
dictatorship hardened – said Carmen Ionescu, a professional working for
the Romanian media – many changes took place in radio and TV. In the
‘80s, television broadcasting was turned to 180 degrees, becoming the
main strategy for repression, followed by radio broadcasting. Information
was completely covered under an ideological blanket, which was
contained within two hours of TV broadcasting in the evening, when
most of the shows only talked about the „dear leader” and his wife. Public
television was the perfect instrument for non-communication done by
eliminating the receptor, under the excessive supervision of
communication channels and a unique transmitter. The national radio
gave the same information; however, its emission schedule was more
generous, the radio stations only interrupting it during the night”
(Ionescu, 2003, p. 65). The press used a “wooden language”, the same in
every type of publication. On the 16th of December 1989, the revolution
sparked in Timișoara, and on the 22nd, Elena and Nicolae Ceaușescu ran
from Bucharest, they were caught in Târgoviște, and on Christmas day
1989, they were executed in a military unit following a false trial. In the
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power vacuum that was created after this event, a new power appeared,
the National Salvation Front led by Ion Iliescu, who soon became the
President of Romania, chosen by democratic vote. It was a new chapter in
Romanian history, who would become a member of the European Union
and NATO.
After 1989, the Romanian press was fundamentally changed, but I
would need a whole other conference to talk about it.
(FlAP, year XIX, no. 2 (880), 25-31 January 2019, p. 4)
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XVI. A Car Ride From Cortland to Albany, and A Train Ride
From Albany to New York
Motto: „Pray like everything depended on God,
and work like everything depended on you!”
(Ignatiu de Loyola)
No matter how enticing America was for us, we had to think about
returning home. Not from New York to Cluj, because we already knew
that, but from how we were going to get from Cortland (our residence) to
New York.
We had three options for this: train, plane, or bus. We chose to take
the train, not because of the price for the pass, but because of something
else: we had to leave at a reasonable hour for our friends, Sharon and Bill
Pesesky, who had offered to drive us from Cortland to Albany, the capital
of New York State, no matter what we chose. (“Whichever one you
choose, we will drive you to the starting point- Ithaca or Syracuse or
Albany,” said Sharon in an email dated 23rd of July 2018).
It was a three-hour drive with Bill behind the wheel. Similar to our
journey to Niagara Falls, there were forests on both sides of the highway,
and you have the impression America is only made of forest. Bill was not
only an excellent driver but also a very informed guide and very funny. In
2002, he was a police officer for SUNY Cortland campus, but at that time
he was already retired, working as a volunteer for various no-profits, I
knew he liked the history of the American Civil War. In 2000 when I
visited the Pesesky family (“our sister and brother from America”), I
discovered in his library everything important that was ever written on
this subject. On this journey, I noticed how impressive his general culture
was. For example, he knew the tallest peak in the Carpathian Mountains
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was Moldoveanu, while many Americans don’t even know where
Romania is on the map.
He mentioned every town we passed through. Many of them had
Native-American names (Delaware, Otsego, Unadilla, Ohenango,
Oneonta). He also showed us the bridges that had been destroyed by the
floods in the previous years.
We took a short break in Unadilla, which in the language of the
local Native-Americans means “Place of Meeting” because its setting is at
the meeting of Unadilla and Susquehanna rivers. Here, Bill gave us a true
lecture on Unadilla’s role in the battles between the colonialists and the
locals. From there we could see a small park that extended into the
nearby forest, with picnic spots and playgrounds. I was astonished to see
boards telling pet owners to collect their pet's excrement in plastic bags. I
wouldn’t have been shocked to see this in NYC, but I was surprised to see
it in nature, close to the forest.
We then continued our journey and arrived at the train station in
Albany, the capital of New York State. From there we would take the
train to Newark Airport near New York. We saw any vehicles in the
parking lot, but Bill told us they probably belonged to the people
commuting to New York for work, who preferred to leave their cars there
to avoid the traffic in the great metropolis.
Finally, our train arrived. It was interesting to see that passes were
not sold with a seat number on them, so we chose the seats we wanted (at
the window, of course, so we could enjoy the scenery). I must mention
the train’s steps were at the same level as the platform. I remember our
trains were quite different: there was at least half a meter between the
entrance and the platform, so getting on and off the train was a true
adventure, especially for the elderly. (I remember how difficult it was for
my mother when she was visiting Cluj and was packed with homemade
delicacies for us).
The train was extremely comfortable. It felt like I was on a plane:
the seats were upholstered, the windows were small, and we had plenty of
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flyers with instructions for safety exists in case of an emergency (the
windows had red handles with safe opening, so the glass wouldn’t
shatter). Just like when it came to American crosswalks, security norms
were many and detailed, because if accidents happened the train
company would not be held responsible for anything. The space destined
was luggage was generous. The controller was very kind and seemed
sorry to bother our journey. After checking our passes, he stuck a red
label above our luggage, so everyone would know we had been checked.
The railway ran by the left side of the Hudson River, so we saw a lot
of barges and personal boats. On the right side, we frequently saw
multiple-story homes hidden among the trees. America is highly
inhabited. We saw many piles of wood from an abandoned line. Those,
just like the electric power poles, were made of wood, at least in the areas
we saw. Trains were not electric, but Diesel. That’s what Charles had told
me. We rode under several iron bridges (at least ten) that reminded me of
the Anghel Saligny Bridge from Cernavodă. These giant bridges speak of
the greatness of America.
As we were getting close to New York, we were hoping to see the
skyscrapers, so we could say farewell to America. But we were wrong: the
train dropped us somewhere underground, so we didn’t get to see NYC
again. We got to the boarding area quite fast. Just like the train station in
Albany, the gate we had to be at was announced only ten minutes before
the arrival of our train, which stressed us out a bit. We were lucky not to
have heavy luggage, so we were able to walk fast.
We had two hours until the arrival of our train at Newark Airport
since it was lunchtime we bought some hot dogs. I remember the debates
in the Romanian cultural space when Pruteanu’s Law appeared regarding
the defense of the Romanian language. How could anyone literally
translate “hot dog”? I later found out that Cormanescu had also been
shocked: “I was embarrassed when I found out that Americans call their
sausages „hot dogs”” (Petru Comarnescu, Chipurile și priveliștile
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Americii. Edited and prefaced by Traian Filip, Editura Eminescu,
București, 1974, p. 117).
We reached Newark Airport, from where we had to take another
train to Terminal B, the place where we embarked on our flight to
Frankfurt.
My luggage was full of notes, experiences, and feeling for another
book, America from Cortland (a set title). Who was I going to write it for?
Who would even read it?
(FlAP, year XIX, nr. 3 (1881), 1-7 February 2019, p. 13)
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XVII. Romania Seen by American Journalist and Political
Analyst, Robert D. Kaplan
Every time I go on a long journey, I
take with me a memorable book that I can
read in airports, on planes or in hotel
rooms. Last year, in America, I took the
novel Luntrea lui Caron by Lucian Blaga.
During my journey in Chile, I had with me
the famous book In Europe’s Shadow by
Robert D. Kaplan.
I was already familiar with the name
Robert D. Kaplan because my friend
Sharon Pesesky had offered me one of his interesting books in 2002, a
book which will be translated into Romanian: Eastward to Tartary:
Travels in The Balkans, the Midle East, and the Caucasus (La Răsărit, spre
Tartaria. Călătorii în Balcani, Orientul Mijlociu şi Caucaz).
Before speaking about the book In Europe’s Shadow, I would like to
say a few words about the author. Robert D. Kaplan (born 1952), as we
can learn from the cover of the Humanitas edition, “is one of the most
prominent American analysts on foreign policy and a famous specialist in
the Cold War. Foreign Policy magazine named him twice as one of the
world’s „top 100 Global Thinkers”, whereas The New York Times
nominated him among the most influential analysts after World War II,
beside Francis Fukuyama, Paul Kennedy and Samuel Huntington.
Over the past three decades, he has written articles in The Atlantic,
The New York Times, The Washington Post, Financial Times, The Wall
Street Journal and The Los Angeles Times. As a correspondent, he
travelled to over 100 countries and lived for a long time in Israel, Portugal
and Greece. Following his numerous travels in the Eastern and South356
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Eastern Europe, he gained a subtle knowledge of the Balkans, being one
of the first American authors to anticipate the coming of war in this
region. Here are some of his volumes on geopolitical analysis and travels:
Asia’s Cauldron: The South China Sea and the End of Stable Pacific; The
Revenge of Geography. What the Map Tells Us About Coming Conflicts
and the Battle Against Fate (Răzbunarea geografiei. Ce ne spun hărţile
despre viitoarele conflicte şi lupta împotriva destinului, 2013); Monsoon:
The Indian Ocean and the Future of American Power; Balkan Ghosts: A
Journey Through History (Fantomele Balcanilor. O călătorie în istorie,
2007) and Eastward to Tartary: Travels in The Balkans, the Middle East,
and the Caucasus (La Răsărit, spre Tartaria. Călătorii în Balcani, Orientul
Mijlociu şi Caucaz, 2002).
Robert D. Kaplan is currently senior fellow at the Center for a New
American Security; he was geopolitical analyst at Stratfor, guest professor
at the United States Naval Academy and member of the United States
Department of Defense.
He was also an advisor for several American presidents, secretaries
of state and ministers for defense.”
Back to the book which is the focus of my present study: Robert D.
Kaplan, In Europe’s Shadow. Two Cold Wars and a Thirty-year Journey
Through Romania and Beyond. Translated from English by Constantin
Ardeleanu and Oana Celia Gheorghiu, Humanias, Bucharest, 2026. The
book appeared in the “Contemporary History” collection, which is kept
by Cristian Vasile and Vladimir Tismăneanu.
The first thing I have to say is this is an exceptional book, based on
several travels of the author in Romania (undertaken in the period of
time 1973 - 2016, when he was interviewed by Cristian Leonte, during the
talk-show “20 years later”, at PROTV, a show which can be accessed
under: (https://stirileprotv.ro/emisiuni/dupa-20-de-ani/robert-kaplancu-trump-presedinte-va-trebui-sa-va-temeti-de-rusia-metodele-folositede-agentii-lui-putin-in-romania.html); during his travels, he talked to
different kinds of people, mere citizens he met on the streets or in pubs,
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well-known political analysts, Western diplomats, presidents, prime
ministers etc. Secondly, the book is based on an impressive top-quality
Romanian and foreign bibliography, amounting to over 170 titles. Some
of the Romanian historians quoted are Lucian Boia, Ioan Bolovan, Neagu
Djuvara, Mircea Eliade, Vlad Georgescu, Radu Ioanid, Ioan-Aurel Pop,
Vladimir Tismăneanu etc.
The book can be read and approached via three paths: as a travel
book, as a history book and as a geopolitical analysis study.
As I was saying, the author undertook his first journey in Romania
in 1973, “as an adventurous young journalist, at a time when our country
was nothing but a dark place in Communist Europe, totally ignored by
the Western press”, as it is written on the cover. These are his first
impressions: “Otopeni Airport (which had been opened 3 years before, in
1970, note by I.R.) was a building made of dirty marble and glass, with
border guards in shabby stalls. A red star and the photo of the dictator
were hanging on the empty walls. I waited in the cold for half an hour to
finally sit on a board seat on a bus going to town.” (p. 37) The author also
notices “the pale and distressed faces of the driver and other Romanians
on the bus, all wrapped up in winter coats and hats and overwhelmed
with worry”. The author then sees the enormous Casă a Scânteii (House
of the Free Press) – “this Stalinist Giant” – guarded by the statue of Lenin
which stood on a tall pedestal. He further on quotes the distinguished
British historian, Dennis Deletant, who said that in the 80’s, Romanians
had become “nothing else than poor animals, their only concern being
how to survive from one day to the following”. The author didn’t even
like the InterContinental Hotel (“a huge building, in a dirty white color,
with a cheap modern architecture”), noticing “the prison-like atmosphere
on the streets”. The room he booked at Muntenia Hotel “was dark and
only had a dim light, having a shared toilet and shower at the far end of a
long and cold corridor”. He notices the shortage of fuel, electricity and
warm water and is taken aback at the long queues of people waiting to
buy food (“Sometimes I saw people standing on pavements, out in the
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cold, waiting in front of the empty stores, just because the rumor was
they might bring in meat, eggs or cheese. They waited in turns,
sometimes at night.”).
There are also poetic comments, such as these notes made by the
author during his journey in Moldova: “Poplars’ golden leaves had gotten
fewer, sign of a late fall. Mistletoe, a parasite in itself, was hanging on old
branches of trees. On another side, you could see rows of planted acacia.
And then, constantly surprising, after each turn, a new sight was revealing
cultivated fields, popping out of gigantic looking valleys.” (p. 139).
Due to the fact that in an article he had written in 1984 he had
compared Ceauşescu’s megalomaniac plan to build the Palace of the
Parliament and huge boulevards for parades to what architect Albert
Speer wanted to do for Adolf Hitler, Robert Kaplan became persona non
grata in România, for 5 years, until the fall of Ceauşescu.
Most of the book is dedicated to Romania’s history and
contemporary life. “The history of the Romanians – he writes – is truly an
endless story about courage and martyrdom.” (p. 116). In terms of how our
history is presented, I must say I have never read such an objective and
unbiased history book written by a foreigner. I can recall what our great
linguist Iorgu Iordan wrote to me in May 22nd 1981 about A.D. Xenopol: “I
do think that our most objective historian was Xenopol, and that is due –
you’ll find my explanation unusual – to his being a foreigner.” (Ilie Rad,
My get-togethers with Iorgu Iordan. Letters and interviews. Edition kept,
foreword, note on edition, notes and comments, name index by Ilie Rad.
Argument by academician Marius Sala, vice-president of the Romanian
Academy, Tribuna Publishing House, Cluj-Napoca, 2011, p. 91).
The author starts by presenting the history of the Romanians back
in antiquity, then carries on with the battles against the Ottomans. I agree
with him on what he says: “Ottoman Turks, whose history, even in
Romania, is more elaborated and complex that people often believe” (p.
139) and they “were not a frightening beast, lacking cultural and political
nuances and qualities” (p. 140), as Turks had been for a long time a
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balance force against the neighbors of the Romanians. In my 2005 book,
From Moscow to New York, I wrote the following about the RomanianOttoman relations: “Reading a study by Turkologist Mihai Maxim, I
learnt that American corn had been introduced in Romania via the
Ottomans (that’s why it was named at first “Turkish bulgur”); Turks also
introduced in Romania rice (cultivating it at first in the Banat) or the
water buffalo (spread in Dobruja), tobacco, cotton, anise, sesame,
watermelon (the Romanian word harbuz comes from the Turkish
karpuz), some flowers (tulips, lilac, hyacinths, carnations), not to say
coffee (I wrote on a different occasion about the sacks full of coffee that
Turks had left close to the walls of Vienna in 1683, later on becoming
famous in the entire Europe). The Turkish-Ottoman influence is also to
be found in linguistics, art and our mentality (with negative effects!), and
most importantly in cuisine. The famous «sărmăluţe” (from the Turkish
sarma) have become a traditional dish […]. I remember how astonished I
was when, many years back, I read in Iorgu Iordan’s memoirs that the
Phanariot administration in the Romanian Voivodeships had also had
some positive effects. Here is why we should think the same about the
Turks, we should appreciate them unprejudiced and outside of the
patterns so strongly rooted in time by a rather propagandist history” (p.
132). On the other hand, Robert D. Kaplan reminds his readership about
different realities: “the cruelty of the Ottomans is beyond imagination.
Fratricide made sure the dynasty remained stable – the younger brothers
of the new sultan were strangled with a silk cord”; he then told about the
horrible practice of castration and the mass decapitations of the soldiers
who became prisoners etc. When they retreated from Central Europe,
“the Turkish troops set fire on their camp, massacring or burning alive all
the prisoners from rural Austria, except for those, both genders, young
enough to be sold as slaves” (p. 144).
Having mentioned above the objectivity of the historian, I will
provide a few examples regarding the examination of controversial
personalities or situations in the history of Romania. In reference to Ion
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Antonescu, for instance, he says that “his alliance with Hitler was rather
contextual than ideological and he started to think to change sides during
World War II, after the defeat of Nazi Germans at Stalingrad” (p. 83). In
a different place, in few but intense words, Robert D. Kaplan shows the
truth about the Marshal: “Antonescu personally orchestrated, by
starvation and „atrocious mass killings „, the death of about 300.000 Jews
in Northern Bukovina, Bassarabia and Transnistria, that is in areas
located in the eastern and northern parts of Romania where the
population mostly consisted of Romanians (in Bukovina and Bassarabia),
areas which the Romanian troops had taken from the Stalinist troops in
the first weeks of the German offensive of 1941. On the other hand, in
Romania – Moldova, Wallachia and the southern part of Transylvania –
Antonescu saved up to 350.000 Jews from being slaughtered or sent off to
the concentration camps in Poland. This would not have happened if the
fascist regime of the Iron Guard had still ruled in Bucharest. In January
1941, after having tolerated them in his government for 5 months after
taking over the power, Antonescu executed most of the Guard and
hunted the fascist legionaries. Survival rate of the Jewish population in
the territories under his direct civil and military administration – within
Romania’s legal boundaries – „ was higher than in any other allied state,
protectorate or territory under the occupation of the Axis, except for
Finland”, according to the specialist in the history of Romania, Larry L.
Watts, in a recent monograph, not yet published.” (p. 195).
This is what he wrote about Carol II of Romania: “Carol II was sort
of a populist king, and his weaknesses and love affairs made him more
pleasant than Carol I – a cold and distant German, the great leader who
had built the Romanian state” (p. 167). I believe Mr. Kaplan would have
enjoyed a further detail from the life of Carol II, which Blaga described in
Luntrea lui Caron: “„We, Lusitanians, highly admire prince Carol!”
„How? What for?” asked the young man. „You see, I said, a prince
renouncing the throne for a woman is something extremely exciting for
all Lusitanians!” (Luntrea lui Caron, 1990, p. 35).
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This is what Kaplan wrote about how Carol II and Antonescu
handled things in the tragical times of the ‘40s: “Had they been wise and
kind (which obviously they were not), Carol II and Antonescu still would
not have had too many options considering the circumstances of the
time.” (p. 303).
Regarding Ion Iliescu, “the post-December symbol of corrosive
stability – the figure and leader of utter compromise between the
Communist past and a distressing future”, the author wrote “that he
vehemently postponed indispensable reforms, but on the other hand he
may have saved the country from civil war and chaos at the beginning of
the ‘90s” (p. 83). “Some leaders don’t’ leave their mark by making visible
accomplishments, but by stopping much more serious events from
happening.” (p. 165).
Due to space limitations, I will make no further comments on the
aspects related to the political analysis of the book, dealing with
Romania’s position towards Russia under Putin in the context of us being
a NATO member country, Deveselu Air Base etc. It is a highly
recommended book to our political analysts.
The author mentioned in the book section in which he presented
his thanks that before the publication of the book, the manuscript had
been carefully read by famous personalities whose area of knowledge is
Romanian history: Dennis Deletant, Vlad Georgescu, Charles King, Vl.
Tismăneanu, Ernest H. Latham Jr., all of them making various comments
and suggestions. This should be the case for all specialized books (this is
how things used to be in Romania before 1989, when book publishers
were specialists in that specific area of knowledge and asked further
specialists in that subject for advice, if needed). Things have changed
today; publishing houses are generally only keen on the financial aspect.
The book consists of 22 top quality black and white photographs, a
name and concept index; each photograph in the book with its reliable
source – which is rare in our publishing practice. The author quotes in
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his book famous philosophers, writers and authors, which only shows his
wide cultural knowledge.
As the book deals with an enormous amount of information, it is
understandable that some small errors made their way in, and I will
mention some.
1. On page 151, the author says, “in the first half of the 20th century,
Romania made its own / incorporated territories which had belonged to
the Hungarians, Bulgarians and Russians”. The fact is that, in 1918,
Romania did not incorporate those territories, it was these territories that
chose to reunite with their home land. Excluding a mistranslation, we must
say that the term “to incorporate” is not the right choice as it changes the
historical reality. Similarly, I mention a recent diplomatic incident which
took place in December 1st 2018, when the German public-service
television broadcaster ZDF („Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen”), the
corespondent of TVR 2, broadcasted a piece of news on the National Day
of Romania (Great Union), stating „Romania celebrates 100 years since the
ANNEXATION OF FORMER HUNGARIAN PROVINCE OF
TRANSYLVANIA. Gaining the new territory since the fall of the AustroHungarian Empire after World War I, Romania extended its territory by a
third”. The news, wrongly presented (due to the use of the term
“annexation”), made the ambassador of Romania to Germany, Emil
Hurezeanu protest („The biased use of the term „annexation” in the
headline of the article is regrettable and shows at least a flawed knowledge
of the history.”); the Minister for Foreign Affairs had the same reaction,
and the piece of news was corrected several hours after being broadcasted.
2. On page 154, Robert D. Kaplan writes: “In 1946, the general
secretary of the Communist Party, Ştefan Foriş, originally from Hungary,
who was an opponent of Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, was „beaten to death
with a crowbar, at the headquarters of the party”. Once they had killed his
mother, they tied him to some rocks and threw him into the Criş river, in
Transylvania.” This piece of information was taken from a book of the
British historian Dennis Deletant, but it is not entirely accurate. During
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the investigation from 1967, held by the Commission for the
investigation of the abuses and crimes of Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej,
Gheorghe Pintilie (Pantiuşa Bodnarenko), the general who led the
General Security Directorate (1948-1963), declared that Ştefan Foriş had
indeed been killed with a crowbar in 1946 (his driver had killed him), at
the first headquarters of the Communist Party of Romania, located on
Aleea Alexandru in Bucharest (the current Embassy of Poland), and the
victim had been buried in the yard of the institution in a hole which
Pantiuşa himself had dug. A year later, Foriş’s mother was killed after she
had threatened that she would ask for help abroad to figure out a way to
settle her son’s murder. Based on reliable sources, her body was discarded
in the Criş river, in Oradea. The victim’s wife and his son were spared. As
a matter of fact, in the Tismăneanu Report – an official document –
things are fairly clear: "The only person he personally killed (n.n. –
former Communist Gheorghe Pintilie, aka Pantiuşa) is Ştefan Foriş, in
the basement of a building situated on Aleea Alexandru, in 1946. Helped
by his driver, Dumitru Neciu, Pantiuşa killed him with a crowbar, then
threw his body in a hole he had previously dug in the same yard, covering
it with dirt", according to the succinct note found in the Tismăneanu
Report, on page 182. A year later, like I said, his mother was killed in
Oradea and her body discarded in the Criş river.
3. On page 154, there is another mistake: “The assassination by
Stalin of the family of the tsar, in 1918”. The reality is that Lenin was the
one who ordered the execution of the tsar and his family.
4. On page 175: “Bucovina was completely part of Romania in the
interwar period; however, not long before the beginning of World War II,
Stalin annexed the north of the province, this as a consequence of the
Nonaggression Pact he signed with Hitler.” It is historically true that
Bucovina was completely part of Romania in the interwar period, but
Stalin did not annex the north of the province before the beginning of
World War II (1 September 1939), but in June 1940, together with
Bassarabia as a “compensation”, in order to rule it, for 20 years!
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As a conclusion, I repeat: this is an exceptional book, and in the
context of the books published about Romania, considering the fine care
given to impeccable research and historical truth, Robert D. Kaplan
would deserve to be granted the distinction of honorary doctor (Doctor
Honoris Causa) by an University in Romania or a different distinction by
the Romanian state.
(FlAP, year XIX, no. 4-5 (882-883), 8-14 February 2019, p. 4)
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XVIII. Dr. Svetlana Broz, granddaughter of president Iosip Broz
Tito: “I wanted to document that good in people can prevail,
survive and overcome evil.”
Between 13-15 of October 2013, I
had the chance to join the 24th Anual
Conference of The International
Journal of Higher Education and
Democracy (AUDEM) that took place
in Sarajevo. Its theme was Democracy &
the University in a Turbulent World.
The opening speech was held by
Svetlana Broz, the granddaughter of
Iosip Broz Tito (who had invited the
AUDEM board for dinner at her place
the previous evening). I had the
opportunity to discuss more with her and she agreed to an interview. I was
planning to publish this exclusive interview in the Romanian press, more
specifically, in Cultura magazine. Because her schedule was packed I chose
to send her the questions by email and she only replied to me at the
beginning of this year.
*
Svetlana Broz was born in 1955. Her parents were Zarko Broz (the
eldest son of Iosip Broz Tito) and Zlata Jelinek-Broz. Between 1970-1975 she
worked as a journalist, and she graduated from the Faculty of Medicine at
Belgrade University in 1980. Between 1981-1999 she worked as a
cardiologist in the Belgrade Medical Military Academy. She published a
volume of essays on civic courage, Having What It Takes, to which she was a
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coauthor and coordinator together with Thomas Butler. Simona-Grazia
Dima wrote an interesting review of this book in her article Curajul civic, un
factor al progresului social (Civic courage, a factor of social progress)
published in Revista română de sociologie, year XX, nr. 5-6, 2009, p. 515-522.
When the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina started, Svetlana Broz
became a volunteer cardiologist on the front, and the following year she
started her research for her book, Dobri Ijudi u vremenu zla (Good People în
an Evil Time), which saw multiple editions and was translated in five
languages (English, French, Polish, Czech, and Spanish). This volume had
an excellent review, also written by Simona-Grazia Dima, Solidaritate și
spirit comunitar în vremuri de restriște (Solidarity and community spirit in
times of war), in Revista română de sociologie, year XXI, nr. 3-4, 2010, p. 260295.
In 2000 she moved from Belgrade to Sarajevo and became the director
and president of various NGOs, foundations, and organizations that were
involved in the activity of civil society. She held many speeches in the USA
(at Harvard, Tuffs, Boston College, Wellesley, Haverford, the universities in
Virginia and Wisconsin) as well as at universities in Europe (London, Berlin,
Geneve, Lausanne, Graz, Prague, Milan, Trento, Verona, etc.) (Ilie Rad)
*
– Dear Svetlana, first of all, I have to tell you I very much appreciate
your approval to give a first interview to the Romanian press (I have learnt
you’ve had over 2000 interviews so far!). Have you ever thought of collecting
some of them in one book?
– No, not yet. But you are right. I spoke with many, many very
interesting people, not necessarily important, but interesting. And it
would be a good idea to put at least the most interesting interviews in a
book. I could work on such a book only once in my life, but only when
my time was not taken by teaching civil courage to people who seem to
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have forgotten they always have a choice, and they always have the option
to say ‘no’.
– In 1980, when your grandfather, president Josip Broz Tito, passed
away, you were 25 years old. Consequently, a significant part of your life
overlapped your brilliant grandfather’s. How do you remember him?
– My personal memories belong to me and to me only. I hope you
will understand this. There was not one single interview with me in
which I was not faced with the same question you asked. If I have had
answered every time, it would become meaningless for me, because I
would repeat the same over and over again. I beg you and your readers to
understand that my memories should stay mine.
– In your capacity as granddaughter of president Tito, have you
benefited of a series of privileges?
– Not a single one, which I am very proud on.
– What happened to Tito’s family? Where are the members of his family?
– Some are in Belgrade, some in Zagreb, I am in Sarajevo with my
daughter and her family, one close relative of my grandfather lived until
his death in Hungary. We were, one might say, a truly Yugoslav, if not
Austro-Hungarian family.
– What has come of his wealth?
– Now you are touching one of the many gossips and legends that
are circulating after his death. First of all, the residences he used in
several Yugoslav republics, as well as his official residence in Belgrade
were not his property. They belonged to the state. As for the gifts he
received from foreign statesmen and these gifts were given to him as a
person, meaning they belonged to him, you should ask the current
President of Serbia, Tomislav Nikolić. What was found after my
grandfather’s death in 1980 were deposited in the National bank of
Yugoslavia at that time (now Bank of Serbia). It was inspected recently by
a commission named by President Nikolić, without court, any member of
the family or their lawyers attending. So, I don't know what they found,
but I am pressing for a court procedure in which this would be
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recognized as Tito's ownership and given to us – his family. It does not
belong to the Republic of Serbia, or to any of the newly formed states.
– There are, of course, a lot of monographs on Tito’s life
(unfortunately, I do not think there is one in Romanian). How is Tito
described in these biographies?
– In different ways, it greatly depends on who the authors are and
when these books were published. Most of them, however, give a rather
objective picture of my grandfather as a politician and as a statesman and
of his policy.
– By the way, where does “TITO” come from?
– It was his, let me put it this way, code name during the WWII.
There are several stories about how he choose it, but I really don't know
why "Tito". In the Komintern, before the WWII, he was known as Walter.
– In 2002, during my stay at Belgrade, I visited the grave of Iosip
Broz Tito. It was well maintained and guarded by soldiers (as far as I
recall). Why was your grandfather so loved by the people in former
Yugoslavia?
– I am the last one you should ask about this. My feelings were
always the feelings of a granddaughter. Ask people from Yugoslavia and
they will tell you as they often told me that Tito’s time was time in which
they have had a decent life.
– President Tito has more than once visited Romania. When he
returned home from his visits, did he use to talk about it? Can you
remember something about such things?
– Even if he has had and even if I remember, these are my
memories and I want them to remain mine.
– In the period of time 1970-1975, you worked as a journalist and
you published various articles in newspapers and magazines. What did you
write about? What was the subject of your articles?
– I published over sixty interviews with the famous artists (writers,
composers, painters, actors, sculptors etc.) I wrote about things that
interested young generation of my time, but not only about them. I wrote
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about so called general themes too, about good and evil, about
responsibility, about personal courage, not knowing at that time that I will
return to these subjects years after, during the collapse of Yugoslavia, that I
could not even imagine in my wildest dreams when I was journalist.
– Were there attempts to have you censored, given the fact you were
the granddaughter of the state’s president?
– No, although I know there were circles who did not like some
people I was meeting and interviewing at that time.
– What comes to your mind about the day your grandfather's funeral
took place?
– I prefer to keep my personal memories mine. But, it is not hard to
imagine what a young woman feels when her grandfather passes away.
The funeral was a funeral of a world statesman. I lost my grandfather.
– When president Iosip Broz Tito passed away, in 1980, I was a
young professor in Timisoara and I was invited to take part in a Youth
Congress, being held in Bucharest. According to the requirements of the
time, Nicoale Ceausescu, the general secretary of the Romanian
Communist Party, was also present. I recall he started his speech by stating
that Iosip Broz Tito, his great friend and Romania’s friend had passed
away the night before. I could not see his eyes, as I was standing quite far,
still, I realized his voice was trembling. Are dictators, too, capable of such
emotions, which seem to humanize them?
– Everybody is capable of emotions. Dictators might be inhumane
in their behavior, but they are still human beings.
– You studied Medicine at the University of Belgrade, subsequently
working as a cardiologist at the Military Medical Academy. Why did you
part with this profession?
– I did it when I understood that I can be more useful as somebody
who would help people to tell what was a heavy burden on their souls.
Thus I wrote the book Good People in an Evil Time. I did it, when it
became clear to me to what degree are people disoriented after the
collapse of Yugoslavia, especially the young ones. I am convinced that I
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can, in perspective, save more lives if I teach people what civil courage is,
if I point out people who demonstrated and still demonstrate civil
courage, than if I had continued to work as cardiologist.
– While my generation was forced to learn Russian, you’ve told me
you speak no word of Russian, but your English is very good. Was it not at
the time “the language of American and British imperialists”?
– Not in Yugoslavia. We were enjoying much more freedom in every
aspect of our lives, than people who lived behind the so called “iron curtain”.
So, learning English was quite normal, as well as German or French.
– When the interethnic conflict burst out in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(1992), you took over your old profession and you worked as a volunteer
(cardiologist) on the battlefront. Weren’t you afraid of the perils watching you?
– No, I worked in the war zone in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but not
at the front line. I was never afraid for my life, but I was profoundly
shocked with what I saw in the war zone. The least I could do was to try
to help those suffering people, regardless of their nationality or religion. I
was helping people, human beings.
– One year later, in 1993, you started to do research and interviews
for Good People in an Evil Time, which has already been translated into
several languages. Why did you write this book? Is it a piece of evidence for
the future generations about the crimes during the war from 1992-1995?
– I do believe that the preface for the book I wrote in 1999 might
cast light to my motives. No, I was not interested in documenting
anybody's war crimes, I was interested in documenting that even in evil
times, and believe me, these were evil times indeed, there were good
people. I wanted to document that good in people can prevail, survive
and overcome evil.
But here's the preface to the book Good People in an Evil Time:
“When I was in my last year at medical school, in 1979, I was
studying for an exam in surgery, and part of the material I covered was
on surgery during war. I admit that at the time I was absolutely certain, at
least as far as my country was concerned, that this subject was moot.
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It was twelve years later when the bugles of war sounded in
Yugoslavia...
All you could read about in the papers or hear in any conversation
when the hostilities broke out, were the horrors of war. Every day for three
years I met only words speaking of the evil. Those rare writers who wrote
politically unbiased texts were every bit as obsessed with the horrors of war
as those who were busily blasting the horns of the great princes. I found that
there were friendships of many years that did not survive because all some
people could do was wrangle over whose contribution to the evil was greater.
And this in the cosmopolitan city of Belgrade.
I began to feel as if the slightly crazed European metropolis where I
was born had become a beehive where every bee was busy at work
building its own segment of the hive, feeding it not with pollen but
hatred, carefully stored in every unfortunate conversation with my deaf,
former friends.
Believing that there was nothing human in that madness, I started
going to the combat zones, first as a doctor, to see if I might be of help to
those who were suffering. Treating people of all three confessions, I felt
their need to open their souls and tell me, shyly at first, what had
happened to them during the war. From these brief stories on cardiology
wards I realized how thirsty they were for a truth which was subtle,
nuanced where the shells were falling, in a way that it wasn’t in Belgrade
or worldwide black and white coverage.
These first sparks of hope that there might be human goodness
even in this greatest of evils, regardless of the God a person prayed to,
stirred in me a desire to set down my stethoscope and take up a tape
recorder to record authentic stories of people of all three ethnic groups.
The working title of my future book: Good People in an Evil Time,
was, indeed, my most concise question to my interlocutors.
I admit it was hard to earn their trust. The conditions these people
lived in were awful. They were first in ruined houses, damp cellars, with
shells blasting near-by, and then they’d go from there to strange houses,
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often in unfamiliar neighborhoods and towns, where they were
bombarded by the sickening rhetoric of the national leaders on the need
for national homogenization, every bit as disturbing as the exploding
shells. They were scared of everything: allowing their names and the
names of the people of other backgrounds who had helped them survive
to appear in print. Many requested anonymity to shield themselves and
their saviors. This was such telling proof of how strongly they felt
surrounded by intolerance and exclusivity. I had to respect their need for
privacy. Wherever you come across an asterisk next to a name or initials,
those are the stories of people who wished to keep their identity private.
The names of those who committed the atrocities are authentic. No one
requested privacy for them.
My interlocutors talked of their experiences with people of a
background different from their own. In conditions such as these, stories
of goodness are not, indeed, suspect. Overall, the onus for the veracity of
each of the stories rests with the person who told it.
The language they used depended on how educated they were. My
interventions were limited to the shaping of language and style. The facts
and quotes are authentic.
A careful reader may well note how few really emotional
descriptions there are in these stories. There were almost none. While I
listened, I had the sense that they kept their emotions under lock and key
somewhere deep inside, perhaps even in their sub-conscious. Their
trembling voices, interrupted by quiet, barely audible sobs, the huge gaps
between words while they garnered the strength to continue talking,
flooded with feelings that stole their words, their curses to vent their
tension, all these remain recorded on the original audio cassettes. Their
eyes, faces, trembling hands with which they held a glass or lit a cigarette
are etched in my soul. Each reader should feel his or her way to the
depths of anguish and joy.
Human goodness is something we take for granted under normal
conditions. Often enough we don’t even register it. In evil times when
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someone’s survival depends often enough on someone else’s respect for
moral and ethnical norms, only against a backdrop of countless horrors
does goodness gleam like a pearl in the sand, plucked from a shell at the
bottom of the sea.
Someone had to dive to find those pearls and string them into a
necklace. Without them the evil that individuals committed will hold all
of us in thrall who were born in this part of the world. This is a place were
so many honorable and noble people live. No one speaks of them. I
believe that the time will come when every criminal will answer for what
he or she did. The question is, will the deserving people reap just rewards
for their goodness and courage? What rewards can there be for those who
lost their lives for refusing to acquiesce to the bestiality and mindlessness
around them, and insisted on protecting people of other backgrounds?
No army or government can give them the credit that is their due. Streets
or city squares won’t be named after them. Their names will endure only
as long as those whose lives they saved, and, perhaps, the survivors’
children. Future generations should have a way of knowing that good
people did, indeed, exist.
I covered 7,500 kilometers one winter during the war along the icy
roads of Republika Srpska, searching for interlocutors. My perseverance
was rewarded: I recorded more than a hundred testimonies.
I would have completed the book in 1996 had those who objected
to its publication had not moved to stop me. Something happened I
might have expected while I was in the combat zone in Bosnia, but hardly
in the center of Belgrade: my home was robbed and most of the material
I’d collected was stolen. This did, indeed, slow the publication of the
book, but it did not prevent it. To the contrary, it was proof that even the
“raw” material had value, though the value, apparently, was all the greater
when the recordings were stolen and hidden.
I spent yet another post-war autumn driving 6000 kilometers
around Bosnia and Herzegovina, and finally recorded enough material.
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You will find an equal number of stories in this book from Muslim,
Serbian and Croatian interlocutors, interwoven just as their lives and
fates in Bosnia and Herzegovina were interwoven. This is a collection of
individual human stories from the areas I managed to visit. The tragedy
of all the peoples living there is far too great to fit into any one book. Any
generalizations based on this material would abuse the sincerity and
suffering of those who had the strength to speak of their experiences.
My fundamental motive that guided me in this project, even when I
faltered, was the desire to reaffirm goodness as the ultimate postulate at a
time of prevailing evil, and spiritual and material destruction, when a
human life is worth no more than a bullet. This goodness, I believe, will
be the foundation for the future of all three ethnic groups in the land of
my ancestors.
The good people who mustered the strength in the most terrible of
times to testify to the goodness of others, and all those who had the
courage, without asking what price they would pay for their own acts of
goodness, are the most durable guarantee of the trueness of that motive 9.
This is a fragment of a story from Good People in an Evil Time, compressed and
translated by Simona-Grazia Dima in her article, Solidaritate și spirit comunitar în
vremuri de restriște, in Revista română de sociologie, year XXI, nr. 3-4, 2010, p. 269. It
reminds us of the cruelty and the horrors caused by the Nazis: “In the story Kill Them
and Kill Me Too, the Bosnian Sevda Porobic, a refugee from Srebrenica, tells how a
strange entity, the Srpska Republic, took over the Bosnian people. They were forcibly
taken to Cinkara Factory. The paramilitaries separated the men from the women, then
took the children from their mothers’ arms. They threw them up in the air and let them
fall on knives. If their mothers made any sound they ended up killed. They stuffed
babies in meat grinders, pulled their eyes out, cut off their ears and their fingers. One
little boy had his left arm sliced and his mother was forced to eat his meat. She couldn’t
do it and she fainted. Several children were given poisoned sandwiches to eat and they
watched them as they slowly died. They raped the girls, smashed their teeth, pulled the
food out of their mouths, and made them chew on rubber boots. Her family lost 11
members, and her mother-in-law lost 22. Her father-in-law and brother were murdered,
as well as her husband, sister, nieces, and brothers-in-law. The ones who were left alive
9
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– In 2000, you and your family left your home in Belgrade (a very
cozy one, I suppose!) and you bought a piece of land in Sarajevo, where you
built another house. Why did you decide to move to Sarajevo?
– Sarajevo kept the spirit in spite of all tragedy the citizens passed
through four years of siege. It seemed to me, despite everything that is
happening here too, that Sarajevo is a place where I could live and work,
that city is not infected with nationalism and hatred as much as other
places in my country are. When I say "my country" I mean the whole of
what was once Yugoslavia. I will never stop feeling about all these regions
and places as about my country.
– Taking into consideration your Serbo-Croatian origin, do you
fear to be treated at least unfriendly by Bosniaks?
– First of all I do not have Serbo-Croatian origin. I do have six
different ethno-national braches in my blood which are: Russian,
Austrian, Jew, Check, Slovenian and Croatian. So far nobody persuaded
me that one of them is more important than others, so I do not have
ethno-national identity. I am cosmopolitan considering the fact that
Europe is not enough for me. Why should I be afraid of any ethnonational group in the world?
– You’ve witnessed the interethnic war in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Do you approve of the term genocide of Serbs against Bosniaks?
– I disagree with the term “interethnic war in Bosnia and
Herzegovina”. It was clear aggression from Serbia and Montenegro to
were picked up by a bus. When the driver was asked to stop he shouted at them in
defiance and continued on his way because he knew they wanted to get the Bosnians
and kill them. On the side of the road, they saw piles of bodies, some hanging, some
with their hands tied behind their backs, others burned unrecognizably. The driver
refused to give his passengers up to the Srpska Republic. He shouted at them to kill him
instead. Despite them trying to stop him, he managed to escape. The driver was Serbian.
He took them to Kladanj where the Bosnian army was stationed. Sevda worked and is
still working for a family whose Serbian members were like parents to her. They gave the
Bosnians land and became godparents to their children.”
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Bosnia in 1992 and clear aggression from Croatia to Bosnia in 1993. So, I
witnessed two aggressions to one independent state recognized at that
time by OUN. Genocide in Srebrenica has been recognized and approved
by judgments with final force and effects in ICTY.
If you see what happened in Srebrenica, you cannot avoid the term
genocide. But I would never say it was a genocide committed by Serbs. I
simply do not accept the collective guilt. Each perpetrator has his/her
own name and surname.
– During my stay in Sarajevo, I visited the exhibition The Siege. In
your opinion, are such testimonies meant to diminish ethnical issues or, on
the contrary, to increase the tension between Serbs and Bosniaks?
– The siege of Sarajevo was the longest siege in the contemporary
history of wars in Europe. Twelve thousands of civilian victims including
1.602 children; sixty four thousand maimed and injured civilians and
hundreds of thousand people who starved four years without water, gas,
power, medicines, fuel. They all were exposed to permanent snipers and
shells. This kind of suffering must be remembered and all exhibitions are
not enough to commemorate and to warn: not to be repeated at any place
in the world. Facing the truth can never increase the tensions between
members of different ethno-national groups. Everybody should know
what happened and why, who were responsible and guilty.
– You are the founder and director of NGO Gariwo. What does this
organization do?
– The NGO Gariwo (www.gariwo.org) is part of the network
Gardens of the Righteous Worldwide (www.gariwo.net) and was
registered in Sarajevo in 2001. We campaign to develop civil courage
among young people in the Balkans to stand up against ethnic and
religious antagonisms, bigotry, intolerance of diversity, all kinds of group
prejudice, corruption, intimidation, bullying, physical abuse and
violence. For a decade now we have used some 900 public lectures
attended by over 100,000 people and covered by over 2000 media reports,
our school and University visits, in-depth seminars, group training
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sessions, summer schools and a series of books to stress each individual’s
civic responsibility and to create a network of socially conscious and
committed youth across the Balkans. Our main goal is to educate young
people in the Balkans on civil courage to resist ethnic, religious, political,
racial, gender, sexual and all other prejudices and intolerance, corruption,
intimidation, bullying and abuse.
We define civil courage as the will and the practical skills to
disobey, to resist, to oppose and to end by non-violent means the abuse of
power by any public authority, any private enterprise or any individuals
who deliberately neglect their duties or illegally use for their own
advantage the levers of their political, economic or social power –
whether in civic and political life, in the media, in business, or in the
academic, ecclesiastical or family spheres.
Our Programme “Education for civil courage” is developed to
mobilize the bravery of individuals.
Specific aims of the Programme Education for civil courage are to
raise public awareness of moral and social issues and their chief purpose;
to encourage citizens to think in terms of their whole society rather than
identify mainly with ethnic groups; to persuade citizens to take
responsibility for changing their society; to inspire self-confidence that
individual and collective action can succeed; o train particularly young
people in the practical skills for constructive opposition
In memory of a colleague murdered seven years ago for his civil
courage in testifying to war crimes perpetrated by still powerful political
figures we annually make “Dusko Kondor awards”– often posthumously –
to individuals, families or groups such as journalists who have shown
outstanding moral courage, and in extreme instances have given their lives
for their neighbours or their convictions. Films about such heroic people
or interviews with them are then given wide publicity on various TV
channels as role models the region’s future. Our series of documentary
films about such heroic people or interviews with them are now given wide
publicity on TV and in educational programmes. They provide role models
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for individuals to contribute to the reconstruction of civil society in a
region even now to some extent ruled by the strong men and their retinues
that emerged from the collapse of the Yugoslav state. The lessons we have
learnt in extreme circumstances here – and are still learning – may well be
increasingly relevant also to the wider modern world.
– What is your knowledge about Romania? Would you like to visit
my country?
– Of course, I have the basic knowledge about Romania and I
would welcome the opportunity to visit your country and to enrich my
knowledge through direct contacts with the Romanians.
Svetlana Broz
Sarajevo, January 3, 2014
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XIX. At AUDEM I Learned My First Lesson of Democracy...
In the autumn of 1996, my colleague Dan C. Stegaroiu asked me
whether I wanted to go to Prague to AUDEM. At that time I didn't know
what AUDEM meant (Alliance of Universities for Democracy); I thought
it was the name of some firm ... I agreed, though, because the temptation
to see the "golden city" was big.
I arrived in Prague on a beautiful November day. What I
experienced there had such an impact on me, that I wrote dozens of
pages on it in the Romanian press. I remember some details that were
shocking for me, as a person belonging to a country coming out of a
communist dictatorship: during the official reception, the personal
counselor of the Czech president Vaclav Havel received no special
treatment by the waiters, but queued up just like all the other
participants. I also noticed that all the prominent professors present at
the conference, from the USA or the UK, were treating us, those coming
from the East, in a very normal way, as if we were their peers. This was
the first lesson of democracy that I learned. It gave me a lot of confidence
in myself, in my own powers. I understood that I could be a winner.
It was still in Prague when something happened and I consider it a
miracle in my life. I listened with great interest to the speech of an
American professor on the Communist Manifesto by Marx. I went to the
professor, congratulated him, and asked him to allow me to translate the
text of his speech in the Reporter magazine, that I was about to publish.
He agreed very kindly. We exchanged cards and I found out his
name: John Ryder, Dean of the Arts and Science Faculty at the State
University of New York, College at Cortland. Present at the conference
was also his friend, the Distinguished Professor, Henry Steck.
In 1997 I went, thanks to AUDEM, to Warsaw, in 1998 to Nitra, in
Slovakia, and in 1999 to Budapest. After visiting each city I came back
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home and published dozens of pages. This is how my first book was
born, Pilgrim through Europe, containing travel impressions from Wien,
Prague, Warsaw, Budapest. At each AUDEM conference, I met John
Ryder and Henry Steck again. We became friends. I invited them to ClujNapoca, to "Babes-Bolyai" University. John came in 1998; in 1999 he
came with Henry. They held several conferences and seminars. In 2000
my two friends invited me to their university, where I held a course called
East - European Contemporary Journalism. I was accompanied by my
son, Mihai.
The visit to America was an extraordinary challenge for us. The
experiences I had then will be materialized in a book about America
(From Moscow to New York). I had the chance to shake hands and
exchange a few words with the former US president, Bill Clinton, which
was for me, as a journalist, an extraordinary event. We visited Niagara
Falls. At Cortland, I made new friends: Collen Ryder, Janet Steck,
Devereaux Kennedy, Sharon, Bill and Mitchell Pesesky, Karen, July and
David Hempson, David Hellenback, John, Linda and Peter Hartsock,
Thomas Mwanika, Craig Little, Samuel Kelly, Coralee Burch, Joseph
Brownell, Deborah Williams, Rhonda Moulton, and many others.
At Cortland, I was fascinated by the events that took place there in
1906, events that inspired An American Tragedy, the famous novel by
Theodore Dreiser. I had the chance to experience the American
Democracy, that I found in the American homes without fences, in the
open doors of public institutions, in footnotes, in traffic signs, in the
notices at hotel rooms that asked you to close the windows, to prevent
rain or pigeons from coming inside, in people's smiles, in the air I used to
breathe. Thanks to John Ryder's great generosity I spent three days in
New York. On September 15th,, 2000 I saw the Statue of Liberty, the Twin
Towers, and the Empire State Building. I couldn't imagine, not even in
my worst nightmare, the tragedy that was to happen one year after, on
September 11th ...
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In 2001, prof. Coralee Burch and prof. Henry Steck came as visiting
professors at our university, where they enjoyed the appreciation of our
colleagues and our students, for their courses and seminars. In May 2001,
prof. Thomas Mwanika came, also as a visiting professor. Other friends
announced their visit in the following years. Is this a matter of small
importance? I, for one, believe it means a lot!
With each AUDEM session, I make new friends, new contacts. I
owe three of my books to AUDEM. I owe my visit to America to
AUDEM. We owe the pleasure of having valuable American professors to
AUDEM. The Reporter magazine, one of the few publications with a
journalistic profile owes to AUDEM. The fact that I have become a very
rich man (for I consider friendship, together with health, man's greatest
wealth) is also due to the AUDEM. The fact that the electronic
magazine Dragon Planet has a co-editorial staff in Romania is due to
AUDEM. I would like to thank, from this page corner to those who
created and are leading AUDEM.
If it weren't for AUDEM, these things wouldn't have existed for me.
Not even the miracle of meeting John Ryder and Henry Steck. My wife,
Doina, says I'm a lucky man. "How come in Prague, out of 200
participants you went straight to John and Henry?" Well, I don't know...
It was a miracle that changed the course of my life.
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The four professors that facilitated my three visits in the United States:
John Ryder & Henry Steck, Devereaux Kennedy, and Alexandru Balaș.
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Professor John Ryder’s letter, the dean of the Faculty of Science and Art from
State University of New York College at Cortland (SUNY Cortland), which was
the beginning of my American adventure.
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One of the red London buses, photographed from the vicinity of Forte Crest Hotel in
London.

Mihai, fascinated by the elegance of cars in England’s capital.
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With Mihai, in front of the “villa” on Elm Street nr. 17 from Cortland,
our residence for over two months in 2000.

The same house 20 years later (2018) with its front-yard full of greenery.
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Mihai with Professor John Ryder in front of his Cortland home.

In front of Old Main, the administrative building of the campus,
on a golden autumn day (2000).
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Mihai in our new residence, already “integrated” in the American society.

Mihai with the Pesesky family, Sharon, Mitchell and Bill, our new friends from
Cortland, in front of a restaurant.
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With Deborah Williams, the secretary of the Department of Communication Studies
from SUNY Cortland.

In my new office in Dowd Building.
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The staff of the Department of Communication Studies in the fall of 2000.
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A part of the students enrolled in the Contemporary East-European Journalism course:
Erica Lauren Hayes, Kathy O’Rourke, Brian Funk, Megan Shutka, Jennifer Newman,
and Kimberly Richmond.

Holding a lecture on Romanian-American relations, at the invitation of
Professor Samuel Kelley.
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The first page of the local Cortland newspaper, Cortland Standard (nr. 213,
September 9th, 2000), where a reportage of the presence of a foreign professor
in their town (Journalist Free of Writer’s Bloc) was more important than Fidel
Castro’s visit to the US (Castro Gets Big Applause in Harlem!
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The students’ newspaper, The Dragon Chronicle (vol. LXXVIII, nr. 2, Sept. 27th, 2000).
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.
A note from Professor Henry Steck, letting me know of an article from
The New York Times.
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An invitation to a picnic from Professor John Hartsock.

Inside the home of Professor John Hartsock, with his son, Peter.
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With professor John Ryder at Sherwood Inn restaurant in Skaneateles, shortly before
the presidential visit of Hillary and Bill Clinton.

President Bill Clinton, photographed on the steps of Sherwood Inn (September 2nd, 2000).
On the left, Hillary Clinton embraces an admirer. Photo by Ilie Rad.
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The first version of a letter I sent to President Bill Clinton (the final version is
reproduced on p. 79 of this book).
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The envelope I received from the White House saying Photograph/ first class/ Do not bend!

The photograph with the autograph of President Bill Clinton.
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New colleagues and friends: Professor John Hartsock, Thomas Mwanika,
Kathleen Lawrence, David Hollenback, Samuel Kelley.

A very affectionate friend: Professor Thomas Mwanika.
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With the members of the digital students’ magazine, Dragon Planet
(that was later renamed to UniPlanet).

With professor Devereaux Kennedy, the director of the digital magazine Dragon Planet.
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Entrance to the City of Cortland, where in 1906 a terrible crime took place, the one that
inspired the famous novel An American Tragedy, by Theodore Dreiser (in the novel, the
name of the town is Lycurgus).

Writer Theodore Dreiser during the years he was writing An American
Tragedy (left), and Grace Brown (right), the base for the main character of his
novel (whose name is Roberta “Bobbie” Alden).
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The textile factory in Cortland (The Gillette Skirt Co.) where the young people worked,
the ones who would become the main characters of the novel (Grace Brown and Chester
Gillette – Clyde Griffits in the novel), at the beginning of the 20th century.

The same building was photographed in 2000, a hundred years later. Photo: Ilie Rad.
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A letter written by Grace Brown, containing a love letter to Chester Gillette.

The house on Wheeler Street, where Grace Brown lived between November 1905 –
June 1906, a house belonging to Carrie Wheeler.
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The Presbyterian Church in Cortland, in 2018, a place frequented by the characters of
Theodore Dreiser’s novel. Photo: Doina Rad.

The house where Chester Gillette lived between May-June 1906. His room was above the top
window on the left, and it was the same room where police found the letters from Grace Brown.
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With Mihai in the famous Times Square from New York City.

With prof. John Ryder on a street in New York City, posing with a miniature Statue of Liberty.
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At a Starbucks in New York City with professors Șerban C. Andronescu and John Ryder.

Professors Tudor Vlad, John Ryder and Bazil Pârv.
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Mihai imitating Sisif in Central Park, New York.

Mihai near the bull on Wall Street in New York City.
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On the 102nd floor of the Empire State Building

The Twin Towers rising towards the sky, watched from the base. We had seen the skyline of
New York from the Empire State Building, and we didn’t visit them because of it. A year later,
they were destroyed… Photo: Mihai Rad
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Getting close to the Statue of Liberty.

Mihai waiting for his “date” with Miss Liberty.
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At the Statue of Liberty with John Ryder and Mihai.
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On Ellis Island. In the background, you can see Manhattan and the Twin Towers.

The Immigrants Museum on Ellis Island.
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In the hot sun at Niagara Falls.

With Mihai, dressed in raincoats, ready for a ride on Maid of the Mist on the whirling waves of
the Niagara.
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The famous portrait of Nina Cassian, sketched by Perahim and
published in the poet’s debut volume, La scara 1/1 (1947).

In the home of Nina Cassian, in Brooklin, New York City. Standing up: Maurice Edwards
(Nina Cassian’s husband), professor John Ryder, and Mihai Rad. At the front:
poets Nina Cassian and Anca Pedvis. Photo: Ilie Rad.
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Tender moments with Nina Cassian.

…and with poet Anca Pedvis.
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In the home of Karen and David Hempson, together with Henry and a friend of the
Hempsons.

“Lunch” with Sharon’s family, Mitchell, and Bill Pesesky (and Sharon’s sister, Linda Bunting),
a few days before we returned home. To make our reinte-gration easier, Sharon cooked
traditional Romanian food!
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With Olga Munteanu, the professor from Cluj residing in Cortland.

Prof. Devereaux Kennedy, Mihai, and a few of the members of UniPlanet editorial board.
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At the end of the Contemporary East-European Journalism course, we were given a cake.

The cake saying “Thanks, For Being A Great Teacher, Prof. Rad, and Mihai”.
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Tudor in the famous Boeing 707, taking us to the United States (June 2002).

The first lunch with Janet and Henry Steck in Cortland, where we would live for two weeks.
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A picnic in Professor John Hartsock’s backyard from Homer, near Cortland.

Professors Thomas Mwanika, John Hartsock, Ilie Rad, Linda, John’s wife, and Samuel Kelley at
the picnic.
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With Julie Hempson at her high school graduation (Cortland, June 2002).

With professor Thomas Mwanika in his office.
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At an event organized for the International UniPlanet Conference. Prof. Devereaux Kennedy,
Elizabeth Davis-Russel, the vice-president of the Department of International relations at
SUNY Cortland, and Tudor Rad.

With Devereaux Kennedy and two members of the editorial board of UniPlanet.
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Henry Steck, Devereaux Kennedy, Ilie Rad together with the regional directors of UniPlanet.

The logo of UniPlanet magazine.
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Tudor with the Niagara Falls behind him.

Two Romanians at Niagara Falls.
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With professor Thomas Mwanika, the one who drove us to Niagara Falls.

Tudor in his raincoat, ready to get in Maid of the Mist.
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With Janet Steck on a street in New York City.

Tudor, Janet, and Henry Steck in a subway station in New York City.
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The Twin Towers in four situations: 1. A symbol of American splendor and greatness. 2. The
first tower already hit, with the second about to be hit by a second plane. 3. The first tower in
flames, and the second tower in the moment of the explosion. 4. The first tower collapsing, the
second tower in flames.
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Ground Zero. Source: Internet

Ground Zero from another angle. Source: Internet.
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An invitation letter from the Romanian professor in America, Alexandru Balaș.
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Freedom Tower was built next to Ground Zero. It was designed to with-stand terrorist
attacks. It’s 541,3 m tall, the tallest building in the US (Empire State Building, for example,
is only 391 m tall).
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One of the two fountains build on the former foundation of the Twin Towers, with the names
of the victims (2983 in total) from the World Trade Center.

The roof of the World Trade Center Station, designed by the famous Spanish architect,
Santiago Calatrava, symbolizing “a dove freed from a child’s hand”.
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Rockefeller Center with the famous skyscraper called Top of the Rock, with the statue of Atlas
holding the world on his shoulders in front of it.

Doina – on the viewing platform from The Top of the Rock. In the background, you can see a
part of Manhattan, dominated by the Empire State Building and Freedom Tower.
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A moment from the construction of Rockefeller Center, with the workers having a lunch break,
resting on a metal beam hundreds of meters above the city. Some said the photo is fake. Either
way, the idea is wonderful!

From any American elevator, the number 13 is missing, because there are no floors with no. 13!
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1. The famous St. Patrick cathedral in New York City, surrounded by sky-scrapers.
2. The cathedral’s interior. 3. Stain glass windows from the cathedral. 4. The organ.
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1. In front of Trump Tower. 2-3. Shots from inside Trump Tower.
4. The armed agents guarding Trump Tower.
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Shots from Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum in New York: Next to “brother” Hemingway.

With Pablo Picasso.
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An unexpected “speaker” (Doina Rad) to the White House, with Michelle and Barack
Obama.

Two Romanians with the British Royal Family.
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The entrance to the SUNY Cortland campus.

Students from the campus, happy to celebrate their university’s 150 years of existence.
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My schedule set up by prof. Alexandru Balaș for my entire stay at SUNY Cortland.
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With SUNY Cortland President, prof. dr. Erik J. Bitterbaum,
and prof. Dr. Alexandru Balaș at the end of our private audience.

A shot from the campus, a true “corner of heaven”.
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With the family of Alexandru Balaș: his wife Tracy, and their twin daughters,
Julia and Madlene.

The same scene, but instead of Alex, we have his mother, Elena Bujor who was visiting
from Romania.
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1. Doina at Niagara Falls. 2. Nikola Tesla’s statue from Niagara Falls.
3-4. With Ileana, ready to hop on the Maid of the Mist.
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Niagara River before reaching the waterfall.

The Canadian side of Niagara Falls.
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A rare photo. The American side of Niagara Falls with no water. Niagara River’s course
had to be changed by the American Army to remove the boul-ders brought by water.

The same waterfall in all its splendor.
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On Seneca Lake. A boat ride with Codruța and Charles Temple.
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The yard and the hose of Codruța and Charles Temple, in Geneva (New York State).

In the yard of the Temples. Jackie was guarding us.
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“Hobart & William Smith” University from Geneva, where Charles Temple teaches.

With our friend, Codruța on the steps of the summer amphitheater of “Hobart &
William Smith” University.
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Visiting the Statue of Liberty for the 3rd time, this time with Doina.
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A few names from the millions of immigrants recorded.
Maybe Joseph Rad was a distant relative!...
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The cover of my book, De la Moscova la New York that was launched at SUNY Cortland
on September 11th, 2018, 17 years after the terrorist attacks on 9/11.
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The poster for my book launch that could be found all over the campus.
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Among the first ones to arrive at my book launch (in the back of the hall) were Prof. Dr.
Erik Bitterbaum, the President of SUNY Cortland, and Prof. dr. James M. Clark, the
former President. A SUNY Cortland Center, Clark Center for Global Engagement, is
named in his honor. Its director is Alexandru Balaș.

A few old friends were seated on another side of the hall: Sharon Pesesky, Henry Steck,
Sharon R. Steadman, Olga Munteanu, David Hollenback, John Hartsock, Codruța
Temple, etc.
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Prof. Alexandru Balaș and Ilie Rad at the beginning of the book launch.

The same ones during the Q&A.
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With professor David Hollenback, my former boss from 2000, the director of the
Department of Communication Studies.
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With Colley Q’Vaun Robert, a former guest of the Faculty of Political and
Administrative Sciences from “Babeș-Bolyai” University, the Department of Journalism
and Digital media, English section. He wore his UBB T-Shirt..
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The cover of Jurnalismul literar american, by John Hartsock. The preface by Ilie Rad was
a result of my visits to the US..
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Nr. 389 of Tribuna magazine (year XVII, 16-30 Nov. 2018) in which I published my
interview with SUNY Cortland President, Professor Erik Bitterbaum. This issue was
illustrated with the sculptures of American artist Heather Ramsdale.
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With heather Ramsdale at her exhibition from Down Fine Arts Center, SUNY Cortland,
September 2018.

Heather Ramsdale, (2013), mixed technique, 5 x 7,6 x 2.5 cm.
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Heather Ramsdale No Name (2010), electroluminescent rays of variable dimensions,
180 x 20 x 12.7 cm.

Heather Ramsdale No Name (2015), vinyl, polyfoil, 183 x 183 x 56 cm.
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A shot taken after the course of Korean professor Wan Sung on the interview (we, the
professors, are in the back corner).

At the end of the course on the history of Romanian journalism, initiated by another
Korean professor, Sung Woo Yoo.
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Svetlana Broz, the granddaughter of Iosif Broz Tito while she was living in Belgrade.

Svetlana Broz with Ilie Rad in Sarajevo. Photo: László Komlósi.
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Visiting Tom Mwanika while he was in a Medical Center in Cortland, together with
professors Samuel Kelley and John Hartsock.

On the day we had to leave Cortland. Sharon and Bill Pesesky drove us to Albany.
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Taking a break on the way to Albany with the Pesesky family.

Smiling in Albany train station. We were walking towards the train that took us to New
York, and from there – home. Photo: Bill Pesesky.
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